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FOREWORD

This report is the fourth in a series of four reports which

present the results of analyses performed in the Reactor Safety3

Study Methodology Applications Program (RSSMAP). This volume

describes the analysis performed for the Grand Gulf Unit 1 iaclear

P
reactor; other volumes describe the analyses of Sequoyah Unit 1,

Oconee Unit 3, and Calvert Cliffs Unit 2. The RSSMAP analyses

were an attempt to use insights from the relatively detailed and

elaborate Reactor Safety Study analysis to perform a meaningful

.
plant risk analysis with minimum manpower and economic impacts.

t

It was also desired that the study of plants with differing
,

reactor and containment designs would broaden the class of nuclear'

power plants explicitly analyzed in terms of risk.

The reader should be cautioned to consider these results in

their proper context. As was true of all the RSSMAP plants studied,

the Grand Gulf analysis was conducted primarily with information

available in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). Technical

Specifications and plant procedures were not available for Grand

Gulf since it is still under construction. This approach does

imply some limitations in the depth of the analysis since as-built

systems often differ from those depicted in FSAR drawings and4

4 FSAR analyses generally indicate more conservative criteria and

guidelines than are actually required for plant response to

accidents. Further, it is acknowledged that subsequent to the

completion'of the Grand Gulf analysis, some changes in plant;

design (e.g., installation of a hydrogen ignition system) may be

made which will have an effect on the frequencies of the dominant.

accident sequences,
iii



It should also be noted that some developments in risk assess-

ment mothodology have been employed in'the Grand Gulf analysis

which were not used in the e-_ lier Sequoyah analysis. Among the

most important of these involves the development of improved

transiant event trees and the treatment of dominant accident
sequences to include complement' events.

Comments on this report and the RSSMAP methodology are

invited. Comments should be sent to:

Chief, Reactor Risk Branch
Division of Risk Analysis
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This volume represents .the results of the analysis of the

Grand Gulf Unit 1 Nuclear Power Plant which was performed as part

of the Reactor Safety. Study Methodology Applications Program

(RSSMAP). The RSSMAP was conducted to apply the methodology

developed in the Reactor Safety Study (RSS) to an additional group

of plants with the following objectives in mind: (1) identification

of the risk dominating accident sequences for a broader group of

reactor designs; (2) comparison of these accident sequences with

those identified in the RSS; and (3) based on this comparison,

identification of design differences which have a significant

impact on risk.

Significant use of RSS insights and results was made for the

Grand Gulf analysis. Loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs) and tran-
sients were used as initiating events. The :elease categories,

human error, and component failure data bases were the same as

those used in the RSS. The transient and LOCA event trees for
j Grand Gulf differ somewhat from the RSS event trees. This is due

to different systems a6d interactions between systems at Grand

Gulf. In addition, the RSSMAP transient and LOCA trees are inter-
*

related in recognition that transient initiating events may ulti-

mately lead to LOCA conditions. Unlike the RSS, detailed fault

j trees were not used to identify all possible failure modes; rather,
|

a " survey and analysis" technique was used to identify the most

likely failure modes of a system. The determination of which

; accident sequences result in core melt and the subsequent ccntain-

ment response and release was made by the MARCH and CORRAL codes

v
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which are significantly more developed codes than those available

when the RSS was performed. No consequence analysis was performed.

Results of the Grand Gulf RSSMAP analyses can be summarized in

the histogram below, which depicts the total accident sequence

frequency in each of the four BWR core melt categories used in the.

RSS.

10-3 ..

10-4 --

10-5 ..

10-6 ..

10-7 --

10-8 .-

Cat. 1 Cat. 2 Cat 3. Cat 4.

The most significant sequences contributing to the core melt

frequency and, by extension, the risk were transient initiated

sequences which are followed by a loss of all long-term decay heat

removal. These sequences contributed approximately 90% of the

total core melt frequency at Grand Gulf. ,

The predicted total core melt frequency for Grand Gulf using

the RSSMAP methodology is approximately the same as that predicted

for Peach Bottom in the Reactor Safety Study.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION j

|

As a part of determining the public risk due to accidents in

light water reactors (LWR), the Reactor Safety Study (RSS) ( Re fe r-

ence 1) developed a methodology for evaluating risks associated

with potential accidents at nuclear power plants. A number of organ-

izations and individuals have recommended that the methodology

developed in the RSS be used on a wider basis to analyze commercial

power reactor systems and to assist in making informed decisions

when public risk is a consideration. Further, it has also been

stated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)1 .that ways should
;

be examined in which the RSS methodology can be used to improve the

regulatory process. In light of this , the Division of Risk Analysis

( formerly the Probabilistic Analysis Staf f) of the NRC Office of

Research initiated a program in October of 1975, entitled "The

Reactor Safety Study Methodology Applications Program (RSSMAP),"

to provide a broader foundation for applications of the RSS method-

ology and engineering insights into the regulatory. safety review

process..

The RSS addressed two reactors, the Surry and Peach Bottom

plants. For those two reactors, the accident sequences that domi-

nated risk were identified. As a further application of the RSS

methodology, the RSSMAP was conducted with the following objec-

tives: (1) identify the risk dominating accident sequences for a

broader spectrum of reactor designs, (2) compare those accident

sequences with those identified fc.r the reactors studied in the

RSS, and (3) based on this comparison, identify design dif ferences

between the plants which have a significant impact on risk.

1See NRC ar tual Report to the President, 1975.
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The _ Reactor Safety Study Methodology Applications Program was

divided into two principal tasks: systems analysis of engineered-

systems, and analysis of the accident processes. Sandia National

Laboratories was contracted to perform the systems analysis task.

This task was performed with the aid of Evaluation Associates,-

Inc., of Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania as a subcontractor. Battelle

Columbus Laboratories was contracted to perform the analysis of

accident processes.

The RSSMAP study includes three PWR power plant designs and

one BWR plant design. These designs are significantly different

from those studied in the RSS. Table 1-1 identifies the RSSMAP.

plants, the RSS plant used for comparison, and some key design

features.

This volume documents the results for the Grand Gulf #1 plant.

It is a 1250 MWe General Electric BWR with a Mark III containment

and is located on the east side of the Mississippi River approxi-

mately 37 miles north-northeast of Natchez, Mississippi. Grand

Gulf is owned by and will be operated by Middle South Energy, Inc.,

a wholly owned subsidiary of Middle South Utilities, Inc. and

Mississippi Power and Light Company. Grand Gulf Unit #1 is sched-

uled for commercial operation in 1981.

,
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Table 1-1. Major Characteristics of RSS and RSSMAP Studied Plants

RSSMAP PLANT RSS PLANT USED FOR COMPARISON
l

Sequoyah #1 PWR Surry PWR
Reactor Vendor - Westinghouse Reactor Vendor - Westinghouse |

- *

Architectural Engineer - Architectural Engineer - Stone I
* *

Tennessee Valley Authority and Webster Engineering Co,rp.
Four Reactor Coolant Loops Three Reactor Coolant Loops* *

1148 MWe 775 MWE- *

Ice Condenser Containment Dry Subatmospheric Containment* *

Now in low power testing Commercial Operation on 12/72* *

Oconee #3 PWR
Reactor Vendor - Babcock*

and Wilcox *

Architectural Engineer - Duke*

Power Co. with Assistance
from Bechtel Power Corp.

Two Hot Leg Reactor Coolant- SURRY PWR*

Loops
Four Cold Leg Reactor
Coolant Loops

886 MWe-

Dry Containment*

Commercial Operation 12/74*

Calvert Cliffs #2 PWR
Reactor Vendor - Combustion*

Engineering
Architectural Engineer -*

Bechtel Power Corp
Two Hot Leg Reactor Coolant SURRY PWR*

Loops
Four Cold Leg Reactor
Coolant Loops

850 MWe
Dry Containment
Commercial Operation 4/74*

Grand Gulf #1 BWR Peach Bottom BWR
Reactor Vendor - General Reactor Vendor - General Electric* -

Electric Co. 1 Co.
Architectural Engineer - | * Architectural Engineer -*

Bechtel ?ower Corp. I Bechtel Power Corp.
BWR/6 Design | BWR/4 Design* *

1250 MWe 1065 MWe- -

Mark III Containment Mark I Containment- *

Commercial Operation scheduled | Commercial Operation 7/74* *

for 1981

1-3,1-4
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2.0 METHODOLOGY

As stated in Chapter 1, the RSS Methodology Applications ro-t

, gram consists of two principal tasks: systems analysis and acci-

dent process analysis. This chapter will discuss the basic meth-

odology utilized in performing these tasks, differences from the

methodology presented in the RSS, and important assumptions and

restrictions used in performing the analyses. Details of how the

methodology was applied to the analysis of the Grand Gulf #1 power

plant can be found in Chapters 4 and 5.

2.1 Review of RSS Methodology

Before discussing the RSSMAP methodology, a brief review of

the RSS methodology may be useful in identifying similarities and

describing differences between the two methodologies. In the RSS,

the methodology consisted essentially of three basic tasks. These

included: (1) a systems analysis task, (2) an accident process

analysis task, and (3) a consequence analysis task. The first two

correspond to RSSMAP ttisks. The third task analyzed the accident

sequences in terms of consequences to public health and property

damage. This third task was not included in this study.

The initial step in the RSS systems analysis task involved the

construction of functional event trees. These trees indicate the

functions which must be performed by plant systems to mitigate an

accident initiated by various loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs) or

transients. For LOCAs, these functions were reactor shutdown,

emergency core cooling, post accident radioactivity removal, post
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accident heat removal, and containment integrity. For transients,

the required functions were reactor suberiticality, overpressure

protection, vessel water inventory, and heat transfer to the envi-

ronment. Then system event trees were constructed by identifying

the plant systems needed to perform the required post-accident

functions. After completing this, the system accident sequences

were delineated and a detailed fault tree analysis was conducted

on all the systems represented on the event tree to determine the

failure modes and failure probability of these systems. In some

cases, detailed fault trees were not needed if actual plant failure

probability data existed. The fault trees were quantified using a

component and human failure data base compiled as part of the RSS.

The system failure probability was expressed in terms of a median

value with an associated error bound. The error bound was due to

uncertainties in the RSS data base.

The final step of the RSS systems analysis task was the quan-

tification of the accident sequences depicted on the system event

trees. Any dependencies which existed among the systems in the se-

quence, which were not explicitly covered by the event tree struc-

ture, were identified (i.e., a shared system component) and incor-

porated into the quantification. System accident sequences with

the highest frequencies were then analyzed in terms of accident

processes.

The accident process analysis was conducted to determine (1)

which of the dominant system accident sequences resulted in core

melt, (2) the response of the containment following an accident
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and (3) for those sequences predicted to result in containment fail-

ure, the amount and types of radioactivity released to the environ-

ment. Containment event trees displaying potential containment

failure modas were created for each system accident sequence. Prob-

abilities of these failure modes were then estimated. The complete

accident sequences (defined as a system accident sequence with its

appropriate containment failure mode) were then assigned to one of

nine PWR or one of five BWR radioactive caterial release categories.

The categories were ordered in terms of severity with Category 1

representing the most severe radioactive material release. The

accident sequence frequencies in each category were then summed in

order to assess the release category frequency (per reactor year) .

It was recognized that there was an uncertainty associated with

the release category placement of each sequence. To account for

this, the RSS smoothing technique was used; that is, a probability

of 0.1 was assigned to an accident sequence being in an adjacent

release category, and a probability of .01 was assigned to an acci-

dent sequence being two release categories from the one in which

it was placed, etc. After applying this technique, the final re-

lease category frequency was assessed.

The final RSS task waa to analyze the release categories in

terms of consequences to public health and property damage. This

was acccomplished through the use of various models depicting items

such as meteorology, population evacuation, and population dose.

Through the use of these models, the consequences of each release

category were determined. Multiplication of the frequency of the
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release category and its associated consequence resulted in a risk

estimate of each category. Summing the risk of all the release

categories resulted in an estimate of the total power plant risk.

2.2 RSSMAP Methodology

The RSSMAP methodology is based on that used in the RSS. To

meet, in an efficient manner, the objectives of the program stated

in the introduction, insights and results from the RSS were used

when appropriate. However, certain departures from the RSS meth-

odology did occur and are summarized below.

During the formulation of the event trees, it was decided that

a single LOCA tree, rather than three as in the RSS, would be an

adequate representation of the plant response to a LOCA of any

given break size. The reactor functions incorporated into the

Grand Gulf event trees are the same as those used in the RSS except

for several variations. The RSS LOCA post-accident heat removal

function was split into two functions for Grand Gulf: containment

overpressure protection early and containment overpressure protec-

tion late. In the transient analysis, the RSS heat transfer to

the environment function is called residual heat removal.

One of the insights gained from the RSS was that system fail-

ure probabilities are dominated by only a few failure modes such

as single, double and common mode hardware and human failures. Be-

cause of this insight, elaborate fault tree models to identify all

possible system failure modes, as was done in the RSS, were not de-

veloped for the RSSMAP. Instead, a " survey and analysis" technique
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was used to determine system failure modes. This technique was, in

essence, a systematic approach by which the analyst searched for

system failure modes. The search was done manually and was usually

stopped when all double or triple failure modes were identified. A

Boolean equation was then constructed for each system which re-

presented these failure modes. These equations were utilized in

the accident sequence analysis described later. (For an example of

the " survey and analysis" technique, see Appendix.B.) It should be

noted that the failure mode search was based largely on systems in-

formation gained from the plant FSAR (through Amendment 46), a

single visit to the plant, and some follow-up conversations with

plant personnel. It is recognized that this limitation in the

study does not provide assurance that all system failure modes

have been identified.

The RSSMAP systen unavailabilities were quantified using the

RSS hardware and human error data base, except for those systems

for which actual plant failure probability data was available.

Throughout the course of this work, point estimate unavailabilities

were used in determining the system failure probabilities rather

than the median unavailability with its associated error

bound as was used in the RSS. This departure from the RSS method-

ology was made because the additional effort of estimating error

bounds was not judged necessary for risk comparisons or the identi-

fication of dominant accident contributors.
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The final step of the RSSMAP systems analysis task was the

performance of a system accident sequence analysis to determine

those core melt sequences with the highest frequency. This was

done by combining the Boolean equations describing the succeeded

and failed systems for each accident sequence, performing a Boolean

reduction of the equations to produce sequence cut sets (i.e., the

system failures which produce an accident sequence), and quantify-

ing those cut sets using the data base. The cut sets for each ac-

cident sequence were summed to arrive at a total sequence frequency.

The accident sequence Boolean reduction and cut set quantification

was performed with the aid of the SETS and SEP computer codes

(Reference 5). In the RSS, the accident sequence analysis was per-

formed largely by hand calculations. In some cases, this may have

required some assumptions concerning interactions between systems

in a sequence to make the calculations practicable. The increased

analytical capability afforded by SETS and SEP allowed for a more

rigorous treatment of systems interactions in the RSSMAP. (For

more details concerning the systems analysis task, see Chapter 4.)

System accident sequences identified with the highest frequen-

cies were then analyzed in terms of accident processes. The acci-

dent process analysis task for the RSSMAP was conducted in a more

detailed manner than was done in the RSS. Use was made of a new

computer code known as MARCll, and an updated version of the CORRAL

code (References 6 and 7).
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The MARCH code, developed at Battelle Columbus Laboratories,

performs LOCA and transient initiated accident calculations from

the time of the initia* tion of the a . ident through the stages of

blowdown (LOCA only), core heat up, boiloff, core meltdown, pres-

sure vessel bottom head melting and failure, debris-water inter-

action in the reactor cavity, and interaction of the molten debris

with the concrete containment base pad. The mass and energy addi-

tions into the containment building during these stages are con-

tinuously evaluated and the pressure-temperature response of the

containment with or without the engineered safety features is

calculated. The MARCH simulation also accounts for metal-water

reactions, combustion of hydrogen, and heat losses to structures

in the containment. By comparison, the accident process analysis

conducted in the RSS was conducted largely with hand calculations,

which required several simplifying assumptions (e.g., small LOCAs

and transients were' treated in a gross manner by comparing them to

calculations done for large LOCAs).

The updated version of the CORRAL code uses the same basic

analytical models as the RSS version, but has been made more ver-

satile. The code can now model the transport of the radionuclides

within the containment in more detail because of the increased ca-

pability of handling larger problems.

For each of the dominant system accident sequences, the codes

were used in determining possible containment failure modes, esti-

mating the probabilities of each failure mode, and placing each se-

quence into the four RSS BWR core melt release categories. The non-

melt category 5 was found to have a negligible impact on risk in
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the RSS and was not included in the RSSMAP. (For more details con-

cerning the accident process analysis task see, Chapter 5.)

Upon completion of the accident process analysis, the complete

accident sequences (defined as the combined system accident sequence

end containment fail _are mode) were ranked and the dominant accident

sequences identified. The final' step in the RSSMAP was then to com-

pare the expected risk of the Grand Gulf plant with the RSS BWR.

This was done indirectly by comparing the probability (per reac-

tor year) of.the four BWR core melt release categories, i.e., the

RSSMAP methodology did not include a task to directly analyze the'

consequences of accident sequences.

|

,
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3.0 GENERAL PLANT DESCRIPTION AND DIFFERENCES FROM RSS PLANT

The likelihood of certain accident sequences and the factors

which cause an accident sequence to dominate the risk associated

with a plant are clearly dependent on the plant design. In this

section, significant design differences between the Grand Gulf and

Peach Bottom units are summarized. Detailed system descriptions

and reliability estimates are presented in Appendix B.

Both Grand Gulf units have a BWR/6 boiling water reactor (251-

inch diameter vessel with 800 fuel assemblies) designed and supplied

by General Electric Company. Each Grand Gulf reactor is designed

to operate at a gross electrical power output of approximately

1306 MW and a net electrical output of approximately 1250 MW. The

Grand Gulf containment is the Mark III BWR containment incorporating

the drywell/ pressure suppression concept. The containment is a

steel-lined reinforced concrete structure designed by Bechtel

Power Corporation. The internal design pressures for the drywell

and containment are 30 and 15 psig, respectively.

Peach Bottom units 2 and 3 are both BWR/4 (251-inch diameter

vessel with 764 fuel assemblies) boiling water reactors and were

also designed and supplied by General Electric. Each Peach Bottom

unit is designed to operate at a gross electrical output of 1098

MW and a net eletrical output of 1065 MW. Peach Bottom utilizes a

BWR Mark I containment which has a 56 psig internal design pressure.

There are several important dif ferences in the safety systems

between the plants which perform the generic LOCA and transient

BWR engineered safety functions. These differences are the result
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of dif ferent systems present at Grand Gulf as well as many differ-

ences in piping and circuitry configurations, system success cri-

teria, and test and maintenance intervals for systems which appear-

at both plants. Some of the more obvious dissimilarities can be

noted upon examination of Figures 3-1 and 3-2. These figures

depict the Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom Engineered Safety Features

(ESP) and related system components in a very simplified manner.

Redundancy in systems is not shown except in some cases where

number of pumps, etc., are indicated. A brief descriptive summary

of all Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom systems analyzed follows. More

detailed descriptions can be found in Appendix B.

A word of caution should be made about comparing the system

failure probabilities of both plants. The comparison given in the

following descriptive summaries is based on an independent compari-

son of the systems. Interdependencies between the various systems

at the plant are not considered at this point. Because of this

fact, a statement such as " Grand Gulf System A has a failure proba-

bility X times greater or lower than Peach Bottom System A," has no

safety significance unless the systems being compared are truly

independent of other systems at the plant. For purposes of comparing

safety then, the appropriate comparison is the accident sequence

frequencies since it is at this point where all system interdepen-

dencies are considered. Accident sequences and system it.'erdepen-

dencies are discussed in Chapters 4 and 6.
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3.1 Grand Gulf Systems Which Do Not Have a Comparable Peach
Bottom System

There is only one Grand Gulf system which has no comparable

- Peach Bottom equivalent. A brief description of the system and

its dominant failure modes follow.
-

3.1.1 Suppression Pool Makeup System (SPMS)

The purpose of this system is to provide water from the up-

per containment pool to the suppression pool by gravity flow fol-

lowing a LOCA. Water addition to the suppression pool by the SPMS

is needed to ensure the capacity of the RHR heat exchangers to

safely limit the long-term, post LOCA suppression pool temperature

a.nd to ensure that there is sufficient suppression pool vent

coverage for all break sizes.

The piping system consists of'two 100% capacity lines from

the upper containment pool to the suppression pool. Each SPMS

makeup line has two normally closed valves in series which auto-

matically open after a LOCA.

Maintenance and hardware failures of the two SPMS makeup lines

were assessed to be the dominant cause of failure for this system.

3.2 Grand Gulf Systems Which Have Comparable Peach Bottom Systems

Brief descriptions of the differences between the Grand Gulf

and Peach Bottom systems are given below.

3.2.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS)

The RPS for both Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom consists of a

control rod system (CRS) and a reactor protection logic system
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(RPLS) and is designed to automatically' shut down the reactor

immediately at the onset of abnormal plant operating conditions.

The RPLS, essentially the same for each plant, is arranged

as two separately powered trip systems and has a one-out-of-two

twice logic scheme. Two manual scram switches are provided for

each Grand Gulf trip system, whila Peach Bottom incorporates one

manual scram switch for each trip system. The CRS is also essen-

tially the same for both plants. Peach Bottom has 185 control

rods while Grand Gulf has 193 rods.

The principal contributors to the RPS unavailability for both

Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom are the failure of three adjacent rods

to enter the core and a common mode failure arising from miscali-

bration of RPS sensor switches.(1)

Grand Gulf's RPS unavailability was assessed to be slightly

lower than that for Peach Bottom. The difference in unavailabilities

was due to the fact that for loss of offsite power sequences at

Grand Gulf, RPS logic circuit failures were not included in the

RPS unavailability since the RPS will trip due to the initiator.

3.2.2 Emergency AC Power System (EPS)

The major Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom Design characteristics

are summarized below for comparison:

Grand Gulf EPS Peach Bottom EPS

three diesel generators / unit two diesel generators / unit* -

- no inter-unit bus ties with inter-unit bus ties

load sequencing load sequencing* *

fl)The Reactor Safety Study RPS failure criteria was used in the
Grand Gulf analysis.
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Grand Gulf EPS (continued) Peach Bottom EPS.(continued)

three load divisions / unit two load divisions / unit-

- one diesel / load division - one dieeel/ load division-
- one division for High

Pressure Core Spray
- two divisions for remaining

redundant ESF

three independent 120 VAC 'four 120 -VAC channels serving-

channels / unit unit 2 and unit 3
- no inter-unit bus ties - inter-unit bus ties

The significant difference between Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom

; was the dedicated HPCS load division employed by Grand Gulf.

Peach Bottom and Grand Gulf's EPS unavailabilities were both

dominated by the diesel generators failing to start when needed.

The unavailability of a one AC electric power train was calculated'

to be nearly equal for Peach Bottom and Grand Gulf. However, since

Grand gulf has a third EPS train dedicated . to the High Pressure

Core Spray, the total unavailability of all AC power at Grand

Gulf is several orders of magnitude lower than at Peach Bottom.

3.2.3 DC Power System (DCPS)

The Peach Bottom DCPS employs four independent 125 VDC- pow-

er supplies for the unit's ESF equipment. Each of these power sup-

plies includes one 125 volt battery and one battery charger. The

Grand Gulf DCPS employs three independent 125 VDC power supplies

f for the ESF equipment for each unit (1 and 2). Each of these power

supplies includes one 125 volt battery and two (redundant) battery

chargers. One of the Grand Gulf DC power supplies is dedicated to

the High Pressure Core Spray system and the other two power sup-

plies are dedicated to the remaining ESF equipment for the unit.
I

1
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The DC train unavailabilities for both Grand Gulf and Peach

' Bottom are dominated by failure of the battery on; demand and are

therefore equal.

3.2.4- Vhpor Suppression System ( VSS)

The Vapor Suppression Systems at Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom

are both designed to prevent containment overpressurization after a

LOCA by condensing steam released from the break. The primary method'

of achieving vapor suppression at both plants is to bubble the

steam through a suppression pool.

The suppression' pool at Grand Gulf is open to the primary

containment volume and surrounds the drywell. Steam, emitted by a

LOCA, passes from the drywell. through passive, horizontal vents

into the suppression pool. In the case where small amounts of

steam leak from the drywell, bypassing the suppression pool,

containment sprays can be used to assure vapor-suppression.

The suppression pool (or wetwell) at Peach Bottom is a torus,

half-filled with water, which is separate from,the primary containment'

volume. During a LOCA, steam is carried to the suppression pool by

vent. pipes, a ring manifold, and downcomer pipes. Peach Bottom

does have wetwell and drywell sprays. No credit was given for

these sprays in the RSS analysis, however.

Single failures dominate both the large and small LOCA cases

of VSS failure at Peach Bottom. For the small LOCA case, a vacuum

breaker being . partially open is the dominant failure type. For the

large LOCA at Peach Bottom, downcomer pipe . ruptures dominate the

system failure.
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For Grand Gulf, the dominant VSS failure is the event where

a large amount of steam bypasses the suppression pool via leaks in

the drywell penetrations. Possible steam bypass through open vac-

uum breakers at Grand Gulf are double failures and were found to

add negligibly to the system unavailability.

The VSS unavailability for large LOCAs at Grand Gulf was

assessed to be similar to the Peach Bottom estimate. The VSS

unavailability for small LOCAs was assessed to be over an order of

magnitude smaller at Grand Gulf than the value calculated for

Peach Bottom. This difference was primarily due to the passive VSS.

design employed at Grand Gulf.

3.2.5 High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS)

Although they perform the same function, the Grand Gulf-HPCS

and Peach Bottom HPCIS are significantly different in design. The

Peach Bottom high pressure system is driven by a steam turbine

while the Grand Gulf HPCS employs a motor driven pwmp. Another

major design difference is in the method of delivery to the vessel:

the Grand Gulf system uses a spray sparger above the core, while

the Peach Bottom delivers through a feedwater line.

In other respects, the systems are very similar. Each has

the condensate storage tank or the suppression pool as a suction

source. The control systems and initiation are very similar; the

differences being due to the steam controls needed for the Peach
'

Bottom HPCIS.

Peach Bottom's HPCIS unavailability is dominated-by the esti-

mated downtime for maintenance. The reason for this is the large

number of motor operated valves for which maintenance would cause
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unavailability of the system. Valve maintenance accounts for about

half of the total HPCIS unavailability. Maintenance of the tur-

bine driven pump accounts for much of the remainder. Grand Gulf's

HPCS unavailability is also dominated by maintenance ccrtributions

of the pump and valves and was assessed to be a factor of two lower

than Peach Bottom's.

3.2.6 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCICS)

The RCICS of Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom are similar in

design and identical in function. The two systems both rely on

turbine driven pumps to deliver the water to the core. Aside

from physical layouts, the two systems dif fer in two aspects.

First, the Grand Gulf RCICS delivers water through a spray nozzle

above the reactor core while the Peach Bottom system utilizes one

of the feedwater lines. Second, after nuclear boiler system isola-

tion, the Grand Gulf RCICS can operate with the Residual Heat

Removal System to direct steam from the main steam lines to the

RHR heat exchangers. In this way, reactor steam is condensed so

that decay and residual heat may be removed if the main condenser

is unavailable.

The assessed unavailabilities for the Grand Gulf and Peach

Bottom RCIC systems were very similar. Unavailabilities of both

systems were dominated by estimated downtime for maintenance.

3.2.7 Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS)

The two systems are quite dif ferent when viewed without con-

sideration of the other ECCS components. The Grand Gulf system is

a single pump, single loop system whereas the Peach Bottom system
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(the Core Spray Injection System, CSIS) is redundant, consisting

of two independent loops and four pumps. The control and initiation

of the two systems is the same. Any true comparison must treat

the entire ECCS of both reactors, as it is the functionability of

the Emergency Core Cooling System as a whole which is important.

Unavailabilities of either or both subsystems of the CSIS

are dominated by the estimated outages for maintenance activities

on the motor operated valves and pumps. System tests were not

significant contributors to overall unavailability and no signifi-

cant human error single faults were found.

Grand Gulf's LPCS unavailability is also dominated by mainten-

ance contributions of the pump and valves and was assessed to be a

factor of two lower than that calculated for a Peach Bottom CSIS train.

3.2.8 Automatic Depressurization System (ADS)
,

The two ADS systems of Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom are

identical in purpose and very similar in design. The circuitries,

including the initiating sensors, are almost identical. The major

difference is in the valve hardware. Th'e Grand Gulf valves have

two solenoid pilot valves, each connected to a different control

circuit and each having its own accumulator. The Peach Bottom

valves have one pilot valve and accumulator which can be operated

by either of two control systems. Grand Gulf uses eight safety /

relief valves as ADS valves, any four of which that function

results in system success for the worst small break case. At

Peach Bottom, five valves belong to the ADS and three of five must

function. In both cases, a manual intervention is possible which

resets the timer to zero each time it is employed.
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The dominant failure contributions for the ADS were the same

for-Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom. These are the failure of the oper-

ator to actuate the. ADS after.a transient (1.5 x 10-3) and the
f unavailability oftthe two logic circuits.to actuate'the ADS after.

a small LOCA (5.0 x 10-3), ,

i -

3.2.9 Low Presure Coolant Injection System (LPCIS)

The Low Pressure Coolant Injection Systems at Peach Bottom and

i
-Grand Gulf are operating modes of their respective Residual Heat

Removal Systems. In the LPCIS mode, water is drawn from the
;

suppression pool and injected into-the-reacrer vessel. Although

the primary functions of the two LPCI systems are the same, thei

-actual designs are quite different.

Peach E7ttom's LPCIS consists of four pumps which are crosstied

to two discharge headers. The Grand Gulf system has'three redundant

loops, each with its own pump and piping.

i The dominant contributor to the LPCIS unavailability at Peach

Bottom was from pump and valve maintenance. This was also the

j dominant contributor at Grand Gulf. The unavailability for an

individual LPCIS loop was calculated to be very similar for the
,

'
two plants.

,

,

4

i 3.2.10 Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS)

The Residual Heat Removal Systems at Peach Bottom and Grand
..

' Gulf are designed to remove decay heat from the suppression pool

after an accident. Both RHR systems use the same pumps and pathways

used by the LPCIS. In the- RHR mode, however, the residual heat
,

removal heat exchangers must be available along with secondary

cooling.
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The RHRS at Peach Bottom is composed of four pumps, each of

which is in series with a heat exchanger. The heat exchanger

discharges are all crosstied to two discharge headers. Only two of

the three Grand Gulf LPCI trains are equipped with heat exchangers

and are therefore available for residual heat renoval. Each of the

two RHRS trains at Grand Gulf has a pump and a heat exchanger

in series.

The cooling water to the heat exchangers is supplied by

the Standby Service Water System in the Grand Gulf unit. Each RHR

train has its own associated SSWS train. The Service Water System

also supplies pump seal and compartment cooling. At Peach Bottom,

the RHR heat exchangers are cooled by High Pressure Service Water;

while the pumps are cooled by a separate system, the Emergency

Service Water System.

An important mode of RHRS operation not available at Peach

Bottom is steam condensing. During nuclear boiler system isolation

and in conjunction with the operation of the reactor core isolation

cooling system and steam blowdown to the suppression pool, steam at

reduced pressure and temperature is directed from the main steam

lines to the residual heat removal system heat exchanger. Conden-

sate at a temperature not exceeding 140*F is directed to the reac-

tor core isolation system for return to the nuclear boiler system.

Noncondensable gases from the heat exchangers are vented to the sup-

pression pool. Steam condensing is manually initiated. In this

way, reactor steam is condensed so that decay and residual heat may

be removed if the main condenser is unavailable.
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As discussed _ in the Reactor Safety Study ( Appendix 2, page 425),

- the large number of pumps and paths available.for cooling and recir-

culation of the reactor water at Peach Bottom allows for a great

deal of' diversity in coping with the heat removal task. . Any one of

the four LPCRS pumps could meet the cooling requirements. The dom- |

inant failure identified was a common mode in the Emergency Service .

- Water, which cools the pump compartments.

The unavailability.of .the Grand Gulf RHRS was dominated by

hardware failures and was assessed to be an order of magnitude

higher than that for the similar Peach Bottom system for Loss of

Coolant Accidents. ~ This difference was primarilyEdue to the smaller

number of pumps and paths available for residual heat removal at

Grand Gulf and due to the fact that no credit-was given to the steam-

condensing mode of RHR after LOCAs.

3.2.11 Standby Service Water System (SSWS)

The ~ Peach Bottom. Service Water System is composed of the

HPSWS and ESWS. Both Grand Gulf SSWS and Peach Bottom ESWS are de-

'

-signed to supply cooling to the safety system room coolers and the die-

sel generator coolers of their respective plants during emergency.
,

'
(- conditions. Each system supplies. cooling water to its room cool-

I ers from emergency basins via redundant service water pump trains.

After removing heat from the components, the coolant is piped back
,

to the cooling towers where the heat is rejected to the atmosphere.

In addition to its two redundant SSW trains, the_ Grand Gulf SSWS
S

~ incorporates a separate.HPCS service water train. The SSWS supplies
'1

cooling'to the RHR heat exchangers in emergency conditions. At

4
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Peach Bottom, during an accident, the HPSWS supplies cooling to

the RHR heat exchangers.

The Peach Bottom system is shared by both of its units,

whereas each unit at Grand Gulf has its own SSWS.

Unavailability of the HPSWS at Peach Bottom is dominated by.

test and maintenance contributions of the valves and pumps and by a

common mode failure of the HPSWS where the operator fails to over-

ride some trip relays to manually start the HPSWS.

Unavailability of the ESNS at Peach Bottom is dominated by

potential faults in the single output valve. Any plugging of this

valve will prevent coolant flow through all unit coolers. Alsoc a

possible failure mode considered was the possibility that this nor-

mally keylocked open valve was closed for a maintenance or test act

and inadvertently left in a closed position.

Unavailability of Grand Gulf's SSNS was also dominated by

maintenance contributions of the pomps and valves in each loop. No

common mode failures were identified, however. Unavailability of

SSWS loops A and B (which supply ESF components in trains A and B,

respectively) simultaneously was assessed to be similar to the RSS

values for the ESWS and HPSWS.

3.2.12 Power Conversion System (PCS)

The Power Conversion Systems of Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom

are identical in purpose and very similar in design. Each system

is designed to produce electrical power from the steam coming from

the reactor, condense the steam, and return the water to the reactor

as heated feedwater.
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The Peach Bottom PCS utilizes three_33' percent motor-driven

. condensate pumps and three 33 percent turbine-driven feedwater~ pumps-

to move water through the system. Two Steam Jet Air Ejector. (SJAE)

units are used to maintain the condenser vacuum.

At Grand Gulf, the PCS is composed of three 33 percent motor-

driven condensate pumps, three 33 percent motor-driven condensate
-

booster-pumps, and two 50 percent turbine-driven feedwater-pumps. -

- < ~ . .
"

Two SJAEs are also used at Grand Gulf. '(;
The RSS data on Power Conversion Systems was derived from

/

industry data. The unavailabilities used for the.PCS at Grand -
~ ''

Gulf were the same as those used in the RSS for most sequences. ~
.

The~ exception is that the PCS was assumed to be unavailable at
,

.y
Grand Gulf for transient sequences involving stuck-open relief

~,

,

valves and loss of all emergency core cooling. --At Peach Bottom,

for this type of sequence, it was assumed that the PCS would be

available 99 out of 100 times. Refer to the discussion of sequence
.

TPOE in Chapter 6.0.
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4.0 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS TASK

This chapter summarizes the work done as part of the RSSMAP

Grand Gulf #1 systems analysis task. The work was done by Sandia

National Laboratories with the aid of Evaluation Associates,

Inc. The objective of this task was to identify the dominant

system accident sequences which are the major contributors to

public risk for Grand Gulf plant. These sequences were identi-

fled through the use of event tree and safety system unavailability

models. The system tinavailability models are, in essence, a

Boolean equation representation of a fault tree. The event tree

and system unavailability models utilized are discussed in

Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The dominant system accident -

sequences, generated through the use of these models, are presented

in Section 4.3 along with an illustrative example showing how a
,

typical accident sequence calculation was performed.

4.1 Event Trees

Event trees are the structures from which accident saquences

are derived. Two event tree types, used in succession, produce

the complete accident sequences. The system event trees, the

subject of this section, interrelate the initiating event and
i

the engineered safety feature failure events and result in system

accident sequences such as " TON." The containment event trees,

done as part of the accident process analysis, relate the possible

responses of the containment to the physical situations associated

with each system accident sequence. The resulting containment

failure modes, designated by terms such as a , y , or 6 are added

4-1
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to the system accident sequences to form the complete accident

sequences such as " TOW-y." Details of the Containment Event

Trees can be found in Chapter 5.

4.1.1 Initiating Events

The type of initiating events considered were the same as

in the RSS, i.e., LOCAs and transients. The RSS considered

three LOCA size ranges. These were designated "S " (1/2" < D<2

2"), "S " (2" < D < 6") and "A" (D > 6"), (D being defined as1

the equivalent diameter of the ruptures). Three sizes were

chosen since the number of ECCS and other systems required to

mitigate a LOCA was different for each LOCA range. The RSS also

considered three types of transients. These were all designated

"T" and included reactor shutdowns initiated by:

1) a loss of offsite power,

2) a loss of the main feedwater system not caused

by a loss of offsite power, and

3) other causes in which the main feedwater system

is initially available.

These transient initiators were assessed to adequately represent

a spectrum of generic BWR transients (RSS, Table I, 4-12) in

terms of their effects on the mitigating systems.

Based on the study of the Grand Gulf FSAR and discussions

with the vendor, it was determined that two LOCA sizes should be

chosen based on different ECCS subsystem requirements. These

LOCAs are designated S (D < 13.5") and A ( D > 13.5"). The
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estimated frequency of these LOCAs is given in Table 4-1. Since

the RSS pipe rupture data is for a generic plant, it was utilized
*

in arriving at these estimates. (As can be noted in this' table,

some double counting of RSS LOCA frequencies occurred due to over-

lap of LOCA size ranges between the RSS and Grand Gulf. This did

not significantly affect the analysis.)

Two transients were modelled for Grand Gulf, one depicting

loss of offsite power events and one covering all others. The

loss of offsite power transient is designated T1 and has a

frequency of 0.2/ year. The T23 transient represents all other

transients and is a combination of the RSS T2 and T3 initiators.
In the RSS, a loss of main feedwater transient was desig-

nated T2 and had a frequency of 3/ year. Other transients with

main feedwater initially available were designated T3 and have

a frequency of 4/ year. The frequency of Grand Gulf's T23 initiator

is 7/ year. The RSS T2 and T3 initiating events can be combined

because none of the probabilities of the transient event tree

events are sensitive to which initiator actually started

the accident.

4.1.2 LOCA Event Tree

The Grand Gulf LOCA event tree is displayed in Figure 4-1.

A detailed discussion of this event tree is presented in Appendix

A-1. This section will highlight the discussion given there.

!. A single LOCA event tree was judged to be an adequate

representation for the entire spectrum of break sizes. The,

definitions of the emergency coolant injection and residual heat

4-3
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removal events change somewhat in the evaluation of the two

different LOCAs, but the event tree structure does not.

The systems depicted on the tree perform five plant functions.

The-combinations of plant systems which are required to success-

fully. perform these functions for the LOCA sizes is displayed

in Table 4-2. These functions were chosen since they are either

required to successfully mitigate a LOCA or they can affect

the consequences of a core melt if mitigation of the LOCA is

unsuccessful. The event definitions for the event tree headings

are given in Table 4-3.

Dependencies incorporated into the LOCA event tree structure

are the following:

1) Core melt is expected to occur given a LOCA and failure

to achieve reactor subcriticality. The emergency core

cooling and residual heat removal systems would have

little effect on this type of accident. A branch for

the Vapor Suppression System was included because

suppression pool scrubbing of released fission products

could reduce the consequences of the LOCA.

2) It is not expected that the residual heat removal systems

could affect the consequences of an accident given a

loss of all emergency core cooling since the RHR systems

cannot prevent or delay the anticipated core melt and

containment failure.

4.1.3 Transient Event Tree

The Grand Gulf transient event tree is displayed in Figure

4-2. A detailed discussion of this event tree is presented in
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Appendix A-2. This section will highlight the discussion given

there.

A single transient event tree was judged to be an adequate

model of the plant response for the two transient initiating

events considered.

' The systems depicted on the tree perform four plant functions.

j The combination of plant systems which are required to perform

i
these functions for both transients is displayed -in Table ' 4-4.

These functions were chosen since they are either required to
1

successfully mitigate a transient or they can affect the-conse-

quences of a core melt if mitigation of the transient is

unsuccessful. The event definitions for the event tree headings

are given in Table 4-5.

Transient sequences with occurrence of event P, i.e., fail-

ure of any open safety / relief valve to rescat, and event Q,

i unavailability of the Power Conversion System, can be treated as

a small LOCA since the systems responding to these LOCAs are
4

identical to those required for a small (S) LOCA. These " transient

induced LOCAs" are therefore transferred to the LOCA event

tree upon occurrence of events P and O.

Dependencies incorporated into the transient event tree

structure are the following :

1) If the RCS relief valves fail to open, the valves

cannot, logically, fail to reclose. Also, the

operation of the emergency core cooling or residual

heat removal systems does not matter since core melt

is assumed. This conservative assumption is justified

4-5
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because the very small probability of event M

(failure of S/RVs to open when demanded) is

expected to cause all accident sequences

containing that event to be relatively small

contributors to the risk at Grand Gulf regardless

of the release category in which the sequence may

appear.

2) If the RCS relief valves fail to reclose and the

Power Conversion System is unavailable, the sequence

results in a LOCA, and the sequence (and analysis)

is continued on the LOCA event tree. This is justi-

fled by the fact that the rate of leakage of RCS

inventory is sufficient to fit the definition of a

LOCA.

3) Failure of the RPS is assumed to lead directly

to core melt since the reactor is expected to

remain at power levels that are higher than the

Residual Heat Removal System capacity.

4) Successful Power Conversion System operation leads

to a safe condition since the system will maintain

water inventory and will provide long term residual

heat removal.

5) Success of the High Pressure Core Spray or Reactor

Core Isolation Cooling System precludes the need for

the low preraure injection systems since early

injection requirements will be satisfied.
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6) It is not expected that the residual heat removal systems

could af fect the consequences of an accident given a

loss of all emergency core cooling since the RHR systems

cannot prevent or delay the anticipated core melt and

contalment failure.

4.1.4 Interfacing Systems LOCA

An interfacing system LOCA was analyzed for Grand Gulf and

similar to the one considered for the Surry PWR in the RSS.was

The initiating event assumes failur2 of a check valve in one of

the residual heat removal system lines and the opening of the

normally closed isolation motor operated valve (MOV), which is

in series with the check valve. This would allow high pressure

coolant water to enter the low pressure piping outside contain-

ment and a pipe rupture to occur. d

The interfacing system LOCA at Grand Gulf was determined to

contribute insignificantly to the overall core melt frequency.

Information obtained from the utility indicated that all of the

isolation MOVs on the low pressure lines will be permissive

closed during high pressure operation. Permissive signals will

prevent these valves from opening until reactor pressure has

dropped to approximately 700 psi. Rupture of low pressure piping

is not expected at this pressure.

4.1.5 Comparison of Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom Event Trees

The Peach Bottom LOCA and Transient even trees are dis-

played in Figures 4-3 through 4-6. A detailed discussion of the

event tree dif ferences are presented in Appendices A-1 and A-2.

Some of the more important differences are listed below.
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LOCA

-1) Response to a LOCA was depicted by one event tree fvr

Gra1d Gulf rather than the three event trees for Peach

Bottom. Some of the event definitions change,_ however,

depending on which initiating LOCA size is being

considered.

2) The Peach Bottom LOCA event trees all include an Event

B, electric power. The Grand Gulf LOCA tree does not

include an electric power event. Instead, electric power

dependencies were incorporated directly into the Boolean

models developed for each system.

3) The Peach Bottom large LOCA event tree had_an Event F,

ECF, or Emergency Cooling Functionability. In large

LOCAs, substantial blowdown forces can occur which have the

potential to damage portions of the core or RCS in ways

that can affect the ability of the ECCS to adequately

cool the core. For this reason, the ECF event was added

after Event E, ECI. ECF was not included in the small

LOCA trees since the forces involved are much smaller

and the chance of failure considered negligibly small.

However, the RSS finally concluded that 'he large LOCA

event with or without ECF probability values included

would contribute lessEthan 15 percent over.the entire

release spectrum. For this reason, ECF was not included

in the Grand Gulf analysis.

4) A containment leakage event (CL) was included on the

Peach Bottom trees to show that-failure or success of
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the containment isolation systems wlll affect the timing
.of possible ECCS pump failures. A containment leakage'

event was not included on the Grand Gulf LOCA tree

because the ECCS pumps at Grand Gulf are rated to 212*F

and would therefore not be expected to fail from primary

containment leakage.

5) The events H, I, and J on the Peach Bottom trees depict

failure of core cooling systems in the recirculation

mode and failure of the service water systems to remove

decay and sensible heat from the wetwell and pump com-

partments. These three events have been combined into

event I on the Grand Gulf LOCA tree since no "new"

accidents, in terms of consequences, are created by

splitting out the RHR and cooling water failures.

Transient

1) In the RSS, sequences involving a stuck open relief

valve were developed and quantified directly on the

transient tree. These types of sequences are treated

as special events on the Grand Gulf transient tree. All

transient induced LOCAs with failure of the Power Con-
version System start on the transient tree and transfer

to the LOCA tree after events P and O. Once on the-

LOCA tree, the sequences are analyzed as small (S) LOCAs.
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4.2 Safety System Unavailability Models-

Each system represented on the event trees,fexcept for

those where plant and/or industry data existed, was reviewed and

analyzed in order to determine system failure modes. An insight

gained from the RSS was that system unavailabilities are usually

dominated by single, double, common mode, hardware, and human

failures. Because of this insight, elaborate fault tree models

to identify all possible system failure modes were not used.

Instead, a " survey and analysis" technique was used to determine

system failure modes. This technique is, in essence, a systematic

approach by which an analyst searches for system failure modes.

The first step in conducting a typical survey and analysis

was to review all available information pertaining to a Grand

Gulf system. Sources of information available for this study

were the FSAR system descriptions and drawings and discussions

with plant personnel.

The next step was to review the similar BWR system analyzed

in the RSS. The purpose of this review was to gain insight

concerning typical types of important system failure modes (e.g.,

singles, doubles, human error, test, maintenance, and common

mode faults). Based on the Grand Gulf system information and

RSS insights, the analyst manually conducted a failure mode

search. Identification of single and common mode failures were

made first, followed by doubles, test, and maintenance contribu-

tions. Any interactions that a system had with other systems

on the event tree, such as a shared component or actuation system,

were noted.
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The failure modes were then quantified using the RSS hardware

and human error data base. In some instances, due to a lack of

detailed component information, component unavailabilities were

.taken directly from the similar system analyzed in the RSS.

This was primarily done in obtaining estimates of control circuit

unavailabilities for pumps and valves.

During the course of the analysis, it was generally found

that most systems which appear on the event trees share a number-
'

of components and support systems. Because of this fact, it

was necessary to construct a Boolean ecuation descr.bing. the

system failure modes so that these interdependencies could be

properly treated during the accident sequence calculations.

Some systems, however, were assessed to be independent or nearly

independent of all other event tree systems. A Boolean equation

describing failure modes for independent systems was not necessary

since the system unavailability could be simply multiplied into

the accident sequence calculation.

A " survey and analysis" for each of 12 Grand Gulf safety

systems can be found in Appendices B-1 through B-12. The oper-

ation of most of these systems appear as events on the event-

trees. Some of these are support systems (e.g., the emergency

AC and DC power systems and the Standby Service Water System)

which are common to several event tree systems. Each appendix

includes a derivation of the Boolean equation (s) describing

'

system failure and an unavailability estimate assuming independence

from all other Grand Gulf systems. In many instances more than

one Boolean equation was derived for a particular system because
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some system failure modes were different depending on the event

tree initiating event.

4.3 Accident Sequence Analysis

The final step of the Grand Gulf systems task was the per-

formance of a system accident sequence analysis to determine

the frequencies of the core melt sequences. This was done by

combining the Boolean equations describing the succeeded and

failed systems for each accident sequence, performing a Boolean

reduction to produce sequence cut sets (i.e., the minimim combi-

nation of failures which produce an accident sequence), and

quantifying these cut sets using the data base. The cut sets

for each accident sequence were summed to arrive at a total

sequence frequency. The accident sequence Boolean reduction and

cut set quantification was performed by the SETS and SEP computer

codes, respectively. These sequences were then given to Battelle

Columbus Laboratories and were analyzed in terms of accident

processes (see Chapter 5).

An example which illustrates the procedure utilized in

performing the system accident sequence analysis follows in

Section 4.3.1.

4.3.1 Generating and Quantifying Accident Sequence Cut

Sets - An Example

The sequence chosen to illustrate the sequence quantification

procedure is the transient sequence T 0UW. It is a transient1

initiated by a loss- of of fsite power (T ) followed by a failureI

to restore the power conversion system (Q), subsequent failure of

the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System and High Pressure Core
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Spray (U), and failure of the Residual Heat Removal System (W).

This sequence is represented by sequence 5 on the transient

event tree and leads to a core melt.

label T 0UW is a convenient identifier sinceThe sequence 1

it represents all the systems which failed in the sequence.

This convenient identifier, however, should not be confused with

the Boolean representation of the same sequence. Besides the

systems which failed in this sequence, several systems succeeded.

The Reactor Protection System successfully terminated the fission

process (event C). The safety / relief valves opened (M). The

safety / relief valves reclosed (P) and the low pressure emergency

core cooling systems operated successfully ( V) . The complete

Boolean representation of this sequence includes both the

succeeded and failed systems and would be T1 EMPQUVW.

Quantification of this accident sequence requires the use of the

Boolean sequence representation so that interdependencies between

the events can be incorporated.

A number of the events in this sequence are independent
4

from all other events. These are T , E, M, and P. Since event1

Ti is independent, its frequency can be simply multiplied
together with the unavailability calculated for the rest of the

dependent events. Independent complement events were always

dropped out before the Boolean reduction process since they share

no common terms with other events and have probabilities that are

generally close to unity. Therefore, the independent complement

events C, E, and P are now dropped. It is important to consider

dependent cenplement events in the Boolean reduction of the

4-1T
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system equations to ensure that all system interactions are

considered. This will be explained in the following paragraphs.

The rest of the events in the sequence ~(QUVW) 'are inter-

dependent-~ due to sharing of various Boolean terms. In order to-
1

properly treat these interdependencies in the accident sequence

analysis, Boolean equations must be written for each of the.

systems defined by Q, U, V, a nd W . A product of these Boolean

equations was then taken and the resultant equation Boolean

reduced and quantified. This quantification of events QUYW

will then be multiplied by the independent event frequency of T1

(.2) which will produce the TOUW sequence frequency.

The event definitions for Q, U, V, and W can be- found in

Appendix A-2. These definitions and the Boolean models of the

systems involved are described below.

For this sequence, O is defined as the failure of'the Power.

Conversion System (PCS) to be restored within 30 hours. Thirty

hours is the time to containment fsilure predicted for this

accident by Battelle Columbus Laboratories. PCS restoration 'for

T1 initiators depends primarily on whether or not offsite power

is restored. Therefore, in Boolean terms,

O = LOPNRE*LOPNRL,

where LOPNRE represents failure to recover offsite power early.

(within one half hour) and LOPNRL represents nonrecovery within

30 hours given LOPNRE.

Event U is -defined as the failure of both the Reactor Core

Isolation Cooling System (RCICS) and High - Pressure Core Spray
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(HPCS) to provide high pressure core cooling. Therefore, in
,

Boolean terms,
U = RCICS*HPCS.

This equation for U will now be expanded by substituting the

Boolean equations which model the RCICS and HPCS for T1 transients.

The following two equations are described in detail in Appendices

B-6 and B-5.

RCICS = R + RS V + IOPNRE* EPSl* BATA.

HPCS = H + HACT + LOPNRE*EPS3.

Therefore,

U = ( R + RSV + LOPNRE* EPSl* BATA) * (H + HACT + LOPNRE*EPS3)

The above equation was used to model event U for T1 initiators.

Event V is defined as failure of the Low Pressure Emergency

Core Cooling Systems (LP ECCS). Failure can occur if the Automatic

Depressurization System (ADS) fails or if the Low Pressure Core

Spray (LPCS) and two of three Low Pressure Coolant Injection

System (LPCIS) trains fail.

Therefore, in Boolean terms,

V = ADS + LPCS* ( LPCI A*LPCIB + LPCI A*LPCIC + LPCIB*LPCIC),

where LPCIA represents LPCIS train A, etc. This equation for V

will now be expanded by substituting the Boolean equations which

model the ADS, LPCS, and LPCIS for T1 transients. The following

equations are described in detail in Appendices B-8, B-7, and

B-9, respectively.
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' ADS = OP

LPCS = L + LRACT + LOPNRE*EPSI

LPCIA = LAl + LA2 + LRACT + LOPNRE*EPS1

LPCIB = LB1 + LB2 + BCACT + LOPNRE*EPS2

LPCIC = LC + BCACT + LOPNRE*EPS2.

Substituting these equations into the equation for V gives:

V = OP + ( L + LRACT + LOPNRE* EPSI)* [(LAl + LA2 + LRACT +

LOPNRE*EPSI)* (LB1 + LB2 + BCACT + LOPNRE*EPS2) +

(LAl + LA2 + LRACT + LOPNRE*EPSI)* (LC + BCACT +

LOPNRE*EPS2) + (LB1 + LB2 + BCACT + LOPNRE*EPS2)*

(LC + BCACT + LOPNRE*EPS2)]

The above equation was used to model event V for T1 initiators.

For the sequence being considered, T C M P O U V W,.I we are

interested in the complement (or success) of event V. Event V

represents the success of low pressure core cooling and can be

represented by complementing the above equation for V. When

complementing a Boolean equation, each event is complemented

and "or" gates (+) are replaced with "and" gates (*) and vice

versa. Therefore,

V = OP* [L* LRACT* ( LOPNRE + EPS1) + LAl*LA2*LRACTe ( LOPNRE +

EPSI)*LBl*LB2*BCACT*(LOPNRE + EPS2) + LAl*LA2*LRACT*

( LOPNRE + EPSI) * LC* BCACT* ( LOPNRE + EPS2) + LBl*LB2*

BCACT*(LOPNRE + EPS2)*LC BCACT*(LOPNRE + EPS2)]

4-16
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It is important to include complemented system equations

when Boolean reducing combinations of dependent events. Inclusion

T 0UVWof the V equation in the Boolean reduction of sequence 1

assures the analyst that common mode failures between the low

pressure injection systems and the high pressure or RHR systems

do not contribute to the sequence probability. Af ter the reduction

process, complement events are dropped from the cut sets so that
,

the cut sets will include only failures.

Event W for transients is defined as failure of the Resid-

ual Heat Removal System (RHRS) to remove decay heat from the

containment. The RHRS has two heat removal trains ( A and B) ;

only one of which is required to operate for RHR success. Each

train can operate in one of two modes. In the suppression pool

cooling mode, water is circulated from the suppression pool,

through the RHR heat exchangers, and back to the suppression

pool. The Standby Service Water System (SSWS) is required in

this mode to deliver cooling water to the secondary sides of the

RHR heat exchangers. In the steam condensing mode, steam is

condensed in the RHR heat exchangers and heat is removed by the

SSWS. The RCICS is required for steam condensing to draw con-

densate from the heat exchangers. Refer to Figure B10-2. RHRS

failure is therefore the inability of both RHR trains to remove

heat by one of the two heat removal modes. In Boolean terms,

Ww (RHRA + SSWA)*(RHRB + SSWB)*

(RCICS + (SCA + SSWA)*(SCB + SSWB)).

4-17
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The terms RHRA and RHRB represent RHRS suppression pool

cooling mode failure of trains A and B. The terms SCA and SCB

represent RHRS steam condensing mode failure of trains A and B.

The terms SSWA and SSWB represent SSWS failure of trains A and

B. The Boolean equations for these terms are described in more

detail in Appendices A-2, B-6, B-2, B-10, and B-12, and are

given below.

RHRA = LA2 + PA27 + VGAl + VGA2 + LRACT + LOPNRL*LOPNRE*EPS1

RHRB = LB2 + PB27 + VGB1 + VGB2 + BCACT + LOPNRL*LOPNRE*EPS2

SCA = VGAl + SCVA

SCA = VGB1 + SCVB

RCICS = R + RS V + LOPNRE*EPSl *BATA

SSWA = SSA + SAC + LOPNRE*LOPNRL*EPSI

SSWB = SSB + SBC + LOPNRE*LOPNRL*EPS2

EPS1 = BATA + DIESEL 1 + V1 + SSA + SAC

EPS2 = BATB + DIESEL 2 + V2 + SSB + SBC

EPS3 = BATC + DIESEL 3 + V3 + SSC + SCC

The Boolean model for event W for T1 initiators is obtained by

substituting the above equations into the equation given for W

previously.

In gsneral, each term in the expanded equations for U, V,

and W represents failure or success of a group of system com-

ponents. These groups or modules were constructed in order to

reduce the number of terms in the Boolean equations. This greatly

simplifies the accident sequence calculation, i.e., reduces the

computer time required to perform the Boolean reduction. A

4-18
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module was created when it was assessed that a group of components,

such as a pump train or-control circuit actuation train, were'

independent from all other plant components.or modules.

A product of the the expanded Boolean equations for Q, U,

V, and W is formed and Boolean reduced. This reduction was per-

formed by the SETS computer code (reference 5). Reduction involves>

the elimination of redundant terms by applying the Boolean identi-

ties P- P= P + PQ = P, and P P = P. Applying these*,

identities eliminates a large number of the redundant terms.

However, due to the addition of complement events in 'the Boolean

equation, several redundant terms still remain. These redundant

terms were eliminated by removing all complemented events from

'
the remaining terms and reapplying the second Boolean identity

given above. For example, after applying the Boolean identities

the first time, two terms in the reduced Boolean equation may be

of the form ABC + ABD. Since we are interested in the minimum

number of component / module failures, or minimal eut sets, which

cause an accident sequence to occur, the events-C and D, which

represent component / module success, are not important in the

final results. These two terms can be replaced with the term

AB. Reducing the equation a second time yielded terms which

represent the sequence minimal cut sets.

After obtaining the sequence minimal cut sets, the next

' step was to quantify them. This was done by substituting the

' point estimate unavailabilities for each term into the cut sets

and performing the arithmetic. The arithmetic was performed by

the SEP computer code (reference 5). Those cut sets with the

4-19
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highest frequency were then identified. These cut sets are the

dominant contributors to the sequence frequency. The total

sequence frequency was calculated by summing all the sequence

cut set frequencies. A list of the dominant cut sets and esti-

mates of the T 0UW sequence frequency can be found in Table1

4-6. The dominant cut sets are characterized by nonrecovery of

offsite power, failure of two diesel generators which cause

the HPCS and one RHR train to be unavailable, and hardware failure

of the RCICS and the other RHR train.

The results of reducing and quantifying the events QUVW

gives 8.1 x 10-7 It should be noted that this probability is

higher than what would be obtained by multiplying the "indepen-

dent'* Q, U, V, and W probabilities together. Multiplying this

probability by the independent event frequency of T1 gives the

T OUW sequence frequency.'

y

T 0UW = (.2)(8.1 x 10-7) = 1.6 x 10-7 per reactor year
1

For sequences involving event W, an additional recovery term

was added. Containment failure and subsequent core .nelt is

expected to occur in 30 hours following residual heat removal

failure according to the accident analysis performed by Battelle

Columbus Laboratories. It is assumed that an attempt will be

made to restore or repair any components necessary for residual

heat removal during this period. The probability that repairs

are not completed within 30 hours given that the mean repair

time is 19 hoars, is conservatively estimated by an exponential

repair distribution as was done in the RSS,

4-20



P(RHRS not repaired ) = exp(-30/19) = . 21

Therefore, the total sequence frequency for T 00W becomes1

T OUW = (1.6x10-7)(.21) = 3.4 x 10-8 per reactor yeart

4.3.2 Identification of the Dominant System Accident Sequences

Using the procedure described in the previous section,

each potential core melt event tree sequence was quantified.

All of the core melt sequences which have frequencies larger

than 10-10 are listed in Tables 4-7, 4-8, and 4-9. These

sequences were given to Battelle Columbus Laboratories and analyzed

in terms of accident procescos. WGrk at Battelle consisted of

attaching an appropriate containment failure mode probability

for those sequences which were found to lead to core melt and'

the placement of the sequences in their proper BWR release cate-

gory. (Battelle's work is described in detail in Chapter 5). ,

Based on the estimated sequence frequency and release cate-

gory placement, those accidents sequences which dominate the

risk at Grand Gulf were identified. These sequences and the

most important system failures which cause the sequence to occur

(i.e., sequence cut sets) are discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

4-21
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Table 4-1. RSS.and Estimated Grand Gulf LOCA Frequencies

i

RSS LOCA RSS LOCA FPEQUDiCY GRAND GULF LOCA . ESTIMATED LOCA FREQUENCY'

1 x 10-3 'jr. S(D113.5")./S2(1/2"<D12") +S +A= S2 3 RSS=

m

A

f 1.0 x 10-3 '+ 3.0 x 10-4 + 1.0 x 10~4 -5 1.4 x 10-3/yr= .

N
3 x 10~4/yrSg(2"<D16") = .

RSS.= 1.0.x 10~4/yr.1 x 10~4/yr. A(D>13.5")A( D>6") A==
,

i

1
i

1 1

i

*

. .

9 = - g- v -ew- . A ---
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Table 4-2. Alternate Equipment Success Combinations for Functions
Incorporated into the Grand Gulf LOCA Event Tree

Early Contairsnent Late Contairmnent Post Accident
IIIILCA Reactor Bnergency Overpressure Overpressure Protection Radioactivity

Size Subcriticality Core Cooling Protection (Residual Heat Renoval) Removal

Greater Reactor Protection fligh Pressure Vapor Suppression Suppression Pool Makeup Vapor Suppression
than Syston (RPS) Core Spray orr Systen (VSS) System (SPN ) and Residual Systen (VSS)
13.5 Required Irw Pressure Heat Removal train A and
inches Core Spray or Standy Service Water (SSWS)

3 of 3 Low train A in surpression pool
Pressure Coolant cooling node

"A" IOCA Injection System &
Trains SPMS and REIR train B and

SSNS train B in suppression
pool cooling node

'I
w Reactor Core"

Isolation Cool-Less ing System or
$^" Ifigh Pressure

inc[ics Core Spray or
the Autonatic
Depressurization
System (ADS) and

"S" IOCA Irw Pressure
Core Spray or
ADS and,2 of 3
Low Pressure
Coolant Injec-
tion System
trains

s,
.

(1) No credit was given for the Power Conversion System after LOCAs (except transient
. induced LOCAs) since the Main Steam Isolation Valves will be interlocked closed due
to high drywell pressure.



Table 4-3. Event Definition for LOCA Event Tree

LOCA - A breach of the pressure boundary of the reactor cool-

ant system (RCS) which causes an uncontrollable loss of water

inventory. There are two LOCA categories.

A - Large LOCA - A breach of the RCS with a flow area greater than

1 ft2 (A > 13.5" diameter).
S - Small LOCA - A breach of the RCS with a flow area less than 1

ft2 (S < 13.5" diameter).
C - Reactor Protection System (RPS) - Failure of the Reactor Pro-

tection System to obtain and maintain reactor suberiticality.

D - Vapor Suppression System (VSS) - Failure of the suppression

pool or containment sprays to condense steam produced by a

LOCA.

E - Emergency Coolant Injection (ECI) - Failure to provide sufficient

water to the core to prevent core melt.

*ECI for Large (A) LOCAs - Failure to provide flow to the RCS
,

from the HPCS or the LPCS or 3 out of 3 LPCI trains.
*ECI for Small (S) LOCAs - Failure to provide flow to the RCS

|
from the HPCS, RCICS, LPCS, or 2 out of 3 LPCI trains. The

.

ADS is required for successful LPCS or LPCI cperation to

reduce system pressure.

I - Residual Heat Removal (RHR) - Failure of the Residual Heat

Removal System (RHRS) in conjunction with Standby Service Water

System (SSWS) to remove decay heat from the containment. The

SSWS is required to supply cooling water to the secondary sides

2-24
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Table 4-3. Event Definition for LOCA Event Tree (Cont.)

of the RHR heat exchangers. The RiiRS can successfully remove

heat using either train A or B in the suppression pool cooling
mode.
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Table 4-4. Alternate Equipment Success Combinations for Functions
Incorporated into the Grand Gulf Transient Event Tree

Reactor Coolant Emergency Residual
Reactor System Over- Core fleat

Suberiticality pressure Protection Cooling Removal

control rods Safety / relief valves Power Conversion Power Conversion
inserted into open when demanded System System
the carn by the and then reclose, or or
Reactot Protection fligh Pressure Core Residual lleat Removal
System. Spray ( RllR) train A and

or Standby Service Water

E Reactor C He Isolation System (SSWS) train A
Cooling System in suppression pool

p Recirculation pump g cooling mode
trip and operator Automatic Depressuri- or

g
m actions to manually zation System (ADS) Ri!R train A and SSWS

shut down the reactor. and Low Pressure Core train A in steam con-
5 pray densing mode

or or
ADS and 2 of 3 Low RHR train B and SSWS
Pres E e Coolant train B in suppression
Injection System pool cooling mode
Trains or~

RHR train B and SSWS
train 3 in steam con-
densing mode

|
|

|

|
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Table 4-5. Event Definitions . for Transient Event Tree -

Ti or T23 Transients - Any abnormT1 condition in the plant which

requires that the plant be shut down, but'does not directly breach

RCS integrity.

T1 - Shutdown ' initiated by a loss of offsite power.*

,

:

T23 - Shutdown initiated by a loss of main feedwater*

3

caused by other than a loss of offsite power, and

shutdowns with main feedwater initially available.

1- C - Reactor Subcriticality (RS) - Failure of the Reactor Pro-

tection System or the Standby Liqu'id Control System in

conjunction with a recirculation pump trip to obtain and

maintain reactor suberiticality.

M - Safety / Relief Valves Open (S/R VO) - Failure of sufficient

i
j S/RVs to .open and relieve excess primary system pressure.
1

P - Safety / Relief Valves Reseat (S/R VR) - Failure of any open

S/RVs to reseat.,
p

Q - Power ' Conversion System (PCS) - Failure of the PCS to start

removing decay heat in the required. time (one-half hour when
.

ECCS injection fails and about 30 hours when injection.
,

'

succeeds).

U - High Pressure Core Spray or Reactor' Core' Isolation Cooling 1

System (HPCS or RCICS) - Failure of the HPCS or RCICS to

provide high pressure-makeup to.the reactor vessel.

4-27



Table 4-5. Event Definitions for Transient Event Tree (Cont. ) -

V - Low Pressure Emergency Core Cooling Systems (LP ECCS) -

Failure 1of the Low Pressure Core Spray:(LPCS) or two of three

Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) , trains to provide low

pressure makeup to the reactor core. The Automatic

Depressurization System (ADS) .is required for successful LPCS

and LPCIS operation.

W --Residual Heat Removal (RHR) - Failure of the Residual Heat
'

Removal System ( RHRS) in conjunction with the St'andby Service

Water System (SSWS) to start removing decay heat from the

containment within about 30 hours. The SSWS is required to

supply- cooling water to the secondary sides of the RHR heat

exchangers. For transients where ECCS injection succeeds, one

of two RHRS loops operating in either the suppression pool

cooling mode or steam condensing mode will provide RHR.

!

|
|

I

I-
l
i.
I

L

'

,

!
t
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Table 4-6. Dominant Cut Sets for Sequence T 0UW-'
- 1

1

Cut' Set
Cut Set- Frequency Term Description

T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL 1.3x10-9 .T1 - Loss of offsite power;
*bIESEL2* DIESEL 3*R F(TI) = .2/R-yr.
* VG A2* RECOVERY

LOPNRE - Nonrecovery of off-
site power within
one half hour;
P(LOPNRE) = .2

LOPNRL - Nonrecovery_of off-
' site power within
30 hours given
LOPNRE; - P(LOPNRL)
= .1

- DIESEL 2 - Failure 1of diesel
generator #2 to
provide emergency
power; 'P(DIESEL 2)
=<3.6x10-2

DIESEL 3 - Failure of diesel'.
generator #3 to
provide. emergency
power; 'P(DIESEL 3)
= 3.6x10-2

R - Hardware failure of'the
Reactor Core Isolation

Cooling System $
-

P(R) = 5.1x10-

VGA2 - Valve failure in the
RHR heat exchanger
bypass line, suppression

,

pool return line, pump
4

' room cooling line, or'

seal cooling line
(Train A P( VGA2 ) = --2.4x10-2);:

! RECOVERY . Failure to restore
maintenance (Mr test-*

faults or take other

}- corrective action' '

within 30 hours;''

P( RECOVERY) = - . 211
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Table 4-6. Dominant Cut Sets for Sequence T 0UW1
(Continued)

Cut Set
. Cut Set Frequency Term Description

_

T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL 1.3x10-9 T, LOPN RE, LOPNRL, DIESEL 3,
*b1ESELl* DIESEL 3*R R, RECO VERY

1

* VGB 2 * RECOVERY (discussed above)

DIESEL 1 - Failure of diesel
generator il to
provide emergency
power; P(DIESEL 1)
= 3.6x10-2

VGB2 - Valve failure in the
RHR heat exchanger
bypass line, suppression
pool return line, pump
room cooling line, or
seal cooling line
(Train B); P(VGB2) =
2.4x10-2

T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL 8.9x10-10 T, LOPNRE, LOPNRL,
*blESEL3*VGA2* DIESEL 3, \GA2, VGB 2,

1

\GB2*R* RECOVERY R, RECOVERY, (discussed
above)

T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL 8.3x10-10 LOPNRE, LOPNRL,,

*bIESEL2* DIESEL 3 DIESEL 2, DIESEL 3, R,
,,

* VG Al * R* RECOVERY RECOVERY (discussed
above)

VGAl - Failure of valver on
the inlet or outlet
piping of RHR heat
exchanger A; P( VGA1)
= 1.5x10-2

T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL 8.3x10-10 T, LOPNRE, LOPNRL, DIESEL 1,
*bIESELl* DIESEL 3 DkESEL3, R, RECO VERY, (dis-
* \G Bl * R* RECO VERY cussed above)

VGB1 - Failure of valves on
the inlet or outlet
piping of RHR heat
exchanger B; P( VGB1)

1.5x10-2=
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Table 4-7. Grand Gulf LOCA Sequences > 10-10

Large LOCAs Small LOCAs',

AI 2.6x10-7 .SI- 4.6x10-6'<

AE 5.0x10-9 SC 1.1x10-8

AC :7.7x10-10 SE 8.2x10-9

SDI 3.0x10-10
-

4

Table 4-8. Grand Gulf Transient Induced
LOCA Sequences > 10-10

T1 T23

T PQI 1.6x10-6 T POI 3.7x10-61 23

T PQE 2.3x10-7 T POE 5.4x10-7y 23

i

Table 4-9. Grand Gulf Transient Sequences > 10-10

T1 T23

l 230W 1.2x10-5T OW 6.2x10-6 T!

T OUV 1.5x10-6 T C 5.4x10-6
t 23

TC- 1.2x10-7 T OUW 7.0x10-8
1 23.

t 23OUV 5.6x10-8T OUW 3.4x10-8 T

.
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LOCA RPS- VSS ECI RHR
A,S C D E I NO. SEQUENCE RESULT

Key'to Results
Safe ConditionS -

CM - Core Melt Expected

Y l LOCA S

TPQ Sequences E
From Trar.sient
Event Tree D I 2 I CM

i E 3 E CM

V C
Y 4 D S

Success
o

D I 5 DI CM

E 6 DE CM" -
,

Failure
D 7 C CM

C

D 8 CD CM

_

Figure 4-1. Grand Gulf LOCA Event Tree
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AT RS S/R VO S/R VR PCS IIPCS or RCICiLP ECCS RIIR
tio . Sequence Result

T d23 C M P O U i V W
i

Key to Results
S - Safe Condition
CM - Core Melt Expected i

I O 1 Transient S i

_

W 2 TO S'

P
_

U

w 3 TOW CM

M

E .4 TOU S

I Success C
-

E
w d6

W W 5 TOUW CM
U

1r V 6 TQUV CM

Failure
,

D 7 TP S

~~ P
O To LOCA Tree

1

:

M 8 TM CM

C 9 TC CM

Figure 4-2. Grand Gulf Transient Event Tree
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Figure 4-3. Peach Bottom Large LOCA Event Tree
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5.0 ACCIDENT PROCESS ANALYSIS TASK

This chapter summarizes the results of the accident processes

uad source term evaluation for hypothesized core meltdown accidents

in the Grand Gulf BWR.

5.1 Scope

The accident processes task is aimed at quantitatively describ-

ing the physical phenomena that are expected to occur during reactor

meltdown accidents and at determining the nature and quantities of

fission products that would be expected to be released from contain-

ment during the various accident sequences. The principal physical

processes and accident parameters of concern are:

a) the time scale of the accident, particularly the times

for the start and completion of core melting,

b) the time required for the molten core to fail the reactor

vessel bottom head,

c) possible energetic interactions with water when the core

debris falls to the floor of the reactor cavity, including

the likelihood of containment failure due to such inter-

actions,

d) long-term pressure-time history within the reactor contain-

ment, including the likelihood and timing of containment

failure due to overpressure,

e) the probability and consequences of hydrogen burn-

ing or detonation within the containment building,

f) the interaction of the core debris with the

concrete foundation,
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.g)- the magnitude and timing of fission product release from

.the. fuel to the containment atmosphere,
_

h) - the transport and removal of the various' fission product

species in the containment building,.and

i) time-dependent leak rate from the containment building,

including the airborne fission products.

The analyses were conducted with the-MARCH and CORRAL computer

codes. MARCH performs-a consistent analysis of the thermal' hydraulics

associated with the successive stages of core meltdown and contain-

ment response. It represents a significant improvement over the

-methods of meltdown analysis used previously. CORRAL describes

fission product . transport and deposition within the containment

and determines the leakage to the environment. Much of the input

required by CORRAL is provided by MARCH. The current version of-

CORRAL is a modification and generalization of the CORRAL code

developed during the Reactor Safety Study. The MARCH code is

described in Reference 6. The general features of the CORRAL code

are described in References 2 and 7.

5.2 Containment Processes and Accident Sequence Selection

5.2.1 Containment Event Tree

The containment event tree used in - the Grand Gulf evaluation

is shown in Figure 5-1, with the notation given in Table 5-1.

This containment event tree is much simpler than the B4R contain-

ment event tree derived for the Reactor Safety Study; it is, in

fact, very similar to the Reactor Safety Study PWR containment
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event. tree. Some of the reasons for the use of the simplified

containment event t'ree are discussed below.
.I

In the WASH-1400 BWR containment. analyses, much attention

was devoted to the possible influence on accident. behavior of~

. containment isolation failures. If containment ' isolation f ailures

were significant, then the possible roles of the Secondary'Contain-

ment and the Standby Gas. Treatment System need also be. considered. i

Further, the layout of.the MARK I pressure suppression containment

led to the possibility that isolation failures in the drywell +

and wetwell could lead to different consequences. All of the

above factors are covered by .the RSS BWR containment event tree.

Upon completion of the Reactor Safety Study analyses it was

clear that none of these factors had a significant influence on

the calculated over:11 accident risk. Thus, the role of possible

containment isolation failures is not considered significant'in

the context of the present study and thus was not explicitly

evaluated.

The MARK I containment considered in the Reactor Safety

Study was inerted; thus, hydrogen burning was not a significant

consideration. The MARK III containment is not inerted and the

.posaible role of hydrogen burning must be included in the evalu-

ation. As was the case with the RSS BWR, containment meltthrough-

is not expected to be a primary mode of containment failure for

meltdown accidents in the MARK III containment due to the predominance

of overpressure failure modes; thus, this mode is not shown on

the containment event tree. The above considerations led to

the use of the simplified containment event tree of Figure
5-1.

5-3
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5.2.2 Containment Failure Pressure

The Grand Gulf reactor employs the MARK III BWR containment

concept. The MARK III consists of an inner drywell connected to a

surrounding containment through a pressure suppression pool. Re fer

to Figure _5-2. The containment cylindrical wall, dome, and founda-

tion mat are constructed of cast-in-place, conventionally reinforced

concrete. The containment wall is a right circular cylinder, 3.5 ft

thick, with an inside radius of 62.0 ft and a height of 144.75 ft

from the top of the foundation mat to the springline. The main

reinforcement in the wall consists of inside and outside layers

of hoop reinforcement, outside vertical reinforcement, and two

orthogonal layers of diagonal reinforcement. The dome is a hemi-

spherical shell, 2.5 ft thick, with an inside radius of 62.0 f t.

The main reinforcement in the dome consists of two outside face

families of reinforcement which are perpendicular to each other

and which are a continuation of the outside face vertical reinforce-

ment in the shell. The containment wall, dome, and associated

internal structures are founded on a circular mat, 9.5 ft thick,

with an outside diameter of 134.0 ft. The foundation mat has two

layers of horizontal reinforcement as well as vertical shear rein-

forcement. The internal surface of the containment is completely

lined with welded steel plate to form a leak-tight barrier.

The inner drywell consists of four major components: a flat,

reinforced concrete foundation which is part of the containment

foundation; a right vertical cylindrical section, the lower part

of which consists of concentric stiffened steel shells with the

annulus filled with concrete, and the upper part is a reinforced
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concrete cylinder; a flat-horizontal reinforced concrete roof

containing a circular opening; and the drywell head which is a

short stainless steel cylinder.with an elliptical head. The

'drywell-is designed as a temporary pressure retention boundary

which separates the reactor primary system from the suppression

pool and the containment. - In the event of the release of primary

. coolant, the drywell channels it around the weir wall and through'
<

the horizontal vents into the suppression pool, thus minimizing

the energy release to the containment.

Some of the principal design parameters for the contain-

ment building are as follows:-

Inside Diameter 124 ft

Inside Height 206.8 ft

Vertical Wall Thickness 3.5 ft

! Dome Thickness 2.5 ft

Foundation Slab Thickness 9.5 ft
.

Liner Thickness 0.25 inch

Free Volume 1,670,100 ft3'

'
Drywell 270,100 ft3

Wetwell 1,400,000 ft3
.

Containment Design Pressure 15 psig

Drywell Design Pressure 30 psig

Suppression Pool vblume 171,625 ft3

Suppression Pool Temperature lOl*F
,

In the absence of detailed information on the sizing and

placement of reinforcing in the structure and given ' the limited

scope of the study, it was not possible to perform a detailed
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! ' analysis of'the. structure to define an expected: failure level. 'In

Laddition to substantial detail on-the design of the' structure such

an analysis would require consideration of the as-built condition
1

of the structure, knowledge-of actual material properties, consider-

ation of plastic as well as elastic behavior, etc. The safety-
,

factors inherent in the ccdas governing the design of structures

of the type considered imply that the yield strength of the principal*

reinforcing may'be' approached at internal pressures above 1.5

times the design level. The Grand Gulf containment design has

I apparently adopted a safety factor of1two on 'the yield of the
~

! principal reinforcing. Allowance for the strength of the. liner as
i

well as actual rather than minimum design basis materials strengths

would increase the actual safety factors.. Local. variations'in-;.

i either material strengths or as-built versus design conditions

could, on the other hand , tend to reduce the availcble factors of

.

safety. Loading of the principal reinforcement to its ultimate.

strength would imply internal pressures well over twice the design

level. It is questionable, however, whether the ul timate strength

of the reinforcing can ever be achieved. The reinforcing steel

relies on the containment liner and the concrete matrix for the

distribution and transmittal of the loads resulting from internal

pressures. The high strains inherent at stresses above yield

would imply.significant cracking and/or spallation of the concrete;

if the concrete separates from the steel reinforcing, failure of

the structure will take place without developing the full strength

of'the reinforcing steel. Tearing of the liner may lead to functional

failure of the structure even if the reinforcing has not failed.
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- While the liner is expected'to.be much more ductile than the rest

of the structure, its successful performance at loadings much

beyond design cannot be assumed. .Considering the design basis'fori

the structure, requisite proof tests,_as well as~ earlier analyses-q

of containments of this type, the nominal failure . level for. the,

i . purposes of'this study was taken to be two times the design level,

or an. internal pressure of 45 psia.

As utilized here,1the failure-pressure is not a single discrete

value, but a continuous variable with a cumulative probability

distribution. This ' approach recognizes that the probability of
,

j

; . structural failure is small at loads slightly.above design,-but

| increases with increasing loading. By definition, the probability-

of failure at the nominal failure pressure is 0.5; it approaches

unity as the stresses due to the loading approach the ultimate

. strength of the materials.- Under-this approach, a failure pressure

of 45 + 5 psia has been selected for-the. purposes of this study.

i

5.2.3 Accident Sequences Considered

Accident event trees have been developed by the Systems Analysis

Task for LOCAs (A,S) as well as transients (T , T23). Based on the-1

preliminary evaluation of the event trees and che potential cuuse-
E

quences of the various sequences, a number of accident sequences

were identified as being potentially important with regard to

; overall accident risk. This set of accident sequences, identified

i in Table 5-4, was examined in more detail. The results of these
!

{ analyses formed the basis for the conclusions of this study. A

number of these potentially important sequences were explicitly
,

evaluated by means of MARCH and CORRAL calculations, others were

,
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evaluated on the basis of similarity with sequences previously

evaluated, still others were considered on the basis of insights

1.

developed as a result of related analyses on other -reactor designs.

5.3 Analyses of Accident Processes

The MARCH (M,eltdown Accident R_esponse Garacteristics) code

provides the analysis of the various thermal-hydraulic processes

during reactor meltdown accidents. MARCH contains a number of-

"

interrelated and coupled subroutines each of which treats a

particular process or phase of the accident. The principal

subroutines are noted below. PRIMP evaluates the primary coolant

system response including the pressure history and 'the coolant

leakage. Models for secondary system heat transfer for PWRs

and emergency core cooling system operation are incorporated in

BOIL. These features are essential for the analysis of small

break and transient accident sequences. BOIL is the only element

of MARCH that was available at the time of the Reactor Safety

Study. The initial versions of BOIL described the boiloff of

water from the reactor vessel and the meltdown of the core up to

the point of core support failure; they assumed a large LOCA as

I the initiating event. The current version of BOIL ~provides

continuous transitions for core collapse, grid plate failure,

and the dropping of the core debris into the lower head of the

reactor vessel; a number of user selected options are provided

for these transitions. HEAD evaluates failure of the reactor
i

vessel head considering meltthrocgh as well as the effects of

; pressure stress; the latter can have a significant effect in
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small break and transient sequences. The-HOTDROP subroutine'

describes the interaction of the core debris with water in the

reactor cavity following vessel meltthrough, including such

effects as debris fragmentation, heat transfer, and chemical*

reactions. The interaction of the core debris with~ concrete is

described- by the INTER code [ Reference 8]; the latter was written-

at Sandia National Laboratories and has 'been adapted and inte-

grated by BCL-into MARCH. The FPLOSS routine' describes the

release of the radionuclides from the fuel and partitions the

heat source between the groups of fission products. 'The MACE
<

routine describes the containment temperature and pressure history

taking into account nuclear heat generation, hydrogen burning,

haat losses to structures, effects of containment safeguards,a

intercompartment flows, leakage-to the outside, etc. MACE is

continuously coupled to the other subroutines-in MARCH. It may'

be noted that the MACE subroutine in MARCH provides the essential

containment thermal-hydraulic input required in CORRAL, the

fission product transport code to be discussed later.

5.3.1 Results of the MARCH Analyses
J

The results of the MARCH analyses of the key accident sequences

are summarized in Table 5-2. As can be seen, not all the accident -

sequence-containment failure mode combinations were evaluated.

However, a suf ficient number of cases were evaluated in detail

to develop an overall insight on expected phenomena in the sequences

of interest. Some general observations on the MARCH results are

given below. Further discussion of the MARCH calculations is

given in Appendix C. The accidents initiated by pipe ruptures
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were divided in the Systems Analysis Task into two categories

according to the size of the initiating primary system break. A

classification of this type was required because the probability

of occurrence varies with the size of the break and also because

the specific engineered safety features required to cope with

the LOCA are a function of the size of the break. LOCAs due to

breaks larger than 13.5 inches in diameter were classified as

large (A) and those resulting from breaks smaller than 13.5

inches in diameter as small (S). Transients involving stuck-open

safety / relief valves, such as sequence TPQI, were modeled in the

MARCH calculations as small (5.5 inch diameter) breaks in the

steam dome area of the reactor vessel. The transients with

correctly functioning safety / relief valves were modeled assuming

constant pressure boiloff through cycling relief valves.

The ef fect of break size or leakage rate on the accident

timing for sequences involving no coolant makeup can be seen

from the results in Table 5-2 for the AE, TPOE, and TOUV sequences.

For the large . 'A, core uncovery occurs at one minute, for the

open relief valve at 32 minutes, and for the transient at 75

minutes. Sequences involving failure of the decay heat removal

system (Events I and W) develop very slowly. As seen in Table

5-2, core uncovery and melting does not start until elapsed

times of 16-34 hours, depending on the assumptions regarding

ECCS pump failure.

Comparison of the TOUV- Y and - 6 sequences indicates that

hydrogen burning can result in containment failure several hours

earlier than would otherwise occur. Comparison of the TON-6 and
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AC-6 sequences shows the dependence on core power level of the

effectiveness-of'the suppression pool as a heat sink. For the

TOW sequence containment failure is delayed 1for 30 hours even

though the decay heat removal systems are inoperative. For the

AC case, overpressure occurs at 23 minutes because the core

power level (30 percent) is much greater than the RHR capacity.

5.3.2 Containment Failure Modes

The consideration of the possibility of containment rupture

due to steam explosions in the reactor vessel (a) is largely

based on the analyses that were conducted for the Reactor Safety

Study, with some modification to ' take -into account subsequent

experimental work. Based on a large body of experimental evidence

resulting from work at ANL, Sandia, and others [ References 3

and 4], the occurrence of steam explosions.in the presence of a

-high ambient pressure is believed to be very unlikely. High

primary system pressures during the core melting phase are predicted

primarily for the transient (T) sequences in which the safety /.

relief valves reclose In these situations the probability of

a, containment failure due to a steam explosion in the reactor

vessel, is taken as 0.0001. In the absence of high pressure,

the a probability is the same as that used in the Reactor Safety

Study, namely 0.01. The differences in design between Grand

Gulf and the Reactor Safety Study. reactors are not expected to

have any appreciable influence on the effects of a steam explosion

if it does take place.

Containment leakage (p) results from the failure to iso-

late, in the event of an accident, containment penetrations that
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are normally open. None of the sequences involving containment

' isolation failure were found to be among the dominant ones in

the Reactor Safety Study and - the same situation is assumed to

prevail for the Grand Gulf design. This is a result of the-

combination of low probability of these sequences together .with

relatively modest consequences associated with them. As a result

of these considerations, no containment isolation failure sequences

were' explicitly evaluated during this study.

The potential for containment rupture due to hydrogen burning

(Y) depends on a number of factors, namely:

a) composition of the atmosphere,

b) availability of an ignition source, and

c) incremental pressure rice associated with the burning.

MARCH analyses indicate that flammable compositions will

generally be achieved towards the end of core meltdown and will

persist thereafter. Frequently the conditions will be more con-

ducive for hydrogen burning in the containment than in'the

drywell. This is a consequence of the lower partial pressure of

steam in the containment as well as the tendency of much of the

oxygen and hydrogen to be swept into the containment during the

accident. There may, in fact, be periods during the course of

the accident when the drywell atmosphere is inerted, either due

to insufficient oxygen or due to a high partial pressure of

steam. Such conditions tend to be only temporary, however.

The question of availability of an ignition source for

hydrogen burning can have several aspects. The hydrogen generated

during the core melting process will generally be at a very high
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temperature. If the path from the core to the containment atmosphere

is'short, .the hydrogen may be above the spontaneous' ignition tem--

perature upon release to the containment and no other ignition

source will be required to produce burning assuming that adequate

oxygen is available at the point of release. If, on the other

hand, the hydrogen passes through a substantial length of piping

before reaching the containment, it may be' cooled to the point-

where an external ignition source would be required to produce

burning. In transient-initiated accident sequences the hydrogen

would be cooled by bubbling through the suppression pool before

release to the containment. The dropping of the core debris onto

the concrete in the reactor cavity appears to be a particularly

likely time for the initiation of hydrogen burning. In experimental

studies of large scale melt-concrete interactions, such as conducted

at Sandia and the Germany company, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe,

hydrogen burning is generally observed to accompany these interac-

tions. Scme points of qualification regarding the application of,

these experimental observations to the analyses of specific accident-

sequences should be noted. The experiments were conducted in a

normal atmosphere with an essentially unlimited supply of oxygen

(air); this is c1carly not the case in a closed containment where

the quantity of air is limited and where the partial pressure of

steam may be considerable. Also, in some of the meltdown accident

sequences considered, there will be water in the reactor cavity at
the time that the core debris are introduced; the effects of this

water or the resulting steam on ignition behavior are unknown.

For purposes of the MARCH analyses, ignition was assumed to occur
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after -head failure, provided the composition of the .atmosp|here

was determined to be flammable.

The incremental pressure rise ~ associated with hydrogen

burning will depend on the composition of'the atmosphere at the

time of ignition and- the extent of-burning, among other factors.

Should ignition take place when flammable _ compositions are

first achieved and continue, only relatively modest pressure

increases would result. If, however, the concentration of hydrogen-

is well into the flmnmable range before ignition substantial
~

pressure increases can= result. Given the preceding assumption
1

that' ignition occurs at the time of vessel-failure, the concentra-

tions of hydrogen are usually quite high and substantial pressure
~

increases are predicted. The question of the extent of burning L
~

involves considerations of both the . fraction 'of the available

hydrogen that is consumed as well as the total -volume that is .

affected by the burning. For lean hydrogen-air mixtures, there

is the possibility of incomplete combustion: for mixtures well

I' into the flammable range, complete combustion can be_ expected.

!- The extent of. combustion can, however, be controlled by the
i

L availability of oxygen. The portion of the containment volume

;. that experiences hydrogen burning is particularly significunt in

the context of the Grand Gulf containment design. If the entire

containment. volume undergoes a rapid burn, the resulting pressures

I; would be well in excess of expected failure levels. If the

burning is confined to the drywell volume, on the other hand,-

| the resulting overall pressures would be modest. As indicated

| in the foregoing discussion, for the purposes of this study, the
i
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most likely source of hydrogen ignition was taken.to be tha

dropping of the hot core debris onto the concrete in the reactor

cavity; this is not meant to preclude the existence of other;

sources of ignition, however. Under this' assumption,-the develop-

ment of pressures sufficient to fail _ containment would imply the

propagation of the burn from the drywell to the containment.

The availability of alternate ignition sources within the contain-

ment volume could also lead to the same consequences, but the

timing of the occurrence of the latter cannot be defined.

5.4 Fission Product Release Evaluation

The fission product release model used in the present analyses

is the same as that used in the Reactor Safety Study. The model

consists of four fission product release terms for each of seven

classes of fission product species ; additionally, a fraction ~of

iodine, one of these species, can be specified as being converted

to organic iodine. The release terms and classes of fission

products are noted in the discussion below; the basis for and

details of this model are given in Reference 2.

5.4.1 CORRAL Code

The CORRAL (Containment of Radionuclides Released After

LOCA) code describes fission product transport and deposition

in containment systems of water cooled reactors. CORRAL II

(Reference 7), the version used here, is a revised and general-

ized versian of the program written for the Reactor Safety Study

(Reference 2). The containment is represented by up to fifteen

individual compartments connected to each other in any combination
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of series or parallel arrangements. Radionuclide release into

the containment-lar any of_four release mechanisms for each of

eight groups of fission products can be specified. The four

release mechanisms are: gap (cladding rupture) release, fuel

melting, fission product vaporization, and steam explosion

(oxidation) release. The eight groups of radionuclides con-

sidered are: noble gases, molecular iodine, organic iodine,

cesium-rubidium, tellurium, barium-strontium, ruthenium, and

lathanum. Radionuclides can be removed from the atmosphere by

particle settling, deposition, spray removal, pool scrubbing,

filters, etc. Input requirements for CORRAL includes descrip-

tion of the containment system, engineered safeguards. parameters,

timing of accident events, thermodynamic conditions as a function,
of time, intercompartment flows, leakage rates, and' fission

product release component fractions. The code uses this input

to continuously compute changing properties and fission product

removal rates as a function of time. These values are used in

incremental solutions to the coupled set of differential equations

to obtain the time dependent fission product concentrations and

accumulations in each compartment of the containment. The- principal

output consists of ' cumulative fractional releases from containment

with time for each of the fission product groups.

5.4.2 Grand Gulf Modeling

For the CORRAL as well as for the MARCH analyses, the Grand

Gulf MARK III pressure suppression containment was modeled as a

two compartment system. For the LOCA sequences, the fission

products were_ released to the drywell atmosphere and transported
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through the suppression pool into the containment volume according

to the intercompartment flow rates as predicted by MARCH. For

the transient-initiated sequences, the gap and melt fission

product releases were released directly to the suppression pool

via the safety / relief valve discharge headers; the vaporization

releases which take place following reactor vessel failure went

into the drywell. Since neither MARCH nor CORRAL contains models

for the evaluation of fission product scrubbing by suppression

pools, the appropriate decontamination f actors must be provided

as input. Constant decontamination factors of 100 for molecular

iodine and particulates were utilized in conjunction with flows

through condensing (subcooled) pools. No credit for fission

product scrubbing was taken for flows through saturated and/or

boiling pools. In the absence of condensation, fission product

bearing vapor and/or gas bubbles would present relatively little

opportunity for the fission products to contact the liquid,

particularly if the bubbles are growing in volume as they rise

through the pool. Also, no fission product scrubbing by the

pool was considered following containment failure. The latter

assumption could be overly conservative for situations where the

pool is maintained subcooled. However, due to the uncertainties

associated with the potential modes of containment failure, the

potential for damage to the drywell-containment interface,

possibility of displacement of pool water so as to uncover the

vents, etc., this assumption is considered reasonable for purposes

of this study. The suppression pool is assumed to have no ef fect

on noble gases or organic iodine. The overall treatment of
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fission product removal by the suppression pool in the present

study is consistent with that used in the Reactor Sa fety Study.

5.4.3 Results of the CORRAL Analyses

The results of the CORRAL calculations are summarized in

-Table 5-3. The results of the specific CORRAL cases presented.

here were used to estimate the release fractions for other similar

sequences that were not evaluated in detail. This is similar to

the approach used in the Reactor Safety Study.

5.5 Summary and Discussion of Results

The combined results of the MARCH and CORRAL analyses of

the Grand Gulf BWR key accident sequences are summarized in

Table 5-4. Given here for each of the previously identified

important accident sequences are applicable containment failure

modes and the estimated release category for each accident sequence-

failure mode combination. Also shown are the estimated probabilities

of the various containment failure modes for each sequence. The

BWR release categories assumed here are the same as those defined

in the Reactor Safety Study. Only the four core melt categories

are considered. It may be noted, however, that in many cases

the specific fission product releases calculated in the present

study did not correspond very closely to the previously defined

release categories. This may suggest the need to reevaluate the

definition of the Reactor Safety Study release categories and

consider the establishment of alternate and perhaps more generally

applicable categories, if the use of this concept is continued.
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5.5.1 Assignment to Release Categories

From Table 5-4 it is seen that all the steam explosion (a)

cases for Grand Gulf are estimated to fall into Release Category 1.

The steam explosion cases are characterized by containment failure

occurrino near the end of the core melting phase and a large

release of the ruthenium group of fission products resulting

from air oxidation of the fuel. This is consistent with the

results of the Reactor Safety Study.

While no detailed MARCH and CORRAL calculations of these

cases were performed, the containment isolation (Q) sequences

would be expected to lead to BWR Category 4 releases. There

could be significant variation in the actual magnitudes of release,

depending on the nature of the isolation failures. For example,

isolation failures that could bypass the suppression pool could

lead to higher releases than those in which the fission products

passed through the pool.

For sequences involving containment failure due to hydrogen

burning (y) the releases were found to correspond to BWR Category 3

under the assumptions of this study. It will be recalled that

hydrogen burning was assumed to take place following reactor

vessel failure. Thus, typically, the melt component of the

fission product release would be reduced due to pool scrubbing

prior to containment failure, while the subsequent vaporization

release did not undergo pool scrubbing. Should the suppression

pool be effective for fission product removal following containment

failure, or if hydrogen burning were delayed significantly after

the time of vessel failure. the radioactivity release to the

environment would bc reduced to BWR Category 4.
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The magnitude of the releases associated with containment

-overpressure (6) failures are sensitive to the timing of contain-

ment failure relative to core melting. Because of this, several

accident sequences involving inadequate long term residual heat

removal ( e .g . , TPOI, TOW, SI, AI, and others) were analyzed

twice using different phenomenological assumptions.

One scenario is where the ECCS pumps fail during the residual

heat removal phase due to elevated suppression pool water tempera-

tures. The ECCS pumps are designed to operate up to 212* F and,

therefore, might fail at the higher temperatures expected for

certain accidents. In this case, core melt would occur prior to

containment failure by overpressure. This is important because

core melting in an initially intact containment resulte in smaller

releases since airbc rne fission products will generally be reduced

due to pool scrubbing and natural deposition processes. If contain-

ment failure occurs near the time of reactor vessel f ailure, the

resulting radioactivity releases will correspond to BWR Release

Category 3 releases. If the containment failure is delayed

several hours after the start of the core debris / concrete interac-

tion, the resulting releases would correspond to BWR Release

| Category 4. These delayed containment failures are due to the

|
L continued buildup of noncondensables from the decomposition of

concrete and imply low suppression pool temperatures and effective

fission product scrubbing.

A second scenario was analyzed where the ECCS pumps do not

fail due to elevated suppression pool water temperatures. For

this case, ECCS failure and subsequent core melt would be expected

|5-20
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after the overpressure containment failure. The containment

blowdown after failure causes the suppression pool to flash and

boil resulting in ECCS pump cavitation and core melt. When

fission products are released into a failed containment, no

credit was given to the suppression pool for fission product

removal and BWR Release Category 2 releases are predicted.

Results for' both of these scenarios are given for various

sequences in Table 5-4. In the analysis of the dominant accident

sequences presented in Chapter 6, only the results for the second

scenario are used. Current information suggests that the ECCS

pumps will not fail due to elevated suppression pool water tempera-

tures during sequences involving inadequate residual heat removal.

5.5.2 Quantification of Containment Failure Modes

The quantification of the steam explosion probabilities was

discussed previously. Basically, the reference steam explosion

probabilities are unchanged from the results of the Reactor

Safety Study. For core melting at high ambient (primary system)

pressure, the probabilities of steam explosions failing containment

have been reduced on the basis of the results of several experimental

programs conducted since the time of the Reactor Safety Study.

The probability of containment isolation f ailure (p) was

estimated to be approximately .007. It was assumed that the

Mark III containment leakage paths would be no worse than those

found at a large, dry PWR such as the Oconee reactor. Both have

atmospheric containments with no constant monitoring system to

detect containment leakage. Therefore, a .007 containment leakage
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probability was assessed for Grand Gulf based on the value calcu-

lated for Oconee (Reference 9). From the Reactor Safety Study,

it was expected that sequences involving containment isolation

failure would not significantly contribute to the overall risk.

Thus, further definition of the probability of containment isola-

tion failure was not warranted.

The probability of containment failure due to hydrogen

burning (y) depends almost entirely on the occurrence of burning

in the containment (wetwell) volume. It may be noted that the

question of hydrogen burning is of concern primarily in those

sequences in which core melting takes place in an initially
.

intact containment. Burning in the containment could take place

either due to propagation of burning from the drywell or from

ignition sources in the containment itself. Hydrogen burning in

the drywell is believed to be highly likely, with the time of

vessel failure being perhaps the most obvious time for the

initiation of burning . The potential for burning propagation

from the drywell to the containment will depend in part on avail-

able leak paths-between the two compartments. Ignition in the

containment _ volume, independent of the events in the drywell,
J

can conceivably occur at any time (given, of course, the existence

of flammable compositions). MARCH calculations indicate that

containment conditions favorable to hydrogen burning may exist

for prolonged periods of time. Thus, the probability.of ignition

must be considered high. For the purpose of quantifying the
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results of this study, the probability of hydrogen burning

failing containment (y) is estimated to be 0.5. This value is

highly judgmental and subject to considerable uncertainty.

The probability of containment overpressure failure (6)

appears to be highly likely for core meltdown accidents if'the

other modes of containment failure are avoided. For the rela-

tively low design pressure of the MARK III containment, the

buildup of noncondensables generated during the course of core

meltdown accidents will likely exceed the containment pressure

capability. As was noted in an earlier discussion, the timing

of the overpressure f ailure may vary with the accident sequences

considered. For sequences involving loss of containment heat

sink and no recovery, containment failure must be considered

inevitable. This is reflected in the containment failure mode

probabilities in Table 5-4. Generally speaking, however, the

timing of the containment failure, and hence the time available -

for recovery, will depend on the pressure assumed to cause contair.-

ment failure.
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Table 5-1. Containment Event Tree Notation

Symbol Letter Meaning

CRVSE a Containraent rupture due to a-
reactor vessel steam explosion

CL 8 Containment leakage

CR-B Y Containment rupture due to
hydrogen burning

CR-OP 6 Containment rupture by over-
pressurization

__

CORE CRVSE CL CR-B CR-0P
MELT a 8 y 6

6

Y

S

a

Figure 5-1. _ Containment Event Tree
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Table 5-2. Summary of MARCH Accident Event TimesII)

__ -- - _ _ _ _ _ .

ECC Core Melt
Cont. Core Head

Sequence Start Stop Failure (2) Uncovery Start End Failure Description

TPQ1-6(3)(6) 1 779 1192 1055 1124 1192 1344 Stuck-open safety
valve, no decay heat
removal

TCW-6(3) 1 980 1340 1186 1255 1326 1340 Transient, no decay
heat removal

TOW-6 I4) 1 1800 1800 2039 2133 2220 2234 Transient, no decay
heat removal

TOUV-6 0 0 401 75 106 142 154 Transient, no ECC

TCUV-F 0 0 154 75 106 142 154 Transient, no ECC

jA TPCE-6 0 0 540 32 71 110 136 Open valve, no ECC
N
m AE- ; O O 252 1 13 54 78 Large LOCA, no ECC

TC-6(5) 1 26 417 5 26 78 90 Transient, scram
failure

TC-6I4) 1 71 71 71 92 144 166 Transient, scram
failure

AC-6I4) 1 23 23 25 47 103 133 Large LOCA, scram
failure

.

(1) Times are in minutes.
(2) For a containment failure pressure of 45 psia.
(3) Assuming ECC fails due to high suppression pool temperature (>2120F).
(4) Assuming ECC fails at time of containment overpressure failure. This assumption was used

in the final analysis.
(5) Core uncovery and melt due to insufficient makeup; ECC stopped at start of melt.
(6) The anticipated containment failure time for TPQ1 sequences where the ECCS fails at the

time of containment failure is 1652 minutes. This time was used in the recovery factor
incorporated into TPQI cut sets in Chapter 6.



Table 5-3. Summary of CORRAL Results, Final Releases

Estimated
Fission Product Group Release Foot-

Case Xe I Cs Te Ba Ru La Category notes

TP QI- 6 1.0 0.57 0.52 0.31 0.058 0.030 0.0044 BWR 2 (1)

T OW- 6 1.0 0.21 0.58 0.55 0.063 0.044 0.0072 BWR 2 (1)

AC-6 1.0 0.50 0.67 0.25 0.080 0.032 0.0039 BWR 2 (1)

TOUV-Y 1.0 0.033 0.17 0.49 0.014 0.030 0.0058 BWR 3 (2)

TOUV- 6 1.0 4.4-4 6.2-3 0.016 5.1-4 9.8-4 1.9-4 BFR 4 (3)

WASH-1400 Release Categories
---- 1.0 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.05 0.5 0.005 BWR I

1.0 0.9 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.03 0.004 BWR 2----

---- 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.01 0.02 0.003 BWR 3

---- 0.6 8.0-4 5.0-3 4.0-3 6.0-4 6.0-4 1.0-4 BWR 4

---- 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.11 0.08 0.013 Fission Product
Source Term

(1) No scrubbing of fissicn products assumed due to high suppression
pool temperature.

(2) Containment failure due to hydrogen burn at 'nead failurer gao and
melt release scrubbed by pools no fission product scrubbing by pool
after containment failure.

(3) Cold suppression pool; containment failure delayed 4 hrs. after
head meltingt fission products scrubbed by pool.
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Table 5-4. Accident Sequence Containment Failure
Mode Probabilities And Release Categories

.--- .. . - . . - . _ - . . . . - . - - - . . - . . . - _ . - . - - - - . _ .

Release Category
Srquence 1 2 3 4

AI(l) a=0.01 Y+6=1 8=0.007

AI(2) o=0.Ol 6=1 8=0.007

AE a=0.01 Y+ 6(3 ) =0.8 6=0.2

AC(l) a=0.Ol Y+6=1 8=0.007

AC(2) a=0.01 6=1 8=0. 00 7

ADI a=0.01 6=1

ADE a=0.01 6=1

ACD a=0.Ol 6=1

SI(l) a=0.01 Y+6=1 8=0.007

SI(2) a=0.01 6=1 8=0.007

SC(1) a=0.0001 Y+6=1 8=0.007

SC(2) a=0.01 6=1 8=0.007

SE a=0.01 Y+S(3)=0.8 6=0.2

SDI a=0.01 6=1 8=0.007

SCD a=0.01 6=1 8=0.007

SDE a=0.01 6=1 8=0.007

I1I a=0.Ol Y+6=1 8=0.007T POIy

T POI (2 ) a=0.01 6=1 B=0.007
1

T PQE a=0.01 Y=0.5 $=0.5l

T PQI(1) a=0.01 Y+6=1 8=0.00723

T PQI(2) a=0.01 6=1 8=0.00723

T23 OE a=0.01 Y=0.5 6=0.5P
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Table 5-4. Accident Sequence Containment Failure Mode
Probabilities And Release Categories (Continued)

Release Category
Sequence 1 2 3 4

II) a =0. 0001 Y+6=1 B=0.007T 0W1

T 0W(2) a=0.0001 6=1 S=0.007
1

T10UV a=0.0001 Y=0.5 6=0.5

I4) a=0.0001 Y+6=1 6=0.007TC1

T C(2) a=0.0001 6=1 B=0.007
1

I1)T OUW a=0.01 Y+6=1 B=0.007
i

T OUW(2) a=0.01 6=1 S=0.007-

t

T C(4) a=0.00G1 Y+6=1 8=0.00723

C(2) a=0.0001 6=1 B=0.007T23
II)

'

a=0.0001 Y+6=1 B=0.007T 0W23
II a=0.0001 6=1 6=0.007T230W
III

230UW a=0.01 Y+6=1 B=0.007T

T OUW(2) a=0.01 6=1 6=0.00723

T23OUV a=0.0001 Y=0.5 6=0.5

_ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . __

(1) For ECCS failure due to high suppression pool
temperature preceding containment failure.

(2) Assuming ECCS failure due to pump cavitation following
containment failure. This scenario was used in the
Chapter 6 analysis.

(3) Early overpressure failure resulting from interaction
of core debris with water in reactor cavity.

(4) For core melting due to insuf ficient makeup.
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6.0 RESULTS *

Two of the main objectives of this study were to determine -

which accident sequences are the most significant contributors

to the risk associated with the operation of the Grand Gulf plant

and to compare the overall risk for this plant with the comparable

RSS BWR. The most significant Grand Gulf accident sequences, or
-

" dominant accident sequences," are discussed in detail in Section

6.1. These sequences were derived by considering both the

results of the systems anslysis task and accident process analysis

task presented in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. The overall

risk of Grand Gulf is indirectly compared with Peach Bottom. This

is done by comparing the frequency assessed for the four BWR core

melt release categories. The comparison is presented in Section

6.2. In Section 6.3, appropriate conclusions and study limitations

are given.

6.1 Grand Gulf Dominant Accident Sequences

The dominant accident sequences identified for the Grand Gulf

plant are depicted in Figure 6-1. A key to the figure nomenclature

is given in Table 6-1.

The solid lines on the histogram represent the release category

frequencies. These were found by summing, for each release category,

the point estimate frequencies of the dominant accident sequences

and less important sequences not presented in the associated matrix

of accident sequences vs. release categories. It should be noted

that the dominant accident sequences presented in Figure 6-1 repre-

sent greater than 90 percent of the total release category frequency
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for categories 1,.2, and 3, and greater than;80 percent for cate-

gory 4. The dashed lines represent the release category frequencies

after application of the RSS curve smoothing technique; that is,

a probability of 0.1 was assigned to an accident sequence being

in the adjacent release category, and a probability of 0.01 was

assigned to an accident sequence being two release categories

from the.one in which it was placed, etc. The curve smoothing

technique reflects the uncertainty associated with the categorization

of each accident sequence. As can be noted from the figure, the

effect of curve smoothing dominates the frequency estimates for

release category 1.

The dominant accident sequences will now be discussed in the

rder they are displayed in Figure 6-1. For each sequence, several

of the most probable cut sets are described. A more complete list

of cut sets for each dominant sequence is given in Appendix D.

Also, some containment failure modes are not discussed for certain

sequences. This was done when sequences were not dominant in a

particular category. The systems and cut set terms used to describe

the accident sequences are discussed in Appendix B.

It should be noted that all significant double maintenance

contributions have been removed from the dominant accident. sequence

frequencies. These contributions are from maintenance acts involving

redundant systems which would violate technical specifications

(e.g., simultaneous maintenance of the High Pressure Core Spray

and. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System).
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Sequence T1 POI - a, 6:

This sequence is initiated by a loss of offsite power (Tl)

followed by a safety / relief valve failing to reseat (P), a failure

to restore the Power Conversion System (Q), and a failure of the

Residual Heat Removal System to start removing decay heat from the

suppression pool within 28 hours (I). Containment failure is

predicted to occur from a steam explosion ( a) or an overpressure

due to gas generation ( 6) .

When a safety / relief valve fails to reseat and the Power Con-

version System is unavailable, reactor decay heat will be deposited

in the suppression pool throughout the accident. Failure of the

RHRS to remove decay heat from the suppression pool will eventually

result in containment overpressure. Decay heat can be removed

by either RHRS loop (A or B) operating in the suppression pool

cooling mode.

Recovery of the Power Conversion System after a T1 initiator

depends on the restoration of offsite power. This is reflected in

the dominant cut sets below by the terms LOPNRE and LOPNRL which

together represent nonrecovery of offsite power within approximately

28 hours.

Core melt for this sequence begins sometime after the contaira-

ment failure at 28 hours. Since this sequence involves long-term

failures, a recovery factor was incorporated into the cut sets to

reflect restoration from test or maintenance of critical components

or other possible corrective actions which could be undertaken to

mitigate the accident.
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The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be:

T POI = 1.6 x 10-6y

The dominant contributors, or cut sets, of this sequence are listed

and described below.

Cut Set
Cut Set Frequency Term Description

T *P*LOPNRE* 1.2 x 10-7 T1 - A transient initiated by
LbPNRL*DIESELl* a loss of offsite power;

.2/R-yrDIESEL 2 * RECOVERY F(T1) =

P - Fallure of a safety / relief
valve to reseat; P(P) = .1

LOPNRE - Nonrecovery of off-
site power within
one half hour;
P(LOPNRE) = .2

LOPNRL - Nonrecovery of off-
site power within
28 hours given
LOPNRE: P( LOPNRL)
= .1

DIESEL 2 - Failure of diesel
generator #2 to
provide emergency
power; P(DIESEL 2)
= 3.6 x 10-2

DIESEL 1 - Failure of diesel
generator #1 to
provide emergency
power; P(DIESELl)
= 3.6 x 10-2

RECOVERY - failure to restore
maintenance or test
faults or take other
corrective action
within .?8 hours;
P( RECOVERY) = .23.

T *P*LOPNRE* 7.9 x 10-8 T, P, LOPN RE , LOPNRL, DIESEL 2,

LbPNRL* DIESEL 2* RbCO VERY, (discussed above)
VG A2* RECOVERY
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Cut Set
Cut Set Frequency Term Description

VGA2 - Valve failure in the RHR
heat exchanger bypass
line, suppression pool
return line, pump room
cooling line, or seal
cooling line (Train A);
P( VGA2 ) = 2.4 x 10-2

T *P*LOPNRE* 7.9 x 10-8 T, P, LOPNRE, LOPN RL, DIESEL 1,
LbPNRL*DIESELl* RbCOVERY (discussed above)
VGB2* RECOVERY

NGB2 - Valve f ailure in the RHR
heat exchanger bypass
line, suppression pool
cooling line, or seal
coolir.g line (Train B);
P( VGB2 ) = 2.4 x 10-2

T *P*LOPNRE* 7.0 x 10-8 T, P, LOPNRE, LOPNRL, DIESEL 2,
LbPNRL* DIESEL 2* RbCOVERY (discussed above)
SSA* RECO VERY

SSA - Hardware failure in
Standby Service Water
System loop A; P(SSA) =
2.1 x 10-2

T *P*LOPNRE* 7.0 x 10-8 T, P, LOPNRE, LOPN RL, DIESEL 1,
kECOVERY (discussed above)

1
LOPNRL*DIESELl*
SSB* RECOVERY

SSB - Hardware failure in
Standby Service Water
System loop B; P(SSB) =
2.1 x 10-2

The most probable cut sets for this sequence are characterized

by nonrecovery of offsite power, which causes the Power Conversion

System to be unavailable, and combinations of diesel generator

failures or hardware failures which cause the two residual heat

removal trains to be unavailable.
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The dominant containment failure mode probabilities and release

category placements for sequence T POI were assessed to be1

.01 : Category 1
~

P(a) =

P(6) = 1.0 _ ; Category 2

Multiplying the sequence frequency with the containment failure

mode probabilities gives the values presented in Figure 6-1.

Sequence T23 POI - a , 6 :

Thi.* sequence is initiated by a T23 transient followed by a
~

safety / relief vcAve failing to reseat (P), a failure of the Power

Conversion System (Q), and a failure of the Residual Heat Removal

System to remove decay heat from the suppression pool within 28

hours (I). Containment failure is predicted to occur from a

steam explosion (a) or an overpressure due to gas generation (6).

When a safety / relief valve fails to rescat and the Power Con-

version System is unavailable, reactor decay heat will be deposited

in the suppression pool throughout the accident. Failure of the

RHRS to remove decay heat from the suppression pool will eventually

result in containment overpressure. Decay heat can be removed

by either RHRS loop (A or B) operating in the suppression pool

cooling mode.

Failure of the Power Conversion System is represented by term O

in the sequence cut sets listed below. Term O is defined as failure

of the Power Conversion System to remove decay heat within approxi-

mately 28 hours.

Core melt for this sequence begins sometime after the contain-

ment failure et 28 hours. Since this sequence involves long-term
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failures, a recovery factor was incorporated into the cut sets to

reflect restoration from test or maintenance of critical components

or other possible corrective actions which could be undertaken to

mitigate the accident.

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be:

23 POI = 3.7 x 10-6T

The dominant contributors, or cut sets, of this sequence are listed

and described below. Maintenance contribution: which would violate

technical specifications have been removed from the following cut

set frequencies:

Cut Set
Cut Set Frequency Term Description

T, *P*Q*VGA2* 5.0 x 10-7 T
ved2*RE00VERY

23 - A transient other than a
loss of offsite po*1er
which requires a reactor
shutdown; F(T23) "
7/R-yr

P - Failure of a safety / relief
valve to reseat; P(P) = .1

0 - Failure of the PCS to remove
heat within about 28 hours.
P(O) = 7.0 x 10-3

VGB2 - Valve failure in the RHR
heat exchanger bypass
line, suppression pool
return line, pump room
cooling line, or seal
cooling line (Train B);
P(VGB2) = 2.4 x 10-2

VGA2 - Valve failure in the RHR
heat exchanger bypass
line, suppression pool
return line, pump room
cooling line, or seal
cooling line (Train A);
P(VGA2) = 2.4 x 10-2
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Cut Set !

Cut Set Frequency Term Description

RECOVERY - failure to restore
maintenance or test
faults or take other
corrective action
within 28 hours;
P ( RE COVERY ) = . 23 .

T *P*Q*VGB2* 3.4 x 10-7 Q, VGB2, RECOVERYT(b3,P,iscussed above)SS *RE COVERY

SSA - Hardware failure in
Standby Service Water
System loop A P(SSA)= 2.1 x 10-2 ;

3.4 x 10-7 P, Q, VGA2, RECOVERY
Sbb *P *Q *VGA2 *
T *

T ),(biscussedabove)RE COVERY

SSB - Hardware failure in
Standby Service Water
System loop B; P(SSB)
= 2.1 x 10-2

The most probable cut sets for this sequence are characterized

by unavailability of the Power Conversion System to remove decay

heat long term and combinations of hardware failures in the Residual

Heat Removal S} stem or Standby Service Water System which prevent

the suppression pool from being cooled.

The dominant containment failure mode probabilities and release

23 QI were assessed to becategory placements for sequence T P

P(a) = .01 : Category 1

P( 6) 1.0 ; Category 2=

Multiplying the sequence frequency with the containment failure

mode probabilities gives the values presented in Figure 6-1.
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Sequence TiPOE - y, 6:

This sequence is initiated by a loss of offsite power (T1)

followed by a safety / relief valve failing to reseat (P), unavail-

ability of the Power Conversion System (Q), and a failure of emergency

core cooling (E). Containment failure is predicted to occur from

an overpressure due to rapid hydrogen burning ( y) or an over-

pressure due to gas generation ( 6) .

Emergency core cooling can be achieved by the High Pressure

Core Spray, the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System, the Low

Pressure Core Spray, or two of three Low Pressure Coolant Injection
.

System. trains. Successful low pressure injection requires manual

Automatic Depressurization System actuation. It was assumed that

system parameters do not reach the automatic ADS initiation set-

points. Failure to inject water into the core following a stuck

open relief valve quickly leads to a core melt.

The Power Conversion System (PCS) will be interrupted shortly

after a transient of this type and therefore must be recovered to

provide coolant injection. The PCS will be interrupted when the

Main _ Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) close (MSIV closure on low

reactor water level or steam pressure is expected). PCS recovery

will depend on: (1) the reopening of the MSIVs, (2) reestablishing

the condenser vacuum, if needed, (3) restoration of offsite power
,

(T1 transients), and (4) switchover to the auxiliary steam supply

for the Steam Jet Air Ejectors.(which maintain condenser vacuum)

when primary steam pressure drops below approximately 150 psia.

Since core melt for this sequence begins at 71 minutes and some of

the recovery actions take a long time to accomplish (.3 to 2 hours

; - 6-9



v IVs open according to utility information), nofor getting i$a s

credit was given for the PCS for coolant injection for TPOE

sequences.

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to oe

T POE = 2.3 x 10-71

The dominant contributors, or cat sets, of this sequence are listed

and described below."

Cut Set.

Cut Set Frequency Terr Description

T *P*Q*H*R*OP 1.1 x 10-8 T1 - A transient initiated by1 (see note) a loss of offsite power;
F(T ) = .2/R-yr1

P - Failure of a safety /re-
lief valve to reseat;

P(P) = .1

Q - Failure of the PCS to pro-
vide makeup water P(Q) =
1. 0.

H - Hardware failure of the
High Pressure Core Spray;
P(H) = 2.1 x 10-2

R - Hardware failure of the
Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling System; P(R) =
5.1 x 10-4

OP - Failure of the operator
to manually initiate
the Automatic Depressur-
ization-System; P(OP) =
1.5 x IO-J

T *P*Q*OP*R* 1.1 x 10~0 T, P, Q, R, OP
LbPNRE* DIESEL 3 (biscussedabove)

LOPNRE - Failure to recover
offsite power within
about one half hour'

P(LOPNRE) = .2

6-10
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Cut Set
Cut Set Frequency Term Description

DIESEL 3 - Failure of diesel
generator #3 to
supply emergency
power; P(DIESEL 3)
= 3.6 x 10-2

T *P*Q*LOPNRE* 9.5 x 10~9 T, P, Q, DIESEL 3, R, LOPNRE
DkESELl* DIESEL 2* (biscussedabove)
DIESEL 3*R

DIESEL 2 - Failure of diesel
generator #2 to
provide emergency
power; P(DIESEL 2)
= 3.6 x 10-2

DIESEL 1 - Failure of diesel
generator #1 to
provide emergency
power; P(DIESEL 1)
= 3.6 x 10-2,

Note: Double maintenance contributions (i.e., the llPCS and RCICS
being simultaneously out for maintenance) have been removed
from this cut set frequency.

The most probable cut sets for this sequence are characterized

by hardware failure of the RCICS, hardware or power faults of the

HPCS, and failure of the operator to depressure the reactor so that

the low pressure injection systems can be available.

The domisant containment failure mode probabilities and release

category placements for sequence T POE were assessed to be:l

P ( y) = .5 ; Category 3

P( 6) = .5 ; Category 4

Multiplying the sequence frequency with the containment t'ailure

mode probabilities gives the values presented in Figure 6-1.
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Sequence T23 POD - y, 6:

This sequence is initiated by a T23 transient followed by a

safety / relief valve failing to reseat (P), a failure of the Power

Conversion System (Q), and a failure of emergency core cooling (E).

Containment failure is predicted to occur from an overpressure due

to rapid hydrogen burning (y) or an overpressure due to gas

generation ( 6) .

Emergency core cooling can be achieved by the High Pressure

Core Spray, the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System, the Low

Pressure Core Spray, or two of three Low Pressure Coolant Injection

System trains. Successful low pressure injection requires manual

Automatic Depressurization System actuation. It was assumed that

system parameters do not reach the automatic ADS setpoints.

Failure to inject water into the core after a transient induced

LOCA quickly leads to a core melt.

It has been assumed that the Power Conversion System (PCS) will

be interrupted shortly aft ;r a transient involving a stuck-open

relief valve and therefore must be recovered to provide coolant

injection. The PCS will be interrupted when the Main Steam Isola-

tion Valves (MSIVs) close (MSIV closure on low reactor water level

or steam pressure is expected). FCS recovery will depend on:

(1) the reopening of the MSIVs, (2) reestablishing the condenser

vacuum, if needed, (3) restoration of offsite power (T1 transients),

and (4) switchover to the auxiliary steam supply for the Steam Jet

Air Ejectors (which maintain condenser vacuum) when primary steam

pressure drops below approximately 150 psia. Since core melt for

this sequence begins at 71 minutes and some of the recovery actions
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,

take a long time to accomplish ( .3 to 2 hours for getting the MSIVs

open according to utility information), no credit was given for the

PCS for coolant injection for TPOE secuences.

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be:

T POE = 5.4 x 10-723

The dominant contributors, or cut sets, of this sequence are listed
and described below.

Cut Set
Cut Set FYequency Term Description

T *P*Q*H*R* 3.8 x 10-7 T23 - A transient other than aOh3 (see note) loss of offsite power
which requires a reactor
shutdown; F(T23) = 7/R-yr

P- Failure of a safety / relief
valve to reseat; P(P)=.1

0 - Failure of the PCS to provide
makeup water; P(0) = 1.0.

H - Hardware failure of the
High Pressure Core Spray;
P(H) = 2.1 x 10-2

R - Hardware failure of the
Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling S stem; P(R) =

5.1 x 10-

OP - Failure of the operator
to manually initiate
the ADS; P(OP) =

1.5 x 10-3
T * P *Q *HA CT * R * 6.4 x 10-8 T23 23, P, Q, R, OP (discussed above)
OP

HACT - Initiation circuit fail-
ure of the High Pressure
Core Spray; P (HACT ) =

1.2 x 10-3

T2 3 * P *Q * RA CT *H * 2.6 x 10-8 T23, P, Q, H, OP (discussed above)
OP
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Cut Set
Cut Set' Frequency Term Description

RACT - Initiation circuit fail- )
,

ure of the Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling
System P(RACT) = 1.2 x 10-3

;
~

Double maintenance contributions (i.e., the HPCS and .RCICSNote:
being. simultaneously out for maintenance) have been removed
from this cut set frequency.4

The most probable. cut sets for this sequence are characterized '

by hardware and initiation circuit failures of the RCICS and HPCS

and failure of the operator to depressurize the reactor so that the

low pressure injection systems can be available.

! The dominant containment failure mode probabilities and release
!

; . category placements for sequence T23POE were assessed to be:

P ( y) = . 5 : Category 3'

P(6) = .5 : Category 4

Multiplying the sequence freq.1ency with the containment failure-

mode probabilities gives the values presented in Figure 6-1.

Sequence SI - a, 6:

This sequence is initiated by a small LOCA -(S) followed by a -

failure of the Residual Heat Removal System to remove decay heat

from the suppression pool (I). Containment failure.is predicted

to occur from a steam explosion ( a) or an overpressure due to gas
.

generation ( 6) .

Throughout the LOCA, reactor decay heat will be deposited.in
4

the suppression pool. Failure of the RHRS to remove this heat
,

will eventually result in containment overpressure and failure.

i 6-14
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Decay heat can be removed by either RHRS loop (A or B) operating

in the suppression pool cooling mode. No credit was given for

component restoration from test or maintenance for this sequence.

No credit was given to the Power Conversion System for this

accident sequence. It is assumed that high drywell pressures will

'

cause the Main Steam Isolation Valves to be interlocked closed

during much of the accident.

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be:

SI = 4.6 x 10-6

The dominant contributors, or cut sets, of this sequence are listed

and described below. Maintenance contributions which would violate

technical specifications have been removed from the following

cut set frequencies.

Cut Set
Cut Set FYequenc5 _ Term Description

S*VGA2*VGB2 6.2 x 10-7 S - A small loss of coolant
accident (less than one

i square foot); F(S) =
1.4 x 10-3

VGB2 - Valve failure in the
RHR heat exchanger
bypass line, suppression
pool return line, pump
room cooling line, or
seal cooling line,

(Train B)*.

2.4 x 10-b.P(VGB2)
=

'

VGA2 - Valve failure in the RHR
heat exchanger bypass
line, suppression pool
return line, pump room
cooling line, or seal
cooling line (Train A);
P(VGA2) = 2.4 x 10-2

S*SSA*VGB2 4.2 x 10-7 S, VGB2
(discussed above)
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Cut Set
Cut Set- Frequency Term Description

SSA - Hardware failure in
~

Standby Service Water
System loop A; P(SSA) =
2.1 x 10-2

S*SSB*VGA2 4.2 x 10-7 S, VGA2:

(discussed above)

SSB - Hardware failure in Stand-
by Service Water System

2.1x10~{SSB)
loop B; P =

The most probable cut sets for this sequence are characterized

by hardware failures in the Residual Heat Removal System or Standby

Service Water System which cause a loss of suppression pool cooling.

The dominant containment failure mode probabilities and release

category placements for sequence SI were assessed to be:

P( a) .01 ; Category 1=

P( 6) = 1.0 ; Category 2

Multiplying the sequence frequency with the containment failure

mode probabilities gives the values presented in Figure 6-1.
|
t

. Sequence T 0W - 6:1
,

| This sequence is initiated by a loss of offsite power (Tl)
!

followed by the unavailability of the Power Conversion System (Q)

j and the Residual Heat Removal System (W) to remove decay heat from

the containment within 30 hours. Containment failure is predicted
,

to be from cn overpressure due to gas generation ( 6) .

I

! Intermittent safety / relief valve opening, RCICS turbine exhaust,
I

and ADS operation will necessitate residual-heat removal during

i
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the. late part of the accident. Residual heat removal can be accom-

plished by successful operation of the Power Conversion System or

by either RHRS loop (A or B) operating in the suppression pool

cooling mode or the steam condensing mode. The availability of

the Power Conversion system depends on the restoration of offsite

power within 30 hours.

Core melt for this sequence begins sometime after the contain -

ment failure at 30 hours. Since this sequence involves long-term.

failures, a recovery factor was incorporate 3 into'the cut sets to

reflect restoration from test or maintenance of critical conponents

or other possible corrective actions which could be undertaknn. to

mitigate the accident.

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be:

T OW = 6.2 x 10-6y

The dominant contributors, or cut sets, of this sequence are listed

and described below.

Cut Set
Cut Set Prequency Term Description

T *LOPNRE* 1.1 x 10-6 T1 - Loss of offsite power;
LbPNRL* DIESEL 1* F(TI) = .2/R-yr.
DIESEL 2 * RECOVERY

LOPNRE - Nonrecovery of off-
site power within
about one half hour;-
P(LOPNRE) .2=

LOPNRL - Nonrecovery of off-
- ite power withins
30 hours given-
LOPNRE; P(LOPNRL)

.1=

4
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Cut Set->

Cut Set Prequency Term Description~

,

DIESEL 2 - Failure of diesel
generator _02 to
provide emergency
power; P(DIESEL 2)
= 3.6 x 10-2

<

DIESEL 1 - Failure of diesel
,

generator #1 to
provide emergancy
power; P(DIESEL 1)
= 3.6 x 10-2

RECOVERY - Failure to restore
maintenance or
test faults or take
other corrective
actions within 30
hours; P(RECOVERY)
= .21

T *LOPNRE*- 6.4 x 10~7 T, LOPNRE, LOPNRL, DIESEL 2,
LjPNRL*SGA* RkCOVERY
DIESEL 2*RE00VERY (discussed above)

SSA - Hardware failure in
- Standby Service Water
'

2.1x10jSSA)=loop A; P

T *LOPNRE* 6.4 c 10-7 LOPNRE, LOPNRL, DIESEL 1,T
Rb,OVERYLOPNRL*SSB* C

DIESELl*REOOVERY (discussed above)'

, ,

SSB - Hardware failure of
Standby Service Water

2.1x10-{SSB)=
loop B; P

T *LOPNRE* 4.5 x 10-7 T LOPNRE, LOPNRL, DIESELL,
LbPNRL*VGBl* RbCDVERY

,

DIESELl*RE COVERY (discussed above)

VGB1 - Failure of valves on
the inlet or outlet
piping of RHR heat-
exchanger D* P(VGB1)

1.5 x 10-b=
-

6-18
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Cut Set
Cut Set Prequency Term Description

T *LOPNRE* 4.5 x 10-7 T LOPNRE, LOPNRL, DIESEL 2,
LbPNRL*VGAl* Rb,OVERYO
DIESEL 2*REOOVERY (discussed above)

VGAl - Failure of valves on
the inlet or outlet
piping of RHR heat
exchanger A- P(VGA1)

1.5 x 10-b=

The most probable cut sets for this sequence are characterized

by nonrecovery of offsite power, which causes unavailability of the

Power Conversion System, and hardware and power faults of the

Residual Heat Removal System and Standby Service Water System which

cause a loss of all suppression pool cooling.

The dominant containment failure mode probability and release

cate? ty placement for sequence T 0W was assessed to be:1

P ( 6) = 1.0 ; Category 2

Multiplying the sequence frequency with the-containment failure

mode probability gives the value listed in Figure 6-1.

Sequence T230W - 6:
,

!.

This sequence is initiated by a T23 transient followed by
i

the unavailability of the Power Conversion System (Q) and Residual

Heat Removal System (W) to remove decay heat from the containment

within.30 hours. Containment failure is predicted to be from an

overpressure due to gas generation ( 6) .

Intermittent safety / relief valve opening, RCICS turbine

exhaust, and ADS operation will necessitate residual heat removal

6-19
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- during the late part of the accident. Residual ~ heat removal can-

'be-accomplished.by successful. operation of the Power Conversion

System or by either RHRS loop (A or B) operating in the suppression-
~

pool cooling mode or steam condensing mode.

Ccre melt for this sequence begins sometime after the contain-

ment failure at 30 hours. Since this sequence involves long-term

failures, a recovery factor was incorporated into the cut sets to

reflect restoration from test or maintenance of critical components;

or other possible corrective actions which could be undertaken to
1

mitigate _the accident.
j

i The frequency of this sequence is estimated .ta) be

:

T 0W = 1.2 x 10-523

The dominant contributors, or cut sets, of this sequence are listed

and described below. Maintenance contributions which would violate*

technical specifications have been removed from the following cut

set frequencies.

Cut Set'

; Cut Set FYequency Term Description

T23*Q*SSA*SSB* 3.2 x 10-6 T23 - A transient other than
REOOVERY a loss of offsite

power which requires
reactor shutdown;
F(T23) = 7/R-yr

Q - Eailure of the Power
Conversion System to re-
move decay, heat within
30 hours; P(O) =

7.0 x 10-3

SSA - Hardware failure in
Standby Service Water
System loop A; P(SSA)
= 2.1 x 10-2

6-20,
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' Cut Set
Cut Se t Frequency Term Description

SSB - Hardware failure in
Standby Service Water
System loop B P(SSB)= 2.1 x 10-2 ;

: RECOVERY - Failure to restore -
'

maintenance or
i test faults'or take

-other corrective
action within 30
hours P(RECOVERY)
= .21

T *Q*SSA* 'l.9 x 10-6 T Q _SSA, RECOVERY
'

Vbl1*RE00vERY (bis,cus,sedabove)i

VGB1 - Failure of valves on
the inlet or outlet

I piping of RHR heat
exchanger B; 1(VGB1)

1.5 x 10-2-,
=

T *Q*SSB* 1.9 x 10-6 T Q SSB, RECOVERY
Vbkl* RECOVERY (bfs,cus,sedabove)-

VGAl - Failure of valves on
the inlet or outlet
piping 1of. RHR heat
exchanger A*'P(VGA1)

1.5 x'lO-b=

T Q*VGAl* 9.4 x 10-7
Vb*1*REOOVERY (b3,Q,VGAl,T VGB1, RECOVERY

iscussed above)

The most probable cut sets of this sequence are characterized

by hardware failures of the Standby Service Water System and Residual3

Heat Removal System which cause a-loss of all. suppression pool

cooling.

The dominant containment failure mode probability and release

category placement for sequence.T230W was assessed to be:

P ( 6) = 1. 0 - ; Category 2

6-21
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Multiplying the sequence frequency with the containment failure

- mode probability gives the value presented in Figure 6-1.

.

Sequence T23C- 6:

This sequence is initiated by a T23 transient followed by a
.

failure to achieve reactor suberiticality (C). Containment failure

is predicted to occur from an overpressure due gas' generation (6 ) .

Fbilowing the failure to scram, reactor power is expected to

equilibrate at approximately 30 percent. The resulting heat rejection

to the suppression pool is calculated to be greater than the residual

heat ~ removal capacity of the RHR system. This causes the contain-

ment to overpressurize and fail in about 71 minutes. Containment

failure then leads to ECCS failure and core malt due to suppression

pool boiling and subsequent pump cavitation.'

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be:

C = 5.4 x 10-6T23

The dominant contributor, or cut set, of this sequence is listed

and described below.4

' Cut Set
Cut Set Frequency Term Description

T *C 5.4 x 10-6 T23 - A transient other23 than a loss of offsite
power which requires
a reactor shutdown;
F(T23) = 7/R-yr

C- Failure to achieve reactor
subcriticality; P(C) =
7.7 x 10-7

,

The dominant containment failure mode probability and release

category placement for sequence T 3C was assessed to be:2

J
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P( 6) = 1.0 ; Category 2

Multiplying the sequence frequency by the containment failure

mode probability gives the value presented in Figure 6-1.

Sequence T OUV - y, 6:i

This sequence is initiated by a loss of offsite power (Tl)

followed by the unavailability of the Power Conversion System (Q)

and failure of the high pressure systems (U) and low pressure injec-

tion systems (V) to provide emergency core cooling. Containment

failure is predicted to occur from an overpressure due to rapid

hydrogen burning . ( y ) or overpressure due to gas generation ( 6) .
.

Availability of the Power Conversion System is dependent on

the recovery of offsite power within about one half hour.

Emergency core cooling can be achieved by the High Pressure

Core Spray, the Reactor Core Isolation Coolir.g System, the Low

Pressure Core Spray, or two of three Low Pressure Coolant Injection

System trains. Successful low pressure injection requires manual

Automatic Depressurization System actuation. It was assumed that

' system parameters do not reach the automatic ADS initiation set-

-points. Core melt is expected to occur shortly after injection

failure.

The frequency of this sequence is estimated to be:

T 0UV = 1.5 x 10-61

The dominant contributors, or cut sets, of this sequence

are listed and described below.

6-23
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Cut Set
Cut Set FYequency Term Description

-T *LOPNRE*OP*R* 1.1 x 10-7 T1 - Loss of offsite power;
DkESEL3 F(T1) = .2/R-yr.

LOPNRE - Nonrecovery'of off-
site power within
about one half hour;
P(LOPNRE) = .2

OP - Eailure o." the operator
to initiate the Auto-
matic Depressurization

1.5x10-{OP)=
System; P

R - Hardware failure of the
Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling S stem; P(R) =
5.1-x 10-

DIESEL 3 - Failure of diesel
generator #3 to
provide emergency
power; P(DIESEL 3)
= 3.6 x 10-2

T *LOPNRE*R* 9.5 x 10-0 T LOPNRE, R, DIESEL 3
DkESELl* DIESEL 2* (biscussedabove)

,

DIESEL 3

D.'ESEL2 - Failure of diesel
generator #2 to
provide emergency
power; P(DIESEL 2)
= 3.6 x 10-2

DIESEL 1 - Failure of diesel
generator #1 to
provide emergency-
power; P(DIESEL 1)

4

= 3.6 x 10-2

'1*LOPNRE*OP*R*H 6.4 x 10-8 T LOPNRE, OP, R
(biscussedabove)

,

H - Hardware failure in the
High Pressure Core Spray;
P(H) = 2.1 x 10-2
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The most probable cut sets for this sequence.are characterized

. by hardware failures of the RCICS, hardware and power faults of the

'HPCS, .and the operator failing to depressure the reactor so the low

pressure injection systems can be available.

The dominant containment failure mode probabilities and release

category _ placements.for sequence T 0UV were assessed to be:1

P ( y) = . 5 : Category 3

P(6) = .5 ; Category 4

~

Multiplying the sequence frequency by the containment failure:
4

mode probabilities gives the values presented'in Figure 6-1,

6.2 Comparison With the Dominant Accident Sequences in the
Reactor Safety Study

Two Peach Bottom sequences dominated the four BWR core melt

release categories as shown in. Figure 6-2.- A short-description

of each is presented below.

TW - a, y' , y: A transient (T)-followed by a
failure to remove decay heat

'

from the containment within 27
hours using.either the Residual
Heat Removal or the Power Con-
version System (W). Containmentt

'

failure is predicted to occur
from a steam explosion in the
vessel ( a), an everpressure with
a direct release to the~ atmos-,

phere (y'), or overpressure with
a release through the reactor
building ( y) .

TC - a,y: .A transient (T) followed by a
failure to render the reactor
suberitical'(C). Containment
failure is predicted to occur from
a steam explosion'in the vessel ( a)
or'an overpressure with'a release
through the ' reactor building ( y) .i

;

a
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These two Peach Bottom sequences dominate the four RSS core

melt release categories for BWRs. All of the other Peach Bottom

sequences were several orders of magnitude smaller.

The anticipated transient without scram sequence (TC) for

Grand Gulf was slightly lower.in frequency than that of Peach

Bottom's. Both are dominant. sequences. However, the TC sequence

for Peach Bottom was placed-in categories 1 and 3 and includes a

steam explosion containment failure mode. The dominant sequence

at Grand Gulf falls in category 2 and results in an overpressur4

containment failure mode due to gas generation. The reason for the
.

TC sequence frequency difference between Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom

was due to the fact that for T1 initiators, logic circuit faults

were removed from the Grand Gulf Reactor Protection System (RPS)

unavailability. The RPS logic circuits are not required on loss of'

power since the system will trip due to the initiator.

The equivalent of the Peach Bottom TW sequence is the Grand

Gulf sequence TOW. Both sequences represent a failure of the

Power Conversion System and Residual Heat Removal System to remove

decay heat from the containment after a transient and successful

emergency core cooling. While the sequence frequencies of this

,

accident are almost identical for Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom, the

systems and components involved and parts of the analysis were

quite different. The RHRS at Peach Bottom consists of two cooling

trains, each with two pemps and two heat exchangers. The RHRS at

Grand Gulf _also consists of two trains but each only has a single

pump and heat exchanger. Another difference between the two RHR

systems is the steam condensing mode available at Grand Gulf. Main
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steam can be routed through the RHR heat exchangers and condensed

in this mode of operation. Refer to Figure B10-2. A steam condens-

ing. mode of residual heat removal is not available-at Peach Ecttom.

In addition to this, a recovery factor was incorporated into every

cut set of Grand Gulf's TOW sequence to reflect possible restoration

-from test-or maintenance of critical components or other corrective

actions which might be ta'en to mitigate the accident. In the

analysis of Peach Bottom's TW sequence, the only credit given'for

restoration was to the High Pressure Service Water System which

supplies water to the secondary sides of the RHR' heat exchangers.

Thus, the added restoration factor tended to compensate for.the

less reliable RHR system at Grand Gulf.

Several important sequences at Grand Gulf were not found to

be dominant at Peach Bottom. One such sequence is TPOI which is

comparable to the Peach Bottom TPW sequence.. Each represents a

transient (T) followed by a safety / relief valve sticking open-(P)

and a failure of all long-term residual heat removal (OI or W).
1

In the analysis of the e sequences, successful residual heat removal |

can be accomplished by either the Residual Heat Removal System

(RHRS) drawing water from the suppression pool and cooling it in

the RHR heat exchangers or the Power Conversion System condensing

main steam in the condenser. Either of these systems can remove

decay heat from the containment and thus prevent an overpressure

containment failure mode and subsequent core melt.

As in the TOW sequence, a recovery factor was incorporated

into all of the sequence TPOI cut sets. This recovery factor

reflects possible restoration from test or maintenance of critical
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components or corrective actions which might be taken to mitigate

the accident.

Despite the inclusion of a recovery _ factor, the-frequency of

the TPOI sequence at Grand Gulf was calculated to be about four

times higher than the comparable TPW sequence frequency'for Peach

Bottom. This is probably due to. the fact that Grand Gulf's RHRS

is slightly less redundant than Peach Bottom's-system. No credit

for the steam condensing mode of RHRS operation was given for

TPOI or LOCA sequences in the Grand Gulf analysis due to the com-

plexity of the system operation.

Another accident sequence which is dominant at Grand Gulf and

not dominant at Peach Bottom ia TPQE. The TPQE sequence is com-

parable to the Peach Bottom TPOUV sequence. Each represents a

transient (T) followed by a safety / relief valve sticking open (P)

and a loss of all emergency coolant injection (OE or QUV).

In the analysis of sequence TPOUV, successful coolant injection

can te established by the Power Conversion System (PCS) drawing

water from the Condensate Storage Tank. Event Q, for this sequence,

represents failure of the PCS and its value ranges from .01 to .2

depending on the initiator.

For the Grand Gulf TPQE sequence, no credit has been given for

the Power Conversion System during the early injection phase of

the accident (Q = 1.0). It has been assumed that the Power Conversion

System (PCS) will be interrupted shortly after a transient involving

a stuck-open relief valve and therefore must be recovered to provide

coolant injection. The PCS will be interrupted when the Main

Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) close (MSIV closure on low reactor
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water level or steam pressure is expected). PCS recovery will

depend on: (1) the reopening of the MSIVs, (2) reestablishing the

condenser vacuum, if needed, (3) restoration of offsite power (T1
transients), and (4) switchover to the auxiliary steam supply to
the Steam Jet Air Ejectors (which maintain condenser vacuum) when

primary steam pressure drops below approximately 150 psia. Since

core melt for this sequence begins at 71 minutes and some of the

recovery actions take a long time to accomplish (.3 to 2 hours for

getting the MISVs open according to utility information), no credit

was given for the PCS for coolant injection for TPQE sequences.

Because of this different assumption on PCS availability, the

TPQE sequence for Grand Gulf has a frequency more than an order of

magnitude higher than that calculated for the comparable Peach
Bottom sequence.

The SI sequence at Grand Gulf involves a small LOCA and loss

of all long-term residual heat removal. The comparable sequences

at Peach Bottom are SI and SJ and were not dominant. The Residual

Heat Removal System at Grand Gulf is somewhat less redundant than

Peach Bottom's. This caused the SI frequency for Grand Gulf to be

approximately an order of magnitude higher than what was calculated

for the similar Peech Bottom sequences. No recovery or steam

condensing credit was given for this sequence.

The T 0UV accident sequence at Grand Gulf involves a loss of1

offsite power followed by failures of the PCS and all high and low

pressure injection systems. The comparable sequence at Peach

Bottom, also labeled T 0UV, was not dominant. The difference1

between the two sequences is that the Grand tIlf High Pressure Core
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Spray' System has an ilectric driven pump and the Peach Bottom system

'has a turbine driven pump. This dependency on offsite or emergency

diesel AC power causes the Grand ' Gulf T OUV sequence frequency. tol

to be a factor.of five higher than the frequency of-Peach Bottom's.

6.3 ~ Conclusions, Limitations, and Current Issues

.
6.3.1 Conclusions

In general, _the' methods used to determine the core melt accident'
'

sequences for Peach Bottom in the RSS were found to be applicable-

in the analysis of the Grand Gulf reactor.

The dominant accident sequences identified in the Reactor

Safety Study were also dominant at Grand Gulf. These were tran-

.sient sequences involving failure of long-term heat removal.and"

,

anticipated transients without-scram. -There were, however, several.

types of sequences which were dominant at Grand Gulf, but not at
4

~

Peach Bottom. These include transients with a stuck-open relief

valve and loss of long-term residual heat removal, transients with

a stuck-open relief valve and loss of emergency coolant injection,

small LOCAs with loss of long-term residual heat removal, and loss
:
i .
'

of offsite power transients with no emergency coolant injection.

The reasons these sequences were dominant at Grand Gulf and notj

dominant at Peach Bottom were due to either plant design differences-

or differences in the assumptions made.

One. assumption made that caused several accident sequence

frequencies to be quite different from those at Peach Bottom was

I that the Power' Conversion System would not be available after TPQE

6-30
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sequences. It should be noted that this assumption could be appli-

cable to Peach Bottom, and if it had not been made for Grand Gulf,

the particular sequence frequencies would have been much closer.

An example of a design difference between Grand Gulf and Peach

Bottom that caused an accident sequence frequency to be different

is the type of high pressure core cooling pump used at each plant.

Peach Bottom's High Pressure Coolant Injection System has a turbine

driven pump and Grand Gulf's High Pressure Core Spray System utilizes

an electric driven pump.

Containment failure from an overpressure due to rapid hydrogen

burning was important for Category 3 sequences at Grand Gulf. The

Category 3 sequences involving hydrogen burning contribute about

3 percent to the overall core melt frequency. Conversely, release

Category 2 sequences involve containment failure due to overpressure

caused by gas generation and contribute over 90 percent to the

overall core melt frequency. The results of this study therefore

suggests that core melt accident sequences involving hydrogen

burning are not major contributors to risk at the Grand Gulf plant.

This stems from the fact that for the most dominant accident

sequences, the cor2ainment fails before core melting begins.

Significant hydrogen is not expected to be generated until the

core melt process begins. Hydrogen burning at Peach Bottom was

not considered since its Mark I containment is inerted.
The overall core melt frequency assessed for Grand Gulf was

found to be very close to that calculated for Peach Bottom

(3.7 x 10-5 vs. 2.9 x 10-5 per reactor year, respectively).
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6.3.2 Limitations

The following limitations were identified in the RSSMAP

. program.

The Grand Gulf Final Safety Analysis Report and limited dis-

cussions with plant personnel were the primary sources of information

utilized in this study. Since the Grand Gulf plant was under

construction while this study was being done, no technical specifi-

cations or procedures were available during the analysis. A

more rigorous analysis would require additional information.

This upgraded information base should include as built piping and

instru.nentation diagrams, plant procedures, and. direct contacts

with the plant personnel and designers for purposes of answering

technical questions.

The Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System was assumed to be

capable of providing successful coolant injection for the whole

spectrum of small LOCAs (less than 13.5 inches equivalent diameter).

The LOCA success criteria was determined using the best available

information from the FSAR and the utili ty. .It is acknowledged

that this assumption on the RCICS capability may be nonconservative.

Credit for the RCICS was given to LOCAs of only up to 2 inches in

the Reactor Safety Study. Calculations show, however, that not

giving credit for the RCICS for LOCAs 2 inches to 13.5 inches

in diameter would change the Release Category 3 total by 10%, the

Category 4 total by 2%, and the overall core melt frequency by

less than 1%. It is recommended that future studies incorporate

more detailed success criteria into their analyses which look at

more break sizes, including liquid and steam breaks, and a larger

variety of transient initiators.
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The majority of the data base utilized in this study was com-

piled as part of the RSS. Parts of this data base were developed

from generic industry data. Several of the RSS numbers used

directly affected the dominant accident sequence frequencies and

can swing those frequencies orders of magnitude depending on the

assumptions made. Examples are the numbers used for the availability

and recovery of the Power Conversion System given different tran-

sients. A more rigorous study should review and update the RSS

data and use plant specific data whenever possible.

This study attempted to identify human errors which could

degrade or lead to failure of the safety systems responding to

a LOCA or transient. These human errors were of two basic types,

(1) those errors occurring during routine operation, such as

inadvertently leaving valves in the wrong position, and (2)
errors which occur during the course of an accident such as an

operator failing to manually initiate the Automatic Depressurization

System when needed. In order to assess operator errors during

the course of an accident, the analyst must be aware of the

plant parameter indications which the operator is relying upon
to make decisions in the control room (e.g., at TMI the operator

terminated the high pressure injection system because of a high

pressurizer level indication). To gain these types of insights,

it is recommended that future, more complete analyses perform

detailed calculations of plant system dynamics associated with

each accident sequence and thoroughly review operating and emer-

gency procedures.
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The Mark III containment used at Grand Gulf is much different

than the one used at Peach Bottom. It is of a new design and

questions exist regarding its response to various conditions. |,

Assumptions and estimates have been made in this' study regarding

t- - suppression pool heatup,. hydrogen burning, and primary containment-

leakage. For example, a plant specific primary containment leakage

_ probability was not calculated. It was assumed that the Mark III-

containment leakage paths would be no worse than those found at

the Oconee PWR. Both plants have atmospheric containments with

no constant monitoring system to detect containment leakat4.

Therefore, a .007 containment leakage probability was. assessed

for Grand Gulf based on Oconee's number (reference 9). None of

the sequences involving containment isolation failure were found

to be among the dominant ones in the analysis; however, due to

the predominance of overpressure containment failure mode sequences.

A more rigorous analysis should include a detailed analysis of

the Mark'III containment.

6.3.3 Current Issues

Several problems and issues concerning reactor safety have

arisen since Three Mile Island which have not been explicitly

incorporated into this analysis. These current issues are

discussed briefly below and the potential impact on this study

is given.

A partial failure to scram occurred at Browns Ferry Unit 3

in 1980. The apparent cause of this event was found to be

water accumulation in the scram discharge volume (SDV) prior to

the attempted scram. This particular failure was not included
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in the - analysis of the- Grand Gulf Reactor Protection System. The

SDV design at Grand Gulf is, however, much different than the one at

Browns Ferry and is expected to be less susceptible to a Browns

Ferry type scram failure.

A potential accident which was identified after the Browns

Ferry incident is a LOCA caused by a pipe break in a BWR Control

Rod Hydraulic Supply System outboard of one of the scram-valves.

1The Probabilistic Analysis Staff (now part of the Division of Risk

Analysis in the Office of Research) of the NRC has determined

that while current BWR scram systems do violate isolation valve-

requirements, this type of BWR scram system LOCA is not a major

contributor to risk (Reference 10). For this reason, the Grand'
.

Gulf analysis was not updated to include this type of accident.

Another potential area of concern which has received

attention within the NRC recently is the probability of BWR

recirculation pump seal failures. Documentation exists (Reference

11) which suggests that the probability of seal leaks of 50 gpm-

or greater could be as high as .01 as an initiating event. This

is an order of magnitude higher than the small LOCA frequency

in the RSS and RSSMAP. Such seal leaks were not included in

the Grand Gulf LOCA definitions and, if included, would have

the effect of increasing the frequencies of all small (S) LO CA

sequences.

Several accident scenarios involving failure of DC power

which have been identified recently may be applicable to Grand

Gulf. One scenario involves total DC power failure due to

battery depletion during station blackout conditions. Another
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scenario involves immediate DC power loss following a loss of

offsite power due to a common mcde failure of the station

batteries (Reference 12). Both c f these accidents would af fect

the operation of the RCICS and diesel generators and affect

possible recovery actions. The probability of occurrence of

these scenarios is dependent on the AC and DC power system

configurations, accident loadt on these systems, and operator

procedures. The overall effect of these DC power accidents,

given they are applicable tc Grand Gulf, would be to increase

the frequencies of the Ti accident sequences.

Finally, there have been a number of proposed design

changes which, if eventually incorporated into the Grand Gulf

design, could significantly change the identified dominant

accident sequences and frequencies. A few of these are

hydrogen control devices, containment venting, automatic restart

of the RCICS and LPCIS, and ATWS 3A implementations which would

increase reactor shutdown reliability. These potential design

changes have not been incorporated into the Grand Gulf analysis

because information on their potential use was not available at

the time of completion of this analysis.
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Table 6-1. Symbols Used in Figure 6-1

Initiating Events

T1 - A loss of offsite power transient.

T23 - Any other transient which requires an emergency

reactor shutdown.

S - A small LOCA (the break area is less than one

square foot).

System, Component, or Functional Failures

C - Failure to render the reactor suberitical.

E - Failure of the Emergency Core Cooling System.

I - Failure of residual heat removal systems after a

LOCA (including transient induced LOCAs).

P - Failure of a safety / relief valve to reseat.

Q - Failure of the Power Conversion System.

U - Failure of the High Pressure Core Spray and Reac-

tor Core Isolation Cooling System.

V - Failure of the low pressure ECCS systems to pro-

vide core flow.

W - Failure of the residual heat removal systems af ter

a transient.
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Table _6-1 (continued)

II)-Containment Failure Modes

a - Containment failure due to a steam explosion.

y- Containment' failure due to an overpressure caused
,

j by rapid: hydrogen burning.

0- Cdotainment failure due to an overpressure caused

by gas generation.

i

f

$

!

i-

i

i. .

$

:

,

(1) The symbols used.for the' Grand Gulf: containment failure'

modes are somewhat different~than those used in the RSS.
i

e
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BWR Core Melt Release Categories
DOMINANT
ACCIDENT 1 2 3 4
SEQUENCES

T POI a1.6 x 10-8 61.6 x 10-61

23 POI
a 3.7 x J y-8 6 3.7 x 10-6T

Tg QE Y 1.2 x 10-7 61.2 x 10-7P
.

T23POE Y 2.7 x 10-7 62.7 x 10-7

SI a4.6 x 10-8 6 4.6 x 10-6

T 0W 6 6.2 x 10-61

T230W 61.2 x 10-5

C 65.4 x 10-6T23

T 0UV Y7.5 x 10-7 6 7.5 x 10-71

CATEGORYI1I
TOTAL 1.1 x 10-7 3.4 x 10-5 1.2 x 10-6 1.4 x 10-6

(1)This is an unsmootheo total which includes the contribution from
all the nondominant weguences not shown.

10-3

-10-4
--- ------

10-5
---------9.---------.. . . . . . . . . . . .

10-7

10-8

Cat. 1 Cat. 2 Cat. 3 Cat. 4

(The solid lines show the category totals shown above. The
dotted lines show the results after application of the RSS
' smoothing' technique.)

Figure 6-1. Grand Gulf Dominant Core Melt Accident Sequences
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Core Melt Release Categories

Dominant
Accident 1 2 3 4

Sequences

2.0x10-7 1 3.0x10-6 1 1.0x10-5#
TW a

1.0x10-51.0x10-7 yTC a

Category
Total 1.0x10-6 6.0x10-6 2.0x10-5 2.0x10-6

10-3

10-4

10-5

10-6

10-7

10-8

Cat. 1 Cat. 2 Cat. 3 Cat. 4

NOTE: The probabilities for each release category are the sunnations of values
of the dominant accident sequences by Monte Carlo simulation plus a 10h
contribution from the adjacent release category probability. Category

; 4 is totally dominated by sequences in other categories due to this
' s moothing.

Figure 6-2. Peach Bottom Dominant Core Melt Accident Sequences
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Grand Gulf LOCA event tree is displayed in Figure Al-1.

For comparison, the Peach Bottom LOCA event trees are shown in

Figures A2-1, 3, and 4. A discussion of the functions that the

Grand Gulf systems perform tallowing a LOCA is presented in

Section 2.1. The Grani Hulf LOCA event tree is explained in

detail in Section 2.2. laSection 3, a comparison of the Grand

Gulf and Peach Bottom LOCA event trees is made.

2.0 GRAND GULF LOCA EVEFT TREE

2.1 Event Tree Functions

There are four basic functions which engineered safety
features perform following a LOCA. These are to:

1) render the reactor subcritical,

2) provide emergency core cooling,

3) prevent containment overpressurization and

4) prevent radioactive material from escaping the
containment environment.

Immediately following a LOCA, it is important to stop the

fission process in the core. This function is performed by the

Reactor Protection System (RPS) and involves the simultaneous

insertion of all reactor control rods into the core. In the

event of a recirculation line break, the most demanding break

in terms of ECCS performance requirements, the reactor will

initially shut down due to coolant voiding in the core. However,

to prevent a pouer surge when cold unborated ECCS water enters

the reactor, it is necessary for the control rods to be inserted.
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Four Grand Gulf systems can be used to provide emergency core

cooling after an accident. These systems are the High Pressure

Core Spray (HPCS), Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS), Reactor Core

Isolation Cooling System (RCICS), and the Low Pressure Coolant

Injection System (LPCIS). These systems deliver water to the

core to prevent excessive fuel cladding temperatures and possible

core damage. For small breaks, the Automatic Depressurization
,

System functions to lower system pressure to a level at which

the LPCS and LPCIS can operate. For large breaks it is assumed

the vessel will depressurize through the break.

The Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCICS) is not

normally considered part of the ECCS, but was considered in the

RSS for some loss-of-coolant accidents. Therefore, credit was

given to the RCICS at Grand Gulf for small (S) LOCAs even though

it was not included in the plant response analysis done by the

vendor.

The Reactor Core Isolt. tion Cooling System was assumed to be

capable of providing successful coolant injection for the whole

spectrum of small LOCAs (less than 13.5 inches equivalent diameter).

The LOCA success criteria was determined using the best available

information from the FSAR and the utility. It is acknowledged ,

that this assumption on the RCICS capability may be nonconservative.

Credit for the RCICS was given to LOCAs of only up to 2 inches in

the Reactor Safety Study. Calculations show, however, that not

giving credit for the RCICS for LOCAs 2 inches to 13.5 inches

in diameter would change the Release Category 3 accident sequence
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frequency total by 10%, the Category 4 total-by 2%, and the

overall core melt frequency by less than_l%.

No credit was given to the Power Conversion System (PCS)

at Grand Gulf for emergency coolant injection or residual heat

removal after loss-of-coolant accidents. The PCS will initially

be lost after a LOCA due to Main Steam Isolation Valve closure on

low water level or low steam pressure. Recovery of the PCS wes

deemed to be improbable- due to the many manual. actions which must

be performed and due to the fact that the MSIVs will be, interlocked

shut on high drywell pressure which is expected throughout most
~

LOCA sequences.

Throughout a LOCA, steam will be ejected into the drywell.

It is the function of the Vapor Suppression System (VSS) to limit

the resulting pressure transient in the drywell byEcondensing-

steam in the suppression pool. Steam from a LOCA could, if not

quenched, pressurize the containment to levels exceeding its struc-

tural integrity. As a LOCA progresses, more and more energy

will be deposited into the suppression pool. This will eventually _

cause the suppression pool to heat up which in turn could cause

primary containment overpressurization. The Residual Heat Removal

-System (RHRS), in conjunction with the Standby Service Water

System (SSWS), is used to remove heat from the suppression pool

on a longterm basis..

The consequences of a containment rupture can be minimized
-

.

if the amount of radioactive material in the containment atmosphere
is kept at a minimum. The VSS is designed to meet that goal.

Radioactive steam will condense as it passes through the horizontal

; Al-5
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vents in the suppression pool. The containment spray system can

also remove radioactive particles in the containment and therefore

provides an additional means of removing radioactivity from the

containment atmosphere.

A summary of the systems required to perform ESF functions

during a LOCA is given in Table Al-1.

2.2 Event Tree Definitions and Tree Development

The Grand Gulf LOCA event tree is shown in Figure Al-1.
s

The systenn which perform the four; functions described in

Section 2.1 make up the evant tree headings. Dependencies between

these systems dictate thh, event' tree structure. A single LOCA

event tree is an adequate representation for the entire spectrum

of break sizes, since the; tree structure and tree headings are

identical for.all breaks.- Eowever, some of the tree heading

definitions do-differ. A discunaion of the heading definitions

and tree structure follows.

J

2.2.1 Events A and S - Breaks in the Reactor Coolant
System (RCS)

The LOCA initiating events are due to random ruptures of

the RCS, which fall in the following break. size ranges:

A LOCA equivalent diameter > 13.5 inches

S LOCA equivalent diameter < 13.5 inches

The large LOCA initiating event is a random rupture of a

reactor coolant system pressure boundary pipe creating an opening

greater than 1.0 square; foot. This nine break will depressurize the
.

syctem without relief valves, HPCS, cr'NDS assistance.

'
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The Small LOCA initiating event is a random rupture less

than 1.0 square foot. This LOCA requires system depressurization

before low pressure emergency cooling systems can operate.

These LOCA size definitions reflect the ECCS ability to

adequately maintain water inventory in the reactor vessel as

discussed in Section 2.2.4. The LOCA break sizes were chosen

based on discussions with utility and General Electric personnel.

In addition to random ruptures, LOCAs can be transient

induced. This latter type is caused by the failure of an RCS

relief valve to reclose after being demanded in response to a

transient. This LOCA would fall in the 'S' LOCA break size range

and is described in Appendix A2.

2.2.2 Event C - Reactor Protection System (RPS)

Reactor shutdown after a LOCA is accomplished by the Reactor

Protection System inserting all the control rods into the core.

The RPS is automatically initiated if certain monitored variables

exceed their setpoints, e.g., high drywell pressure or low reactor

vessel water level. No credit is given for the Standby Liquid

Control System for LOCAs since it is a manually initiated system.

Therefore, the value used in the LOCA sequence analysis for Event C

is the unavailability calculated in Appendix B1 for the RPS. For

LOCAs, this value was found to be 7.7 x 10-6,

Failure of the RPS is defined as the failures of more than
two adjacent control rods to insert to make the reactor subcritical

prior to reflooding the core with ECCS water. As in the RSS, it has

Al-7
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I

been assumed that at 100*C, more than two adjacent rods not

inserted will give a Kegg greater than 1.0.

RPS failure was placed immediately following the' initiating
,

event because its failure alone will result in the reactor remaining

at significant power levels which eventually-lead to a core melt.
,

The RPS was treated as an independent system and its unavailability
;

' is estimated in Appendix Bl.

2.2.3 Event D - Vapor Suppression System (VSS)

The Vapor Suppression System is designed to condense steam

released from a LOCA break. As gases and steam are released,

they are svept through horizontal vents into the suppression

pool and scrubbed by the water in the wetwell, thus capturing

much of the radioactivity released and reducing the overall -

containment pressure. The containment sprays were included in

the VSS analysis since, given small drywell bypass leakage, they
.

can prevent the containment from overpressurizing.

Failure of the VSS is defined as the failure of the suppres-

sion pool and containment sprays to condense an adequate quantity

of steam to lower the pressure to a value which does not cause

I the primary containment to fail etructurally.

This event was placed after the RPS event because its failure

could cause the containment to rupture and increases the probability

of failure of the emergency core cooling systems.. The equations
1

and unavailabilities used to model this system are described in

Appendix B4.
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2.2.4 Event E - Emergency Coolant Injection (ECI)

A number of systems operate in different combinations to

prevent core damage for the various break sizes. These systems

are the High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS), the Reactor Core Isola-

tion Cooling System (RCICS), Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS), Low

Pressure Coolant Injection System (LPCIS), and the Automatic

Depressurization Systein ( ADS) .

As in the RSS, it is assumed that actuation of the ADS is

required for successful low pressure emergency core cooling

af ter small and . transient induced LOCAs despite depressurization

effects of the pipe break or stuck-open relief valve.

The Grand Gulf FSAR states that successful core cooling for

small line breaks can be accomplished by the HPCS or depressur-

ization with ADS bank A or ADS bank B and low-pressure core

cooling with the LPCS or any two LPCIS pumps. Similarly, for

large breaks, the LPCS, HPCS, or three LPCIS pumps can achieve

successful core cooling.. i

The Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System was considered in

the analysis of small LOCAs at Grand Gulf even though it was not

included in the plant response analysis done by the vendor. As

in the RSS, the RCICS is considered redundant to the HPCS and

available for emergency core cooling after small LOCAs.

Emergency coolant injection requirements are different for

the two LOCA break sizes. In the analysis, transient induced

LOCAs are treated as small LOCAs. These success requirements

are:
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~

For A LOCAs HPCS
or

r ^ LPCS
or.

3 of 3 LPCI loops

For S LOCAs : HPCS
or

; RCICS '
- or

ADS and LPCS
or

ADS and 2 of 3 LPCI loops

Using the above success definitions, failure criteria can
,.

be established for each LOCA size. . These are

). For A LOCAs HPCS and LPCS = and 1 o'f 3 LPCI loops
!

and .

For S LOCAs HPCS and RCICS and ADS
~ or
#

HPCS and RCICS 'and LPCS and 2 of 3 LPCI loops

{.
-

The above system failures ( HP CS ,' LPCS, etc.) represent the
i

inability of the system to deliver water to the reactor vessel

and can resu1* from hardware, maintenance, or human errors.

Refer to Appendix B. ECI must continue.-af ter a LOCA until the

core has been reflooded, at which time any one of the above
i

systems is sufficient to maintain' water inventory in the core.
,

2.2.5 Event I - Residual Heat Removal (RHR).

,

Once the core has.been reflooded, the coolant injection.

requirements diminish and the need for-residual' heat removal

increases. The suppression pool water heats up after 'a LOCA and

will overpressurize the containment if not'ccoled. -Successful

I
residual heat removal depends on three systems: the Suppression

! Pool Makeup System (SPMS), Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS),

and the Standby Service Water Sys+ m (SSWS).-

Al-10
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In order for the RHR heat exchangers to safely remove decay
,

heat from the suppression pool on a longterm basis, the bulk of

water in the upper containment pool must be delivered to the

suppression pool by the SPMS dump lines. This added water also

ensures adequata long term vent coverage for all break sizes.

In addition to this, successful RHR depends on either RHRS

loop A or B operating in the suppression pool cooling mode.

This means that one flowpath from the suppression pool through

'
a heat exchanger and back to the suppression pool must be estab-

lished. The steam condensing mode of the RHRS was not considered

for LOCAs. This is due to the fact that successful operation of

the steam condensing mode requires RCICS operation and the RCICS

will not be available long term due to low steam pressures. One

final requirement is that the SSWS supplies cooling water to the

shell side of the operating heat exchanger. A Boolean representa-

tion of RHR failure is therefore:

RHR failure = SPMS + [RHR Loop A + SSWS Loop A],

*[RHR Loop B + SSWS Loop B] .

The Boolean equations used to model the SPMS, RHRS, and
:

SSWS are found in Appendices Bil, B10, and B12, respectively.

Since' the success or failure of the RHRS cannot delay or

prevent containment failure or core melt given failure of all

emergency core cooling, no choice is given for Event I given

occurrence of Event E. According to analyses performed by Battelle

Columbus Laboratories, given successful core cooling, the Grand

Gulf containment will fail in approximately 28 hours without

Al-ll
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suppression pool cooling. The containment failure is predicted

to occur from an overpressure caused by gas generstion.

For transient induced LOCA sequences involving long-term

heat removal failure (Event I), a nonrecovery term was added to

every cut set. Containment failure and subsequent core melt is

expected to occur in 28 hours following residual heat removal

failure. It is assumed that an attempt will be made to restore

or repair any components necessary for residual heat remcval

during this period. The probability that repairs are not

com pleted within 28 hours, given a mean repair time of 19 hours,

is conservatively estimated as in the RSS by an exponential

repair distribution.

P(RHRS not repaired) = exp(-28/19) = .23

This nonrecovery factor was incorporated into alJ transient

induced LOCA sequences involving failure of residual heat removal.

3.0 COMPARISON OF GRAND GULF AND PEACH BOTTOM LOCA EVENT TREES

The RSS constructed three LOCA trees representing plant

response to three different break size ranges for the Peach

Bottom reactor (see Figures Al-2, 3, 4). Due to substantial

differences in the plant systems' response to varying LOCA sizes,

a single LOCA tree was 'not an adequate representation of the

plant response and thus, three trees were created. For the Grand

Gulf reactor, as discussed previously, one tree was an adequate

representation. Some of the event definitions change, however,

depending on which initiating LOCA size is being considered.
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The Peach Bottom LOCA trees all include an Event B, electric

power. The Grand Gulf tree does not include this event. Instead,

electric power was incorporated directly into the Boolean equations

developed for each system. In this way, partial electric power

failures have been explicitly included in the analysis. Incorpor-

ating the electric power event into the system equations also

simplifies the LOCA event tree.

The Peach Bottom large LOCA event tree had an Event F, ECF

or Emergency Cooling Functionability. In large LOCAs, substantial

blowdown forces can occur which have the potential to damage

portions of the core or RCS in ways that can affect the ability

of the ECCS to adequately cool the core. For this reason, the

ECF event was added after Event E, ECI. ECF was not included in

the small LOCA trees since the forces involved are much smaller

and the chance of failure considered negligibly small. However,

the RSS finally concluded that the large LOCA event with or

without ECF probability values included would contribute less

than 15 percent to the total core melt frequency over the entire

release spectrum. For this reason, ECF was not included in the

'

Grand Gulf analysis.

A containment leakage event (CL) was incl'2ded on the Peach

Bottom LOCA trees to show that failure or success of the contain-

ment isolation systems will affect the timing of possible ECCS

pump failures. If containment leakage is less than a certain

amount, the ECCS pumps are expected to operate until the primary

containment fails due to overpressure. If containment leakage

is greater than a certain amount, then the ECCS pumps are assumed
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to fail earlier due to cavitation caused by a loss of net positive

suction head. A containment leakage event was not included on

Grand Gulf's LOCA tree because the ECCS pumps at Grand Gulf are

rated to 212*F and would therefore not be expected to fail from

primary containment leakage. Leakage would cause the primary

containment atmosphere to remain at around atmospheric pressure

which would keep the suppression pool water at 212*F.

Drywell leakage at Grand Gulf is included in the vapor

suppression system analysis. Excess drywell leakage would cause

steam to bypass the suppression pool and quickly overpressurize

the containment. Refer to Appendix B4. This vapor suppression

system failure mode was not significant at Peach Bottom. The

containment sprays at Grand Gulf were included in the vapor

suppression analysis. Given small drywell bypass leakage, the

sprays can prevent the containment from overpressurizing. Peach

Bottom does have drywell and wetwell sprays, however, no credit

was given to them in the RSS.

The last three events on the Peach Bottom LOCA trees are

the Core Spray Recirculation System (CSRS), Low Pressure Cooling

Recirculation System (LPCRS), and the High Pressure Service Water
i

System (HPSWS). The events describe failure of core cooling

systems in the recirculation mode and failure of the service

water systems to remove decay and sensible heat from the wetwell

and pump compartments. These three events have been combined

into Event I, Residual Heat Removal, on the Grand Gulf tree

since no "new" accident sequences, in terms of consequences, are

created by splitting out RHR and cooling water failures. The

Al-14
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systems represented by Event I are the Suppression Pool Makeup

System, Residual Heat Removal System, and Standby Service Water

System which perform the same functions as the CSRS, LPCRS, and

HPSWS.

Finally, transient induced LOCAs were treated as special

small LOCA initiators for the Grand Gulf event tree. Sequences

which developed into transient induced LOCAs with unavailability

of the Power Conversion System were transfered from the transient

tree (refer to Appendix A2) to the LOCA event tree and were

analyzed as small LOCAs. Transient induced LOCAs at Peach Bottom

were developed completely on the transient event tree.
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Table Al-1. Alternate Equipment Success Combinations for Functions.
Incorporated into the Grand Gulf LOCA Event Tree.

,
,

Early Containment late Contairsent Post Accident
IIIIDCA Peactor Dnergency overpressure overpressure Protectim nadioactivity

size Suberiticality Core cooling Protectim (Residual Heat Rauroval) Bruoval

Greater Reactor Protection flic) Pressure Vapar Suppression Su[pression Pool f$ikeup V@r Sugpressim
than Syst e (RPS) Core Spray g Syste (VSS) Syste (Site) and Reeldual Syste (VSS)
13.5 R g ired low Pressure fieat Reeval tiiiln A and
inches Core Spray or Standy Service Water (SSNS)

3 of 3 tm train A in surpression pool
Pressure Coolant cooling pode

"A" IECA Injection Systeun or

Trains Sits and PHR train B arul
SSb6 Ealn B in sqpression
pool cooling pode

Reactor Core' ,

Isolation Cool-, > Less ing Syst e ory High Pressurean

H inches Core Spray or
a the AutomatTc

Depressurization
,

Syste (ADS) arpi
_

; "S" IOCA Im Pressure
Core Spray g*

A06 and 2 of 3
Im Pressure
Coolant Injec-
tion Syst e
trains

sf % ,, ,,

9

(1) No credit was given for the Power Conversion System after LOCAs'(except transient
induced LOCAs)-since the Main Steam Isolation Valves will be interlocked closed
due to high drywell pressure,
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LOCA RPS VSS ECI RHR
A,S C D E I NO. SEQUENCE RESULT

Key to Results
S Safe Condition
CM - Core helt Expected

Y l LOCA S

TPQ Sequences E
From Transient
svent Tree B I 2 I CM

E 3 E CMj

\lC
I 4 D S

Success
o

D I 5 DI CM|

; E 6 DE CM
'

Failure
D 7 C CM, ,

C

D 8 CD CM

Figure Al-1. Grand Gulf LOCA Event Tree
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Figure Al-2. Peach Bottom Large LOCA Event Tree
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Figure Al-3. Peach Bottom Small LOCA (S ) Event Treey
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Figure Al-4. Peach Bottom Small LOCA (S ) Event Tree2
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Grand Gulf transient event tree is intended to apply

to all anticipated transients requiring reactor shutdowns from

power operation that are not a result of a large or small LOCA.

The tree shows in a logical manner those combinations of systems

operation that will adequately cool the core and those combinations

that will result in core melting.

The Grand Gulf transient event tree is displayed in

Figure A2-1. For comparison, tne Peach Bottom transient event

tree is shown in Figure A2-2. A discussion of the functions of

the Grand Gulf plant systems perform following a transient is

discussed in Section 2.1. The Grand Gulf transient event tree

is explained in detail in Section 2.2. Following, in Section 3,

a comparison of the Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom transient event

trees is made.

2.0 GRAND GULF TRANSIENT EVENT TREE

2.1 Event Tree Functions

The functions that must be performed following a transient

to preclude core damage are

a. The reactor must be made subcritical;

b. The reactor coolant pressure must be limited to a

value that will not cause the failure of the reactor

coolant pressure boundary;

c. An adequate coolant inventory must be maintained

within the reactor vessel; and

d. The shutdown core heat energy must be transferred

to the environment.
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Following a transient, it is important to immediately stop

the fission process in the core. This function is automatic.'lly

provided by the Reactor Protection System (RPS) which simultaneously

inserts all control rods into the core. This function can also be

provided by a recirculation pump trip and certain operator actions.

The pressure limiting functio.t is performed by the safety

valves and the sacety/ relief valves. These valves must open

when RCS pressures rise high enough and close properly when

RCS pressures decrease. Since the safety / relief valves discharge

below the surface of the suppression pool, vapor suppression and

radioactivity removal are assumed to be accomplished in a transient

sequence until the reactor vessel head fails.

Several systems are used to provide emergency core cooling

after a transient. These are the Power Conversion System (PCS),

the High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS), the Reactor Core Isolation

Cooling System (RCICS), the Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS), and

the Low Pressure Coolant Injection System (LPCIS). These systems

deliver water to the core to prevent excessive fuel cladding

temperatures and possible core damage. The Automatic Depres-

surization System (ADS) is needed for emergency LPCS and LPCI

operation since they are low pressure systems.

The Power Conversion System and the Residual. Heat Removal

System (RHRS) working with the Standby Service Water System

(SSWS) are available to transfer heat from the reactor to the
environment. Failure of these systems to remove decay heat will

eventually cause the primary containment to overpressurize.
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A summary of the systems required to perform ESF functions

during transients is given in Table A2-1.

2.2 Event Tree Definitions and Tree Development

The Grand Gulf transient event tree is displayed in Figure

A2-1. The systems which perform the four functions make up the

event tree headings. Dependencies between these systems dictate

the event tree structure. A single transient event tree was

deemed to be an adequate representation for all transient initiating

events considered. A discussion of the heading definitions and

tree structure follows.

2.2.1 Events T1 and T23 - Anticipated Transients Requiring a

Rapid Reactor Shutdown (AT)

Two different transients were chosen to represent a

spectrum of transient initiators at Grand Gulf. These were

designated:,

T1 - Reactor shutdown initiated by a loss of offsite

power occurring at a frequency of .2 per reactor

year.

T23 - Reactor shutdowns initiated by a loss of the power

conversion system ca.used by other than a loss of

offsite power and reactor shutdowns initiated by

other causes in which the power conversion system

is initially available. The frequency of this

transient is 7 per reactor year.
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It is clearly seen that ' he T23 transient initiator is a

combination of the RSS T2 and T3 transients. The T2 and T3

. transients can be combined at Grand Gulf since the transient

event tree structure and event probabilities are the same for

both initiators.

2.2.2 Event C - Reactor Subcriticality (RS)*

Reactor subcriticality can be accomplished after a transient

in one of two ways, either by the Reactor Protection System.(RPS),

or by the combination of a recirculation pump trip and certaine

operator actions to shut down the reactor. The RPS is automatically
, ,-

initiated if certain monitored variables exceed their setpoints

and will cause all control rods to be inserted into the core. The

unavailability of the RPS is discussed in Appendix Bl. The fail-

ure of the recirculation purnp trip and the operator actions to

i render the reactor suberitical is controlled by the probability

that the operator v.111 fail to manually initiate the Standby.
4

Liquid Control System or manually initiate insertion of the con-

trol reds. Based on the analysis done in the RSS, this probability

was assessed to be 10-1 Therefore, the value used in the tran-
L

sient sequence analysis for Event C is 10-1 times the calculated

RPS unavailability given in Appendix Bl. This gives values of-

7.7 x 10-7 for T transients and 5.8 x 10-7 for T transients.23 l

The Mississippi Power & Light Company has committed itself to

make certain design changes in the Reactor Protection System and-

the Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS) sometime after Grand Gulf

Unit 1 starts up. One of the changes will mth: the SLCS an auto-

matic system independent of any oparator action. Implerentation
,
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of an automatic SLCS would greatly reduce the probability of anti-

cipated transients without scram. However, since the SLCS will be

a manually initiated system at startup and for some undetermined

time after startup, it was decided not to give credit for future

SLCS changes.

RS failure was placed immediately following the initiating

event because its failure alone will result in the reactor remain-

ing at significant power levels eventually leading to a core

melt.

2.233 Event M - Safety / Relief Valves Open (S/R VO)

This event represents the failure of the safety / relief valves

to open to limit reactor coolant pressure following the initiating

transient. This event is independent of all others, and, as in the

RSS, the probability of such an event was assessed to be negligible.

As in the RSS, it was assumed that at least one safety / relief valve

is demanded each time there is an initiating transient.

2.2.4 Event P - Safety / Relief Valves Reclose (S/R VR)

The safety / relief valves that open as a result of a transient

must reclose to prevent discharge of an excessive quantity of

reactor coolant to the suppression pool. Fcr success, all of

the safety / relief valves must reclose. As in the RSS, the failure

probability of this event has been estimated to be 1.0 x 10-1

The RSS safety / relief valve failure to reclose probability

was calculated using operating plant data. SRVs in operating plants

have usually been three-stage Target Rock valves. Newer plants,

such as Grand Gulf, will employ SRVs significantly different from

A2-7
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the Target Rock valves and, according to General Electric, will have

failure to reclose probabilities of approximately .02. It was

decided, however, for this study to use the RSS value since no

operational data for the new valves is as yet available. ,

2.2.5 Event 0 - Power Conversion System (PCS)

The Power Conversion System is designed to maintain the water

inventory in the reactor vessel and to reject fission product decay.

heat to the environment. Successful operation of the PCS is

defined as one complete condensate-feedwater path being operable

to deliver water from the condenser hotwell to the reactor vessel.

In addition to this, the main steam isolation valves must be open

and the Condenser Circulating Water System and the steam jet air

ejectors must be operating.
~

Failure of the PCS was considered for two cases failure

during the early injection phase of an ac :ident and failure during

the long-term residual heat removal phase.

As in the RSS, it is assumed that emergency coolant injection

must begin within about one-half hour after the initiating transient

in order to prevent a core melt. Therefore, for sequences where

all ECCS injection fails (TOUV or TPQE), event Q we.s de' fined as

failure of the PCS to supply makeup water within about one-half

hour. RSS values of 1.0 x 10-2 for T initiators and 2.0 x 10-123

(Boolean term LOPNRE) for T1 initiators were used for the event Q
unavailabilities for TOUV sequences.

It has been assumed that the Power Conversion System

will be interrupted shortly after a sequence involving a

stuck-open relief valve and loss of all coolant injection

(TPQE) and therefore must be recovered to provide coolant
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injection. The PCS will be interrupted when the Main Steam Isola-

tion Valves (MSIVs) close (MSIV closure on low reactor water level
or steam pressure is expected). PCS recovery will depend on:

(1) the reopening of the MSIVs, (2) reestablishing the condenser

vacuum, if needed, (3) restoration of offsite power (T1 transients),

and (4) svitchover to the auxiliary steam supply for the Steam Jet

Air Ejectors (which maintain condensor vacuum) when primary steam

pressure drops below approximately 150 psia. Since core melt for

this sequence begins at 71 minutes and some of the recovery actions

take a long time to accomplish (.3 to 2 hours for getting the MSIVs

open according to utility information), no credit was given for the

PCS (the probability of Q = 1.0) for TPQE sequences.

If emergency coolant injection succeeds after a transient,

then residual heat must be removed from the containment within

about 30 hours to prevent core melt. For sequences where ECCS

injection succeeds and residual heat removal fails (TOW, TOUW,

and TPQI), event Q was defined as failure of the PCS to remove

decay heat from the containment in the specified time. RSS values

initiators and 2.0 x 10-2 (Boolean termsof 7.0 x 10-3 for T23
LOPNRE*LOPNRL) for T1 initiators were used for the event Q unavail-
abilities for this case.

The RSS unavailabilities used for event Q for T23

initiators were derived by considering the probability of failing

to recover the PCS if it is alreauy in a failed state and the

probability of PCS failure given that it was initially operating.

The unavailabilities for event Q for Ti sequences are depen-

dent on the recovery of offsite power. For the case where injection
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fails and the safety / relief valves reclose (T OUV), offsitey

power must be restored in about one-half hour for the PCS

to successfully terminate the accident. Given that early

injection succeeds, offsite power must be restored in about 30

hours for the PCS to successfully terminate the accident. Boolean

terms representing nonrecovery of of fsite power were therefore

used to incorporate the electric power dependency shared by the

PCS and other systems into the analysis. These two Boolean terms

used to define event Q for T sequences are:y

Q = LOPNRE (1/2 hour case, T OUV sequences) ,y

and

Q = LOPNRE*LOPNRL (30 hour case, T 0W, T 0UW, and
1 1

T PQI sequences)y

and appear in other system equations.

Since the PCS provides for both injection and long-term heat

removal, successful PCS operation after a transient leads to a

safe condition on the event tree.

The event tree failure path after the occurrence of events

P and O was not developed further on the transient event tree. A

stuck-open safety / relief valve was judged to constitute a small

LOCA. Sequences involving a stuck-open relief valve and failure

of the Power Conversion System were therefore transferred to and

continued on the Grand Gulf LOCA event tree and analyzed as a small

(S) LOCA.

2.2.6 Event U - High Pressure Core Spray or Reactor Core

Isolation Cooling (HPCS or RCICS)

Successful operation of either the High Pressure Core Spray

(HPCS) or the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCICS)
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will maintain an adequate coolant inventory in the reactor vessel.

For success, operation of either of these systems must be initiated

within about 30 minutes of the initiating event. System unavail-

abilities for the HPCS and RCICS are calculated in Appendices B5

and B6, respectively.

A Boolean representation of event U is therefore:

U = HPCS*RCICS .

Successful long term operation of either the HPCS or RC'CS

is assumed to depressurize the reactor vessel. Therefore, given

success of event U, the Automatic Depressurization System is not

needed to reduce system pressure to the point where the low pressure

systems may operate.

2.2.7 Event V - Low Pressure Emergency Core Cooling Systems

(LP ECCS)

Successful operation of the low pressure ECCS to maintain

an adequate water inventory in the reactor vessel requires

both or th. following

a. That the operator activates the Automatic Depres-

surization System (ADS) to redtce the reactor system

pressure to values at which low pressure ECCS systems

ca ete.

b. That the Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS) or two of

three Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) loops

operate within a half hour after the initiating event.
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Using the above criteria, a failure definition can be established

for the low pressure ECCS. This, in Boolean form, is:

LP ECCS = ADS + LPCS*(LPCIA*LPCIB + LPCIA*LPCIC

+ LPCIB*LPCIC),

where LPCIA represents LPCI train A, etc.

The above system failures (ADS, LPCS, etc.) represent the inability

of the systems to perform an required and includes hardware,

mair.* enance , and human failures. Refer to Appendix B. Choices

for event V are given only after event U failure, since successful

high pressure injection precludes the necessity for-low pressure

injection.

2.2.8 Event W - Residual Heat Removal (RHR)

Choices for event W are giver after successful high or low

pressure injection (sequences TOU and TOUV). The Residual Heat

Removal System is needed to remove decay heat from the containment

within 30 hours for these sequences. This is due to the fact that

intermittent safety / relief valve operation, RCIC turbine exhaust,

and/or ADS actuation will release enough heat to the suppression

pool to cause the containment to overpressurize and possibly

fail. No choice is given for event W after the success of the

PCS (sequence TO) since decay heat will be removed by the con-

denser.

The RHRS has two heat removal trains (A and B); only one of

which is required to operate for RHR success. Each train can

operate in two modes. In the suppression pool cooling mode, water

is circulated from the suppression pool, through the RHR heat
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exchangers, and back to the suppression pool. The Standby Service

Water System (SSWS) is required in this mode to deliver cooling

water to the secondary sides of the RHR heat exchangers. In the

steam condensing mode, steam, driven by the RCICS, is condensed

in the RHR heat exchangers and heat is removed by the SSWS. RHRS

failure is therefore the inability of both RHR tra' ins to remove

heat by one of the two heat removal modes. In Boolean terms,

W= (RHRA + SSWA)*(RHRB + SSWB)*(RCICS + (SCA + SSWA)*(SCB + SSWB)).

The terms RHRA and RHRB represent RHRS suppression pool cool-

ing mode failure of trains A and B. The terms SCA and SCB represent

RHRS steam condensing mode failure of trains A and B. The terms

SSWA and SSWB represent SSWS failure of trains A and B.

For transient sequences involving event W, an additional non-

recovery term was added. Containment failure and subsequent

core melt is expected to occur in 30 hours following residual

heat removal failure according to Battelle Columbus Laboratories.

Containment failure is predicted to occur from an overpressure
caused by gas generation. It is assumed that an attempt will be

made to restore or repair any components necessary for residual

heat removal during this period. The probability that repairs

are not completed within 30 hours given that the mean repair

time is 19 hours is conservatively estimated by an expotential
repair distribution,

P(RHRS not repaired) = exp(-30/19) = .21

A2-13
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This'nonrecovery factor was incorporated into all transient

sequences involving Event W, failure of residual heat removal.

3.0 COMPARISON OF GRAND GULF AND PEACH BOTTOM TRANSIENT EVENT

TREES

As in the RSS for Peach Bottom, a single transient event

tree was decided to be adequate to represent transient events

at Grand Gulf. Some of the event definitions change, however,

depending on the transient being considered.

The Pe'Oh Bottom and Grand Gulf transient event trees

are very similar in structure. The only differences are in

how the case of T stuck open relief valve is handled and how

the feedwater/ power conversion systems are treated.

In the RSS, sequences involving a stuck open relief valve

(event P) were developed and quantified on the transient event

tree. These sequences are treated as special evrints on the Grand

Gulf transient tree. All transient induced LOCAs wnich include

failure of the Power Conversion System start on the transient event

tree and transfer to the LOCA tree after events P and Q. Once on

the LOCA tree, the sequences are analyzed as small (S) LOCAs.

Finally, in the RSS, loss of feedwater and the Power Conversion

System were treated as two different events. Event Q, for Peach

Bottom, represented failure of feedwater injection drawing water

from the condensate storage tank. Event W represented failure of

the Residual Heat Removal Systems and the Power Conversion System

to reject decay heat to the environment. For Grand Gulf, it was

decided that successful feedwater injection implies successful

condenser operation since it is likely that a fault that would
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trip one would trip the other. Therefore, event Q on the Grand

Gulf transient event tree was de' fined to be the failure of the

PCS (feedwater and condensate) and event W was defined as RHRE'

failure. Since PCS operation provides for both injection and
.

residual heat removal, sequences where the PCS is successful<

) (event Q) lead to non-core melt conditions. The occurrence of' -

.

event 0 is defined as the failure of the PCS to reject decay
heat to the environment in the required time (one half hour when

ECCS injection fails and about 30 hours when ECCS injection 'i

succeeds). +
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Grand Gulf Reactor Protection System (RPS) was reviewed

and compared with th9 similar BWR design (Peach Bottom) evaluated

in the WASH-1400 study. The RPS designs for Grand Gulf and

Peach Bottom are described in Sections 2 and 3 of this report,

respectively. A comparison of the two reactor protection systems

is given in Section 4. RPS event tree interrelationships are

detailed in Section 5. Also included in Section 5 is a determin-

ation of the RPS unavailability used in-the Grand Gulf sequence

'

analyses.

2.0 GRAND GULF RPS DESCRIPTION

The RPS consists of the Reactor Protection Logic. System (RPLS)

and the Control Rod System (CRS).

2.1 Reactor Protection Logic System Description-

The RPLS initiates a rapid, automatic reactor shutdown (scram)

if the monitored plant variables exceed pre-established limits.
I

The system is arranged as two separately powered trip systems

and has a one-out-of-two twice logic scheme. The RPLS overrides

all operator actions and process controls and is based on a

fail-safe design; loss of AC power will result in trip initiation.

The RPLS includes the motor-generator power supplies, sensors,

relays, bypass circuitry, and switches that cause rapid insertion

of control rods (scram) to shut down the reactor. The system

consists of two separate trip systems (A and B), each powered by

its own motor generator set (120 VAC). Alternate power is available

B1-3
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to either RPLS bus. Each trip system has two logics arranged as

shown in Figure B1-1.

Four independent sensor trip channels monitor the following-

process variables: Neutron Monitoring System, Reactor Pressure,

Reactor Vessel Low Water Leve'. Turbine Stop Valve, Turbine

Control Valve, Main Steam Line Isolation Valves,-Scram Discharge

Volume, Drywell Pressure, Main Steam Line Radiation Monitors,

and Reactor Vessel High Water Level.

There are four trip logic divisions; A, B, C and D. Trip

logic divisions A and C (trip system A) actuator output signals

are connected to one pilot scram valve solenoid while divisions

B and D (trip system B) are connected to the other pilot scram

valve solenoid. Both solenoids, normally energized, must be ,

deenergized in order for a scram to occur.

Each logic division receives input signals from at least one

channel for each monitored variable. Four channels for each

monitored variable are required, one for each of its four automatic

or manual logics.

Channel and logic relays are fast-response, high-reliability

relays. All relays are selected so that-the continuous load will

not exceed 50 percent of the continuous duty rating. The system

response time, from the opening of a sensor contact up to and

including the opening of the trip actuator contacts, is less

than 50 milliseconds.

Each logic provides two inputs into each of the actuator

. logics of one trip-system. Either of the two logics can produce,

a trip-system trip. The actuator logics of both trip systems

B1-4



must be tripped in order to produce a scram. Thus, the overall

logic is termed one-out-of two taken twice.

Four scram buttons, one for each division logic (Al, A2,

B1 and B2), are arranged in two groups (Al-B1 and A2-B2). The

manual scram logic is the same as the automatic scram logic.

Scram reset is possih e through the use of four redundant

reset switches. Each switc h is used to momentarily bypass the

seal-in contacts of the final actuators of this reactor shutdown

system. If a single channel is tripped, the reset is accomplished

immediately upon operation of the reset switch. If a scram

condition is present, manual reset is prohibited for a 10 second

period to allow the control rods to insert completely. Actuation

of all four switches is required to reset, following a scram and

10 second time delay.

2.2 Control Rod System Description

The CRS consists of the control rods and the Control Rod Drive

(CRD) system. The CRS inserts the negative reactivity necessary to

shut down when a scram is initiated by the RPLS. Each control rod

is controlled individually by a hydraulic control unit (HCU).

Waen a scram signal is received, high pressure water stored in

an accumulator in the HCU or reactor pressure forces its control

rod into the core. Each of the 193 control rods consists of a

sheathed cruciform array of stainless steel, boron-carbide powder

filled tubes. A velocity limiter, protecting against a rod drop

accident, is located in the bottom assembly of each control rod.

The CRD for each rod consists of locking piston control rod

driver mechanism (drive), which positions the control rod in the

B1-3
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/
core, is a double-acting, mechanically latched,-hydraulic cylinder

'

using water >aslits operating fluid (Figure B1-2). .The individual'

drives, mounted on' the bottom head of the vessel are capable of

inserting or withdrawing a control rod at a slow,. controlled*

_
.

~

. rate, as well as providing rapid: insertion.when required.- A

mechanism on the drive locks the control-rod at a 6-inch increment-

of. stroke over the length of the core. A. coupling spud at the

top end of the drive index tube is locked into the base of the
4

control' rod by the rod's weight.

Each drive has an internal ballcheck valve which can allow'

reactor pressure to be admitted under the drive piston. If ' the

*

reactor pressure is above 600 psi, this valve ensures rod insertion

! in the event the accumulator is not charged or the inlet scram

~

valve fails to open. The drive holds its control' rod in distinct

latch positions until the hydraulic system actuates movement to
t

new position.
,

The CRD hydraulic system (Figure B1-3), consisting of pumps,

2 filters, valves, and piping, supplies and controls the pressure
:

and flow to and from the drives through hydraulic control units
i

(HCU). The water discharged from the drives during a scram
;

?-
flows through the HCUs to the scram discharge volume. A' check

,

valve in each HCU prevents reverse flow from the discharge volume

to the drive.
.

I The scram discharge volume-consists of two headers which are

connected to the HCUs. One header 'eceives flow from 96 HCUs, and

the other header receives flow from 97 HCUs. Flow entering the

scram discharge volume headers drains to an instrument volume.
:
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The header piping is sized to receive all the water discharged by

the drives during a scram, independent of the instrument volume.

Six liquid-level switches activated by transmitters connected to

the instrument volume, monitor the volume for abnormal water

level. They are set at three different levels. At the lowest

level, a switch actuates to inducate that the volume is not com-

pletely empty during post-scram draining or to indicate that the

volume starts to fill through leakage accumulation at other times

during reactor operation. At the second level, one switch pro-

duces a rod withdrawal block to prevent further withdrawal of any

control rod, when leakage accumulates to half the capacity of the

instrument volume. The remaining four switches are interconnected

with the trip channels of the reactor trip system and will initi-

ate a reactor scram should wa:or accumulation fill the instrument

volume.

Each HCU furnishes pressurized water, on signal, to a drive

unit. A HCU consists of manual, pneumatic, and electrical valves,

an accumulator; related piping, electrical connection , filters,

and instrumentation. Each HCU has two pilot scram valves and

two scram valves. The pilot scram valves, solenoid operated (RPLS),

control the air supply to the scram valves for each control rod.

One of the pilot scram valves for each rod is controlled by actuator

logic A, the other by actuator logic B. With either pilot scram

valve energized, air pressure holds the scram valves closed. The

scram valves control the supply and discharge paths for control

rod drive water.
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The accumulator, a hydraulic cylinder with a free floating

piston, stores sufficient energy to fully insert a control rod at

any vessel pressure.

Two DC solenoid operated backup scram valves provide a second

means of controlling the air supply to the scram valves for all

control rods. These valves can insert any withdrawn rods regard-

less of the action of the pilot valves.

2.3 System Operation

During normal operation all sensor and trip contacts essential

to safety are closed; channels, logics, and actuators are energized.

When-conditions exist such that any of the various monitored

process variables have exceeded predetermined specifications

(Table B1-1), the associated channel sensors will open.

When a channel sensor trip operates, its relay deenergizes

its actuators which deenergizes the scram pilot valve solenoid

associated with that trip system logic. In the same manner, the

other pilot scram valve must also be deenergized in order for a

scram to occur. With both pilot solenoids deenergized, the scram

valves open, allowing instrument air to be bled from them. This

permits accumulator pressure to be admitted under the drive piston,

and the area over the drive piston is vented to the scram discharge

volume. This upward force gives the rod a high initial acceleration,

providing a large force to overcome friction.

When trip systems A and B'are both tripped, the normally

deenergized backup scram valves are energized, these valves vent

the air supply for the scram valves, thus, initiating insertion of

B1-8
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any withdrawn control rods. To manually initiate a scram, .two of

the scram buttons, one from each trip system,.must be depressed.

During normal plant operation, the scram discharge volume is

empty and vented to atmosphere through its open vent and drain

valve. When a scram occurs, upon a signal from the safety circuit,

these vent and drain valves are closed to conserve reactor water.

During a scram, the scram discharge volume partly fills with water

discharged from above the drive pistons.. After scram is completed,.

the control rod drive seal leakage from the reactor continues to

flow into the scram discharge volume until the discharge volume

pressure equals the reactor vessel pressure. When the initial scram

signal is cleared from the RPLS, the scram discharge volume signal

is overridden, and the scram discharge volume is drained and returned
,

to atmospheric pressure.

The RPS can be_ tested during reactor operation by five separate

tests,-including: (1) manual scram test - verifies the ability to

deenergize 1.1 eight groups of scram pilot valve solenoids by using
the manual scram push button switches; (2) actuator test - verifies

the ability of each logic to deenergize the actuator logics associated '

with the parent trip system-; (3) calibration of neutron monitoring

system; (4) single rod scram test - verifies the capability of each

rod to scram; (5) application of a test signal to each PRLS channel -

verifies that a logic trip will result, and that the channel circuitry

is independent.

3.0 PEACH BOTTOM RPS DESCRIPTION

The RPS consists of two subsystems: the Reactor Protection,

Control Rod System (RPCRS) and the Reactor Protection Logic System

Bl-9
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(RPLS). The RPCRS, comprised of 185 control rods, associated drive

units, and hydraulic control modules, provides for the rapid insertion

of the control rods when a trip systc exists. The RPLS, com-

prised of two independent trip systrue, A and B, senses improper

operating conditions and removes power from the control . rod driveo,

thus initiating a reactor trip. A trip is the operating function

which consists of the simultaneous insertion of all control rods

to shut down the reactor. The control rods of the RPCRS are

arranged with each rod having its own rod drive unit (hydraulic

actuator) and hydraulic control module. A schematic of the control

rod hydraulic system is shown in Figure B1-4. The trip pilot

valves normally energized, are deenergized by a trip of the RPLS.

The deenergized pilot valves open the trip valves and direct stored

' water from the trip accumulator (1500 psi) to the insert port of

the control rod drive, thus resulting in rapid insertion of the.

control rods into the reactor core.

The air pressure in the trip pilot valve air header is con-

trolled by the back-up trip valves. A RPLS trip deenergizes the

K13 and K14 contactors, thus energizing the back-up trip valves.

They shut off the inrtrument air supply and allow the pressurized

air in the trip pilot valve which fails to return to the deenergized

position when tripped.

The hydraulic control modules are located in two locations-

within the reactor building, each location on opposite sides of

the reactor corresponding to the division of the rods. The water

expelled from each bank of control rod drive units during a trip
,

is discharged into separate headers located above the control
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modules. During operation, water in each of the two headers drains

to a trip instrument volume through a 2-inch drain line and frc m

the volume through a normally open drain valve (CV3-13-33) to the

radwaste storage tank. The trip instrument volume, a tank 12

inches in diameter and 10 feet high, is instrumented to provide an

- early alarm and later an automatic reactor trip if water accumulates

in the volume to greater than predetermined levels. During a trip

the drain valve CV3-13-33 and vent valves CV3-13-32A and CV3-13-32B

are closed to prevent possible water flow from the withdrawal

ports of the control rod drive units when the drive units have

been stroked to the full insert position. After the trip system

has been t enet, the drain valve and the vent valves are opened to

drain the water collected in the trip header and the trip instrument

volume.

If the accumulator pressure drops below reactor pressure before

complete insertion, a check valve in the control rod drive base

flange will open, permitting pressurized reactor water to enter the

insert port of the drive unit. This will provide sufficient force
~

to complete the control rod insertion.

L The reactor trip function, whether manual or automatic, is

initiated by the RPLS. A manual reactor trip can be initiated by

two manual trip push button switches located in the control room.

An automatic reactor trip may be initiated by either a sensed rise
i

in drywell pressure or a decrease in reactor water level. A third

reactor trip may occur when the main steam line isolation valves

j (MSIV) start to close due to a further reduction in reactor water
i

level. The high drywell pressure sensors actuate ut 2.0 psig.

Bl-ll
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The reactor water level' reactor trip sensors actuate when the

water level recedes from 555 inches to 540 inches above vessel

zero. When the water level- drops to 492 inches above vessel zero,

other sensors initiate the closure of the MSIVs. Limit switches

on the MSIVs initiate a reactor trip.

Each independent trip system (A and B) of the RPLS is comprised

of three channels (two automatic and one manual).

The sensor and logic channels, of the RPLS, detect operating

variables exceeding set limits and logically validate the signals.

The RPLS is a failsafe system; i.e., the system is deenergized when

a reactor trip is commanded. The sensor and logic channels provide

the electrical path to energize the twelve trip contactors. both an

A channel and a B channel must be tripped to initiate a reactor
,

trip. When the trip contactors are deenergized, electrical power

-is ren.oved from all trip pilot valves, thus opening the trip valves.

The back-up trip valves are energized by the application of 125 VDC

by the contacts of K13 and K14 which close when the contactors art

deenergized.

4.0 COMPARISON OF GRAND GULF AND PL'CH BOTTOM RPS

Both systems, each consisting of a control rod system and a

logic system, are designed to automatically shut down the reactor

immediately at the onset of abnormal plant operating conditions.

The RPLS, essentially the ,ame for each plant, is arranged as

two separately powered trip systems and has a one-out-of-two twice

locic scheme. Two manual scram switches are provided for each Grand

Gulf trip system, while Peach Bottom incorporates one manual scram

switch for each trip system. An important CRS failure identified
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in the RSS involved plugging of the instrument volume drain valve

and then having enough water accumulation in the instrument volume

to prevent a successful scram. Water accumulation could occur

from leakage past valves in the hydraulic control units or from

annual control rod insertion tests. Faults of this type accounted

for 2.9 x 10-7 of the Peach Bottom RPS unavailability.
,

The Grand Gulf system has redundant water level sensors in

the instrument volume which will trip the reactor before water

accumulation could possibly cause a scram failure. Water accumula-

tion is also alarmed in the control room. For these reasons, scram

failure by this method is expected to be negligible at Grand Gulf.

The principal contributors to the RPS unavailability for both

Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom are mechanical failures of three

adjacent rods to enter the core and a common mode failure arising

from miscalibration of RPS sensor switches. The point estimate

unavailability for the Reactor Protection System at Peach Bottom

is 1.3 x 10-5 and was obtained by Monte Carlo simulation. The

estimate for Grand Gulf's system is 7.7 x 10-6 for LOCAs r.nd T23

transients and 5.8 x 10-6 for T transients.3

5.0 GRAND GULF SYSTEM EVALUATION

5.1 Event Tree Interrelationships

The Grand Gulf RPS is an independent system having a.o common-

alities with the other analyzed systems. The RPS contributes only

to Event C, which is failure to render thegreactor subcritical on

both the LOCA and transient event trees. For LOCAs, failure of

the RPS alone was assumed to cause a scram failure. As in the RSS,

no credit was given for possible operator actions after a LOCA.
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For transients, however, credit was given for certain operator

actions which would shut down the reactor. Manual initiation of

the Standby Liquid Control System and manual insertion of the

control rods is included in addition to the RPS calculation in the

overall analysis of Event C for transients. Refer to Appendix A2

for more details.

Failure of the RPS is defined as failure of the RPLS or CRS

to cause control rod insertion after a transient or LOCA. Failure

of the RPLS and CRS was included in the Event C analysis for LOCAs

and T transients. For T transients, only the failure of the CRS
23 y

was considered since the RPLS trips on- a loss of offsite power.

5.2 Determination of RPS Unavailability

The RPLS and the CRS were analyzed separately and then combined

to produce a point estimate unavailability of the RPS.

The point estimate for the unavailability of the Grand Gulf

RPLS is calculated to be:

O ouble Failures = (negligible)D

+OCommon Mode = 1.9 x 10-6

Grand Gulf = 1.9 x 10-6ORPLS,

The operation of the RPLS is considered to be successful if
i

the system provides a trip command to the CRS when any of the

monitored plant variables exceed their preestablished limits. The

RPLS, with a one-out-of-two twice logic scheme, must receive a

signal from both trip systems, A and B, in order to provide a trip
I

command (deenercize the scram solenoids).
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Double failures, which reflect the inability of either trip

system to provide a signal to the RPLS, include s (1) Electrical

short to trip system A power bus by both channel Al and A2 con-

tactor solenoid windings; and (2) Electrical short to trip system

B power bus by both channel B1 and B2 contactor solenoid windings.

From the RSS,. the probability that any channel ( A1, A2, B1, or

B2) contactor solenoid winding will short is:

3.6 x 10-6OA1 " OA2 " OB1 = OB2 =

Therefore, the double failure contributirn, O , to RPLS failureD

is estimated to be

OD=AAl A2 + OO 0B1 B2

(3.6 x 10-6}2 + (3.6 x 10-6)2=

= 2.6 x 10-11 (negligible)

Common mode failure, resulting from human errors in teot and

calibration of sensor switches, is the principal contributor to the
'

RPLS failure. The RSS BWR, with a logic system similar to that of

Grand Gulf, had a comioon mode f ailure probability value of 1.9 x 10-6,,

The RSS estimate for common mode failure was judged applicable to

Grand Gulf. Thus,

Ocg = 1.9 x 10-6

No single failures, triple failures, or test and maintenance

procedures contributed to the RPLS failure probability.
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The operation of the CRS is considered to be successful if

the system inserts the control rods which are necessary to shut

down the reactor when a scram is initiated by the RPLS. The RPLS

deenergizes and opens the inlet and outlet scram valves in each

HCU. With these valves open, accumulator pressure is admitted

under the drive piston, and the area over the drive piston is

vented to the scram discharge volume. Failure of the CRS is con-

servatively defined as the failure of any three or more adjacent

control rods to be inserted on a reactor trip.

The principal contributor to the CRS failure is the failure

of any three adjacent rods to insert (triple failures). The Grand

Gulf CRS (193 rods) triple failure contribution, as derived for

the similar BWR CRS (185 rods) in the RSS, is:

Triples = 5.8 x 10-6O

This value was used as the Grand Gulf CRS failure probability since

no other failures were found to contribute significantly.

Combining the unavailabilities calculated for the RPLS and CRS

result in the Grand Gulf RPS unavailability used in the sequence

analysis for LOCAs and T23 transients.

Grand Gulf = 1.9 x 10-6ORPLS,

Grand Gulf = 5.8 x 10-6+ OCRS,

Grand Gulf = 7.7 x 10-6 (LOCAs and T23)*ORPS,
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The RPS unavailability used for T1 transients reflects only

CRS failure since the RPS trips on a loss of offsite power.

Therefore,

Grand Gulf = 5.8 x 10-6 (Ty).ORPS,

|
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Table B1-1. Reactor Protection System Instrumentation
Specifications for Grand Gulf.

Scram Function Instrument ' Trip Setting Normal Range Accuracy Transient

Reactor vessel high Pressure 1065 111 peig 935 to 1025 psig Repeatable within- 150 psi /sec
pressure transmitter 110 peig

Drywell high pressure Pressure 2.0 +0.05 psig -2 to +2 psig Repeatable within. 20 pei/sec
transmitter 10.05 poig

Reactor vessel low Level transmitter 543.3 inches 15 to 41.5 inches Repeatable within 7 in/sec
water level (3) above vessel zero above trip setting 11.5 inches
Scram discharge volume Level transmitter 54 12 gallons Empty Repeatable within Negligible
high water level alarm and trip

setting tolerance

Turbine stop valve Pressure 40 psig 165 psig 12 psig (2)
closure transmitter

Turbine control valve Pressure 41 aig 42-70 psig il psig N/A
fast closure transmitter

Main steam line isola- Position switch Before 10% valve Fully open to N/A N/A
tion valve closure closure fully closedg

H
I Neutron monitoring See subsection

y system 7.6.1.5

Main steam line Gamma detector 6x normal (1) (1) (1)
high radiation

Reactor vessel high Level transmitter 5 87.9 inches 3.1 to 29.6 inches Repeatable within 7 in/sec
water level (3) above vessel below trip setting 11.5 inches

zero

Bypass Eunction Instrument Trip Setting Normal Range Accuracy Transient

Discharge volume high N/A Bypass switch in N/A N/A N/A
water level trip bypass bypass and mode

switch in shutdown
or refuel

Turbine stop valve Pressure Turbine first- O to 100% power Repeatable within N/A
and control valve fast transmitter stage pressure 120 peig
closure trip bypass <304 power-

Main steam line N/A Mode Switch in N/A N/A N/A
isolation valve shutdown, refuel,
trip bypass or startup

(1) See Process Monitoring System (IED)
(2) Trip fluid pressure decreases from normal to 42 psig before the stop valve begins to close.
(3) A common level transmitter is used for both high and low reactor vessel trips -

separate trip. units monitor the common level signal.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Grand Gulf Elaergency AC Power System (EPS) was reviewed

and compared with the similar BWR design (Peach Bottom) evaluated

in the WASH-1400 study. The EPS designs for Grand Gulf and Peach

Bottom are described in Sections 2 and 3 of this report respectively.

A comparison of the two emergency power systems is given in Section

4. EPS event tree interrelationships are detailed in Section 5.

Also included in Section 5 is a description of the model used to

incorporate EPS failures into the Grand Gulf accident sequences.

2.0 GRAND GULF EPS DESCRIPTION

2.1 System Description

The Grand Gulf EPS includes the sources of, and feedpath

arrangements for, AC power to mitigate the effects of transients

and accidents. The EPS is designed to ensure continuous operability

of the 4160 volt ESF buses and orderly control of the reactor

following a LOCA and/or loss of offsite power. (See Figure B2-1.)

The following power sources are available to supply AC power:

a) Two 500 KV circuits from the 500 KV switchyard

b) One 115 KV offsite circuit

c) Six standby diesel generators (three per unit).

The preferred switching order to the 4160 volt ESP buses-is

(1) the 500 KV transmission network through unit service transformers

til and #21 to ESP transformers #11 and #21 respectively, (2) the

115 KV transmission network to ESP transformer #12, and (3) the

emergency diesel generators directly to the 4160 volt ESP buses.

B2-3
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The 500 KV switchyard includes three 500 KV overhead lines.

The switchyard employs a breaker-and-a-half configuration with power

provided to the ESF buses through two 500 KV/34.5 FV unit service

transformers (411 and (21) and two 34.5 K'//4.16 KV ESF transformers

(ill and #21). The offsite 500 KV power sources include (1) the

Franklin 500 KV substation, (2) the Baxter Wilson 500 F.V substation,

and (3) the Ray Braswell 500 KV substation.

The 115 KV system consists of an overhead 115 KV line from the

Port Gibson substation terminated near the plant site to an under-

ground 115 KV cable. The 115 KV cable feeds a 115 KV/4.16 KV ESF,

transformer (#12).
I - Provisions are included for monitoring each phase of the normal

4.16 KV power supply and initiating transfer of the loads to an alter-

nate source if the voltage in any phase falls below 70% of the nominal

value. Return of the normal supply to 90% of its nominal value will
,

initiate re-transfer following a pre-determined time delay. The pur-

pose of the delay is to avoid re-transfer to an unstable power supply.

The transfer switch receives its power from the source to which the
,

load is being transferred.

The DC requirements for the switchyard relay and control systems

are provided by two independent sets of 125 volt batteries. Each of-

these DC systems is supported by its own charger which has its own

redundant AC power supplies.

The onsite AC power system consists of six diesel generator sets

and auxiliaries required to start each diesel and to connect each gen-

erator to its bus. Diesel generators ll, 12, and 13 are dedicated to

unit 1 and diesel generator 21, 22, and 23 are dedicated to unit 2.-

B2-4
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The onsite power source of each engineered safety feature bus is-the

diesel generator connected exclusively to the bus. The continuous
'

service rating of the diesel generators is 7000 KW at 4.16 KV on an'w
\

8800 hour base with 110% (7700 KW) overload permissible for 2 hours

out of 24 hours.

Fuel oil is supplied directly to each diesel engine from a 550
,

gallon day tank. Two redundant 100% capacity fuel oil pumps, one

driven by the diesel engine and the other driven by a DC motor,

deliver the fuel from the day tank to the engine manifolds. The

day tank permits diesel generator operation for 1-1/4 hours to 2 ,

hours depending on load division. A 75,000 gallon fuel oil storage

tank is provided for each diesel generator. Fuel oil is automatically

transferred from the storage tank to the day tank via a transfer

pump when then level in the day tank drops below a prescribed

limit. The tank capacity is sufficient to operate the diesel

while supplying maximum post-LOCA load demands for a duration of

7 days.

A diesel generator will automatically shut down in the event

of (a) engine overspeed, (b) low lube oil pressure, (c) high crank

case pressure, (d) generator differential, and (e) generator ground

overcurrent. In addition, provisions are included for monitoring

o'her important diesel generator characteristics such as water

jacket and lube oil level and temperature, pump speed, generator

frequency, etc. Departure from pre-set limits will be annunciated

in the control room and/or locally.

The ESF loads of each unit are divided into three load divisions

(I, II, III), each fed from an independent 4.16 KV ESF bus. Each
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load division in, cap y,, .lt can be supplied from any one of the three'-
..

;
_

s-
ESF transfa mer.t. ' Qch'ESFjbuss, feeds its associated 480 volt load

\-, - i-
, . ._,,s

, , , ,
-

s
t center buses'thrb,uyhE4.16 KW480 V transforners. The load center,

,
.- - s,

buses proVlde. power for ' mot @' pontrol centers and other 480 volts

m .
1 ,-

3

safety';1oads. An~inde p'adent DC system,\ supplying power for the' 's - s . . c . , ,

'

control,of the AC power system, is provided for each load division.

The',m joi ESP. loafis for each load division are as follows:
,, - ,

mq 4

,
..

DIVISION BUS LOAD (kilowatts)

I 15AA 1 LPCS Pump Motor - 1735
1 RHR Pump Motor - 890
1 Control Rod Drive Pump Motor - 360
1 Standby Service Water Pump Motor ,720

II 16AB 2 RHR Pump Motor - 890 each
1 Control Rod Drive Pump Motor - 360
1 Standby Service Water Pump Motor - 720

, .
1 Instrument Air Compressor Motor - 300

. .

,

, -

III 17AC'' 1 HPCS Pump Motor - 2780

'.

A 120 VAC Essential In;trument Power System is provided for each

load division via 480V/120V transformers. The system consists of

redundant distribution panels fed through transformers connected to

separate ESF motor control centers. There are no bus ties or inter-

connections between distribution panels of different safety divisions.

A 120 VAC power system consisting of two high-inertia, AC, motor-
s.

generator,(MG) sets is provided to supply power to the logic which
'

,
. . ,

4

\ g
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operates the RPS. Each MG set supplies control power to independent

trip systems of the nuclear steam supply shutoff system, power range

monitoring system, parts of process radiation monitoring system, and
reactor protection trip system. The MG sets constitute the primary

source of power to the RPS. An alternate source of 120 VAC power

for the RPS is a non-essential instrument transformer. The two

motor generators are supplied from two 480 volt moter control centers

fed from the Division I and II buses. The status of both motor-

generator sets and the instrument buses is monitored in the control

room. The RPS power system is classified as non-essential because

failure of the power supply causes a reactor scram. However, the

power feeds to independent divisions are physically separated and

feed four redundant buses.

Load shedding and load sequencing on ESF Divisions I and II

is employed during a LOCA and/or a loss of offsite power. The load

shedding and sequencing is performed by redundant circuit panels (one
per division). The load sequencing logic controls the permissive and

starting signals to motor feeder breakers so as to positively prevent
an overburden on any power source by automatic load application.

2.2 System Operation

During normal plant operation, with all three ESP transformers

available, each load division in each unit is supplied from a separate
winding of each two-winding ESF transformer. When less than three

ESF transformers are available, the six load groups (three per

unit) are distributed among the remaining ESP transformers to

maximize the remaining ESP capacity.
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Diesel generator sets 11, 12 and 13, start automatically on loss

of offsite power, low water level in the reactor, or'high drywell

pressure. Undervoltage bistables are useo to start the diesel engines

in the event of a drop in bus voltage below pre-set values for a

predetermined period of time. Four low-water level switches and

four drywell high-pressure switches initiate diesel start under

accident conditions. One-out-of-two-twice logic is used for generat-

ing the start logic as shown in Figure B1-5.

The transfer of the diesel generators to their associated ESF

buses is automatic in the event of loss of all offsite power. The
,

diesel generator breaker is closed when the required generator voltage

and frequency have been established (< 10 seconds), after the breakers
;

connecting the buses to the offsite sources are open and all bus loads

except the ESF 480 volt load center feeders are tripped. The same

signal that initiates the breaker tripping also causes all loads to

be stripped from the ESF bus, except for the ESF 480 volt load center

feeders. The required loads are then sequentially applied via control

and timing circuits after closing of the diesel generator breaker.

The existence of the LOCA condition is signaled by redundant one-

out-of-two twice sensor circuits originating in NSSS equipment. This

is the same signal, isolated, which initiates the ESF and emergency

core cooling provisions.

The first action after receipt of the LOCA signal removes all

loads from the ESF buses at the highest (4,160 volts) voltage level

except the feeders to the 480 volt load centers. At the load center

level, all feeders are tripped except those supplying power to motoc

control centers (MCCs) which supply ESP system valve motors and

B2-8
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protection equipment such as RPS motor-generator sets. This ensures

maximum retention of plant protection systems and minimizes delay in

placing the' ECCS in the proper lineup for core cooling.
,

The timing sequence for ECCS is the same regardless of whether
i

the ESF buses are energized from offsite cr.onsite_ power. This

makes the LOCA sequencing a function solely of when ESP bus voltage,

;

becomes available without memory of past conditions or knowledge of

; the present power source. When the necessary and sufficient condition

of bus voltage is obtained, the' sequencing logic applies the ECCS/ESF

loads.

i Should the bus voltage (offsite source) be lost during post-

accident operation, shedding and searching for ai alternate power.

source will occur as described below. Once voltage is restored, the

LOCA sequencing procedure will repeat itself with respect to starting

motor loads. Since system reset is not a function of the presence or

absence of bus voltage, no change to valve positions will occur.

Therefore, the restarting duty will be lese severe because no MCC;

valve power will be required.

Redundant bus undervoltage bistables set to actuate upon experi-

encing 70 percent voltage, will signal loss of the preferred power to

the ESF buses. When this signal is initiated in the sequencing panel,

it will automatically trip and inhibit all incoming and motor feeder;

breakers except those to load centers and motor control centera pre-

!' viously defined in the LOCA description. If an alternate offsite

power source can be located,-this source is connected to the bus after

a time delay of 2 seconds which permits the residual voltage to decay

on any motor previously running.

B2-9
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Upon loss of preferred power the diesel generators are automat-

ically started. If an offsite source is available and utilized, the

diesel will be manually stopped by the operator. If no offsite source

is available the diesel will be automatically connected-to the ESP

bus via the load sequencing logic.

3.0 PEACH BOTTOM EPS DESCRIPTION

The Peach Bottom EPS provides reactor protection power for safe

shutdown and ESP power to mitigate the effects of transients and acci-
;

dents. In contrast, the BOP system provides power to those loads

which, nominally, have no safety implications but which are required

for continuous plant operation and for general purposes.

The major constituents of the total electrical power distribution

system are shown in Figure B2-2,'and a more detailed version is'shown

in Figures B2-3 and B2-4. The Unit 3 main generator is included in

both figures to show its relationship with the emergency power system'

of Unit 2. However, except for the following components which are

common to both units, the emergency power system for Unit 3 has been

omitted because it has no effect on the emergency power system of

Unit 2:

a. The diesel generators;

. b. The emergency cooling tower load centers;

c. The Unit 3 DC system (some of the Unit 2 DC emergency

loads are fed from the Unit 3 DC system).

During normal operation the Unit 2 main generator provides power

f to the 500 KV South Substation through the main transformer which

raises the generated voltage from 22 to 500 KV. The Unit 2 main

B2-10
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generator also provides power to the 13.2 KV BOP system through the
!

unit auxiliary transformer which lowers the generated voltage from

22 to 13.2 KV. In no case does the output of the Unit 2 main gener-

ator serve directly the emergency power system. In contrast, under

certain conditions as described later, the BOP loads are' served from

the offsite power sources, the preferred source of power for the

emergency power system.~

During startup, hot standby, or shutdown operations, both the
i
'

BOP system and the emergency power system are fed from 230 KV switch-

yard and/or the 500 KV switchyard. The common feeds during these

modes of operation follow. If the 230 KV system supplies all the

power, startup transformer 00x03 lowers the voltage from 230 to 13.2

- KV and feeds startup transformer switchgear 00A03. This switchgear

]
in turn distributes power to the BOP system via two separate circuits

~

and to the emergency power system via a third circuit. If the

500 KV system supplies all the power, the tertiary windings on the,

500/230/13.8 KV auto-transformer at the North Substation feeds the,

13.8/13.8 KV startup and regulating transformer 00X05. This trans-

former serves directly startup-regulating transformer switchgear

00A04, from where BOP power is obtained via two separate circuits,

and emergency power via a third circuit. If both the 230 and 500 KV;

systems provide the power, the reeds are essentially as described

above, except that each provides power for one-half the BOP and

emergency power systems.

Offsite power for the emergency power system is distributed via

two startup buses (00A03A and 00A04). These buses in turn provide

power to two 4 KV buses (00A19) and (00A20) via two emergency auxiliary

B2-11
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transformers (OAX04 and BXO4) which lower the voltage from 13.2 to

4.16 KV. Each of these buses (00A19 and 00A20) in turn feed two of

the four emergency auxiliary switchgear buses (20A15, 20A16, 20A17

cnd 20A18). Under normal conditions, the emergency power system is

served from two offsite sources, each capable of supplying the total

emergency requirements of both units.

In the event of a LOCA, the sequences that follow would normally

occur. The turbine-generator would trip, and 500 KV breakers 215 and
~

225 would open. In addition, breakers 0101 and 0214 (on 13.2 KV buses

20A01 and 20A02) would open, thereby causing the loss of all BOP loads;

however, upon such loss these loads would be automatically transferred

to the offsite power system as described for the shutdown case. The
'

LOCA would generate an ESF signal which would activate.the ESF systems.

Normally, the ESF systems would be powered from the offiste sources.

The ESF signal would also start the diesel generators, and if offsite

power is lost the diesel generators would serve the ESF loads. If

offsite power is lost coincident with, or during the course of a LOCA,

power will not be available for the BOP loads.

Two offsite power sources are provided, each capable of serving

all the emergency power requirements of both units. One originates

at the 230 KV substation that serves the Nottingham-Graceton trans-

mission lines and interfaces with the emergency power distribution

system at 4.16 KV bus 00A19. The other originates at the 500 KV

North Substation and interfaces with the emergency power distribution

system at 4.16 KV bus 00A20. Under normal conditions, each offsite

source serves half the emergency power system requirements and acts

as an alternate source of offsite power for the other. These two

B2-12
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sources are normally aligned to serve two divisions of the emergency

power distribution system (Division I and Division II) . The major

components of the offsite power system are aligned to these divisions

as follows:

Division I

230 KV Bus (Nottingham-Graceton Trans. Lines)

Startup Transformer 00X03

Startup Transformer Switchgear 00A03

Emer. Aux. Transformer 0AX04

4.16 KV Bus 00A19

Division II

500 KV North Substation (500/230/13.8 Auto-transformer)

Startup Transformer 00X05

Startup Transformer Switchgear 00A04

Emergency Aux. Transformer

4.16 KV Bus 00,A20

The onsite AC power system consists of four diesel generator sets,

OAG12, OBG12, OCG12 and ODG12, and auxiliaries required to start each

diesel and to connect each generator to its bus. Each diesel is rated

3100 KW, and is capable of assuming full load within thirteen seconds

of loss of offsite power. Each diesel generator is aligned to serve

a specific 4.16 KV bus on Unit 2 and a companion bus on Unit 3.

Each diesel generator can be started manually (locally or at the

! control room) or automatically. The manual starts are usually for

test purposes only. In contrast, the automatic starts represent an

emergency condition, i.e., either a LOCA-related signal or low voltage

on the 4.16 KV emergency buses.
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Fuel oil is supplied directly to each diesel engine from a 550

gallon day tank. The day tank permits full load operation for

approximately three hours. Makeup fuel is automatically transferred

to the day tanks, as required, from four storage tanks via separate

transfer pumpc. The combined fuel oil storage capacity permits full

load operation of all the diesels for at least seven days.

Londing of each generator is accomplished through a series of

timed circuit breakers. These circuit breakers maintain adequate

voltage levels by sequentially starting the ESP loads. The loading

sequence during a LOCA and a coincident loss of offsite power requires

approximately thirty seconds after the first load is energized.

Protective devices for the diesel generator sets are of two

types: 1) those related to mechanical troubles, 2) those related to

electrical problems. Most protective devices normally associated

with impending mechanical failures of the diesel engine are bypassed

whenever the diesels are started in an autom0 tic (emergency) mode.

?rotective devices so bypassed are annunciated in the control room,

and include jacket coolant high temperature, jacket coolant low

pressure, lube oil high temperature, and lube oil low pressure. The

only niechanical protective device that is not bypassed and that will

trip a diesel engine is the engine overspeed device. The electrical

protective relays that trip the generator circuit breaker are:

generator differential overcurrent; 4.16 KV bus differential over-

current; generator phase overcurrent; generator ground neutral

overcurrent; and antimotoring. In addition, other prot 9Ctive relays

and devices are provided to annunciate abnormal generator conditions

at the control room such as generator field ground current, generator
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loss of {irdd, and generator bearing high temperature. Standby and -

operating data are annunciated or indicated in the control room to

provide continuous information regarding the performance of the

diesel generator units.

The emergency AC power distribution system consists of four

4160V AC buses: four 480V AC load centers, fourteen 480V motor control

centers, and four 120/208V AC panels. These buses are arranged to

form four redundant but not completely independent channels; ZA, ZB,

ZC and ZD. These four channels are paired to form two redundant and

electrically independent divisions, Division I and Division II.
,

Buses 20A15, 20A16, 20A17 and 20A18 (4160 volt) are the sources

of AC power to channels ZA, ZB, ZC and ZD, respectively. If one of

these buses is lost,, all AC power to its associated channel is also

lost. Because of the importance of continuity of services to these

buses, each is provided with three sources of power: two from the

offsite power source, of which one is the normal source and the

other is the alternate source which assumes the load if the former
fails; and an onsite source which assumes the load if both offsite

sources fail. In other words, if the normal offsite source fails,

the affected bus is automatically transferred to the alternate offsite

source, and if both offsite sources fail, the onsite source (the

diesel generator) automatically provides power to the bus within

thirteen seconds of loss of offsite power. Each 4160 volt bus is

rated at 1200 amperes continuous-and serves directly the ESF motors

that are rated at 250HP and above and distributes AC power to the

lower rated ESF loads via a distribution transformer and a 480 volt
load center. Control power for the circuit breakers is obtained

from 125 volt DC panels.

B2-15
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The 480 volt load center buses are energized from 4160 volt buses

via 4160/480 volt load center transformers, respectively. These buses

are the main sources of power for the 480 volt channels. Thus, if any

480 volt load center is lost, all 480 volt power to its associated

channel is also lost. Each bus is equipped with a 480/120 volt control

transformer which feeds an integral 120 volt control bus for each load

center. These buses do not serve any ESP motors directly, but they do

serve the 480 volt motor control centers which serve the ESP motors

rated below 250 HP.

The emergency power distribution system includes fourteen motor

control centers which are energized by the 480 volt load centers as

indicated above. The motor control centers serve directly the ESF

motors that are much smaller than those served by the 4160 volt buses,

including auxiliary components associated with the larger loads served

that may cause a runaway condition. In addition, the diesel engine

system is provided with detectors which indicate abnormal conditions

such as low lube oil pressure, low coolant water pressure, high coolant

water pressure, and high lube oil temperature. Ground detection devices

are also provided for the DC system; however, since the first ground

does not affect the operability of the DC system, a ground alarm only

is actuated.

The trip settings of the relays are coordinated to minimize the

effects of ani failure on the overall emergency power system. The

relays are set so that the breaker that feeds a faulted circuit would

be the first to trip, thereby confining the loss of power to the

affected feeder. Indicating devices such as indicating lights,

alarms, and annunciators are also provided. Thus, if the automatic
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protective device should fail, the operator may be able to take

appropriate action by using the manual control devices located in

the control room or at the breaker panels.

4.0 COMPARISON OF GRAND GULF AND PEACH BOTTOM EPS

The major Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom Design characteristics are

summarized below for comparison:

Grand Gulf EPS Peach Bottom EPS

three diesel generators / unit two diesel generators / unit. .

- no inter-unit bus ties - with inter-unit bus ties

load sequencing load sequencing. .

three load divisions / unit two divisions / unit. .
,

- or * diesel / load division - one diesel / load division
- one division for HPCS (HPCIS is steam driven)
- two divisions for remaining

redundant ESF

three independent 125 VDC four 125 VDC supplies. .

; power supplies / unit serving unit 2 and unit 3

- one supply / load division - one battery / supply
- one battery / supply - one battery charger / battery
- two battery chargers / battery - inter-unit bus ties

! three independent 120 VAC four 120 VAC channels serving. .

channels / unit unit 2 and unit 3

- no inter-unit bus ties - inter-unit bus ties

The significant difference between Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom was

the dedicated HPCS load division employed by Grand Gulf.

Peach Bottom and Grand Gulf's EPS unavailabilities were both

dominated by the diesel generators failing to start when needed. The

! probability of a total loss-of electricity at LOCA for Peach Bottom

was calculated in the RSS to be 1.0 x 10-6/ reactor year. A similar

| calculation for total loss of electric power for Grand Gulf yields
1
!
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2.5 x 10-7, which includes failure of all-three EPS divisions given

LOP at the beginning of a LOCA.

5.0 GRAND GULF MODEL DESCRIPTION

5.1 Event Tree Interrelationships

The principal function of the emergency power system is to provide

ESF system power to mitigate the effects of transients and LOCAs

when offsite power is not available.

The Grand Gulf EPS was not modelled as a single event tree event

since it was erplicitly included in the Boole.an models developed for

each power dependent system. Failure of an EPS division is defined

as failure of the associated diesel to provide power when offsite

power is lost. Loss of offsite power is the initiating event for,

the T1 accident sequences. Offsite power can also be lost during a

LOCA since the power grid might become unstable after load rejection.

Offsite power is assumed available during'T23 accident sequences.

Nonrecovery of offsite power is incorporated into T1 sequences with

the Boolean terms LOPNRE (nonrecovery in 30 minutes) and LOPNRL

(nonrecovery within about 30 hours given LOPNRE).

5.2 Grand Gulf EPS Model Description

5.2.1 EPS Boolean Equations

Three Boolean equations were developed for the EPS; one for each

A.C. division (I,.II, or III). These equations are:

EPSl = BATA + SSWA +-DIESEL 1 + V1 ,.

EPS2 = BATB + SSWB + DIESEL 2 + V2 ,
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and

EPS3 = BATC + SSWC + DIESEL 3 + V3 .

Table B2-1 lists definitions of each term in the previous equations.

Refer to Figure B2-1 for a simplified diagram of Grand Gulf's EPS.

Table B2-2 lists. fault identifiers that label specific failures

that contribute to the system unavailability.

Inspection and testing of the 500 KV, 115 KV, and 34.5 KV breakers,

disconnects, and the transmission line protective relaying are done on

a routine basis, without removing the service and ESF transformers from

service. Routine maintenance on power circuit breakers is performed to

verify that all design criteria for operation are not exceeded. Cali-

bration checks of the protective relaying in the switchyard will be

performed on a routine interval of not more than 2 years.

Periodic testing will be performed on the onsite power system

from the sensing elements through the driven equipment to assure

that the equipment is functioning in accordance with design require-
ments. The drawout feature of protective relays permits replacement.

relays to be installed while the relay that was removed is bench

tested and calibrated. Startup of the diesel generator is accomplished,

by simulation of a LOCA or loss of preferred power. A key-locked
,

; mode switch permits testing only a single generator set at a time.

The maintenance contribution to EPS division unavailability is
from the diesel generator and standby service water motor-operated

i valves on the inlet to the diesel jacket water coolers serving EPS
divisions 1 and 2. Typical mean outage time for.MOVs is 19 hours, 21
hours for diesels. The average maintenance interval used in the

Reactor Safety Study'is 4.5 months, which corresponds to a frequency
of .22 acts per month. Therefore:
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mov maintenance." 720 x .22 = 5.8 x 10-3O

and;

'

Qdiesel maintenance = 21 x .22
720

= 6.4 x 10-3

[ The only human error associated with EPS division' failure was

the failure to return valves F023A, F023B, F185A, F185B, F186A, or

F186B to normal condition (open) after maintenance. Inadvertent

closure of these valves will block cooling flow through.the diesel

generator jacket water coolers. The diesels can run only three

minutes without jacket cooling according to the Grand Gulf FSAR,

so these valve positioning errors could cause EPS division failure.

Foria' manual valve.that is closed during maintenance, the
|

steady state probability that it will be found. closed during a.given
.

month (unavailability) is estimated in the RSS by the conditional
i

probability.

!

0 = p(undet=cted/left closed) p(left closed /maint.) p(maint.)

where, p(undetected /left closed) - 1/3, is the estimated probability
>

that.the valve m)salignment is not detected during walk-around plant'

L Linspections, p(left closed /maint.) = 10-2 is the basic human error

of. leaving the valve closed, and p(maint.) = 0.22 is the probability
.

t.at maintenance took place the previous month,-given a mean mainten-S'

!
ince-iaterval of 4.5 months. Therefore,

OMV left open = (.33)(.01)(.22) = 7.3 x 10-4 .
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No common mode failure was attributed to the Grand Gulf EPS.

The EPS divisions are separated electrically and physically, thus

making negligible any chance of division interaction.

5.2.2 EPS Unavailability

Using the Boolean equations given in the last section and the

term unavailabilities given in Table B2-1, an independent EPS point

estimate unavailability can be calculated. These are found to be:

EPS1 = 6.7 x 10-2

EPS2 = 6.7 x 10-2,

and

EPS3 = 5.5 x 10-2 ,

In the Grand Gulf sequence analyses the Boolean equations for each

EPS division were incorporated into the equations for each system that

required A.C. power.

The dominant failure contributors can be easily idettified in

Table B2-3. It shows that diesel failures make up about 50% of the

total point estimate unavailability for an EPS division.

Failures of the Standby Service Water System also contribute

significantly in EPS division unavailability. Terms SSWA, SSWB, and

SSWC and contribute about 30% to the total loop failures unavailability.
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Table B2-1 Boolean Equation Term Definition

Boolean Term Term Definition Term Unavailability

DIESEL 1 Diesel Generator 3.6 x 10-2
1 Fails

DIESEL 2 Diesel Generator 3.6 x 10-2
2 Fails

DIESEL 3' Diesel Generator 3.6 x 10-2
3 Fails

**V1 Standby Service 8.0 x 10-3
Water Valves
F018A-A + F023A

**V2 Standby Service 8.0 x 10-3
Water Valves
F018B-B + F023B

**V3 Standby Service 3.3 x-10-3
Water Valves F185A
+ F185B + F186A +
F186B

*BATA Battery A Fails on- 1 x 10-3
Demand

*BATB Battery B Fails on 1 x 10-3
Demand

*BATC Battery C Fails on 1 x 10-3
Demand

**SSWA Standby Service Water 2.2 x 10-2
Loop A Fails

**SSWB Standby Service Water 2.2 x 10-2
Loop B Fails

**SSWC Standby Service Water 1.5 x 10-2
Loop C Fails

* Refer to Appendix B3

** Refer to Appendix B12. EPS contributions to SSWS loop failure have
been removed.
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Table B2-2. Component Unavailabilities

Component Fault- FailureL
.

Description Identifiers Contributions O/ Component

' Diesel Generator DIESEL 1
DIESEL 2 Start Failure 3.0-x 10-2
DIESEL 3 Maintenance 6.4 x-10-3

Q Total 3.6 x 10-2
4

Motor. Operated Control Circuit 3.0 x 10-4
Valve FOl8A-A Hardware 1.0 x 10-3'

(Normally Closed) F018B-B Plugged 1.0 x 10-4
Maintenance 5.8 x 10-3

Q Total 7.2 x 10-3

Manual Valve F023A
(Normally Open) F023B

F185A
F185B
F186A Operator Error 7.3 x 10-4
F186B Plugged 1. 0 x 10-4

Q Total 8.3 x 10-4

,

,
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Table B2-3 Quantitative Ranking of Boolean Equation Terms

For EPS1,
3 6 x 10-2DIESEL 1 =

2 .2 y 10-2SSWA =

8.0 x 10-3V1 =

1 4 x 10-3BATA =

6.7 x 10-2

For EPS2,
3 4 x 10-2DIESEL 2 =

2 2 x 10-2SSWB =

8 4 x 10-3V2 =

1.0 x 10-3BATB =

6. 7 x 10-2

For EPS3,
3.6 x 10-2DIESEL 3 =

1.5 x 10-2SSWC =

3.3 x 10-3V3 =

1.0 x 10-3BATC =

5.5 x 10-2

|

|

!
|

i

I

|
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Grand Gulf DC Power System (DCPS) was reviewed and compared

with the similar BWR design (Peach Bottom) evaluated in the WASH-1400

study. The DCPS designs for Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom are described

in Sections 2 and 3 of this report, respectively. A comparison of

the two DC power systems is given in Section 4. DCPS event tree

interrelationships are detailed in Section 5. Also included in

Section 5 is a description of the model used to incorporate DCPS

failures into the Grand Gulf accident sequences and a point estimate

of the DCPS unavailability assuming independence from all other

Grand Gulf systems.

2.0 GRAND GULF DCPS DESCRIPTION

2.1 System Description

The Grand Gulf DCPS consists of the following DC power supplies:

a) Station DC Power Supply - Includes three 125 VDC systems for

supplying the Engineered Safety Feature (ESP) DC loads and

two 125 VDC systems and one 250 VDC system for supplying

the balance of plant (BOP) DC loads.

b) Radial Well DC Power Supply - Includes two 125 VDC systems

for supplying the radial well DC power requirements.

c) Switchyard DC Power Supply - Includes two 125 VDC systems

for supplying the switchyard relay and control systems and

two 48 VDC systems for supplying the power line carrier and

communications facilities.

d) Turbine Control DC Power Supply - Includes two 24 VDC systems

for supplying the main turbine electro-hydraulic control system.
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The station DC power supply consists of five independent 125

volt and one 250 volt DC system. Three of the 125 VDC systems,

designated as A, B and C, supply DC power to the ESF load divisions.

The remaining two 125 VDC systems and the 250 VDC systems, designated

as D, E and F, supply DC power to the BOP systems.

Each of the 125 VDC systems (A, B, C, D and E) has a 125 volt

battery, two (redundant) battery chargers, and a distribution panel.

The BOP 125 VDC systems D and E are connected together in series to

form the 250 VDC system. DC systems A and B supply the ESF buses

for load divisions I and II and DC system C supplies load division

III (HPCS). The schematic diagram for the ESF DC systems A, B and

C is shown in Figure B3-1.

The ESF batteries A and B are each rated at 2030 ampere-hours at

an 8 hour rate or 2160 amperes for 1 minute. ESF battery C is

rated ,at 100 mnpere-hours at an 8 hour rate or 150 amperes for 1

minute. BOP batteries D and E are rated at 2175 ampere-hours at

an 8 hour rate or 2400 amperes for 1 minute.,

Battery 3 A3 feeds into a direct-current load center designated

as llDA. Two battery chargers, lA4 and 1A5, are fed from the 480

volt engine'ered safety features load center buses, 15BAl and 15BA2,

which are supplied by a diesel generator if the of fsite power

source is unavailable. The 125 volt DC system A is formed at the

bus of load center llDA, and the power is fed into a distribution

panel to serve various loads. System B is similar to system A,

with the load center designated as llDB, battery 1B3, battery

charger IB4 and 185, and 480 volt load centers 16 bbl and 16BB2.
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The 125 volt DC system C bus, llDC, is in a distribution panel,

with a battery, two battery chargers, and the loads connected to

the bus through molded case circuit breakers. One battery charger

gets its supply from the 480 volt ESF MCC 17BD1 and the other

charger is fed from a BOP MCC.

The radial well DC power supply, designated as system G, con-

sists of two independent 125 volt batteries each served by two

(redundant) battery chargers and is shared by units 1 and 2. Each

battery is rated at 100 ampere hours for delivering the required

DC power to the equipment in the radial well switchgear house.

The switchyard DC power supply includes a 125 VDC system and

a 48 VDC system. The 125 VDC system consists of two independent

125 volt batteries, each served by a battery charger, for supplying

DC power for the switchyard relay and control systems. The 48 VDC

system c'onsists of two independent 48 volt batteries, each served

by a battery charger, and supplies DC power for the communications

facilities and the power line carrier. Both the 125 VDC system

and the 48 VDC system and shared by units 1 and 2.

The turbine control DC power supply includes two 24 VDC sys-

tems for supplying DC power for the main turbine electro-hydraulic

! control s,ystem. Each 24 VDC system consists of two 24 volt batter-

| ies each served by a battery charger. The turbine control power

supply is essential for normal operation of the turbine but performs

no safety function. Each 125 VDC ESF bus is monitored in the
; control room by a voltmeter.

|

t
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2.2 System Operation
-

During normal plant operation the DC power requirements for the
..

-

ESF and BOP systems are supplied by the battery chargers which maintain

the batteries at full charge and are fed from associated AC buses; 480

VAC or 120 VAC. In the event of an accident; i.e. , loss of preferred -

AC power (of fsite) or LOCA, the non-essential loads are shed and the
~

essential ESF DC loads are supplied by the diesel generators through
,

the battery chargers. If a diesel generator fails, the associated

battery will supply all electrical loads required until AC power,Is''
restored for the operation of the battery chargers. Upon restoration

of AC power (offsite or onsite) the battery chargers automatically;

resume supplying the required DC power while recharging' the batteries.

,

w

3.0 PEACH BOTTOM DCPS DESCRIPTION

The onsite DC power system consists of four 125 V lead-calcium

batteries and necessary auxiliaries. Each battery contains 58 cells

and has a discharge rating of 190 amperes for eight hours to 1.81 volts

per cell (approx imately 100 volts per battery) . Each battery is pro-

vided with a charging unit that receives its primary power from a

separate 480 volt emergency motor control center. Under normal condi-

tions, these chargers provide all the DC power required by the loads

and maintain the batteries in a floating charge state. It is only

upon loss of these chargers or high load conditions that the batteries

provide significant DC power requirements.

The four batteries are paired and connected in series to provide

two separate 250 volt DC sources in addition to the four 125 volt DC

such as that required to control the 13.2 kV and 4.16 kV circuit

breakers, control relays, annunciators, and power for exit lighting.
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The 250 volt sources provide payer" for the larger DC loads such as
pumps and motor opo;1tyd Wal)/e'Ah

The follogin[4 q? sy3 tem cbnpn alities are annunciated in the
,

. < ~
.

control room: ~

; . .
,

a) 125 volt distribution' panel undervol,tage;
. - - y

b) 250 volt ~distri6u\donpahelundervoltyge;-
'

s\ ' .
'

n
. . \Battery c, arger unc ervoltage; . -c) i

d) System ground faultr.
,

'

,

3 has a duplicatp 2,E')/125 vcit' DQ{[ypter that providesUnit

power for some of thc 2mergency e bipment a3[ociated with Unit 2
,

(e.g., DC control po'er' for diesel generators DCG12 and ODG12) .

The re fo re , 'che 250/125 ' volt DC . system on uhit 3 will be required

during, the course of a LOCA AN Unit 2. The schematic of the DCPS

and the unit 2 and 3 interconnections are shown in Figures B3-2
s

and B3-3, re'spe ct ively .

The 250 VDC emergency power distribution system includes four

250 volt DC panels, 20D07, 20D08, 20D11 and 20D12. However, since

the loads served by panels 20D07 and 20D08 are not safety related,
they are not discussed further. Each panel (20D11 and 20D12) is

served from a separate bus that places two of the four 125 volt

batteries in series to obtain the required 250 volts. The loads

served from these two panels are DC motors required to drive pumps
or valves. Panel 20Dll serves the auxiliary loads associated with

HPCI, such as LPCI: pumps and shutdown cooling valves; !PCI inboard

and outboard isolation valves, HPCI loop valve; HPCI suppression
pool valves; HPCI pump turbine steam isolation valves. Panel

20D12 serves the auxiliary loads associated with the reactor core
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isolation cooling. system (RCICS), such as RCIC loop isolation

valves; RCIC loop valve; RCIC. suppression. pool _ isolation valve;

RCIC cooling valve; RCIC turbine trip throctle valve.

The 125 VDC emergency power distribJtion system includes four

125 volt DC panels, 20D21 (ZA), 20D22 (ZB), 20D23 (30) and 20D24

(ZD). Each panel is normally.. energized-from the AC system via one

of the four battery chargers; however, if AC power is lost, these

panels concrol power for the 4160 volt emergency buses and for the

control circuits associated with the HPCIS and LPCIS plus the

control power for several relief valves.

4.0 COMPARISON OF GRAND GULF AND PEACH BOTTOM DCPS '

The Peach Bottom DCPS. employs four independent 125 VDC power

supplies for the unit's ESF equipment. Eachanf these power supplies

includes one 125" volt battery and one battery charger. The Grand

' Gulf DCPS employs three independent 125 VDC power supplies for the

ESF equipment for each unit (1 and 2). Each of these power supplies

includes one 125 volt battery and two (redundant) battery chargers.

One of.the Grand Gulf DC power supplies is dedicated to the High

Pressure Core Spray system and the Other two power supplies are

dedicated to the remaining ESF equipment for the unit.

The DC train unavailability for both Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom

is dominated by failure of the battery on demand following a loss of

-3offsite power at 1.0 x 10 / reactor-year.

5.0 GRAND GULF SYSTEM EVALUATION

5.1 Event Tree Interrelationships

i From an accident viewpoint, the most important function of the

DCPS is the startup and control of the diesel generators when offsite

B3-8
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power has been lost. The DCPS is also- needed for emergency ADS opera-

tion and RCIC control. Failure of a DCPS ESF division is defined as-,

-

failure of the division to startup and control its associated diesel

generator or failure .to supply DC power to DC dependent systems.

The Grand Gulf DCPS was modelled explicitly into the Boolean

equations developed for the Emergency AC Power System (EPS),- RCIC

system, and the ADS. ' The DCPS is important in the T1 and LOCA sequen-

ces where loss of offsite power has occurred or can occur.,
,

5.2 DCPS MODEL DESCRIPTION

5.2.1 DCPS Boolean' Equations;

The only dominant contributor to DCPS division failure was ESF

battery failure on demand after a loss of offsite. power. No other fail-

ures were found to be significant.

The Boolean terms BATA, BATB, and BATC have been used to
,

depict the demand failures of ESF batteries A, B and C, respectively.

Testing and maintenance of the ESF batteries and charges did

not contribute to the system unavailability because such acts

[ would either not take the division ~out of service or would be done

during refueling.

5.2.2 DCPS Unavailability

The Reactor Safety Study value of 1 x 10-3 for battery failure on

demand was used in this analysis. Therefore,
,

i BATA = 1 x 10-3
a

-

BATB = 1 x 10-3,

| and

h B3-9
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BATC = 1 x 10-3 .,

These are the unavailabilities used in the quantitative analysis fort

DCPS division power failure and are ' assumed independent.

,

!
i

i

I

f

|

4
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1.0 ' INTRODUCTION

The Grand Gulf Vapor Suppression System-(VSS) was reviewed

and compared withL the similar BWR design (Peach Bottom) evaluated

in the WASH-1400 study. The VSS designs for Grand Gulf and

Peach Bottom are described in Sections 2 and 3 of this appendix,
; respectively.- A comparison of the two vapor suppression systems~

is given in Section 4. VSS event tree interrelationships are-
.

detailed in Section 5. Also included in Section 5 is a deter-

mination of the VSS unavailability used in the Grand Gulf sequence
,

analyses.-

2.0 GRAND GULF VSS DESCRIPTION

2.1 System Description

The Grand Gulf nuclear station has a Mark-III containment-

design wnich includes a pressure-suppression feature with a dry
,

containment configuration as shown in Figure B4-1. .The VSS con-

sists of a suppression pool, horizontal vents, a vent annulus,

and vacuum relief valves.

The suppression pool, which provides a means to condense

any steam released in the drywell, is a-360 degree annular pool

located between the drywell weir wall and-the containment wall

in the bottom of the containment. The suppression pool water

level is checked visually every 24 hours.

The vents, which conduct the steam from a LOCA into

the suppression pool, are 20-inch-diameter horizontal openings
in the drywell wall. There are 45 columns of vents equally
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spaced around the drywell.. Each column has three vents with

.their centerlines at eleven feet-four inches, seven feet-two-

inches,-and three feet above the bottom of the suppression' pool.

Following a LOCA,; vacuum relief of the drywell is provided

by the drywell purge system and a separate post LOCA vacuum

relief line indicated by the post LOCA vacuum relief valves in

Figure B4-1. These valves are the only active components in the

VSS. There are no automatic or operating' bypasses-in the drywell

purge system.

2.2 System Operation

Steam from a LOCA within the drywell will. rapidly pressurize

the drywell. This buildup of pressure will force the water down

in the vent annulus. -When the water is depressed to the top

level horizontal vents, the steam will be vented to the suppression
.

pool and condensed. If the drywell pressure is high enough, the

middle and bottom level horizontal vents will be uncovered,

.thereby allowing more steam to be vented to and condensed in the

suppression pool.

When the reactor pressure drops to the drywell pressure,

the drywell will contain saturated steam. The drywell and con-

tainment pressures will stabilize with the pressure difference

corresponding to the hydrostatic head between the pool level'and

the first vent.

The drywell' purge system is interlocked with the ECCS to

prevent system operation unless a LOCA has occurred. Initiation

at the system level' is prevented-until 30 seconds after a LOCA

'is detected'by a signal from the ECCS control system. An interlock
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is also provided to maintain the normal drywell vacuum relief

valves closed during a LOCA..

Immediately upon detection of a LOCA, the drywell purge com-

pressors are stopped and the purge inlet and vacuum relief valves

are closed, should the system be running for test, to ensure that

there is no drywell bypass path. Thirty seconds after receipt of

the LOCA signal, the drywell purge system is permitted to start.

As steam condenses in the drywell, the drywell/ containment differ-

ential pressure will drop. When the differential pressure drops

to 1 psi, the purge compressors will start and the inlet valves

will open. Further steam condensation causes the drywell pressure

to drop below containment pressure at which time the vacuum relief

valves open. As the vacuum is relieved, the vacuum relief valves

close again and the purge compressors pressurize the drywell until

noncondensible gases are. forced through the-horizontal vents in

the suppression pool to the containment.

An analysis.has been performed in the Grand Gulf FSAR which

evaluates the capability of the containment to withstand bypass

leakage of steam from the drywell, for small primary system breaks,

considering containment sprays and containment heat sinks as a

means of mitigating the effects of steam leakage. Steam leakage

from the drywell to the. outer containment is assumed to be caused
9

by.small openings in the drywell penetration sleeves.

The analysis assumed a flow rate of one containment spray-

loop as 5,650 gpm and assumed it to be initiated no sooner than 10-

minutes after the accident. The suppression pool water passes

through the RIIR heat exchanger and is injected into the upper
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containment region. The spray is predicted to rapidly condense

the stratified steam and therefore create a homogeneous air-steam

mixture in the containment. The results of the analysis indicates

that with one spray loop operable, the allowable drywell leakage

is that of a 12-inch equivalent diameter hole.. A-similar analysis

concluded that without the mitigating effects of at least one

containment sprey loop operating the allowable drywell leakage

would be that from a 3-inch equivalent diameter hole.

3 .0 PEACH BOTTOM VSS DESCRIPTION

The Peach Bottom VSS consists of a torus shaped wetwell

(suppression pool), vent pipes, a ring manifold, downcomer pipes,
and vacuum breaker valves; the components are arranged as shown

in Figure B4-2. The function of the VSS is to limit the pressure

transient in the drywell resulting from a break in the RCS.

This function is successful when the LOCA steam is successfully

ducted into and condensed by the wetwell water, thus, maintaining

the containment pressure below the maximum tolerable pressure.

The torus shaped wetwell is approximately half filled with

water. Eight vent pipes (each 6' 9" diameter), equally spaced

about the lower drywell region, connect the drywell to the wetwell.

A ring manifold (4' 9" diameter), mounted approximately coaxially

within the wetwell, uniformally distributes about the wetwell

any steam and any water spilled into the dryw.ll. Connected to

the bottom and equally spaced around the ring manifold are 96

downcomer pipes (24" diameter), which direct the steam 4 feet

below the water surface. The vacuum breaker valves are large

check valves that allow air flow from the wetwell airspace to

B4-6
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the drywell, but not from the drywell to the wetwell airspace.

The status of'each vacuum breaker is indicated by lights on a

test panel in the reactor building.

Steam resulting from a LOCA is released into the drywell.:*

The increased drywell pressure forces a mixture of drywell atmos-
i phere, steam and water through the vents into the ring manifold.

The mixture will be forced out the downcomers provided that the

drywell to wetwell pressure difference is at least two psi.

This required difference displaces the-four feet of water in the

submerged downcomer pipes, thus allowing the steam to condense

in the wetwell water and the noncondensibles to collect in the
airspace of the wetwell.

Following the LOCA, when the residual drywell steam condenses,

the drywell tends toward a partial vacuum.- To relieve this

vacuum and prevent collapse of the drywell walls, the gas in the

wetwell airspace "backflows" to the drywell via the vacuum breakers..

4 .0 COMPARISON OF GRAND GULF AND PEACH BOTTOM VSS

Both systems are designed to condense oteam from a LOCA in
~

order to prevent overpressurizing the containment.

The wetwell in Peach Bottom is a torus, half filled with

water, which is separate from the outside containment. Grand

Gulf, with a Mark III design, utilizes a wetwell that is open to

the containment.

In Peach Bottom, steam is carried to the wetwell by vent

pipes, a ring manifold, and downcomer pipes. The Grand Gulf VSS

utilizes horizontal vents to pass steam into the wetwell.
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Single failures dominate both the large and small LOCA
cases of VSS failure at Peach. Bottom. .For the small LOCA case,

a vacuum breaker.being partially open is the dominant failure

-type.. For the large LOCA at Peach Bottom, downcomer pipe ruptures

dominate-the system.. The median unavailability for the VSS cal-

culated for Peach Bottom in the RSS is: 4.6 x 10-5 for large

LOCAs and 1.6 x 10-3 for small LOCAs..

For Grand Gulf, the dominant VSS failure is a large amount

of steam bypassiag the suppression pool via-leaks in the drywell

penetrations. .Possible steam bypassing through open vacuum

breakers at Grand Gulf are doub1'e failures and were found to add

negligibly to the system unavailability.. VSS unavailability is
calculated in Section 5.2.2 to be 8.0 x 10-5-for both 'large

and small LOCAs.

As in Peach Bottom, VSS failures due to insufficient water.

in the torus (suppression pool) and water temperature too hot at

LOCA were found to be negligible at Grand Gulf.

5.0 GRAND GULF SYSTEM EVALUATION

5 .1 ' Event Tree Interrelationships

Event D on the LOCA event tree is defined as failure of the

VSS. Vapor Suppression System failure can occur if there is a~

.

large steam bypass due to drywell leakage (greater than a 12-inch

equivalent diameter) or failure can be due to small steam bypass
,

(3 to 12-inch equivalent diameter) and failure of both containment
,

spray loops. If there is steam bypass of the suppression pool

without mitigation the containment will overpressurize and fail.
|
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5.2 VSS Mcdel Description

5.2.1 VSS Boolean Equations

The Boolean equation used to model VSS failure for both

large and small LOCAs is:

VSS = BLL + BLS*(LPCIA + CSHA)

*(LPCIB + CSHB).

Table B4-1 lists descriptions of each term in this equation.

Table B4-2 lists fault identifiers that label specific components

in the VSS and failures that contribute to the component unavail-

ability.. These unavailabilities include hardware, maintenance,

and human faults when. applicable.

The terms BLL and BLS represent possible large and small

drywell bypass leakage, respectively. No Grand Gulf specific

leakage number was calculated. Instead, it was decided that the

values calculated for Peach Bottom in the RSS were applicable.

The failure probabilities arise primarily from many single passive

faults such as ruptures in piping, valves, and penetration welds,

etc.

The terms LPCIA, LPCIB, CSHA, and CSHB represent failure of

the containment sprays. The containment spray headers tap off

the Low Pressure Coolant Injection System (LPCIS) lines between

the inboard and outboard isolation valves. Terms LPCIA and
.

LPCIB represent component failures in LPCIS trains A and B.

Terms CSHA and CSHB represent component failures in containment

spray headers A and B.

B4-9
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Testing of VSS components was found to add negligibly to

the component unavailability when compared to other contributions

and was therefore not included.

The only maintenance contributions came from maintenance of
,

the containment spray header valves. The average maintenance-

interval used in the Reactor Safety Study is 4.5 months, which

corresponds to a frequency of 0.22 per month. From the Reactor

Safety Study, (Table III 5-3) the log normal ~ maintenance act

duration for motor operated valves is a mean time of 19 hours.,

The unavailability of one valve due to mainenance is estimated
J

to be:

OMOV maintence = 19 (.22) = 5.8 x 10-3
720

4

No significant common mode failures were found in the VSS.

5.2.2 VSS Unavailability

Using the Boolean equation given in the last section and

the term unavailabilities given in Table B4-1, an independent

! VSS point estimate unavailability can be calculated. This is

found to be:

VSS = 8.0 x 10-5

" Double" maintenance contributions which might violate

technical specifications were removed from these unavailabilities.'

For example, unavailability contributions from simultaneous

maintenance of both spray valves were removed from the probability

calculations.
,
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A quantitative ranking of the Boolean terms of the VSS

equation is given in Table B4-3. As can be noted, approximately

all of the system unavailability is due to bypass leakage in

excess of what the sprays can mitigate (greater than a 12-inch

equivalent diameter).

The teader should be cautioned that this is an unavailability

for Grand Gulf's VSS if the system is considered independent of

all others. In general, the VSS unavailability will depend on

what other system successes or failures have occurred; i .e . , the

unavailability used for the VSS in the sequence calculations is

a conditional number.
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* Table B4-1.. Boolean Equation Term Descriptions

Boolean Term Term Definition ~ Term Unavailability

BLL~ Drywell. Bypass 8.0.x 10-5
Leakage ( > 12
inch equivalent
diameter)

BLS Drywell Bypass 2.1 x 10-5-
Leakage ( 3-12
inch. equivalent-
diameter)

CSHA Containment Spray 7.2 x 10-3.

Valve F028A-A

CSHB Containment' Spray 7.2 x 10-3
Valve F028B-B

**LPCIA Low Pressure Coolant 2.8 x 10-2
Injection Loop A

**LPCIB Low Pressure Coolant 2.8 x 10-2
Injection Loop B

i

* Refer to Figure B4-1
** Refer 'o Appendix B9

!

.

1

i
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Table B4-2. Component Unavailabilities

Component Fault Failure
Description Identifiers Contributors Q

Motor Operated F028A-A Hardware 1 x 10-3
Valve FO28B-B Plugged 1 x 10-4

(Normally Closed) Maintenance 5.8 x 10-3
Control Circuit 3.0 x 10-4
O Total 7.2 x 10-3

Table B4-3. Quantitative Ranking of Boolean Terms

BLL 8.0 x.10-5

BLS*LPCIA*LPCIB 6.3 x 10-8
. BLS*LPCIA*CSHB 1.6 x 10-8

BLS*LPCIB*CSHA 1.6-x 10-8
| BLS*CSHA*CSHB 4.2 x 10-9
'

8.0 x 10-5
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Grand Gulf High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) was reviewed

and compared with the similar BWR design (Peach Bottom) evaluated.

in the WASH-1400 study. The HPCS and the High Pressure Coolant

Injection System-(HPCIS) designs for Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom

are described in Sections 2 and 3 of this report, respectively.
A comparison of the two high pressure systems is given 1.1
Section 4. HPCS event tree interrelationships are detailed in

Section 5. Also included in Section 5 is a description of the

model used to incorporate HPCS failures into the Grand Gulf

accident sequences and a point estimate of the HPCS unavailability

assuming independence from all other Grand Gulf systems.

2.0 GRAND GULF HPCS DESCRIPTION

2.1 System Description

The High Pressure Core Spray system is a subsystem of the
ECCS. It delivers water through a spray sparger above the reactor
core. The HPCS primary purpose is to provide inventory makeup

4

after small LOCAs which do not depressurize the vessel. Howevec,

the HPCS also provides additional cooling for LOCAs of all sizes
and transients.

Figure B5-1 illustrates the flow paths and principal components
of the HPCS. The pump is a motor-driven centrifugal pump with
two suction sources. The condensate storage tank is a source of

reactor grade water (170,000 gallons) which is used to fill the,

reactor vessel in case of coolant loss through a small LOCA. In

addition, a pipe is provided from the suppression pool to the

B5-3
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pump suction for use if the condensate supply is depleted. The

switchover is automatic. The suction is also automatically

transferred to the suppression pool if its level exceeds a preset

value. The pump discharge is routed to a spray sparger above

the core. Two test lines are provided which return water to the

pump suction, the suppression pool or condensate tank under

system test. A minimum flow line is also available for pump

protection. Its operation is automatic and the line closes when

full discharge flow is achieved. The only valve which must

change state upon system startup is the injection valve, F004-C.

A jockey pump is provided to maintain a full fluid volume in the
discharge line (not shown in Figure B5-1).

The HPCS has its own dedicated standby diesel generators

which provides power to all HPCS components after a loss of

offsite power (Refer to Appendix B2).

2.2 System Operation

The HPCS is initiated automatically upon receipt of low

vessel level or high drywell pressure signals. Both parameters,

the level and the pressure, are monitored by four trip units

which are arranged in a one-out-of-two twice configuration as

shown in Figure B5-2. The system is also automatically stopped

if the vessel level reaches the high level setting, provided the

drywell pressure is within normal limits. Upon initiation, the

condensate suction valve is signalled to open (although it is

normally open). If the condensate level falls below a preselected

value, the suppression pool suction valve opens. Testing of the -

pump flow is possible through two full-flow test lines which
B5-4
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. return to the condensate-tank-and the suppression pool. :The-

circuit logic overrides any test'and returns valves.to required

positions'on receipt of a LOCALsignal. The HPCS' logic circuit

is not~ shared with any other system.

3.0 PEACH BOTTOM HPCIS DESCRIPTION

The High Pressure Coolant Injection System at: Peach Bottom

performs the same functions as the HPCS at Grand Gulf. It consists

of.a steam turbine which drives a booster pump in series with a

constant flow coolant pump.' These pumps may' draw suction from

the condensate storage tank or the suppression pool (see Figure

B5-3). The turbine is driven by steam, which is generated by-

residual heat and extracted from the main steam header. In'this

system, water is injected-into the-core-through the:feedwater-

lines, rather than in a separate sparger as'in the Grand Gulf

system. Water is first taken from the condensate storage tank-

and then the suction is switched; automatically to the suppression

pool when the tank level reaches a preset value. Suppression

.
pool suction is'also automatically initiated if the pool' reaches

!
~

a high level. HPCIS initiation is accomplished automatically

on receipt of. low water. level or high drywell pressure signals.
t . .

; The turbine has.a control governor which maintains constant flow-

| over the entire operating range. Exhaust steam from the HPCIS
! turbine is discharged to the suppression pool. In addition to

automatic initiation, the HPCIS also automatically stops. when

1the' water in the. vessel reaches'a:high level.

|The HPCIS is.justione part of the Emergency Core Cooling

System. . The HPCIS is designed . for-.small -LOCAs, but these accidents
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J

may_also be mitigated by the low pressure systems of the ECCS,

provided the ADS reduces the vessel pressure.

4.0 COMPARISON OF GRAND GULF HPCS AND PEACH BOTTOM HPCIS : :

Although designed to perform the same functions, the Grand

Gulf HPCS and Peach Bottom HPCIS have significant differences. -

The Peach Bottom high pressure system is_ driven by a steam turbine-

while the Grand Gulf.HPCS_ employs a motor driven pump. Another

major design difference is in the method of delivery to the

vessel: the Grand Gulf system uses'a spray sparger above the,

core, while the Peach Bottom delivers through a feedwater line.

In'other respects, the systems are very similar. Each has

the condensate storage tank or the suppression pool as a suction

source. The control systems and initiation are very_similar;

the differences being due to the steam controls.needed for the

| Peach Bottom HPCIS.

Peach Bottom's HPCIS unavailability.is dominated by the

estimated downtime for maintenance. The-reason for this is the

large number of motor operated valves for which maintenance

would cause unavailability of the system. Valve maintenance

'
accounts for.about half of the total HPCIS unavailability.

Maintenance of the_ turbine driven pump accounts for much of the

remainder. The RSS estimated HPCIS ' unavailability to be

9.8 x 10-2,

Grand Gulf's HPCS ' unavailability is also dominated by main-
4

tenance contributions of. the pump and valves. HPCS unavailability
,

is calculated in Section 5.2.2 to be 2.2-x 10-2 for LOCAs and

T transients and 3.3 x 10-2 for T transients.23 1
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5.0 GRAND GULF SYSTEM EVALUATION

5.1 Event Tree Interrelationships

The HPCS is one of four systems which provide emergency -

coolant injection to prevent core damage for LOCAs and transients.

The other three systems are (1) the Low Pressure Core Spray

(LPCS), (2) the Low Pressure Core Injection System (LPCI), and

(3) the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCICS)

The failure probability'of the HPCS contributes to Event E.

(ECI) for both large and small LOCAs and Event U (High Pressure

-ECCS) for transients. In all cases, successful-core cooling

can be accomplished by HPCS operation alone. Failure of the

HPCS is defined as failure of the ' system to deliver ECCS water-

to the core at design output.

5.2 GRAND GULF HPCS MODEL' DESCRIPTION

5.2.1 HPCS Boolean Equations

Three equations modelling HPCS unavailability were developed:

one for LOCAs, one for T1 sequences, and one.for T23 saquences.

The LOCA HPCS equation differs from- the others in that, it includes-
failure caused by loss of emergency power division 3'after a

~

LOCA induced loss of offsite power. .The T1 equation includes

the possibility of not recovering offsite power and losing emergency

power division 3. In_T23 sequences, AC power is assumed to be

available. These equations are:

a
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|

,

!

HPCS (LOCAs) = H~+ LLOP*EPS3 + HACT.

(T ). = H + LOPNRE*EPS3 + HACT..H PCS I
,

and
,

~HPCS (T23). = H + HACT.

:

Table B5-1 relates each term in the above equations to the

components shown in Figure B5-1. Table B5-2 lists total component;

.unavailabilities and.each of the. contributors to the component-

unavailability. These unavailabilities include. hardware, main-

tenance,: and, human' faults _when applicable.

5 While testino of the components was found to be insignificant

since the control circuit has a test override feature, a test '

unavailability of 2.3 x 10-4 was estimated for the down time due

to logic circuit testing. During this time,-the level and pressure ,

trip units are valved out and tested.. This unavailability was
.

obtained by assuming a biannual, 1-hour test of HPCS initiating.

circuits.
,

The average maintenance interval used in the Reactor Safety-

Study is 4.5 months, which corresponds to a frequency of .22 per

month. The unavailability of a component due to maintenance is

f estimated to be
!

_

_ t(.22)
0 maintenance - 720

in where_t is the mean maintenance duration. Using a t for pumps and.

!
valves of 19 hours we find>

,

j .'

O ump and MOV maintenance = 5.8 x 10-3p ,_

,

' BS-8
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The only human error associated with HPCS failure was the

failure to return valve F205 to the normal condition after
maintenance. Since_this valve is normally locked open,.an RSS-

value of 1.0 x 10-4 was attributed to this human error.-

5.2.2 HPCS Unavailability

Using the Boolean equations given in the last section and

the term unavailabilities given in Table B5-1, independent

HPCS point estimate unavailabilities can be calculated. These

are found to be

HPCS (LOCAs) = 2.2 x 10-2
.

,

HPCS (T ) = 3.3 x 10-21 ,

and

HPCS'(T23) = 2.2 x 10-2 ,

A quantitative ranking of the Boolean terms for each equation

is given-in Table B5-3. It is evident from this table that term

H dominates. Term H represents the combined hardware and maintenance

unavailability contributions of all HPCS components. Calculations

show that component maintenance makes up approximately 40% or
,

more of the total HPCS unavailability.

The reader should be cautioned that these are unavailabilities

for Grand Gulf's HPCS if the system is considered independent of

all others. In general, HPCS unavailability will depend on what

other system successes or failures have occurred;-i.e., the

unavailabilities used for the HPCS in the sequence analyses must

be conditional unavailabilities.

-B5-9



* Table B5-1. Boolean Equation Term Descriptions

Boolean Term Term Definition Term Unavailability

II F205 + F005 + .

F004-C + F024 + 2.1 x 10~#
C001-C + F002 +
F001-C

LLcP LOCA induced 1 x 10^3
loss of offsite
power

**EPS3 Emergency AC 5.5 x 10-2
Power Divisica 3

LOPNR3 Failure to recover 2 x 10~I
offsite power in
3 0 *ninutes

HACT Failure of HPCS
actuating circuit 1.2 x 10-3

* Refer to Figure B5-1
** Refer to ppendix B2
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Table B5-2. Component Unavailabilities

Component
. Fault Failure

Description Identifiers Contributors Q/ Component

F005
Cheik Valve F024

F002 Hardware 1 x 10-4
Q total 1 x 10-4

.,

Manual Valve Operator Error 1 x 10
(Locked Open) F205 Plugged 1 x 104

Q Total 2 x 10-4

Hardware 1 x 10-3-
Pump C001-C Control Circuit 1 x 10 -3

Maintenance 5.8 x 10-3
Q Total 7.8 x 10-3

3Motor Operated Hardware 1 x 10 4Valve F004-C Plugged 1 x 10
3(Normally Closed) Maintenance 5.8 x 10 4Control Circuit 3 x 10-

Q Total 7.2 x 10-3

Motor Operated
4Valve F001-C Plugged 1 x 10 3(Normally Open) Maintenance 5.8 x 10 3'5.9 x 10-

Initiation Logic HACT Fails to Function 1 x 10-3
Circuit Testing 2.3 x 104

0 Total 1.2 x 10-3

.

B5-ll
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1-
1 Table B5-3.' Quantitative--Ranking of. Boolean-Terms

T'

l
i

! ^

For LOCAs
|

! H 2.1 x 10-2
,

HACT -1.2 x 10-3

i LLOP*EPS3 5.5 x 10-5
a

,1

i '2.2 x 10-2
i

i

i
j For T Transients3

H 2.1 x 10-2
1

LOPNRE*EPS3 1.1 x 10-2
:

'! HACT 1.2'x 10-3
!

3.3 x 10-2
!

i

For T Transientsj3

H 2.1 x 10-2

HACT 1.2 x 10-3

2.2 x 10-2
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Figure B5-1. Grand Gulf Iligh Pressure Core Spray
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APPENDIX B6 -

SURVEY AND ANALYSIS

REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM

(RCICS) - GRAND GULF PLANT
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Grand Gulf Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCICS)

was reviewed and compared with the similar BWR design (Peach

Bottom) evaluated in the WASH-1400 study. The RCICS designs for

Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom are described in Sections 2 and 3 of

this report, respectively. A comparison of the two cooling

systems is given in Section 4. RCICS event tree interrelationships

are detailed in Section 5. Also included in Section 5 is a

description of the model used to incorporate RCICS failures

into the Grand Gulf accident sequences and a point estimate of

the RCICS unavailability assuming independence from all other

Grand Gulf systems.

2.0 GRAND GULF RCICS DESCRIPTION

2.1 System Description

The Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCICS) is designed

to provide makeup to ti.e reactor vessel following any conditions in

which normal feedwater may be unavailable.

Figures B6-1 and B6-2 illustrate the principal flow paths

associated with the Grand Gulf Raactor Core Isolation Cooling

System. The primary source of water is reactor grade water from

the condensate storage tank. Additional suction sources may be

valved in for operation of the RCICS: the suppression pool or

the condensate from the RHR heat exchangers when operating in

the steam condensing mode. The water is pumped into the reactor

vessel through a head spray nozzle.

B 6- 3
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There is another RHR interface that allows for head spray' action

with the RHR pumps, but this is not a standard operation and would
.

not be possible at high pressures. As-indicated in. Figure B6-1,

fullTflow test lines are available which route the water back to

the condensate storage tank or the. suppression pool.

The steam to drive the turbine is taken from one of the ' main

steam lines.. The turbine is regulated by a turbine trip valve and

a governor. Two other systems interface with the turbine: the

gland seal system, and the lube oil cooling system. The condensate

from the RCIC turbine is returned to the suppression pool. All ;

steam lines incorporate drainpots to' prevent condensate trapping.

The RCICS is not an engineered safeguard system, however,it
.

does act as a redundant system to the'HPCS, and is therefore

separate from the HPCS physically and electrically. While it is

used for a number of shutdown sequences, the principal concern of'

this analysis is the RCICS ability to provide inventory makeup.

2.2 System Operation

The RCICS is initiated automatically after the receipt of a

reactor vessel low water level signal. Four transmitters monitor

the reactor water level, each of which is connected to a trip
,

unit. As shown in Figure B6-3, the trip units are arranged in a j

one-out-of two twice logic. After initiation, design flow rate is i

produced in 30 seconds. When the vessel level is restored the

RCICS automatically shuts down. |

A turbine governor limits the turbine speed and adjusts the

steam control valve to maintain a constant pump discharge rate.

B6-4
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The turbine is automatically shut down by a trip valve should.any-

malfunction threaten safe operation. In addition, the trip valve
,

is connected to the RCICS logic to provide turbine = trip when the
i
'

reactor vessel level has been restored. The RCICS is interfaced

j with the RHR system. Working together, the two systems form the

: steam condensing mode of the RHR' system, which utilizes the RHR

heat exchangers for condensing the decay heat generated steam.
4

These operations are manually initiated.'

The RCIC logic is powered by the 125 V DC division 1. system,

except the inboard isolation valve logic which is powered by the

j 125 V DC division 2 system. Motive power for inboard isolation

valves.is by. division 2 standby AC' power, while outboard isolation'

valves are driven by division 1 standby AC power. The inboard and

outboard isolation valves (F064-A and F063-B) are nounally keylocked>

! open. The remaining valves are driven- by the division l' DC system.

A normally closed DC motor-operated valve is located in the turbine-
!

j- steam supply pipeline just upstream of the turbine stop valve

i (F045-A). Upon receipt of an RCIC initiation signal, this valve

opens and remains open until closed by operator action from the

| control room.

!
,

| 3.C PEACH BOTTOM RCICS DESCRIPTION
i

| The Peach Bottom RCICS provides the same functions as the
:

Grand Gulf RCICS. It also acts as a redundant system to the High

Pressure Coolant Injection System. The RCICS consists of a steam

driven pump with associated piping and controls (see Figure B6-4).

Water is drawn from the condensate storage tank or the suppression

i
i

B6-5j
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! pool and delivered to the~ core.via the "B".feedwater line. The

system is initiated automatically upon receipt of a low reactor-

water level signal.

The RCICS is not an engineered safeguard system. Its primary

function is to provide a back-up source of water to the core during

the initial phase of shutdown cooling. The RCICS may be used

|
following a small LOCA, thus extending the capabilities of the

Emergancy Coolant Injection System. Failure of the RCICS would

j not fail the ECI function, as the-HPCIS is designed.as the primary.

LOCA response system.
;
'

.

'

4 .0 COMPARISON OF' GRAND GULF AND PEACH BOTTOM RCICS

I The RCICS of Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom are similar in design

and identical in function. The two systems both rely on turbine

driven pumps to deliver the water to the core. Aside from physical

layouts, the two systems differ in only one aspect: method of delivery

to the core. The Grand Gulf system delivers through a spray nozzle

above the reo-tor core, while the Peach Bottom RCICS utilizes one
,

.

| of the feedwater lines. No other major design differences exist.
!

] Unavailability of Peach Bottom's RCICS is dominated by estimated
!

j down-time for maintenance associated with the large number of motor

operated valves. Maintenance of the turbine driven pump also con-
,

tributes to the RCICS unavailability at Peach Bottom. The median
,

-RCICS unavailability calculated in the RSS for Peach Bottom is
>

k

| Q(Peach Bottom RCICS) = 8.0 x 10-2 ,

3

j Unavailability of Grand Gulf's RCICS was also dominated by
[

! pump and valve maintenance. Grand Gulf's unavailability is

B6-6
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calculated in Section 5.2.2 and is about the same as Peach Bottom's

(5.2 x 10-2 for Both T1 and T23 sequences) .

5.0 GRAND GULF SYSTEM EVALUATION

5.1 Event Tree Interrelationships

The RCICS is one of two systems that can provide high pressure

emergency coolant injection during transients and small LOCAs. The

other system is the High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS). The unavail-

ability of the RCICS contributes to the Event U (High Pressure ECCS)

for all transient sequences and to the Event E (Emergency Coolant

Injection) for small LOCA sequences. In these sequences, success-

ful RCIC operation will result in successful core cooling. Failure

of the RCICS is defined as failure of the system to deliver wateg

to the reactor vessel at design output. Failure of the RCICS does

not imply failure of Event U as the HPCS can also provide cooling.

The unavailability of the RCICS also contributes to event W

on the transient event tree. The Residual Heat Removal System

(RHRS) can operate in two different modes, suppression pool cooling,

and steam condensing. In the steam condensing mode, the RHRS

takes steam driven by the RCICS and condenses it in the RHR heat

exchangers. Therefore, failure of the RCICS will prevent successful

RHR steam condensing. Refer to Appendix A.

5.2 RCICS Model Description

5.2.1 RCICS Boolean Equations

Two equations of the RCICS were developed for use in the

sequence analysis: one for T1 transients and one for T23 transients

B6-7
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and small LOCAs. .The T1 RCICS equation includes the possibility of

not recovering offsite power and then also losing emergency AC

power division 1 and emedgency DC power division A. In the other

equation, it is assumed that offsite power-(and therefore DC power).

is not lost. These equations are:

RCICS(T ) = R + RACT + LOPNRE*EPSl*BATAI .

RCICS(T23 and "S" LOCAs ) = R.+ RACT .

Table B6-1 relates each term in the above equations to the

components shown in Figures B6-1 and B6-2. Table B6-2 lists total

component unavailability and each of the contributors to the com-

ponent unavailability. These unavailabilities include hardware,,

maintenance, and human faults where applicable.

While testing of RCICS components was found to be insignificant

due to a test override capability, a test unavailability of 2.3

x 10-4 was estimated for a downtime due to logic circuit testing.

This unavailability was obtained by assuming a biannual, 1 hour

test of RCICS initiating circuits. During this time the reactor

water level trip units are disabled and tested.

| The maintenance contribution to the RCICS is from the turbine

i driven pump and RCIC valves. The average maintenance interval

used in the Reactor Safety Study is 4.5 months, which corresponds

to a frequency of .22 per month. The unavailability of a component

i due to maintenance is estimated to be

t (.22)
'0 maintenance " 720

i

j B6-8
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where t is--the mean maintenance duration. Using a t of 19 hours

(which assumes that components may be out for maintenance for 72

hours) for pumps and valves we find

-3
Ovalve or pump maintenance = 5.8 x 10

The' dominant human error associated with RCICS failure is the

inadvertent closure after maintenance of several normally open

manual valves. Manual valves F200 and F016 on the RCICS~ pump line

are normally locked open. If either of_these valves'are closed when

the RCICS is needed, the system will fail. An RSS value of 1 x-10-4-

was used for this human error.- Therefore,

-4
0(F200 or F016 Inadvertently Closed) = 1.0 x 10 ,

5.2.2 RCICS Unavailaoility

Using the Booletin equations given in the last section and the

term unavailabilities given in Table B6-1, an independent RCICS-point

estimate unavailability can be calculated. These are found to be:

RCICS (T ) = 5.2 x 10-21

and

RCICS (T23) = 5.2 x 10-2 ,

A quantitative ranking of the Boolean terms for each equation is

given in Table B6-3. It.is evident from this table that term R-_ dom-

'

inates. Term R represents the combined hardware and maintenance

unavailability -ont ibutions of all RCICS components . Calculations
i

show that component maintenance makes up 50% or more of the total

3CICS unavailability.

B6- 9
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Tne reader should be cautioned that these are unavailabilities

for Grand Gulf's RCICS if the system is considered independent

of all others. .In general, RCICS unavailability will depend on

what other system successes or failures have occurred, i .e . , the

unavailabilities used for the RCICS in the sequence analyses

must be conditional unavailabilities.

i

\

4

i
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Table B6-1. Boolean-Equation Term Descriptions

Boolean Term Term Definition Tern Unavailability

R(a) F066 + F065 +
F013-A + F204 +
F200 + C001 +
F016 + F0ll +
F010-A + F064-A + 5.1 x 10-2
F063-B + F045-A +
TTV + TGV + C002 +

'

F040 + F068-A

LOPNRE Failure to recover
offsite power in 2 x 10-1-
30 minutes

! EPSl(b) Emergency AC. Power 6.7 x 10-2
Division l'

I BATA(c) Emergency-DC Power 1 x 10-3
Division A

RACT Failure of the RCIC 1.2 x 10-3
actuating circuit

r

(a) The components composing Boolean term R are depicted in
: Figures B6-1 and B6-2.

t (b) Refer to Appendix B2

(c) Refer to Appendix B3

,

i

1

;

k

i B6-ll
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Table B6-2. Component Unavailabilities
,

t

i Component- Fault Failure
.

Description' Identifiers Contributors : Q/ Component

F066
Check Valve- F065

F204
F011

1 . F040 Hardware l'x 10-4
Q Total 1 x 10-4'

t

Manual Valve Operator Error l x 10-4
'

] - (Normally Locked F200
: Open) F016 Plugged ~ 1 x 10-4-

Q Total 2 x 10-4

F068-A
Motor Operated F063-B Plugged 1-x 10-4

Valve F064-A
';- (Normally Open) F010-A Maintenance 5.8 x 10-3

O. Total 5.9 x 10-3.

Motor Operated F013-A Hardware 1 x 10-3'

Valve F045-A Plugged 1 x 10-4 -

(Normally Closed) Maintenance 5.8 x 10-3
i- Control Circuit 3 x 10-4
I' Q Total 7.2 x 10-3

Pump Hardware 1 x 10-3
Control Circuit. 1 x 10-3'

C001 Maintenance 5.8 x 10-3
| 0 Total 7.8 x 10-3

Initiating Logic Fails to function 1 x 10-3
1 RACT Testing 2.3 x 10-4

Q Total 1.2 x 10-3i

RCIC Turbine C002 Fails to function 1 x 10-3
Q Total 1 x 10-3

i Trip Throttle TTV Fails to function 1.3 x 10-3
Valve Q Total 1.3 x 10-3

Turbine Governing TGV Fails to function 2.2 x 10-3
Valve Q Total 2.2 x 10-3

}

t

i,
j .B6 .12
4
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Table B6-3. Quantitative Ranking of Boolean. Terms-

For Ti Transients

R 5.1 x 10-2
RACT 1.2 x 10-3

LOPNRE*EPSl*BATA' 1.3 x 10-5

5.2 x 10-2

For T21 Transients and "S" LOCAs'

R 5.1 x 10-2
RACT 1.2 x'10-3

5.2 x 10-2

B6-13
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- 1. 0 INTRODUCTION-

The Grand Gulf Low Pressure Oore Spray (LPCS) was reviewed

and compared with the similar BWR design (Peach Bottom) evaluated

in the WASH-1400 study. The LPCS and the Oore Spray -Injection

System (CSIS) designs for Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom are described

in Sections 2 and 3 of this report, respectively. A comparison

of the two low pressure systems is given in Section 4. LPCS

event tree interrelationships are detailed in Section 5.. Also

included in Section 5 is a description of the model used to

incorporate LPCS failures into the Grand Gulf accident sequences

and a point estimate of the LPCS unavailability assuming indepen-

dence from all other Grand Gulf systems.

2.0 GRAND GULF LPCS DESCRIPTION

2.1 System Description-

The Low Pressere Core Spray system, depicted in Figure B7-1,

is a part of the Emergency Core _ Cooling System. Its primary

purpose is to provide inventory makeup and spray cooling following

a large LOCA. When operating in conjunction with the Automatic-

Depressurization System, the LPCS also provides inventory makeup
following small LOCAs and transients.

The LPCS consists of a motor-driven centrifugal pump; a

spray sparger in the vessel above the core; piping and valve

interconnecting the suppression pool, pump, and sparger; and

associated controls and instrumentation. The water is drawn

from the suppression pool through a keylocked-open suction

( F001-A) valve and delivered to the pump. The flow then proceeds
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A

If

through-a normally closed injection valve ( F005-A) 'and into the .

reactor spray sparger. The system also has the capability for

full flow testing'of'the pump and suction piping. In this' case,

' the water is. returned directly to the suppression pool rather

than delivered to the reactor. A minimum flow line is also

provided to protect the pump-from overheating should valve.P005-A
>

be cloced. A jockey pump maintains a full fluid volume in the

discharge pipe to prevent shock damage upon pump startup. The

only valve which must change state upon system startup is the-
.

injection valve, F005-A.
t

!

| 2.2 System Operation

The LPCS system is actuated automatically following a LOCA.

As shown in Figure B7-2, the initiation signal is derived.from two

low vessel water level trip units and two high drywell pressure

trip units arranged in a one-out-of-two twice network. The

initiating signal will be generated if: both level units are-

tripped, both pressure units are tripped,-or either of two com-
,

i-
binations of level and pressure units are tripped. No operator

action is regoired. The LOCA signal causes the valve in the

test return line (F012-A) to be signaled closed (although it is

normally closed), the pump to start, and the injection valve

(F005-A) to open when the vessel pressure is in the LPCS operating
.

range. The system may be manually controlled after cancellation

of the locked-in signal. The LPCS shares initiating logic with'

RHR loop A.

i
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3.0 PEACH BOTTOM CSIS DESCRIPTION

The Oore Spray Injection System (CSIS) of the Peach Bottom

Reactor is comparable to the Grand Gulf LPCS. The Peach Bottom

system is a two loop, four pump, redundant system, as illustrated

schematically in Figure B7-3 (reference RSS Figure II 6-36). The

CSIS provides the same functions as the Grand Gulf LPCS. Each

loop consists of two motor-driven centrifugal pumps in parallel

which draw from the suppression pool and deliver through a common

pipe to a spray header above the core. Each loop is separated

mechanically and electrically and the loops are not interconnected.

The CSIS is initiated automatically by the LOCA signals of low

vessel water level and high drywell pressure.

4.0 COMPARISON OF GRAND GULF LPCS AND PEACH BOTTOM CSIS

The two systems are quite different when viewed without

consideration of the other ECCS components. The Grand Gulf

system ia a single pump, single loop system whereas the Peach

Bottom system is redundant, consisting of two independent loops

and four pumps. The control and initiation of the two systems

is the same. A more meaningful ecmparieon i. s to consider the

entire ECCS of both reactors, rather than the individual systems

as it is the functionabf lity of the Emergency Core Cooling System

as a whole which is important.

Unavailability of either or both subsystems of the CSIS is

dominated by the estimated outages for maintenance activities

on the motor operated valves and pumps. System tests were not

significant contributors to overall unavailability and no

significant human error single faults were found.
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' Grand Gulf's LPCS unavailability is also dominated by main-

tenance contributions of the pump and valves. The RSS estimated

a 6.0 x 10-2 median unavailability for either CSIS train. Grand

Gulf's LPCS unavailability is calculated in Section 5.2.2 and

varies.from 2.2 x 10-2 to 3.5 x 10-2 depending on the initiator.

5.0 GRAND GULF SYSTEM EVALUATION

5.1 Event Tree Interrelationships

The LPCS is one of four systems which provide emergency

coolant injection to prevent core damage for LOCAs and tran-

sients. The other three systems are (1) the High Pressure Core

Spray (HPCS), (2) the Low Pressure Core Injection System (LPCI),

and (3) the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCIC) .

The unavailability of the LPCS contributes to Event' E (ECI)

for both large and small LOCAs and Event V (Low Pressure ECCS)

for transients. In all cases, successful core cooling can be

accomplisLed by LPCS alone (assuming system pressure has been

reduced through the break or by the ADS). Failure of the LPCS

is defined as failure of the system to deliver ECCS water to the

core when needed.
i

j 5.2 LPCS Model Description

|
5.2.1 LPCS Boolean Equations

one for LO CAs ,Three equations of the LPCS were developed:

one for T1 sequences and one for T23 sequences. The LOCA

.
LPCS Boolean equation differs from the others in that it includes

i

failure caused by loss of emergency power divisien I after a

i LOCA induced loss of of fsite power. The T1 equation includes

B7-6
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the possibility of not recovering offsite power and also losing

emergency power division 1. In T23 sequences, AC power is

assumed to be available. These equations are:

LPCS (LOCAs) = L + LLOP*EPS1 + LRACT.

(T ) = L + LOPNRE*EPS1 + LRACT.LPCS I

and'

LP CS (T2 3 ) = L + LRACP.

Table B7-1 relates each term in the above equations to the

components shown in Figure B7-1. Table B7-2 lists total component

unavailabilities and each of the contributors to the component

unavailability. These unavailabilities include hardware, main-

tenance, and human faults when applicable.

While testing of the LPCS components was found to be negli-

gible due to a test override capability, a test unavailability

of 2.3 x 10-4 was estimated for downtime due to LPCS logic

circuit testing. This number was obtained by assuming a biannual,

I hour test of LPCS initiating circuits.

The average maintenance interval used in the Reactor Safety

Study is 4.5 months, which corresponds to a frequency of .22 per
month. The unavailability of a component due to maintenance is

estimated to be

li (.22) ,

Omaintenance " 720

where ti is the mean maintenance duration. Using a II of 19

hours for pumps and valves we find

i
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-3
O ump and'Mov maintenance = 5.8 x 10p

'

The only human error significantly contributing to LPCS

failure was the failure to return valve F007 to normal condition

after maintenance. Since.this valve is normally locked open, an

RSS value of 1 x 10-4 was used as the unavailability due to

human error.

A common mode failure exists between the LPCS and RHR loop

A. These systems share a common initiating circuit. A 1.2 x 10-3

common mode. unavailability was attributed to this initiating

circuit. Refer to Appendix B10 and Figure B7-2.

LP CS failure due to flow diversion through the minimum flow

or test lines was found not to be significant. The minimum flow

part of the line is only four inches in diameter. Therefore, only'

a small part of the flow would be diverted away from the 16-inch

'
LPCS line. The test line is 14 inches in diameter, however, the

MOV in this line is closed automatically on LPCS initiation and
:

i its position is indicated in the control room.

5.2.2 LPCS Unavailability

Using the Boolean equations given in the last section

and the term unavailabilities given in Table B7-1, independent

LPCS point estimate unavailabilities can be calculated. -

These are found to be

LPCS ( LO CAs ) = 2. 2 x 10-2 ,

i LP CS (T1) = 3.5 x 10-2 ,

j and i
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f

LP CS (T23) = 2.2 x 10-2 ,

A quantitative ranking of the Boolean terms for each equation

is given in Table B7-3. It is evident from this table that term

L dominates. Term L represents the combined hardware and maintenance

unavailability contributions for all LPCS components. Calculations

show that component maintenance makes up approximately 46 percent

or more of the total LPCS unavailability.

The reader should be cautioned that these are unavailabilities

for Grand Gulf's LPCS if the system is considered independent of

all others. In general, LPCS unavailability will depend on what

other system successes or failures have occurred, i.e., the

unavailabilities used for the LPCS in the sequence analyses must

be conditional unavailabilities.

:

a
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Table B7-1. Boolean Equation Term Descriptions *

Boolean Term Term Definition Term Unavailability

L F001-A + C001-A +

F003 + F005-A + 2.1 x 10-2

F006 + F00 7

LLOP LOCA induced loss 1 x 10-3
of offsite power

EPSl** Emergency AC 6.7 x 10-2
Power Division 1

LOPNRE Failure to recover 2 x 10-1 i

offsite power in
30 minute.s

LRACT LPCS and RHR A 1.2 x 10-3
initiating logic
circuit

* Refer to Figure B7-1.
** Refer to Appendix B2.
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Table B7-2. Component Unavailabilities

Component Fault Failure
Description Identifiers Contributors O/ component

Check Valve FOO3
F006 Hardware 1 x 10-4

O Total 1 x 10-4

Manual Valve Operator Error 1 x 10-4
(Normally Locked F007 Plugged 1 x 10-4
Open)

O Total 2 x 10-4

Pump C001-A Hardware 1 x 10-3
Oontrol Circuit 1 x 10-3
Maintenance 5.8 x 10-3

O Total 7.8 x 10-3

Motor Operated
Valve
(Normally Keylocked F005-A Hardware l'x 10-3
Open) Plugged 1 x-10-4

Maintenance 5.8 x 10-3
Oontrol Circuit 3 x 10-4

O Total 7.2 x 10-3

Motor Operated
Valve
(Normally Keylocked FOOL-A Plugged 1 x 10-4
Open) Mainter.ance 5.8 x 10-3

O Total 5.9 x 10-3

Initiation LRACT Ehils to
Logic Circuit Ebnction 1 x 10-3

Testing 2.3 x 10-4

O Total 1.2 x 10-3

B7-ll
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Table B7-3. 'Ouantitative Ranking of Boolean Terms

.

k

For LOCAS

L 2.1 x 10-2
2

LRACT .1.2 x 10-3
LLOP*EPS1 6.7 x 10-5

2.2 x 30-2

| Pbr Tl Transients
)

L- 2.1 x 10-2
LOPNRE*EPS1- 1.3 x 10-2-
LRAC 1.2.x 10-3

,

'

3.5 x 10-2
i Ebr T23 Transients
|
:
,

L 2.1 x 10-2
LRAC 1.2 x 10-3

?

2.2 x 10-2

:
!
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1.0 INTRODU CTION

The Grand Gulf Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) was-

reviewed and compared with the similar BWR design (Peach Bottom)

evaluated in the WASH-1400 study. The ADS designs for Grand

Gulf and Peach Bottom are described in Sections 2 and 3 of this

report respectively. A comparison of the-two depressurizatIlon

systers is given in Section 4. ADS event tree interrelatio2 ships

are detailed in Section 5. Also included in Section 5 is a

description of the model used to incorporate ADS failures into

the Grand Gulf accident sequences and a point estimate of the
1

i ADS unavailability assuming-independence from all other Grand

Gulf systems.

i
2.0 GRAND GULF ADS DESCRIPTION4

,

2.1 System Description

The Automatic Depressurization System works in conjunction

with the other systems of the ECCS to insure cooling of the
J

reactor core following an accident. The ADS utilizes eight of

the safety / relief valves to reduce the reactor pressure to the

operating range of the low pressure EC'S subsystem when the High

Pressure Oore Spray (HPCS) or Reactor Oore Isolation Cooling System'

(RCIC) fail to maintain the water level. The ADS is necessary only

for small LOCAs and transients where the high pressure injection

systems fail. It is not required for large LOCAs as the vessel

will depressurize through the pipe break in these cases.

The ADS valves are located on the main steam lines between

the reactor vessel and the first isolation valve within the
.

B8-3
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i

drywell. There are twenty safety / relief valves in total, eight

of which belong to the ADS. The ADS valves have two solenoid

pilot valves each of which has its own accumulator. A check

valve on the accumulator inlets maintains the accumulator pressure.

The air accumulators are recharged by two air receivers. The

pneumatic supply system is sized to be capable of opening the

valves and holding them open against the maximum drywell pressure

of 30 psig. Each valve discharges the steam through a line which

i terminates below the minimum water level line in the suppression

pool.

2.2 System Operation

Two redundant and separate logic systems are used to actuate

the solenoid valves on the safety / relief valves. Each logic

train reacts to the initiating signals by engaging one of two

pilot valves on each of the safety / relief valves. In contrast to

other ECCS systems in which initiating signals were arranged in

a one-out-of-two twice logic, the initiating ADS sensors are

series connected such that all initiating signals in at least

one actuation division must be present to actuate the ADS (See

Figure B8-1). Each logic train has two low vessel level sensors,
I

two high drywell pressure sensors, on'e confirmed low water level'

sensor and a two-minute delay timer. In addition, the ADS will

not start until operation of at least one of the low pressure

systems is verified (See Figure B8-2 ) . After initiation, the

system may be reset to delay or prevent the system depressurization.

All components have complete monitoring of system status in the

B8-4



control room. The ADS may also be manually initiated by a control

room operator.

3.0 PEA m BOTTOM ADS DESCRIPTION

The ADS of the Peach Bottom reactor performs the same function

as the Grand Gulf ADS. The Peach Bottom system uses five safety /

relief valves which are actuated by low reactor water and high

drywell pressure. Each valve has an air accumulator which operates

a solenoid pilot valve. The valves vent the steam to the suppression

pool. If the High Pressure Coolant Injection System and Reactor

Core Isolation Cooling System do not work, the ADS automatically

reduces the pressure to the operating range of the Low Pressure

Coolant Injection System or the Oore Spray Injection System

provided that one of these systems is operating. Initiation

requires three signals: high drywell pressure, vessel low low

water level, and confirmed low water level. A two-minute timer

delays the actual initiation. During a LOCA, these valves are

the only method of depressurization since the other manual valves

outboard of the primary containment have been rendered useless

with containment isc tion. Two redundant control systems are

used to initiate the ADS valve openings.

4.0 OOMPARISON OF GRAND GULF AND PEACH BOTTOM ADS

The two ADS systems of Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom are

identical in purpose and very similar in design. The circui-

tries, including the initiating sensors, are almost identical.

The major difference is in the valve hardware. The Grand Gulf

valves have two solenoid pilot valves, each connected to a

B8-5



different control circuit and each having its own accumulator.
~

The Peach Bottom valves each have one pilot valve and accumulator

which can be operated by either of two control systems. Grand

Gulf uses eight safety / relief valves as' ADS valves, any four of

which that function results in system success for the worst

small break case. At Peach Bottom, five valves belong to the

ADS and three of five must function. In both cases, a manual

intervention is possible which resets the timer to zero each

time it is employed.

The dominant failure contributions for the ADS were the

same for Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom. These are the failure

of the operator to actuate the ADS after a transient (1.5 x 10-3

per reactor-year) and the unavailability of the two logic. circuits

to actuate the ADS after a small LOCA (5.0 x 10-3 per reactor-year).

As in Peach Bottom, the ADS unavailability due to loss of

all D.C. power was found to contribute negligibly to the total

unavailability at Grand Gulf. Fhilure of enough ADS valves to

open was also found to be negligible at both plants.

5.0 GRAND GULF SYSTEM EVALUATION

5.1 Event Tree Interrelationships

The failure probability of the ADS contributes to the prob-

ability of occurrence of Event V (Low Pressure ECCS) for transient

sequences. At this point in the sequence the high pressure

injection systems have failed. The ADS must now function to

reduce system pressure so that the low pressure systems can

operate. It was expected that during a transient, monitored

B8-6
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containment parameters do not reach the LOCA initiation setpoints

so that manual actuation by the operator is required. Failure

of the ADS for this case le failure of the operator to take

action.

The ADS failure probability also contributes to Event E
'

(Emergency Core Injection) occurrence probability for the small

and transient induced LOCA sequences. For small (S) LOCAs fail-c

ure of the ADS is defined as failure of the two controlling

logic circuits to automatically actuate the system. The operator

could manually open the valves in this case, but because of the

high stress condition anticipated to exist at the time of a

LOCA, such manual action is ytdged to be unlikely. For transient

induced LOCAs (TPQ), it is assumed that manual actuation of the

ADS is required for successful low pressure injection despite

depressurization effects of the stuck open valve. Computer cal-

culations made by Battelle Columbus laboratories indicates that,

for TPQE sequences, core uncovery will occur about 40 minutes

prior to when rated LPCS flow would be established without ADS

actuation.

5.2 ADS MODEL DESCRIPTION

5.2.1 ADS Boolean Equations

Two different ADS equations were used in the sequence analyses.
4

The first depicts ADS failure due to operator error and the other

depicts ADS failure due to loss of both control circuits. These

equations are:

ADS (Transients) = OP ,

B8-7
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,

and

ADS (Small'LOCAs) = ADSCM.',

Testing and maintenance of the ADS system did not add to'

the unavailability as test procedures did not render the system

inoperative and maintenance occurs only during shutdown because

the' ADS' valves are located inside the primary containment.
~

Failure of both ADS automatic actuation' control -circuits
.

' which are demanded under LOCA conditions is dominated by a _ common

3 mode failure involving a human. error in the calibration of the

actuation sensors. This _ was not 'important in the other ECCS

| subsystems due to the one-out-of-two twice logic of the initiating
1

the sensors are arranged inLsensors. In the case of the ADS,

'

series and one failure will fail that logic train.- It was assumed

that incorrect calibration of one sensor would tend to be repeti-

b tively performed on other sensors of the same type. -As stated

previously, automatic actuation of the ADS is not expected to

occur under transient conditions. Fhilure of the ADS under
i

transient conditions was judged to be dominated by the operator
,

|
error of not manually actuating the system.

5.2.2 ADS Unavailability

The unavailability number used for the ADS for transient
,|

sequences was the same as used in the Reactor Safety Study. A~
i

f 1.5 x 10-3 -unavailability was used for failure of the operator-
I

to manually actuate the ADS. Accordingly,

i
,

OP = 1.5 x 10-3[
,

[
.
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Because of the similarities in the ADS circuitry for the

Grand Gulf and Peach -Bottom plants, the ADS control circuit

unavailability number used for the small LOCA sequences was

derived in the same manner as done in the Reactor Safety' Study.1

The unavailability of one sensor in a logic train due to incorrect

calibration is 1 x 10-2 Miscalibration of a second sensor in
the logic train would be more probable, 1 x 10-1, and the chance

of miscalibrating a third sensor approaches 1.0. If the ADS logic

train was totally independent, ADS unavailability would be 9 x
10-4; if completely coupled, it would be 3 x 10-2 -The log normal

'

median was chosen as the unavailability of the system which is 5
x 10-3, go,

ADSCM = 5 x 10-3 ,,

!

-1Refer to the Reactor Safety Study, page II-404.
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1.0 IEfRODUCTION

The Grand Gulf Low Pressure Coolant Injection System ( LPCIS)

was reviewed and compared with the similar BWR design (Peach

Bottom) evaluated in the WASH-1400 study. The LPCIS designs for

Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom are described in Sections 2 and 3 of

this report respectively. A comparison of the two low pressure

injection systems is given in Section 4. LPCIS event tree inter-

relationships are detailed in Section 5. Also included in Section

5 is a description of the model used to incorporate LPCIS failures

into the Grand Gulf accident sequences and a point estimate of

the LPCIS unavailability assuming independence from all other

Grand Gulf systems.

2.0 GRAND GULF LPCIS DESCRIPTION

2.1 System Description

The LPCIS represents an operating mode of the Residual Heat

Removal System (RHRS). As can be seen from Figure B9-1, the

RHRS includes a number of pumps and heat exchangers that can be

used to cool the nuclear system in a variety of situations. The

LPCIS is a part of the Emergency Core Cooling System, providing

coolant injection into the reactor vessel through three redundant

loops. Water is drawn from the suppression pool and injected

through three independent nozzles into the reactor vessel. The

LPCIS provides inventory makeup for large LOCAs, and also for

small LOCAs and transients when working in conjunction with

the Automatic Depressurization System (ADS).

B9-3



The functional design basis of the LPCIS is to pump a total

rate of 21200 gpm of water per loop into the reactor vessel.

The pumps are protected by an automatic minimum flow valve system

which automatically provides a flow path should the pump discharge

valves be closed. In addition, the discharge lines are kept full

of water by three jockey pumps to protect against possible shock

waves upon pump startup. The pump, piping, controls, and instru-

mentation of the LPCIS loops are separated physically and

functionally such that no single event can make all three loops

inoperable. (The A loop is separated from the B and C loops. )

Each division receives power from different AC buses, loop A

from Division I and and loops B and C from Division II, and each

has emergency on-sita AC backup capabilities.

2.2 System Operation

The LPCIS requires no operator action for at least ten

minutes following a LOCA. The system is initiated on redundant

signal of high drywell pressure and low vessel water level.

As shown in Figure B9-2, LPCI loop A is initiated by a logic
!

circuit separate from the one initiating loops B and C. Before
!

initiation, all valves except the inboard isolation valves are
| aligned to deliver the coolant directly into the core. The

suppression pool suction valves F004A-A, F004B-B, and F004C-B

are normally keylocked open and require no action. The automatic

sequencing includes:

The staggered starting of all three pumps to prevent*

electrical overload.

B9-4



The signalling to close of valves in the minimum flow,-

test, and crosstie lines, even though these valves

are all normally closed.

The signalling to open of valves F042A-A, FO42B-B,*

F242-B, FO27A-A, FO27B-B, FO48A-A, and FO48B-B of

which only the first three are normally closed.

Operation of the other RHRS modes is prevented for ten minutes

by the LPCIS timer. Refer to Appendix B10 for an analysis of the

RHRS system for long-term cooling.

3.0 PEACH BOTTOM LPCIS DESCRIPTION

A simplified flow diagram of the RHRS of the Peach Bottom

reactor is shown in Figure B9-3. It consists of heat exchangers,

pumps, and associated piping used to cool the nuclear system.

One operating mode of the RHRS is Low Pressure Coolant Injection.

It provides inventory makeup after a large LOCA, and following

small LOCAs if the ADS reduces the reactor pressure. The

LPCIS draws water from the suppression pool through four AC

motor-driven centrifugal pumps. The major equipment is grouped

in two divisions, each consisting of two pumps in parallel,;

two heat exchangers, associated piping and valves, and a connection

to a recirculation loop. The two loops are separated physically

and electrically. A single line connects the loops, making it

possible for the pumps of one loop to supply the other. Although

the flow passes through the heat exchangers, no tube side flow

is necessary as this mode of operation is concerned only with
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cooling by reflood. The system is initiated on low vessel water.

level and high drywell pressure signals.from redundant sensors.

The control system also selects the proper injection loop to use

if the LOCA is in one of the recirculation lines that the LPCIS

feeds to.

4.0 COMPARISON OF GRAND GULF AND PEACH BOTTOM LPCIS

Although the primary functions of each system are the same,

.

the designs are quite different. The Peach Bottom system is only
4 .

two loops and these feed to the reactor through the recirculation

lines (which are involved in the LOCA sequence). The Grand Gulf

LPCIS utilizes three loops which deliver coolant via three indepen-

dent nozzles. Both systems have two separate divisions which are

located separately and have different power sources. In the Grand'

Gulf system, two of the loops are in one division. The Grand

Gulf system also has two lines which have heat exchangers. The

LPCIS will deliver the coolant through these bypass lines and/or

through the heat exchanger lines.

The dominant contributor to LPCIS unavailability at Peach

Bottom was from maintenance of the various pumps and valves. This
t

was also the dominant contributor at Grand Gulf. Over 50% of Grand

Gulf's LPCIS loop unavailability was due to component maintenance.

No common mode failures were identified in Peach Bottom's

LPCIS. A common mode failure.was found between LPCI-loops B and

C at Grand Gulf. These loops share actuating circuits and electric

power divisions. However, since loop A is redundant and separate
.

of loops B and C, this common mode has little af fect on the system

unavailability.

B9-6
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The RSS estimated a 1.5 x 10-2 unavailability for Peach

Bottom's LPCIS. Grand Gulf's LPCIS unavailability varies from

2.3 x 10-2 to 4.1 x 10-2 per loop depending on the initiator.

5.0 GRAND GULF SYSTEM EVALUATION

5.1 Event Tree Interrelationships

The LPCIS mode of the Residual Heat Removal System (refer

to Appendix B10) is part of Event E, Emergency Coolant Injection,

on the LOCA Event Tree. Combinations of the LPCIS, HPCS, and LPCS

are needed to reflood the core after a LOCA. Success of Event E

is defined in Appendix Al. On the Transient Event Tree, the

probability of LPCIS failure contributes to the occurrence of

Event V, Low Pressure ECCS, operating in conjunction with the

ADS or LPCS. Success of Event V is defined in Appendix A2.

Failure of the LPCIS is divided into failures of each speci-

fic loop. Failure of an LPCIS loop is defined as failure of that

loop to deliver cooling watet to the reactor vessel at design

flow.

5.2 LPCIS Model Description

5.2.1 LPCIS Boolean Equations

Three equations of each LPCIS loop were developed: one for

LOC As , one for T1 sequences, and one for T23 sequences. The LOCA

equations differ from the others in that they include failure

caused by loss of emergency power af ter a LOCA induced loss of

offsite power. The T1 equations include the possibility of not

recovering offsite power and also losing emergency power. In T23

B9-7
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sequences, AC power is assumed to be available. These equations

are:

For LOCAs:

LPCIA (Loop A) = LAl + LA2 + LLOP*EPS1 + LRACT ,

LPCIB (Loop B) = LB1 + LB2 + LLOP*EPS2 + BCACT *
,

LPCIC (Loop C) = LC + LLOP*EPS2 + BCACT .

For T1 Transients:
'

LPCIA (Loop A) = LAl + LA2 + LOPNRE*EPSl + LRACT ,

LPCIB (Loop B) = LB1 + LB2 + LOPNRE*EPS2 + BCACT ,

LPCIC (Loop C) = LC + LOPNRE*EPS2 + BCACT_ .

23 ransients:For T T

LPCIA (Loop A) = LAl + LA2 + LRACT ,

LPCIB (Loop B) = LB1 + LB2 + BCACT ,

LPCIC (Loop C) = LC + BCACT .

Table B9-1 relates each term.in the above equation to the

components shown in' Figure B9-1. Table B9-2 lists fault

*

identifiers that label specific components in the LPCIS and

i failures that contribute to the component unavailability.

!
These unavailabilities include hardware, maintenance, and

~

human faults when applicable.

|: While testing of LPCIS components wasJfound-to be negli-
(

| gible due to a test override capability, a test unavailability of

-3
j - 1.2 x 10 was estimated for downtime due to LPCIS logic circuit

testing.- This number was obtained by assuming a biannual, 1 hour

test of LPCIS initiating circuits.
I
l A common mode _ failure exists between the LPCS and LPCIS loop A.

These systems share a common initiating circuit. A similar common

B9-8
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mode failure exists between ~ LPCIS loops B and C. A 1 x 10-3 common

mode unavailability was attributed to each of.these initiating

circuite. Refer to Appendix B7 and Figure B9-2.

The average maintenance interval used in the' Reactor Safety

Study is 4.5 months, which corresponds to a fr eq uency o f . 22 pe r .-

month. The unavailability of a component due to rsintenance is

estimated to be
i

g , t(.22) ,

maintenance 720.

where t is the mean maintenance duration. Using a t of 19
,

hours for pumps and valves, we find

pump and Mov maintenance =15.8 x 10-3O ,

The only human errors associa'ted with' LPCIS loop failure was
*

the failure to return valves F039A, F029A, F039B, F029B, F239, and

F029C to normal condition af ter maintenance. Since these

valves are normally keylocked open, an RSS valve of 1 x 10-4

was used as the unavailability due to human error.

5.2.2 LPCIS Unavailability

Using the Boolean equations given in the last section and the

term unavailabilities given in Table B9-1, independent LPCIS-loop

| point estimate .unavailabilities can be calculated. These are found
|

! to be
i
i

|
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For LOCAs:

LPCIA = 2.8.x 10-2

LPCIB = 2. 8 x 10-2

.LPCIC = 2.3 x 10-2.

For Ti ~ Transients:
,

LPCIA = 4.1 x 10-2

LPCIB = 4.1 x 10-2

LPCIC = 3. 6 x 10-2

For T23 Transients:
LPCIA = 2.8 x 10-2

LPCIB =~2.8 x 10-2

LPCIC = 2.3 x 10-2
'

A quantitative ranking of the Boolean terms for.each equation

is~given.in Table B9-3. It is evident-from this table that

i terms LAl, LA2, LB1, LB2 and LC' dominate the three loop equations.

These terms represent the combined. hardware and maintenance
~

i contributions for components in each individual-LPCIS loop.

Calculations show that component maintenance makes up approxi-

mately 46% or more of the total LPCIS unavailability of each

loop.
r

j The reader should be cautioned that these are unavailabil--
,

; ities for Grand Gulf's LPCIS if the system is considered

independent of all others. In general, LPCIS unavailability,

|^ .

-

will depend on what other system successes or failures have

occurred, i.e., the unavailabilities used for the'LPCIS in the

sequences analysis must be conditional unavailabilities.

( -

,
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E * Table B9-1. Boolean Equation Term Descriptions

i
'

Boolean Term Term Definition Term Unavailability

LAl F039A + F041A +- 1.3 x 10-2
F042A-A:+ F027A-A

LA2 F029A + F031A + . 1.4 x 10-2+

C002A-A + F004A-A

LBl. F039B + F041B + 1.3 x 10-2*

9 F042B-B + F027B-B
:.
! 'LB2 F029B + F031B-+ 1.4 x 10-2

.

' C002B-B + F004B-B

LC. F239.+ F241 +
-- ~F242-B + F029C +- 2.2 x 10-2'

; F031C + C002C-B +
' F004C-B

.LRACT LPCS and RHR.A'
l' ~ ''

' Initiating Logic 1.2 x 10-3-

Circuits

BCACT RHR A and B-

) - Initiating Logic 1.2 x 10-3' '

!
~ ~'

3 Circuit
% 7 qs

.LLOP LOCA Induced Loss of 1.0 x 10-3
| , ' Offsite Power

n..-
.,

! -N .LOPNRE Failure to Recover
~' '

s. Of fsite F'ower in 2.0 x 10-1
-

s

30 Minutess_
.

**EPS1 , Emergency AC Power 6.7 x 10-2-'

~
Division 1

+ -

**EPS2 ' Emergency AC Power 6.7 x 10-2
Division 2

.

i

!

! ..

* Ref er to Figure B12-1.

(. ** Refer to Appendix B2.
~

I

!
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Table B9-2. . Component Unavailabilities

Component Fault ' Failure
Description Identifiers Contributors- __Q/CQmDonents

;

F031A .

F041A
Check Valve F031B

F041B-
F241
F031C Hardware 1 x 10~.i_

Q Total- 1.xfl0-4/ valve
'

Manual Valve F039A
(Locked Open) F029A-

F039B
F029B
F239 Operator Error 1 x 10-4
F029C Plugged 1 x 10_i_'

'

-Q Total 2 x 10-4
~

LPCI Pump C0 0 2A-A Hardware l'x-10-3
C002B-B Control Circuit 1 x 10-3
C002C-B Maintenance '5.8'x 1023'

Q Total 7.8 x 10-3

Motor Operated F04 2A-A Hardware 1 x 10-3
Valve F042B-B Plugged 1 x 10-4-t

(Normally Closed) F242-B Maintenance 5.8 x 10-3
i Control Circuit 3 x 1021

'

Q Total 7.2'x'10-3!

Motor Operated F027A-A
Valve F004A-A

I.
-(Normally open) F027B-B

F004B-B Plugged 1 x 10-4~

F004C-B Maintenance 5.8 x 1023

Q Total 5.9 x 10-3

Initiation Logic Fails to Function 1 x 10-3
Circuit Loop A LRACT Testing 2.3 x 10:1_

O_ Total 1.2 x 10-34

; Initiating Logic BCACT
Circuit Loops B Fails to Function 1 x 10-3'

and.C Testing 2.4 x 1021

O Total 1.2 x 10-3'

B9-12
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Table B9-3. Quantitative Ranking of Boolean Terms

LCIA - LOCAs:

LA2 1.4 x 10-2
LAl 1.3 x 10-2

LRACT 1.2 x 10-3
LLOP*EPS1 -6.7 x 10-5

2.8 x 10-2

LPCIA - T1 Transients:
LA2 1.4 x 10-2
LAl 1.3 x 10-2

LOPNRE*EPS1 1.3 x 10-2
LRACT 1.2 x 10-3

4.1 x 10-2

LPCIA - T23 Transients:
LA2 1.4 x 10-2
LAl 1.3 x 10-2

LRACT 1.2 x 10-3
2.8 x 10-2

LPCIB - LOCAs:

LB2 1.4 x 10-2
LB1 1.3 x 10-2

BCACT 1. 2 x 10-3
LLOP*EPS2 6.7 x 10-5

2.8 x 10-2

LPCIB - T1 Transients:

LB2 1.4 x 10-2
LB2 1.3 x 10-2

LOPNRE*EPS2 1.3 x 10-2
BCACT 1.2 x 10-3

4.1 x 10-2

LPCIB - T23 Transients
LB2 1.4 x 10-2
LB1 1.3 x 10-2

BCACT 1.2 x 10-3
2.8 x 10-2

LPCIC - LOCAs:

LC 2.2 x 10-2
BCACT 1.2 x 10-3

LLOP*EPS2 6.7 x 10-5
2.3 x 10-2
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Table B9-3 (Continued)

LPCIC - T1 Transients:

LC 2.2 x 10-2
LOPNRE*EPS2 1. 3 x 10-2

BCACT 1.2 x 10-3
3. 6 x 10-2

LPCIC - T23 Transients:
LC 2.2 x 10-2

BCACT 1.2 x 10-3
2.3 x 10-2

B9-14
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. l .0 INTRODUCTION

The Grand Gulf Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS) was

reviewed and compared with the similar BWR design (Peach Bottom)

evaluated in the WASH-1400 study. The RHRS design.for Grand Gulf

and Peach Bottom LPCRS are desc ibed in Sections 2 and 3 of this

appendix respectively. A comparison of the two heat removal. systems

is given in Section 4.. RHRS event tree interrelationships are

detailed in Section 5. Also included in Section 5 is a description

of the model used to incorporate RHRS failures into the Grand Gulf
-

accident sequences and a point estimate of.the RHRS unavailability

assuming independence from all other Grand Gulf systems.

2.0 GRAND GULF RHRS DESCRIPTION

2.1 System De'scription

The RHRS (Figure B10-1) consists of two separate flow paths

(loops A and B) for removing decay and sensible heat from.the

primary containment. Each path includes an electric pump with a

21,200 gpm flow rate, a shell and tube heat exchanger and associated
,

piping and valves. Long term core cooling is achieved by reject-

ing core decay heat to the Standby Service Water System via the
,

r

RHR heat exchangers.

Credit is given for two different operating modes of the RHRS,

the suppression pool cooling mode and the reactor steam condensing

mode.
!

In the suppression pool cooling mode, water is drawn from the

suppression pool by the RHR (LPCI) pumps, cooled by the RHR heat

exchangers and returned to the suppression-pool. The Standby
'

B10-3
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Service Water System (SSWS) is required to supply water to'the-

secondary side of the heat exchangers.-

The steam condensing mode of the RHRS utilizes the RCICS,
|

SSWS, and RHR heat exchangers . Main steau,-tapped off the RCICS

steam line, is routed through the RHR heat exchangers 'and condens'ed.
t

The condensate is then drawn off by RCICS suction. The func-

.tional design basis of the RHR steam condensing mode is that one

loop of the RHRS, in conjunction with the RCICS, will be able to
;

condense all the steam generated after a reactor scram, one and a

half hours after the scram. Refer to Figure B10-2.

2.2 System Operation

The majority of the RHR equipment used in the suppression

pool cooling mode is first used in an accident by the Low Pressure

Core Injection System (LPCIS). Refer to Appendix B9 for the

analysis of the LPCIS. In the LPCIS mode, water is drawn from

the suppression pool and injected directly into the reactor vessel.

|
Flow through loops A and B is bypassed around the RHR heat exchangers.

j As discussed in Appendix B9, no action can be taken before the 10

| minute timer on the LPCIS times out. The operator may then manually

initiate and align the RHRS by:

(1) Closing valves F048A-A and F048B-B, the heat exchanger

bypass valves.

| (2) Opening valves F014A-A, F014B-B, F068A-A, and F068B-B,
i

the Standby Service Water inlet and outlet valves for
|

the RHR heat exchangers, if closed. These valves will
i

:

; be open if a LOCA condition exists and are not shown
L
,

| B10-4
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in Figure B10-1. Refer to Appendix B12 forithe' analysis

-of the Standby Service Water System.

(3) Opening valves F024A-A and F024B-B, the suppression

pool return line valves, and closing F027A-A and

F027B-B, the LPCIS injection line valves.

(4) Verifying that'there is'at east one complete path

through a heat exchanger.

| There are several suctions sources and discharge paths

available for RHR loops A and B.. Water can be drawn from the
.

.| suppression pool or the recirculation system and can be injected

into'the LPCI lines or feedwater lines (as is done in the shut-

j down cooling mode) or directed back to the suppression pool.

The RHRS is automatically aligned in the LPCI mode following'an.

accident and all other paths are signaled closed. During the,

suppression pool cooling mode, the injection lines.are closed

and the return lines to the suppression pool are opened. No

credit was given for any other. flow path.
'

-

The - RHR steam condensing mode is a manually operated system

using components in both the RHRS and RCICS. To initiate the,

system, the operator must:
4

! (1) Close the heat exchanger inlet-and outlet valves
.

(F003 and F047).

(2) Initiate RCICS operation.
9

(3) Open the RCICS steam supply and discharge valves

(F087, F052, F001, and F026)..

All operations are performed from the control room. The steam
.

condensing. mode of the RHRS was assumed to be unavailable after

! LOCAs.

'B10-5-
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3.0 P_EACH BOTTOM LPCRS DESCRIPTION

A simplified flow diagram of the Low Pressure Coolant Recircu-

lation System (LPCRS) of the Peach Bottom reactor is shown in

Figure B10-3. This system r.erforms the same function as Grand

Gulf's RHRS and also consists of heat exchangers, pumps and asso-

ciated piping used to cool the nuclear system. Three operating

modes are defined:

(1) Shutdown Cooling and Vessel Head Spray. Water is

drawn from the reactor system, cooled in the heat

exchangers, and delivered back to the vessel through

the recirculation lines or the vessel spray header.

(2) Low Pressure Coolant Injection. Suppression pool

water is used to provide the inventory makeup function.

(3) Containment Cooling. The suppression pool water is

cooled and returned to the pool or delivered to a

spray header in the drywell.

The LPCRS at Peach Bottom is grouped in two loops, each consisting

of two pumps in parallel, two heat exchangers in parallel, and

piping to satisfy all of the operating modes defined above. The

equipment in each loop is separated both in location and control,

thus providing the redundancy necessary to assure successful

operation. The heat exchangers receive their cooling water from

the High Pressure Service Water System.

4.0 COMPARISON OF GRAND GULF RHRS AND PEACH BOTTOM LPCRS

Although the primary functions of each system are the same,

the actual designs are quite different. The Peach Bottom system

B10-6
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consists of only two loops and these feed to the reactor through

the recirculation lines. The Grand Gulf system has three loops,

although only two of these have heat exchangers, and these loops

deliver water to the vessel through three independent nozzles.

The Peach Bottom RHRS does not have a steam condensing mode like

at Grand Gulf. Both systems have two independent divisions which

are located separately and have different power sources. Each

of the Peach Bottom loops include two pumps and two heat exchangers

which are in parallel, while the Grand Gulf loops each have only

one pump and a heat exchanger which are in series.-

The cooling water to the heat exchangers is supplied by the

Standby Service Water System in the Grand Gulf unit. This system

also supplies pump seal and compartment cooling. In Peach Bottom,

the heat exchangers are cooled by High Pressure Service Water;

while the pumps are cooled by a separate system, the Emergency

Service Water System.

As discussed in the Reactor Safety Study (Appendix 2, page

425), the large number of pumps and paths available for cooling

and recirculation of the reactor water at Peach Bottom allows for

a great deal of diversity in coping with the heat removal task.

Any one of the four LPCRS pumps could meet the cooling require-,

! =
ments. The dominant failure identified was a common mode in the

Emergency Service Water, which cools the pump compartments.

Potential faults in the ESWS output valve V506 contributed over

90% to LPCRS unavailability. Any plugging or failing of this

valve will prevent coolant flow to all LPCRS unit coolers.

B10-7



The unavailabilty of the LPCRS (equalito the unavailability

of ESWS) was estimated in the'RSS to be~

Q(LPCRS) = 1.2 at 10-4

Grand Gulf's RHRS unavailability was dominated by' hardware

and maintenance faults in loops.A and B that would occur-during

the low pressure injection phase of the accident. Service water

valve faults were important contributors, but not dominant as in

Peach Bottom's system. System failures. of Grand Gulf's RHRS for

tne different accident initiators are given in Section 5.2.2 and

are in the 3.0 x 10-3 range when steam condensing is not included

in the analysis, an order of magnitude greater than Peach Bottom's..

For long-term transient accidents, credit is given for steam con-

densing, and total RHR failure is calculated to be approximately

2.7 x 10-4

5.0 GRAND GULF SYSTEM EVALUATION

5.1 Event Tree Interrelationships

The RHRS is the only system which provides long term cooling

of the suppression pool and reactor vessel when the Power Conver-

sion System (PCS) is not operating. The RHRS is considered in
.

Event I on the LOCA event tree and Event W on the transient event

tree. For LOCAs, failure of the RHRS is defined as failure of-

RHR loops A and B to function in the suppression pool cooling

mode. For transients, RHR failure is defined as failure of RHR

loops A and B to function in either the suppression pool cooling

mode or the steem condensing mode. Refer to Appendices Al and
,
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; A2 for more discussion on how the RHRS was incorporated into the

analysis.]

5.2 RHRS Model Description

5.2.1 RHRS Boolean Equations

'

The-following Boolean equations were developed to model
I

RHRS loop failure in the suppression pool cooling mode.

For LOCAs
,

RHRA (Loop A) = LA2 + LLOP*EPSl + LRACT + PA27 + VGAl +

VGA2

RHRB (Loop B) = LB2 + LLOP*EPS2 + BCACT + PB27 + VGB1 +

VGB2
:

For T1 Transients

RHnA (Loop A) = LA2 + LOPNRL*LOPNRE*EPS1 + LRACT + PA27 +,

VGAl + VGA2

RHRB (Loop B) = LB2 + LOPNRL*LOPNRE*EPS2 + BCACT + PB27 +

VGB1 + VGB2
4

For T23 Transients

RHRA (Loop A) = LA2 + LRACT + PA27 + VGAl + VGA2

RHRB (Loop B) = LB2 + BCACT + PB27_+ VGBl + VGB2

The terms LA2, LB2, LRACT, and BCACT are described in

Appendix B9 and represent failures of the RHRS in the injection

mode. If low-pressure injection has succeeded, the residual

heat removal can still fail due to:

B10-9
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a

' Failure of the RHR pumps to, continue running (terms
'

' PA27 and PB27).- This failure was-not included for
sequences where high pressure injection succeeds.>

Failure of-the. heat exchanger bypass. valves to close,.

failure of the suppression' pool return line valves to

open, or failure of the RHR pump room or seal cooling

service water. valves-(terms VGA2 and VGB2).-
.

Failure of Standby Service' Water System valves on the

secondary side of the RHR. heat exchangers or failure

of certain manual valves on the primary side of the

heat exchangers (terms VGAl and VGBl)..
,

i

! The following equations were used to model the RHR steam

condensing mode and were incorporated into the event W definition

.for transients. Refer to Appendix A2. The first equation repre-

sents steam condensing using RHR loop A. The second represents

steam condensing using RHR loop B.

SCA = VGAl + SCVA

SCB = VGB1 + SCVB

i -The terms SCVA and SCVB represent valve failures in the steam

admission or discharge lines.

Table B10-1 relates each term in the above equations to
!

the components shown in Figure B10-1. Table B10-2 lists

total component unavailabilities and each of the contributors

to the component unavailability. These unavailabilities

include hardware, maintenance, and human faults when applicable.

B10-10



The average maintenance interval used in the' Reactor Safety

Study is 4.5 months, which corresponds to a frequency of .22 per

month. The unavailability of a component due to maintenance is

estimated to be

0 maintenance = t(.22) ,

720

where li is the mean maintenance duration. Using a II of 19 hours

for pumps and valves, we find

pump and Mov maintenance = 5.8 x 10-3O

The only human error judged significant for the RHRS failure

probability was the failure to return valves F120A, F120B, F130A,

F130B, F210A, F210B, F083A, or F083B to normal condition (open)

after maintenance. Valves F210A, F210B, F083A, and F083B are in

the Standby Service Water System. For a manual valve that is

closed during maintenance, the steady state probability that it

will be found closed during a given month (unavailability) is

estimated in the RSS to be the conditional probability

0 = p(undetected /lef t closed)x p(lef t closed /maint .)x p(maint .)

where, p(undetected /left closed) = 1/3, is the estimated probabil-

ity that the valve misalignment is not detected during walk-around

plant inspections, p(left closed /maint.) = 10-2 13 the basic

human error of leaving the valve closed, and p(maint.) = 0.22 is

the probability that maintenance took place the previous month,

given a mean maintenance interval of 4.5 months. Therefore,

(.33)(.01)(.22) = 7.3 x 10-4O =
manual valve left open .

B10-ll



Mar.ual valves F120A, F120B, F130A, and F130B are normally

locked open and therefore are less susceptible to human error..

An RSS valve of.1 x 10-4 was attributed to these valves due.to-

this failure.

No human errors were included for inadvertent positioning

of MOVs due to the amount of time the operators have for action

and the fact that all' critical MOV positions are annunciated in

the control room.

No significant common mode failures were identified for RHRS

operation.

5.2.2 RHRS Unavailability

Using the Boolean equations given in the last section and

the term unavailabilities given in Table B10-1, independent RHRS

loop point estimate unavailabilities can be calculated.

The suppression pool cooling loop unavailabilities are found to

be:

For LOCAs

RHRA = 5.5 x 10-2

RHRB = 5. 5 x 10-2

For T1 Transients

RHRA = 5.6 x 10-2

RHRB = 5.6 x 10-2 \

For 923 Transients
RHRA = 5.5 x 10-2

RHRB = 5.5 x 10-2
,

The steam condensing unavailabilities are found to be:,

B10-12
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SCA = 4.7 x 10-2

SCB = 4.7 x 10-2

Complete failure of the RHRS for LOCAs is defined as failure

of both RHR loops to provide suppression pool cooling. Therefore

system failure can be calculated by multiplying the two loop

equations together and quantifying. This gives:

RHRS (system failure, LOCAs)

= RHRA (LOCAs)*RHRB (LOCAs)

3.0 x 10-3=

.

Complete failure of the RHRS for transients is defined as

failure of both RHR loops to provide either suppression pool

cooling or steam condensing.

RHRS (system failure, T1 transients)

(T )*SCA*SCB= RHRA (T )*RHRBI I
>

= 2.7 x 10-4

RHRS (system failure, T23 transients)

I = RHRA (T23 ) * RHRB ( T23)*SCA*SCB

| = 2.7 x 10-4
!

The reader should be cautioned that the RHRS unavailabilities

stated here assume that the system is considered independent of

all other systems. As mentioned above, however, RHRS unavailability4

will depend on what other system successes or failures have

occurred, i.e., the unavailabilities used for the RHRS in the

sequence analysis must be conditional unavailabilities.

B10-13
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(1) Table'B10-1. Boolean Equation Term Descriptions

Boolean Term Term Definition Term Unavailability

LOPNRE Failure to recover 2.0 x'10-1
offsite power in one
half hour .

LOPNRL Failure to recover 1.0 x 10-1
offsite power-in 27
hours given LOPNRE

'PA27 RHR Pump A fails to 8.1 x 10-4
continue-running for
about 30 hours

PB27 RHR Pump B fails to 8.1 x 10-4:
continue running for
about 30 hours

(4)LA2 F004A-A + F031A + F029A + 1.4 x 10-2
C002A-A

(4)LB2 F004B-B + F031B +'F029B + 1.4 x 10-2
C002B-B

(2)VGAl F014A-A +'F068A-A + 1.5 x.10-2
F120A + F130A

~

(2)VGB1 F014B-B + F068B-B + 1.5 x 10-2
F120B + F130B

~2)VGA2 F024A-A + F048A-A + 2.4 x 10-2(

.F047A-A + F003A-A +
F102A + F103A +
F210A + F083A

(2)VGB2 F024B-B + F048B-B + 2.4 x 10-2
F047B-B + F003B-B +
F102B + F103B +
F210B + F083B

SCVA F003A-A + F047A-A + 3.2 x 10-2
F087A-A + F052A-A +
F001A-A + F026A-A + F054A

SCVB F003B-B + F047B-B + 3.2 x 10-2
F087B-B + F052B-B +
F001B-B + F026B-B + F054B

LLOP A LOCA induced loss of 1.0 x 10-3
offsite power

B10-14



'1 able B10-1. Boolean Equation Term Descriptions (Cont.).T

Boolean Term Term Definition Term Unavailability-

(4)LRACT Initiating circuit RHR 1.2 x 10-3
loop A

(4)BCACT Initiating circuit RHR 1.2 x-10-3
loops B and C

(3)EPS1 Emergency DC Power 6.7 x'10-2
Division 1

(3)EPS2 Emergency AC Power 6.7 x 10-2
Division 2

\

|
,

t

!

!

(1) Refer to' Figure B10-1.

(2) Refer to Appendix B12.

(3) Refer to Appendix B2.

(4) Refer to Appendix B9.
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Table B10-2. Component Unavailabilities

Component- Fault Failure
Description Identifiers Contributors O (per component)

Check Valve F054A,F054B Hardware 1.0 x 10-4
Q Total 1.0 x 10-4

:
Motor Operated F048A-A

Valve F048B-B
(Normally Open, *F003A-A

Must Close) *F003B-B
*F047A-A Hardware 1 x'10-3
*F047B-B- Control Circuit 3 x 10-4

Q Total 1.3 x 10-3

Manual Valve F120A
(Normally Locked F130A
Open) F120B Human Error 1 x 10-4

F130B Plugged 1 x 10-4
O Total 2 x 10-4

Manual Valve F102A
(Normally Open) F102B

F103A
F103B
F210A
F210B
F083A Human Error 7.3 x 10-4
F083B Plugged 1.0 x 10-4

Q Total 8.3 x 10-4

Motor Operated F014A-A
Valve P014B-B

(Normally Closed) F068A-A
F068B-B
F087A-A
F087B-B
F052A-A
F052B-B
F001A-A
F001B-B
F026A-A Hardware 1.0 x 10-4,

F026B-B Control Circuit 3.0 x 10-4
F024A-A Plugged 1.0 x 10-4
F024B-B Maintenance S.8 x 10-3

O Total 7.2_x 10-3

Motor Operated ** F003A-A
Valve F003B-B

(Normally Open) F047A-A Plugged 1.0 x 10-4
F047B-B Maintenance 5.8 x 10-3

O Total 5.9 x 10-3

*For steam condensing
**For suppression pool cooling

D10-16
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Grand Gulf Suppression Pool Makeup System (SPMS) was reviewed

to determine the applicability of the WASH-1400 analysis. The purpose

of this analysis was to determine the impact on risk from the SPMS.
'

Since there was no equivalent system in the WASH-1400 BWR (Peach Bottom)

analysis, a comparison between Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom was'not

possible. The Grand Gulf SPMS is described in detail in the next
section. SPMS Event tree interrelationships are discussed in Section 5.

Also included in Section 5 is a description of the model used to

incorporate SPMS failures into the Grand Gulf accident sequences. '

,

2.0 GRAND GULF SPMS DESCRIPTION
/,

2.1 System Description --

~

As shown in Figure B11-1, the suppression pool makeup system
-

-

provides water from the upper containment pool to the suppression

pool by gravity flow following a LOCA. The piping system consists

of two 100% capacity lines which penetrate the separator end of the' -

upper containment pool through the side walls. One line is on either '

*

side of the separator pool and then routed down to the suppression- . r
,

pool on opposite sides of the steam tunnel. The elevation of the

separator pool penetrations is such as to limit the volume of water
j

which can be dumped into the suppression pool. This volume limitation,

along with adequate weir wall freeboard insures that no drywell

- flooding over the weir wall will occur for inadvertent opening of

the valves on the suppression pool makeup lines.

Each suppression pool makeup line has two normally closed valves
,

in series. The power supply to valves on each line is from the sam ~ ';
~ ~ ~

"HW *4
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ele,ctriEal division. 'The opening of .the m keup system valves is> -

;, sig aled by a series combination of low-low suppression pool' level
~

.

|. ard a LOCA signal permissive. The low-low level signal is 18 inches
,

-bel'ow the normal low water level. Since maximum ECCS pump flow

-lowers Jhe suppression pool-at a-rate of 0.86'ft/ min, there is at
1

' least a l. 5-minute delay. between start of ECCS flow' and dumping ofl

/< .,

#4'- -the upper.pb41. The delay is actually 1 to 2 minutes longer than this
'

',
because vessel inventory mass is added to the si.ppression pool

,,

during blowdown steam condensation. This built-in volume integration
:

delay assures that the drywell pressure transient oue to vessel

blowdown has ended prior to complete dumping of the upper pool and
'

! corresponding increase of vent submergence. The dump of the upper

pool on lbw-low suppression pool level insures adequate water volume

to keep the- suppression pool vents covered for all break sizes.'

''
.. 7 -.<

ThEre are four level switches indicating suppression pool waterF -

.
,

i

f' 7e fli.with two switches per electrical division. The two level switches

ilr,f; , ,

initiate
e J

''' one division are paralleled so that either switch will
,-

.

.
*

S' duppression po61 makeup flow (pending LOCA permissive) from the makeupj

i ''
'

ri liste whose series valves are on the same electrical division as the
.y ! <,.

level switches. In other words, level switches on one electrical
'

T' > > ,

division <cannot initiate flow from the makeup line whose valves are
.

# 7: /

in a. separate electrical division.i

' '

The makeup system dump valver. can also be signaled to open by a
,,

,
LOC'A signal in series with a 30-minute timer where the timer itself is

} started.by the LOCA signal. This path of initiation logic is parallel
,

^ ' with the suppression pool low level'along with a LOCA permissive and~

- ' is specifically directed towards insuring that the combined upper
.

c ;
,

,
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pool and suppression pool volumes are available as a heat sink

for small breaks which do not lower the suppression pool to the
low-low water level trip,.but continue to dump vessel blowdown
energy into the pool.

The automatic LOCA signal which provides a permissive for upper

pool dump is paralleled with the manual ECCS initiation signal-for
the respective Divisions 1 and 2. Thus, the upper pool can be dumped,

manually. The 30 minute timer will, however, give the operator

time for corrective action if an automatic upper pool dump is not
desired. There is single failure protection against an automatic

,
inadvertent dump. The LOCA signal plus the timer signal after 30

minutes will dump the upper pool. However, the LOCA signal itself

is a one-out-of-two twice combination of high drywell pressure andx

low vessel water level and th9refore a double failure is required
to give a spurious LOCA signal.

The minimum suppression pool volume, without upper pool dump

is adequate to meet all heat cink requirements for any combination

sequence of vessel blowdown energy and decay heat energy out to 30
1

j minutes. The capacity of the RHR heat exchangers to safely limit
s .

.

,

! the long-term, post'LOCA suppression pool heatup transient is evaluated

on the basis- that the > makeup system is activated early in the transient.
x ~

s_

Specifically, the evalua' tion assumes .that the heat exchangers are

activated one-half hour after'the LOCA,and that at about this time the

drawdown makeup sysdem water has been added to the main suppression
.

pool'inventohh$ The makeup 30-minute timer will ensure that this

condition will exist.( The 3.75 m'inute_ dump period (8 minutes if only
one line ,is _ operative) sis not significant compared to the several

, Bll-5
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hours it takes for the suppression pool peak temperature to be

reached.

An inadvertent dump of the upper pool during any period of plant

operation with a pressurized vessel does not represent, in and of

itself, any hazard to.the public, the plant operating personnel or

any plant equipment. The drywell weir wall has sufficient freeboard

height between the suppression pool surface and the top of the weir

wall to store the entire upper pool makeup volume on top of the

normal suppression pool high water level without flooding over the

weir wall into the drywell. The only concern is for the extremely

low probability that a LOCA might occur during this period of high

vent submergence following inadvertent dump. The dumped upper pool

makeup volume can be transferred back to the upper pool through the

RHR pumps with a 13 min pumping time, operating at maximum flow,

thus restoring the initial suppression-pool water level.

2.2 System Operation

The level channels continuously monitor the level of the suppres-

sion pool and annunciate in the control room both a high water level

and a low water level condition. In addition, a low-low water level

will both annunciate in the control room and initiate the suppression

pool makeup flow. Low water level will be 6 inches below high water

level and low-low water level will be 18 inches below low water level
for a total difference of 24 inches between high water level and

low-low water level. Each of the two level sensors dedicated to
i

cach dump line can initiate opening of both valves in the line.

Automatic or manual actuation of the SPMS is inhibited without the

Bll-6
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presence of a coincident LOCA signal. In the event that the low-

low water level signal is not generated, the SPMS is actuated lar

the 30 minute timer. The timer is started by the LOCA signal which

initiates actuation of the emergency. core cooling pumps.

|
l

3.0 PEACH BOTTOM SPMS DESCRIPTION
'

Peach Bottom does not have an equivalent to a SPMS.

4.0 GRAND GULF SYSTEM EVALUATION

4.1 Event Tree Interrelationships

The FSAR analysis of the capability of the RHR heat exchangers

to safely limit the long-term, post-LOCA suppression pool heatup

transient is evaluated on the basis that the SPMS is activated early

in the transient. For this reason, the SPMS contributes to Event I

(RHRS) for both large and small LOCAs. Failure of the SPMS to transfer

the upper containment pool water to the main suppression pool inventory

after a LOCA results in suppression pool heatup eventually causing a

containment failure.

4.2 SPMS Model Description

4.2.1 SPMS Boolean' Equation

One Boolean equation of the SPMS was developed and used in the

large and small LOCA analyses. This equation describes failure of

both SPMS lines to operate and includes hardware, test, maintenance,

and common mode contributions. This equation is:

SPMS = (SA + SAACC + LLOP*EPSI)*(SB + SBACC + LLOP*EPS2).

Table Bll-1 relates each term of the previous above to the

components shown in Figure Bll-1. Table Bll-2 describes the com-

ponents identified in Table B11-1 and lists the failures that

Bll-7
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contribute to the component unavailability. Table B11-3 gives

a quantitative ranking of the different Boolean. terms.

The SPMS valves are periodically manually tested, one at a time,

during unit power operation. Manual testing of a valve is inhibited

by interlock unless the other valve in series on the same 1-ine is

closed. This test is intended to verify that valve will open and

close. The SPMS instrumentation is also periodically tested and

inspected.

Each of the two circuit channels is tested separately each month

and the test time for each is approximately 10 minutes. Therefore,

0 circuit test " (test frequency) x (channel unavailability)

1 x 0.167 hour = 2.3 x 10-4 -=

720 hours

The maintenance of the two motor operated dump valves constitutes

the maintenance contribution to SPMS failure. Typical mean outage

time for motor operated valves is t = 19 hours. The average maintenance

interval used in the Reactor Safety Study is 4.5 months which

corresponds to a frequency of .22 mal'ntenance acts per month. The

unavailability due to maintenance for each valve in each dump line

is therefore:

19
.22 = 5.8 x 10-3OMOVs " 720 x ,

No common mode failures were identified as significant contri-

butors to the SPMS unavailability.
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4.2.2 SPMS Unavailability

Using the Boolean equation given in the last section and the term

unavailabilities given in Table Bll-1, an independent SPMS point estimate

unavailability can be calculated. This was found to be: |
|

SPMS = 1.0 x 10-4 .

,
Double maintenance contributions were removed from these unavail-

abilities. For example, simultaneous maintenance of valv'es in both

SPMS dump lines were removed from the probability calculations.

The dominant failure contributors can be identified in Table Bil-3.

It shows that double hardware and hardware / maintenance failures of the

two SPMS dump lines make up about 33% of the total point estimate

unavailability.

The reader should be cautioned that these are unavailabilities for

Grand Gulf's SPMS if the system is considered independent of all others.

In general, failure of the SPMS will depend on what other systems have

succeeded or failed (i.e., conditional probabilities must be used for

the SPMS in the accident sequence analysis).

Bil-9
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* Table Bll-1. Boolean Equation Term Definition

Boolean Term Term Definition Term Unavailability

SA FOOlA-A + FOO2A-A 1.4 x 10-2

SB FOOlB-B + FOO2B-B 1. 4 x 10 -2

SAACC Actuation and Control 1.2 x 10-3
Circuit A

SBACC Actuation and Control 1.2 x 10-3
Circuit B

LLOP LOCA induced loss of 1.0 x 10-3
offsite power

* *EPSl Emergency AC Power 6.7 x 10-2
Division 1

**EPS2 Emergency AC Power 6.7 x 10-2
Division 2

* Refer to Figure Bil-1.
** Refer to Appendix B2.

|
|
t

t

|
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Table B11-2. Component Unavailabilities
.

Component Fault Failure
Description Identifier Contributors- Q/ Components..

Motor Operated FOOlA-A Control Circuit 3 x 10-4
3Valve FOO2A-A Hardware 1 x 10 4

'

'

1 x 10-(Normally. closed) FOOlB-B Plugged
FOO2B-B Maintenance 5.8 x'10-3

i

O Total 7.2 x 10-3,

,

Actuation and SAACC Failure on demand 1 x 10-3
Control Circuitry SBACC Testing 2.3 x-10-4

O Total 1.2 x 10-3

Bll-ll
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Table Bil-3. Quantitative Ranking of Boolean Equation Terms

SA*SB 6.1 x 10-5

SA*SBACC 1.7 x 10-5

SB*SAACC 1.7 x 10-5

LLOP*EPSl*EPS2 4.5 x 10-6

SAACC*SBACC 1.4 x 10-6

SA*LLOP*EPS2 9.4 x 10-7

SB*LLOP*EPS1 9.4 x 10-7

SAACC*LLOP*EPS2 8.0 x 10-8

SBACC*LLOP*EPS1 8.0 x 10-8

1.0 x 10-4
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Figure Bll-l. Grand Gulf Suppression Pool Makeup System
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l.0 INTRODUCTION

The Grand Gulf Standby Service Water System (SSWS) was reviewed
_

and compared with another BWR dasign (Peach Bottom) evaluated in

the WASH-3 400 s .ady. The SSWS designs for Grand Gulf and Peach

Bottom are described in Sections 2 and 3 of this report respectively.

A comparison of the two service water systems is given in Section 4.

SSWS event tree interrelationships are detailed in Section 5. Also

included in Section 5 is a description of the model used to incorporate

SSWS failures into the Grand Gulf acci6ent sequences and a point

estimate of the SSWS unavailability assuming independence from all

other Grand Gulf systems.

2.0 GRAND GULF SSWS DESCRIPTION

2.1 System Description

The Grand Gulf SSWS, which includes dedicated cooling towe s

.is designed to remove heat from plant auxiliaries.that are' required

for safe reactor shutdown. The SSWS provides cooling for plant

components, as required, during normal shutdown and reactor isolation

modes.

The SSW system consists of redundant trains comprised of cool-

ing towers, pumps, piping, valves, and associated instrumentation as

shown in Figure B12-1. Cooling water for each unit is pumped from

the cooling tower basins by two redundant SSW pumps and one HPCS

service water pump to the essential components through the two main

redundant SSW supply headers (loops A and B) and the HPCS service

water supply header (lcop C). After removing heat from the components,

B12-3
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the coolant is piped back to the cooling towers where the heat is

rejected through direct contact with ambient air.
The Standby Service Water System feeds ea'ch component given in

Table B12-1 through branches from the associated main supply headers

and the HPCS service water supply header.
i

Because the SSW system operates only during reactor shutdown,

reactor isolation, and post-L'JCA, the control room air conditioning

units and the ESF electrical switchgear room coolers are also

connected to the plant service water (PSW) system for cooling during

normal plant operation. She fuel pool heat exchangers are connected

to the component cooling wa ta - (CCW) system for cooling during

normal plant operation. The remaining SSW system componentL sre

isolated from the PSW and CCW systems. These components are

maintained full of water via the SSW fill tank during normal plant

operation. The SSW system provides cooling to the component cooling

water heat exchangers, instrument air compressors, and the drywell

coolers only during a loss of offsite power and shutdown of a unit.
Redundant automatic isolation valves are provided to separate non- ,

essential cooling water systems from the SSW system.

! The two SSW pumps (per unit), or either of the two SSW pumps

j in conjunction with the HPCS service water pump (one per unit), are

sized to provide enough cooling water to safely shut down a unit

following a LOCA. The discharge lines of the two SSW pumps associated

! with each tower are intertied via the basin recirculation line to
i

|.
permit additional flexibility of operation. No credit, however, was

.

given in the analys; s for the train interties. In addition, a

line interconnecting the discharge of each SSW pump within a basin

l' B12-4 -
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'

permits transfer of SSW basin ' water from one basin to the other.

. An intertie with the'RHP system is provided from Loop B of the SSW

system supply header. The intercie contains two remote manually

operated isolation valves that can be opened from the controlLroom, i

thereby permitting containment and drywell flooding.
.

2.2 System Operation
;

The SSWS operates only during testing, reactor shutdown, and

reactor isolation. System operation following a LOCA or other
-

I faulted condition is initiated automaticallyLand requires' no operator-

action (See Table B12-2). Initiation of SSWS operation for normal'

shutdown is accomplished manually from the control room.

If a LOCA occurs, all cooling tower f ans, SSW pumps, and HPCS

; service water pumps will start. If a loss of offsite power occurs
4

during a LOCA, the pumps and fans will stop and then will automatically

resume operation after transfer to standby diesel generator power

.

is completed. At the same time, the plant service water lines to
,

i

the-SSW components that are required during normal operation are

automatically isolated and the SSWS lines are opened to these
i
! components.

The SSW system is operated at a lower pressure than the RHR
,

! system for all modes of SSW system operation. The cooling.wate:

return line to each RHR heat exchanger is monitored by a radia'cion
,

sensor to detect any radioactive contamination resulting-from a
-

!.

tube leak. When contamination is detected, an alarm sounds in the-

I control room at which time the operator isolates the faulted heat
i

exchanger via motor operated isolation. valves. These valves can
,

also be manually actuated locally.

: B12-5
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The SSWS includes local temperr.ture and pressure test points

for evaluating performance of the system coolers. Local indicators

permit determination of the pump discharge pressures.. Discharge

flow from each of the SSW pumps ano return flow to the SSW cooling

towers is measured and ccmpared. A high differential between the

measured flows indicates system leakage and is annunciated in the

control room. Sumps and pumps, located throughout the plant, serve

to detect system leakale. Excessive leakage to a particular sump

is indicated by a high-l'igh level alarm and operation of the sump

p ump. Should a large break occ:ur in a SSW pipeline located outside

of the plan'. buildings, a low-pressure switch in the associated SSW

pump discharge header is annunciated in the control room. A small

break is detected by a higher than normal level drop in the SSW

cooling tower basins which include level sensors for monitoring

basin water level.

3.0 PEACH BOTTOM SSWS DESCRIPTION

The Standby Service Water System at Peach Bottom is actually

composed of two systems: the High Pressure Service Water System

(HPSWS) and the Emergency Service Water System (ESWS).

Following a loss-of-coolant accident, heat stored in the

reactor coolant system and subsequent heat picked up by emergency

coolant are deposited in the primary containment wetwell. The

HPSWS, in conjunction with the Low Pressure Core Recirculu-ion

System, is used to transfer the long term accumulation of heat in

the wetwell to an external heat sink. The HPSWS can also be used

alone as a last resort to inject reservoir (river) water directly

B12-6



into the reactor vessel, thereby flooding the reactor and contain-

ment.

The HPSWS is comprised of the pumps, valves, heat exchangers,

cooling towers and piping arranged as shown in the simplified flow

diagram, Figure B12-2. Under anticipated LOCA conditions water

will be pumped by one or more of the four pumps (each with a capacity

of 4500 gpm) from the Unit 2 pump basin, through the tube side of the

LPCRS heat exchangers, and to the discharge pond, thus removing

heat from the emergency coolant which is circulated through the

shell side of the heat exchangers by the LPCRS.

The emergency service water system (ESWS) is shown in the

simplified flow diagram of Figure B12-3. The function of the ESWS

is to:

Provide a backup supply of cooling water to the LPCRS anda.

CSRS pump compartmer? unit coolers and the CSRS pump lube

oil coolers, and

b. Provide cooling water to the diesel. generators.

| The ESNS and the " normal service water system" supply cooling water,
|

! via check valves and a common manifold, to the pump compartment

unit coolers. Either water supply will suffice for pump compartment

cooling. The ESWS is a standby system which supplies the needed

cooling water upon loss of-normal service water (e.g., if off-site

power is lost). Water for both systems is normally taken from a

reservoir adjacent to the plant and discharged back into the

reservoir. If for some reason water is not available from the
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normal source, water can be taken by the ESWS from an on-site

emergency cooling tower reservoir (3.7 million gallons). In this

case, water is recirculated through the loads, through the cooling

towers via the bocster pumps, and back to the emergency reservoir.

The ESWS has two major operational modes, i.e., non-recirculation

and recirculation. The system as shown in Figure B12-3 is aligned

for the normal or non-recirculating mode. By opening valve MO 841

and closing valve MO 498 the system is realigned for emergency

recirculation. Closure of the sluice gates MO 2233A, MO 2233B, and

MO 2209B will automatically close valve MG 498. The starting of

emergency cooling water pump 185 and insufficient output pressore

from emergency service water pumps P57A and P57B will automatically

open MO 841.

When any one of the four diesels attains a speed of 250 rpm or

when LOCA conditions exist (indicated by low reactor water level or

high drywell pressure), pumps P57A, P578, and P186 will be

automatically started. Pump 186 (emergency cooling water pump) is

tripped off automatically 23 seconds af ter start given that the

water pressure provided by pumps 57A and 57B is adequate. Either

pump P57A or P57B can be manually turned of f if suf ficient output

pressure is being maintained by one pump. The pump that has been

manually shut off will automatically restart if the operating pump

(P57A or P57B) fails to maintain sufficient output pressure.

For recirculation, the two booster pumps start automatically

when valve MO 498 closes. If no water is available at the pump

suction, the pumps will trip of f. The cooling tower fans must be

started manually by switches located in the control room. Cooled
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water from the cooling tower may be returned to the pump basin by

gravity flow. The line has pneumatically operated modulating valves

that sense basin water level when in the' recirculation mode (sluice
gates closed) and regulate water level accordingly.

4.0 COMPARISON OF GRAND GULF AND PEACH BOTTOM SSWS

The Peach Bottom Service Water System is composed of the HPSWS

and ESWS. Both Grand Gulf SSWS and Peach Bottom ESWS are designed

to supply cooling to the safeguard room coolers and the diesel

generator coolers of their respective plants during emergency

conditions. Each system supplies cooling water to its room coolers

from emergency basins via redundant service water pump trains.

After removing heat from the components, the coolant is piped b_ck

to the cooling towers where the heat is rejected to the atmosphere.

In addition to its two redundant SSW trains, the Grand Gulf SSWS

incorporates a HPCS service water train. The SSWS supplies cooling

to the RHR heat exchangers in emergency conditions. In Peach

Bottom, during an accident, the HPSWS supplies cooling to the RHR

heat exchangers.

The Peach Bottom system is shared by both of its units, whereas

each unit of Grand Gulf has its own SSWS.

Unavailability of the HPSWS at Peach Bottom is dominated by

test and maintenance contributions of the valves and pumps and by

a common mode failure of the HPSWS where the operator fails to

override some trip relays to manually start the HPSWS.

Unavailability of the ESWS at Peach Bottom is dominated by

potential faults in the single output valve, V506 (Refer to Figure
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B12-3). Any plugging of this valve will prevent coolant flow

through all unit coolers. Also, a possible failure mode considared

was th'e possibility that this normally keylocked open valve was

closed for a maintenance of test act and inadvertently left in a

closed position. The unavailability of the ESWS and HPSWS was

estimated in the RSS to be

Q(ESWS) = 1. 2 x 10-4

and

O(HPSWS ) = 4. 3 x 10-4 (no recovery in 1/2 hour) .

Unavailability of Grand Gulf 's SSWS was also dominated by

maintenance contributions of the pumps and valves in each loop. No

common mode failures were identified, however. SSWS loop unavailability

is calculated in Section 5.2.2 and was found to be approximately

10-2 If failure of two out of three SSWS loops is defined as system

fa ilure , then SSWS unavailability would be about 10-4, close to the

RSS value.

5.0 GRAND GULF SYSTEM EVALUATION

5.1 Event Tree Interrelationships

The principal function of the Standby Service Water System is

to provide cooling water to the various coolers and heat exchangers

necessary during accidents.

Because it is a support system of the RHRS, the Standby Service

Water System unavailability is considered-in estimating the probability
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of occurrence of Event'I on the LOCA event tree and Event W -on the

transient event tree. The SSWS is also incorporated into the model

of the Emergency AC Power System (EPS). Refer to Appendix B2.

Failure of a Standby Service Water loop (A,.B, or C) is' defined

as failure to circulate cooling water to essential components of

the plant.

5.2 SSWS Model Description

5.2.1 SSWS Boolean Equations

The components modeled are the pump and main valves of each

SSWS loop. Standby Service Water valves which isolate specific ESF

components were treated as part of the particular system served by

the component. For example, failures of the inlet and outlet SSWS

valves for the diesel jacket water coolers were included in the

analysis of the Emergency AC Power System. If either of these

valves fail, water will not flow through the jacket coolers and the.

diesel generator will trip due to overheating.- This will cause a

loss of the associated EPS division, but not the associated _ SSWS.

*

loop.
L

Three equations of each SSWS loop were developed; one for

LOCA's, one for T23 sequences, and one for Ti sequences. The

LOCA equations differ from the others in that they include failure

caused by loss of emergency power af ter a LOCA induced loss of

offsite power. The T1 equations include the possibility that

offsite power is not recovered and emergency power is unavailable.

In T23 sequences, AC power is assumed to be available. These

equations are:

B12-ll
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For LOCAs

SSWA (Loop A) = SSA + SAC + LLOP*EPSl ,

SSWB (Loop B) = SSB + SBC + LLOP*EPS2 ,

SSWC (Loop C) = SSC + SCC + LLOP*EPS3 .

For Ti Transients

SSWA = SSA + SAC + LOPNRE * LOPNRL*EPSl ,

SSWB = SSB + SBC + LOPNRE*LOPNRL*EPS2 ,

SSWC = SSC + SCC + LOPNRE* LOPNRL*EPS3 .

For T23_.T_rans ie n ts

SSWA = SSA + SAC -,

SSWB = SSB + SBC ,

SSWC = SSC + SCC .

Table B12-3 relates each of the above terms with the components

shown in Figure B12-1. Table B12-4 lists total component unavailability

and contributors to the component unavailability. These unavailabilities

include hardware, maintenance, and human faults when applicable.

While unavailability due to testing of the SSWS components was

found to be negligible due to a test override capability, a test

unavailability of 2. 3 x 10-4 was estimated for downtime due to

SSWS logic circuit testing for each loop. This number was obtained

by assuming a biannual, 1 hour test of SSWS initiating circuits.

Loop unavailability due to maintenance is from the pump and

motor operated valves. The average maintenance interval used in

the Reactor Safety Study is 4.5 months, which corresponds to a

B12-12
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frequency of .22 per month. The unavailability of a component due

to maintenance is estimated to be

E(.22)
Obaintenance " 720

where t is the mean maintenance duration. Using a t of 19 hours

for pumps and valves we find

F

O ov and pump maintenance = 5.8 x 10-3M .

The only human error significantly contributing to the SSWS

failure probability is the inadvertent closure during maintenance

of several normally open manual valves. If manual valves F199A and

F199B are closed, SSWS loops A and B will fail due to inadequate

pump lubricating oil cooling. If manual valve F013 is closed, loop

C will fail.

For a normally open manual valve that is closed during mainten-

ance, the steady state probability that it will be found closed

during a given month (unavailability) was estimated in the RSS by

the conditional probability

Q = p(undetected /left closed).p(left closed /maint.).p(maint.)

where, p(undetected /left closed) = 1/3, is the estimated probability

that the valve misalignment is not detected during walk-around

plant inspections, p(left closed /maint.) = 10-2 is the basic human

error of leaving the valve closed, and p(maint.) = 0.22 is the

probability that maintenance took place the previous month, given a

mean maintenance interval of 4.5 months. Therefore,

B12-13
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Q(F199A, F1993 inadvertently closed)

= (.33)(.01)(.22) = 7.3 x 10-4 .

Manually valve F013 is normally locked open and therefore is

less susceptible to be left in the wrong position. The unavailability

given in the RSS for this type of valve failure is 1 x 10-4
Therefore,

.Q(F013 inadvertently closed) = 1. 0 x 10-4 .

No common mode failures of the SSWS redundant trains contributed

significantly to the SSWS unavailability.

5.2.2 SSWS Unavailability

Using the Boolean equations given in the last section and the

term unavailabilities given in Table B12-1, an independent point

estimate unavailability can be calculated for each SSWS loop. Thes*e

are found to be:
i

For LOCAs

SSWA = 2. 2 x 10-2

SSWB = 2.2 x 10-2

SSWC = 1.5 x 10-2

For T,1 Transients

SSWA = 2.3 x 10-2

SSWB = 2.3 x 10-2

SSWC = 1.6 x 10-2

For T23 Transients
SSWA = 2.2 x 10-2

SSWB = 2. 2 x 10-2

SSWC = 1.5 x 10-2
B12-14
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A quantitative ranking of the Boolean terms is given in Table

B12-5. It is evident from this table that the terms SSA, SSB and

SSC dominate the three loop equations. These terms represent the

combined hardware and maintenance unavailability contributions for

components in each individual SSWS loop. The analysis indicates

that component maintenance makes up approximately 79 percent of the

total SSWS loop unavailability.

The reader should be cautioned that these are unavailabilities

for Grand Gulf's SSWS if the system is considered independent of

all others. In general, SSWS unavailability will depend on what

other system successes or failure have occurred, i.e., the

unavailabilities used for the SSWS in the sequences analysis must

be conditional unavailabilities.
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Table B12-1. Standby Service Water System Loads

Loop A

DESIGN DUTY
6(x 10 BTU /H)

a. RHR heat exchanger A 184.7
I

b. Standby diesel generator A jacket water cooler 23.75
c. RHR pump A seal cooler 0.30
p. RHR A room cooler 0.54
e. LPCS room cooler 0.30
f. Fuel pool heat exchanger A__ 7.45
g. RCIC room cooler 0.05
h. Control room A/C unit A 0.966
i. ESF electrical switchgear room coolers 0.329
j. Drywell purge compressor A 0.875
k. SSW pump A motor cooler 0.03
1. SSW pump A work 2.039

Loop B

a. RHR heat exchanger B 184.7
b. Standby diesel generator B 3acket water cooler 23.75
c. RHR pump B seal cooler 0.30
d. RHR pump C seal cooler 0.30
e. RHR B room cooler 0.54
f. RHR C room cooler 0.34
g. Fuel pool heat exchanger B 7.45
h. Control room A/C unit B 0.966
i. Drywell coolers 5.40
j. Component cooling water heat exchangers 4.70
k. Instrument air compressors 1.75
1. Drywell purge compressor B 0.875

; m. ESF electrical switchgear room coolers 0.329
n. SSW pump B motor cooler 0.03

| o. SSW pump B work 2.039

| Loop C

a. HPCS diesel generator jacket water coolers 10.89
b. HPCS room cooler 0.528
c. HPCS service water pump work 0.255

:
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Table 12-2. Standby Service Water System Initiating Signals

SSW Train A Initiation Logic

RHR Pump A running
LPCS Pump running
RCIC Turbine Steam-Supply Valve open
Diesel Generator No. 11 running
LOCA (reactor low water level or
drywell high pressure)
Manual (control room handswitches)

SSW Train B Initiation Logic

RHR Pump B running
RHR Pump C running
Diesel Generator No. 12 running
LOCA (reactor low water level or
drywell high pressure)
Manual (control room handswitches)

SSW Train C Initiation Logic

HPCS System initiates
HPCS Pump running
HPCS Diesel Generator running
Manual (control room handswitch)
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* Table B12-3. Boolean Equation Term Descriptions

Boolean Term Term Definition Term Unavailability

SSA C001A-A + F008A + 2.1 x 10-2
F001A-A + F005A-A
+ F199A

SSB C0018-B + F008B + 2.1 x 10-2
F001B-B + F005B-B
+ F199B

SSC C002-C + F012 + 1. 4 x 10-2
F013 + F0ll-C

SAC Actuation and Control 1. 2 x 10-3
Circuit Loop A

SBC Actuation and Control 1. 2 x 10-3
Circuit Loop B

SCC Actuation and Control 1. 2 x 10-3
Circuit Loop C

LLOP LOCA induced loss of 1.0 x 10~
offsite power

LOPNRE Failure to recover 2. 0 x 10-1
offsite power in
30 minutes

LOPNRL Failure to recover 1.0 x 10-1
offsite power within
30 hours given LOPNRE

**EPSl Emergency Power 4.5 x 10-2
Division 1

**EPS2 Emergency Power 4. 5 x 10-2
Division 2

1.

* * E PS 3 Emergency Power 4.0 x 10-2
Division 3

* Refer to Figure B12-1.

** Refer to Appendix B2. SSWS contributions to EPS division failure
have been removed.
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Table 112-4. Component Unavailabilities ['
r,

Component Fault Failure ~ , '
Description Identifiers Contributors O/ Components-

Check Valve F012
F008A

- 170x10-4
.

F008B Hardware .

~~

O Total 'l.0x10'4
. ?.B

Manual Valve Operator Error - Y.'0x10-4 ~9-

(Locked Open) F013 Plugged 1.0x10-4
, . A

O Total 2. 0 x10'"4 ''

. ?~
Manual Valve F199A Operator Error 7.3x10-4; / ,'
(Normally Open) F199B Plugged 1.0x10-4 ' *

f
.. e

Q Total ' 8.'3x1664 #

Motor Operated F011-C Ja
Valve F001A-A'

I (Normally Open) F001B-B % ~
F005A-A Maint'enando 5.8x10-3

.,

~

F005B-B Plugged .- 1.0x10-4 ~x
'

2 'j5.9x10-3Q Total '- - -

., ." "
,.

'

' ' 'l.0x10-3 'Standby Service C001A-A .Bardware +

'Water Pump C001B-B Control Circuit' l.0x10-3 ' ['- 0
C002-C Maintenance- -5.8x10-3 .

*
,

,

"
.

Q Total 7.8x10-3 i

i
'

Actuation and SAC
t Control Circuitry SBC

. ^
, Failure on Demand 1.0x10-3 '%

! SCC ' Testing 2.3x10-4

0 Total 1.2x]0-3 ,.

, ;
I

'

''

pF

,. -b

'
,-

,
** ,

e..

b

$

_
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Table B12-5. Quantitative Ranking of Boolean Termsh

For LOCAs:

/ '5SWA SSA 2.1x10-2- -

..
SAC 1.2x10-3

- #-
LLOP*EPS1 4.5x10-5

2.2x10-2~'
< s.

. . , _ _

',SSWB 'I<
. s. ~ SSB 2.1x10-3

f SBC 1.2x10-3
4.5x10-5. . . ._.

"~ y j ~, LLOP* EPS 2
,_

- - ,

2.2x10-2'' '
/ t

' t*

/. i >:.
,

SSWC fSC 1.4x10-2y

- c

i SCC 1.2x10-3

'' /.
. ,

LLOP*EPS3 4.0x10-5

e
-

1.5x10-2,
. ,

-

.'

Aje , ,

j Lor Tt Transients: a

f
,

i ,,'

2.1x10-2
.

SSWA ~! snaSAC 1.2x10-3''

LOPNRE*LOPNRL*EPS1 9.0x10-4s
" *

2.3x10-2;.s- '

<x y

/ SSWB SS2 2.1x10-2
SBC 1.2x10-3

LOPNRE*LOPNRL*EPS[ ' 9.Ox10-4
2.3x10-2'

'

,~/

, ' , , SSWC SSC 1.4x10-2_ ,.

$ ''(, . . . SSC 1.2x10-3,.

LOPNRE*LOPNRL*EPS3 8.0x10-4
1.6x10-2

,

/ For T23_ Transients:
' * -

- :. J ,,
- -

-33WA' SSA 2.1x10-2
SAC 1.2x10-3'

' , . 2.2x10-2
-e ,

,1

j'" -/ $-
SSB 2.1x10-2

.,

SSWB .
1.2x10-2

-

SBCe
2.2x10-2,

-

*f, <

- .. . . ,! - , //
', JSWC

'

S$b 1.4x10-2
'

'''' / /-
SCC 1.2x10-3' "

/ ', ..' '

^ - < / / 1.5x19-2'

' ? ,- .

g[ '

# g

4 ..e _ ~ ,
= .,

,
~ ,'

.

[ 1

, . ~ .

~
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APPENDIX C,

MARCH ANALYSES FOR THE DOMINANT

GRAND GULF ACCIDENT-SEQUENCES
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The dominant accident sequences for the Grand Gulf plant

can be divided into the following categories: (1) loss of heat
sink for dissipation of the fission product decay heat, (2)

failure to provide coolant makeup to the reactor vessel following

a transient or LOCA, and (3) failure to properly terminate the

fission process after receiving a scram signal._ MARCH, analyses
|

were performed to describe the accident progression for_one or

more of the sequences in each of these categories.

2.0 LOSS OF CONTAINMENT HEAT SINK

The sequences in this category include TPOI, TOW, and (S,A)I.

As a consequence of the loss of the containment heat sink, elevated

containment pressures and suppression pool temperatures result. -

The elevated suppression pool temperatures and containment pressures

may lead to eventual failure of the ECC pumps. The possibility of

recovery is included in the derivation of the sequence probabilities.

Failure of the ECC pumps results in core uncovery and meltdown.

ECC pump failure for these cases may occur in several ways (1).

due to prolonged operation above design temperatures, (2) by

pump cavitation following containment failure, or (3) by depletion-

of the ECC coolant supply. Many of the sequences in this category

were analyzed for more than one of the above cases. However,

the case where the ECCS pumps fail after containment failure due

to cavitation was ass'med in the results given in Chapter 6.

Af ter about 17 hours for the TOW sequence, the suppression

pool temperature will exceed the 212*F design temperature for

the ECC pumps. Prolonged pump operation in excess of design

C-3
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conditions cannot be assured. However,;if the ECC pumps continue

to' work, the containment pressure will continuously increase.

-The nominal containment failure pressure of 45 psia is reached

'iin about 30 hours. At 30 hours, the suppression pool' temperature

is about 256*F. When containment failure occurs, suppression

pool flashing would be expected to cause pump cavitation and

failure. The containment failure may.also produce structural

damage which could cause ECC failure. .If the ECC pumps do not-

fail when the containment fails, the pumps could conceivably

operate until a significant fraction of the suppression pool is

depleted. MARCH calculations indicate an additional several

days would be required.to vaporize the' suppression pool assuming

no replenishment.

The accident consequences are dependent on the timing of

the assumed ECC pump failure in these loss-of-heat sink cases.
.

If ECC pump failure does not occur until af ter containment

failure, core meltdown occurs in a failed containment. No

scrubbing of fission products by the suppression pool can be

assured in this case, and large escape of. fission products to

the atmosphere is predicted. However, if early ECC pump failure

is assumed (due to excessive pool temperature), core meltdown

occurs in an initially intact containment and some. fission product

scrubbing and plateout may take place. MARCH predicts containment

failure by the time of head failure, however, so that fission

products released during the subsequent concrete penetration

phase are released into a failed containment. CORRAL calculations
I

predict BWR Category 2 releases for the case of delayed con-

C-4
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tainment (and ECC) failure and BWR 3 releases for'the case of

early ECC failure and meltdown in an initially intact containment.

Figures C-1 and C-2 are plots of the MARCH calculated pressures

in the drywell (Volume 1) and wetwell or containment (Volume 2)

for sequence TOW. The ECC pumps in this case were assumed to

fail at the end of ECC injection from the Condensate Storage

Tanks. When the pumps switch to the recirculation mode at 980

minutes, the suppression pool temperature is 209'F. It was

assumed the pumps failed at this time due to high pool temperature.

Core uncovery starts at 1186 minutes. Core melting starts at

1255 minutes, and is complete by 1326 minutes. Bottom head

failure occurs 14 minutes later. The containment pressure peaks

at 61 psia. In this particular MARCH calcul& tion, containment

failure was assumed not to occur, and the pressure remains at

about 60 psia for about 4 hours. At about 1600 minutes the

metallic layer in the core debris on the drywell floor becomes

more dense than the oxide layer, and flips to the bottom. This
!

is accompanied by an increased chemical reaction and release of

hot non-condensible gases to the containment (Figure C-3) and

an increase in the vertical concrete penetration rate (Figure

C-4). For the calculation of the fission product releases, this

MARCH calculation was repeated assuming containment failure at

45 psia. The phenomena after containment failure are similar to

those discussed above, and the plotted results are not repeated

here.

Additional MARCH calculetions were performed for the TOW

sequence assuming ECC pump operation until containment failure

C-5
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and for the TPOI 'and AI sequences. In the analysisaof the TPOI

s equence , the Power Conversion System is assumed to be unavailable
i

for removal of decay heat; with the Power Conversion System

functioning the onset of core melting would be.substantially

delayed. The phenomenological considerations and accident

timing are - similar for these cases. Figure C-5 shows containment

pressures for.a TPOI sequence in which ECC pump failure is assumed

at the start of the recirculation mode, and containment failure

occurs at 45 psia. The primary system pressure, coolant mixture'

level, and fractions core melted and cladding reacted are plotted

-in Figures C-6, C-7, and C-8.

3.0 COOLANT MAKEUP FAILURE'

The dominant sequences in this category include TOUV, TPOE , .

and (S,A)E. These accidents involve failure to provide coolant

makeup to the reactor vessel. Consequently, core uncovery and

I meltdown result. The accident timing depends on the coolant

leak rate from the vessel, and thus on the type of transient or

! LOCA break size. For the TOUV transient, in which bolloff of

the primary coolant would take place at an elevated pressure

through a cycling safety valve, core melting starts at 106 minutes.

If a safety valve sticks open, as in the TPOE sequence, core

melting starts at 71 minutes. For.a large LOCA, melting starts

at 13 minutes.

The containment pressure histories following vessel head

I failure are somewhat different for the transient and LOCA initiated
!

sequences. In the transients, the primary system is vented

| directly'into the pressure suppression pool through the safety / relief

!
! C-6
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valve discharge headers. Thus, there is little or no condensation

-of water in the drywell. After head failure,-the containment ^ '

pressure is at relatively low levels but contains a large quantity

of hydrogen. There are significant concentrations of hydrogen -

in both the drywell and wetwell (containment) atmospheres. If
,

hydrogen burning takes place following vessel failure and includes

burning in the large containment volume, there appears to_be

little question of containment failure. Burning in the containment

enuld be initiated either by ignition sources there or through -

the propagation of burning from the drywell. In the latter, the

core debris interaction with concrete-appears to be a highly

likely ignition source. In the absence of hydrogen burning,

containment failure would occur several hours after vessel failure

due to the buildup of noncondensables from the reaction of the

core debris with concre.te.

For LOCAs, the primary coolant is released directly to the

drywell, with the possibility of water accumulation on the drywell

| floor and/or the bottom of the reactor cavity. MARCH analyses
'

|

indicate that on the order of 250,000 lb of water could collect

in the drywell for a sequence such as AE. The interaction of

the core debris with this water.will lead to rapid steam generation

I as well as additional hydrogen production. While much of the
i

steam produced by the debris-water interaction vfil be quenched

by the pool, the associated redistribution of noncondensables
I

will raise the containment pressure to near the nominal failure

level. Thus, there is a significant probability of containment

failure shortly after vessel meltthrough even in the absence of
i

l.

!. C-7
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hydrogen burning. If the containment does not fail due to this

pressure peak, failure'would be predicted several hours later as

a result of the continued buildup of.noncondensables. As in the

case of the transient sequences, there are significant concentra-

tions of hydrogen in both the drywell and containment atmospheres

at the time of vessel failure. In the event of hydrogen-burning

in the large containment, failure would be expected. Should the

burning be limited to the drywell volume, a small overall pressure

increase would be predicted.

The containment pressures obtained b; hydrogen burning are

based on MARCH calculations in which about 50 percent of the

total core zircaloy is react d during the in-vessel phase of

core meltdown. For the Grand Gulf plant, the core zircaloy is

approximately half in the fuel rod cladding with the remaining

half primarily in the fuel bundle shrouds. Thus, the zircaloy

reaction is equivalent to 100 percent cladding reaction, which
,

is consistent with previous PWR btudies. The remaining zircaloy

may be oxidized during the concrete penetraticn phase of - the

accident.

The pressure suppression pool remains relatively cool in

these sequences, even in the absence of RHRS operation, so that

there is significant scrubbing of fission products by the pool

prior to the time of containment failure. CORRAL calculations

indicate BWR Category 3 releases trom the containment if containment

failure occurs af ter core reeltdown but prior to the start of the

concrete penetration phase of the accident. If containment

failure is delayed several hours after head failure, BWR Category

4 releases are predicted.

C-8
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Figures C-9, C-lO, and C-11 show the primary system pressure,

coolant mixture level, and the fractions core melted and cladding

reacted for the TPOE sequence. Figure C-9 shows the primary

system depressurization with a stuck open valve (flow area =

0.16 ft2). Figure C-lO shows core uncovery starting at 32

minutes. From Figure C-ll, core melting is shown to start at 71

minutes. Containment pressures in the drywell (Volume 1) and

wetwell (Volume 2) are plotted in Figures C-12 and C-13. It was

assumed that hydrogen burning did not occur in these calculations.

Several hours are required after head failure (at 136 minutes)

to reach the nominal failure pressure of 45 psia. Figurc C-14

shows the adiabatic hydrogen burn pressures which would result

from burning all the hydrogen in the compartments at the indicated

times. Note that burning in the drywell would generally produce

pressures that could probably be accommodated. The pressures

associated with the wetwell (Volume 2) hydrogen burns are clearly

well in excess of design. Compartment atmosphere temperatures

are plotted in Figure C-15. The wetwell temperatures (Volume 2)

follow the suppression pool temperature. The drywell temperature

(Vclume 1) after head failure is controlled by the hot gases

coming from the core debris during the concrete penetration

phase of the accident. Basepad melting is shown in Figare

C-16.

In the calculations of accident probabilities for the TPQE

sequence, the Systems Analysis Task assumed that ADS failure

would preciade the possibility of using the low head ECC pumps.

Figure C-9 indicates the primary system pressure would fall

C-9
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below the. low pressure core spray shutoff head ( 290 psig) at'

about 50 minutes with leakage only through.the stuck-open valve.

Hand calculations indicate that ECC injection equal to the steam

leakage through the valve at pressures above 26C psia could

accommodate the core decay heat. At'260. psi,a, the LPCS injection,
rate.would approximately balance the boiloff rate. Thus, cooling

, -

!

by the LPCS may be possible for the TPOE sequence. At the time

of possible LPCS injection, the core is'nearly. uncovered. Specific

MARCH calculations were not performed to determine if core recovery
,

could be accomplished in_ tine to prevent core melting. The

results would be sensitive to a number of modeling assumptions

such as the assumed valve leak area. The results in Figure C-9

assume the valve fails in the full-open position,. Lesser flow!

a.

area could preclude LPCS injection.

Selected-MARCH results for the TOUV and AE sequences are

shown in Figuree C-17 through C-32. The containment pressures
3

for these. MARCH calculations assume containment failure does not

occur. The CORRAL results are based on an alternate set of
i

; MARCH calculations in which containment f ailure at 45 psia was

i assumed. No credit was taken in the CORRAL calculations for

possible fission product scrubbing by the suppression pool after

containment failure even though pool temperatures generally

remain below 170*F. (See Figures C-24 and C-31.) This could be

a.possible overconservatism in the analysis. The uncertainties

in the modes of containnent failure, possible structural damage

in the pool area, ejection of pool water during containment

depressurization, or other means of vent uncovery could preclude

effective fission product scrubbing.

| C-10
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4.0 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM FAILURE

#
Failure of the reactor protection system will cause the,

core to remain at high power levels. For the BWR analyzed in

; the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400), the core power was considered

to equilibrate at a 30 percent level in the absence of scram.
1

This figure was derived from vendor ATWS calculations. The same

power level was assumed for the present Grand Gulf MARCH calcula-

tions. The accident scenario in the absence of scram as described

by tiARCH is somewhat dependent on primary _ system break size, but

the overall'consecuences are about the same for a number of

sequences.

For small pipe break LOCAs and transients in the absence'of

ADS actuation, only the high head pumps are available for coolant

; makeup. The high head pumps do not have sufficient capacity to

keep up with coolant boiloff at power levels substantially above

decay levels. The rapid decrease of coolant inventory due to

the elevated power level will lead to partial core uncovery and
,

! may lead to the start of core melting. Subsequent reduction in

power will take place as a result of loss of moderator. If the,

i initial melting is assumed to progress, core melting in an initially-

intact containment would be predicted. With the continued operation
;

j of the high pressure injection systems and the expected decrease in

power level it is likely that effective cooling will be reestablished,

then the core power will tend to approach a level where it is

balanced by the heat removal capacity of the injection system.

This quasiequilibrium power level will be higher than decay

power and will exceed the capacity of the RHRS, thus leading to
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suppression pool heatup. Continued suppression pool'heatup

will lead to increasing containment pressure and eventual failure.

ECCS pump failure can be expected following containment failure

or upon the switchover from the injection to the recirculation-

mo,de of operation. Since at the time of ECCS failure the core
,

is already partially uncovered, core melting will follow sho'rtly

and take place within a failed containment. With the actuation

of the ADS, the transient and small LOCA sequences with failure

to scram will be similar to the corresponding large LOCA case.

For a large LOCA with failure to scram, the AC sequence,

the low head pumps have sufficient capacity to compensate for

coolant boiloff at 30 percent power level. However, suppression

pool heatup and containment overpressurization occur because the

RHRS decay heat removal system is inadequate to handle a 30
,

percent power level. The possible failure modes of the ECC

pumps at high pool temperature or upon containment failure for

the AC case are similar to these previously discussed for thei

TOW sequence. Core meltdown would follow failure of the ECC

; pumps. ECC failure due to containment depressurization would be

predicted to result in BWR Category _2 releases. Loss of the ECC

pumps prior to containment failure would result in Category 3;

releases.
i

i

,

e
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APPENDIX D

CUT SETS FOR THE GRAND GULF

DOMINANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCES

The cut sets that contribute approximately 90% or more to j
the total of each dominant accident sequence frequency are listed

below. Maintenance contributions to the cut set frequencies which

would violate technical specifications have been removed when
i

doing so will significantly af fect the results. Descriptions of

the cut set terms can be found in Appendices A and B.

Sequence T PQIy

Cut Set Frequency

-7T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*DIESELl* DIESEL 2* RECOVERY 1.2 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGA2* DIESEL 2* RECOVERY 7.9 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGB2*DIESELl* RECOVERY 7.9 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*DIESELl*SSB* RECOVERY 7.0 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL* DIESEL 2*SSA* RECOVERY 7.0 x 10

T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGA2*VGB2* RECOVERY 5.3 x 10_8
^

T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGAl* DIESEL 2* RECOVERY 5.0 x 10
T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGBl*DIESELl* RECOVERY 5.0 x 10
T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*SB*DIESELl* RECOVERY 4.6 x 10

-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGA2*SSB* RECOVERY 4.6 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*LA2* DIESEL 2* RECOVERY 4.6 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*SA* DIESEL 2* RECOVERY 4.6 x 10
-0T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGB2*SSA* RECOVERY 4.6 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*LB2*DIESELl* RECOVERY 4.6 x 10

T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*SSA*SSB* RECOVERY 4.1 x 10
T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNSL*VGAl*VGB2* RECOVERY 3.3 x 10_g
T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGA2*VGBl* RECOVERY 3.3 x 10

3.1x10jT *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*LA2*VGB2* RECOVERY
T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*LB2*VGA2* RECOVERY 3.1 x 10

-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGAl*SSB* RECOVERY 2.9 x 10-
'I *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGBl*SSA* RECOVERY 2.9 x 10,8g
T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*LA2*SSB* RECOVERY 2.7 x 10

-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*SA*SSB* RECOVERY 2.7 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*SB*SSA* RECOVERY 2.7 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*LB2*bSA* RECOVERY 2.7 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*DIESELl*V2* RECOVERY 2.6 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL* DIESEL 2*Vl* RECOVERY 2.6 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGAl*VGBl* RECOVERY 2.1 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*LA2*VGBl* RECOVERY 1.9 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*LB2*VGAl* RECOVERY 1.9 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*SA*SB* RECOVERY 1.8 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*LA2*LB2* RECOVERY 1.8 x 10
-8T *P*LOPNTU*LOPNRL*VGA2*V2* RECOVERY 1.8 x 10
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Cut Set Frequency

-

T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGB2*Vl* RECOVERY 1.8 x 10-8

Tf**P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*SSA*V2* RECOVERY
1.5 x 10

-8
T P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*SSB*Vl* RECOVERY 1.5 x 10-8
T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGAl*V2* RECOVERY 1.1 x 10-
T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGBl*Vl*PECOVERY 1.1 x 10_8g
T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*LA2*V2* RECOVERY 1.0 x 10

1.0 x 10_8
-

T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*SA*V2* RECOVERY g
T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*SB*Vl* RECOVERY 1.0 x 10-8
T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*LB2*Vl* RECOVERY 1.0 x 10_9
T *P*LOPNRE*LOPNRL*Vl*V2* RECOVERY 5.9 x 10

Sequence T POI23

T *P*Q*VGA2*VGB2* RECOVERY 5.0 x 10-
T *P*Q*VGB2*SSA* RECOVERY 3.4 x 10-
T *P*Q*VGA2*SSB* RECOVERY 3.4 x 10-
T *P*Q*VGA2*VGBl* RECOVERY 2.5 x 10-
T *P*Q*VGAl*VGB2* RECOVERY 2.5 x 10-
T *P*Q*VGA2*LB2* RECOVERY 2.3 x 10-
T *P*Q*VGB2*LA2* RECOVERY 2.3 x 10
T *P*Q*SSA*SSB* RECOVERY 1.6 x 10-
T *P*Q*VGBl*SSA* RECOVERY 1.3 x 10-
T *P*Q*VGAl*SSB* RECOVERY 1.3 x 10-
T *P*Q*LB2*SSA* RECOVERY 1.0 x 10-
T *P*Q*LA2*SSB* RECOVERY 1.0 x 10
T *P*Q*VGAl*VGBl* RECOVERY 1.0 x 10--8
T *P*Q*VGAl*LB2* RECOVERY 8.5 x 10-8
T *P*Q*VGBl*LA2* RECOVERY 8.5 x 10

-8
T *P*Q*SA*SB* RECOVERY f. 9 x 10

-8
T *P*Q*LA2*LB2* RECOVERY 6.9 x 10-8
T *P*Q*VGA2*SBC* RECOVERY 3.2 x J 0 -8
T *P*Q*VGA2*BCACT* RECOVERY 3.2 x 10-8
T *P*Q*VGB2* SAC * RECOVERY 3.2 x 10-
T *P*Q*VGB2*LRACT* RECOVERY 3.2 x 10-
T *P*Q* SAC *SSB* RECOVERY 2.8 x 10-
T *P*Q*SSB*LRACT* RECOVERY 2.8 x 10

-8
T *P*Q*SBC*SSA* RECOVERY 2.8 x 10-
T *P*Q*SSA*BCACT* RECOVERY 2.8 x 10-8
T *P*Q*PA27*VGB2* RECOVERY 2.2 x 10-0
T *P*Q*PB27*VGA2* RECOVERY 2.2 x 10-8
T *P*Q*VGAl*BCACT* RECOVERY 2.0 x 10-
T *P*Q*VGAl*SBC* RECOVERY 2.0 x 10-
T *P*Q*LRACT*VGBl* RECOVERY 2.0 x 10-8
T *P*Q*VGBl* SAC * RECOVERY 2.0 x 10-8
T *P*Q*PA27*SSB* RECOVERY 1.9 x 10-8
T *P*Q*PB27*SSA* RECOVERY 1.9 x 10 '
T *P*Q*SAACC*SB* RECOVERY 1.9 x 10-
T *P*Q*LRACT*LB2* RECOVERY 1.9 x 10--8

* 1.9 x 10
23*P*Q*LA2*SBC* RECOVERY

T -0
P*Q*LB2* SAC * RECOVERY 1.9 x 10T -8

T *P*Q*LA2*BCACT* RECOVERY 1.9 x 10-
T *P*Q*SA*SBACC* RECOVERY 1.9 x 10

23
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Sequence T POEy

Cut Set Frequency

-9T *P*Q*OP*H*R 1.1 x 10
T *P*Q*OP*LOPNRE* DIESEL 3*R 1.1 x 10_
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl* DIESEL 2* DIESEL 3*R 9.5 x~10
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl* DIESEL 3*R*LC 5.8 x 10
T *P*Q*LOPNRE* DIESEL 2* DIESEL 3*L*R 5.6 x 10_9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSA* DIESEL 2* DIESEL 3*R 5.6 x 10_9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl* DIESEL 2*H*R 5.6 x 10

-9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl*SSB* DIESEL 3*R 5.6 x 10
-9T *P'Q*LOPNRE*BATA* DIESEL 2* DIESEL 3 5.2 x 10

T *P*Q*OP*LOPNRE*SSC*R 4.3 x 10-
-9T *P'Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl* DIESEL 2*SSC*R 3.7 x 10
-9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*LB2*DIESELl* DIESEL 3*R 3.7 x 10
-9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl* DIESEL 3*R*LB1 3.4 x 10
-9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSA* DIESEL 3*R*LC 3.4 x 10
-9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl*H*R*LC 3.4 x 10
-9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSB* DIESEL 3*L*R 3.2 x 10

T *P*Q*LOPNRE*L*H*R* DIESEL 2 3.2 x 10-
-9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSA* DIESEL 2*H*R 3.2 x 10

T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSA*SSB* DIESEL 3*R 3.2 x 10
T *P*Q*LOPMRE*DIESELl*SSB*H*R 3.2 x 10_9T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNRE* DIESEL 3*LC 3.2 x 10

-9T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNRE* DIESEL 2*H 3.0 x 10
-9T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNRE*SSB* DIESEL 3 3.0 x 10

T *P*Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl*SSC*R*LC 2.3 x 10-
-9T *P*Q*LOPNRE* DIESEL 2*SSC*L*R 2.2 x 10
-9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSA* DIESEL 2*SSC*R 2.2 x 10
-9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*LB2*SSA* DIESEL 3*R 2.2 x 10
-9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*LB2*DIESELl*H*R 2.2 x 10-

T *P*Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl*SSB*SSC*R 2.2 x 10 '
-9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*Vl* DIESEL 2* DIESEL 3*R 2.1 x 10
-9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl*V2* DIESEL 3*R 2.1 x 10

T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNRE* DIESEL 2*SSC 2.0 x 10
T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNRE*LB2* DIESEL 3 2.0 x 10_
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSA* DIESEL 3*R*LB1 2.0 x 10_9
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl*H*R*LBl 2.0 x 10_9
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSA*H*R*LC 2.0 x 10_9
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSB*L*H*R 1.9 x 10_g
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSA*SSB*H*R g

1.9 x 10_g
T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNRE* DIESEL 3*LB1 1.9 x 10_g
T *P*Q*OP*HACT*R 1.8 x 10_
T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNRE*H*LC 1.8 x 10_g
T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNRE*SSB*H g

1.8 x 10_g
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*LB2*DIESELl*SSC*R 1.4 x 10_9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl*SSC*R*LB1 1.3 x 10_9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSA*SSC*R*LC 1.3 x 10_g
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*Vl* DIESEL 3*R*LC 1.3 x 10_9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSB*SSC*L*R 1.3 x 10_g
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*LB2*SSA*H*R 1.3 x 10_g
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSA*SSB*SSC*R 1.3 x 10_g
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*V2* DIESEL 3*L*R 1.2 x 10_9T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSA*V2* DIESEL 3*R 1.2 x 10
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Cut Set Frequency

T *P*Q*LOPNRE*Vl* DIESEL 2*H*R 1.2 x 10

T *P*Q*LOPNRE*Vl*SSB* DIESEL 3*R 1.2 x 10_9
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl*V2*H*R 1.2 x 10_9
T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNRE*SSC*LC 1.2 x 10_9
T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNRE*SSB*SSC 1.2 x 10_9
T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNRE*LB2*H 1.2 x 10_9
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSA*H*R*LB1 1.2 x 10_9
T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNRE*V2= DIESEL 3 1.2 x 10_99
T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNRE*H*LB1 1.1 x 10-10
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl* DIESEL 2*V3*R 8.7 x 10-10
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*LB2*SSA*SSC*R 8.4 x 10-10
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*Vl* DIESEL 2*SSC*R 8.2 x 10-10
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*LB2*Vl* DIESEL 3*R 8.2 x 10-10
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl*V2*SSC*R 8.2 x 10 -10
T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNRE*LB2*SSC 7.8 x 10 -10
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSA*SSC*R*LB1 7.8 x 10-10
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*Vl* DIESEL 3*R*LB1 7.6 x 10 -10
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*Vl*H*R*LC 7.5 x 10-10
T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNRE*SSC*LB1 7.3 x 10-10
T *P*Q*LOPNRF*V2*L*H*R 7.2 x 10-10
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SdA*V2*H*R 7.2 x 10-10
T * P * Q * LOPNRE * Vl * !' S B an"R 7.2 x 10-10
T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNP.E*V2*H 6.7 x 10-10
T *P*Q*LRACT*H*R*LC 5.7 x 10 -10
T *P*Q*BCACT*L*H*R 5.4 x 10-10
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl*V3*R*LC 5.3 x 10-10
T *P*Q*LOPNRE* DIESEL 2*V3*L*R 5.1 x 10-10
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSA* DIESEL 2*V3*R 5.1 x 10-10

- T *P*Q*LOPNRE*DIESELl*SSB*V3*R 5.1 x 10 -10
1 T *P*Q*LOPNRE*Vl*SSC*R*LC 5.0 x 10 -10

T *P*Q*LOPNRE*V2*SSC*L*R 4>8 x 10
. -10

T *P*Q*LOPNRE*SSA*V2*SSC*R 4.8 x 10
-10

7 *P*Q*LOPNRE*LB2*Vl*H*R 4.8 x 10 -10
T *P*Q*LOPNRE*Vl*SS3*SSC*R 4.8 x 10 -10
T *P*Q*BATA*LOPNRE* DIESEL 2*V3 4.8 x 10

Sequence T QE23

T *P*Q*OP*R*H 3.8 x 10~
-0

T *P*Q*OP*R*HACT 6.4 x 10
-8

T *P*Q*OP*RACT*H 2.6 x 10~
T *P*Q*R*LRACT*H*LC 2.0 x 10

-8
T *P*Q*R*BCACT*L*H 1.9 x 10~
T *P*Q*R*LRACT*LB2*H 1.3 x 10~
T *P*Q*R*LRACT*H*LB1 1.2 x 10

Sequence SI

S*VGA2*VGB2 6.2 x 10
S*VGB?*SSA 4.2 x 10_7
S*VGA2*SSB 4.2 x 10_7
S*VGA2*VGB1 3.2 x 10-

3.2 x 10_7S*VGAl*VGB2 7
S*VGA2*LB2 2.8 x 10

D-4
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Cut Set Frequency

S*LA2*VGB2 2.8 x 10
S*SSA*SSB 1.9 x 10_7S*VGBl*SSA 1.6 x 10_7S*VGAl*SSB 1.6 x 10_7S*LB2*SSA 1.3 x 10

-7S*LA2*SSB 1.3 x 10_7S*VGAl*VGB1 1.3 x 10
-7S*VGAl*LB2 1.1 x 10_7S*LA2*VGB1 1.1 x 10
-8S*SA*SB 8.6 x 10
-8S*LA2*LB2 8.6 x 10
-8S*VGA2*SBC 4.0 x 10
-8S*VGA2*BCACT 4.0 x 10

S*VGB2* SAC 4.0 x 10_8
-

g
S*VGB2*LRACT 4.0 x 10

-8S* SAC *SSB 3.5 x 10
-8S*LRACT*SSB 3.5 x 10
-8S*SSA*SBC 3.5 x 10
-8S*BCACT*SSA 3.5 x 10
-8S*PA27*VGB2 2.7 x 10
-8S*VGA2*PB27 2.7 x 10
-8S*VGAl*BCACT 2.5 x 10

2.5x10jS*VGAl*SBC
S*LRACT*VGB1 2.5 x 10_g
S*VGBl* SAC 2.5 x 10

-8S*PA27*SSB 2.4 x 10
S*PB27*SSA 2.4 x 10

-8S*SAACC*SB 2.4 x 10
-8S*LRACT*LB2 2.4 x 10
-8S*LA2*SBC 2.4 x 10
-8S*LB2* SAC 2.4 x 10
-8S*LA2*BCACT 2.4 x 10-8S*SA*SBACC 2.4 x 10

Sequence T 0W
1

-

T *LOPNRE*LOPNrJ.,*DIESELl* DIESEL 2* RECOVERY 1.1 x 10_
T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*SSA* DIESEL 2*PECOVERY 6.4 x 10
T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*DIESELl*SSB* RECOVERY 6.4 x 10_7

-

T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL'VOBl*DIESELl* RECOVERY 4.5 x 10_77T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGAl* DIESEL 2* RECOVERY 4.5 x 10
-7T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*SSA*SSB* RECOVERY 3.7 x 10
-7T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGBl*SSA* RECOVERY 2.6 x 10
-7T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGAl*SSB* RECOVERY 2.6 x 10_7T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*Vl* DIESEL 2* RECOVERY 2.4 x 10
-7T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*DIESELl*V2* RECOVERY 2.4 x 10
-7T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGAl*VGBl* RECOVERY 1.9 x 10
-7T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*SSA*V2* RECOVERY 1.4 x 10_7T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*Vl*SSB* RECOVERY 1.4 x 10_7T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGBl*Vl* RECOVERY 1.0 x 10_7T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGAl*V2* RECOVERY 1.0 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*Vl*V2* RECOVERY 5.4 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGA2* DIESEL 2*R* RECOVERY 3.7 x 10
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"Cut Set Frequency .

T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGB2*DIESELl*R* RECOVERY 3.7 x 10~
-8

T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL* SAC * DIESEL 2* RECOVERY 3.6 x 10 '

-8 .-T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*DIESELl*SBC* RECOVERY 3.6 x 10
T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*BATB*DIESELl* RECOVERY 3.0 x 10[8 .

,
.

T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*BATA* DIESEL 2* RECOVERY 3.0 x 10 *
-8 '

T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGA2*VGB2*R* RECOVERY 2.5 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGB2*SCVB*DIESELl* RECOVERY 2.3 x 10 -

-8 %T *LOPNRE*LOPNRL*VGA2*SCVA* DIESEL 2* RECOVERY 2.3 x 10

Sequence T OJ23
-6 ,cT *Q*SSA*SSB* RECOVERY 3.2 x 10 ,

-6 -

T *Q*VGBl*SSA* RECOVERY 1.9 x 10 '

-6 c
T *Q*VGAl*SSB* RECOVERY 1.9 x 10~

'T *Q*VGAl*VGBl* RECOVERY 9.4 x 10
-7

,

T *Q*VGA2*VGB2*R* RECOVERY 3.0 x 10~ , ,

T *Q*VGA2*SSB*R* RECOVERY 2.6 x 10~ ' ' "

-

T *Q*VGB2*SSA*R* RECOVERY 2.6 x 10
T *Q*SSA*SBC* RECOVERY 2.6 x 10[7 } ,"
T~ *Q* SAC *SSB* RECOVERY 2.6 x 10~ ' - -

T *Q*VGA2*VGBl*R* RECOVERY 1.9 x 10_ | $,. .
T *Q*VGAl*VGB2*R* RECOVERY 1.9 x 10~ . s ,.

T *Q*VGBl* SAC * RECOVERY 1.9 x.10~
JT *Q*VGAl*SBC* RECOVERY 1.9 x 10 '

-

T * Q * LA 2 * VGB 2 * R* RECO'7ERY 1.8 x 10~ %. ' .
T *Q*VGA2*LB2*R* RECOVERY 1.8 x 10~ --

T *Q*VGB2*SCVB*SSA* RECOVERY 1.7 x 10~
T *Q*VGA2*SCVA*SSB* RECOVERY 1.7 x 10~
T *Q*LA2*SSB*R* RECOVERY 1.5 x 10~
T *Q*LB2*SSA*R* RECOVERY 1.5 x 10~

,

.

Sequence T ;

23
-6T *C 5.4 x 1023 .

Sequence T OUVy

T *LOPNRE*OP*R* DIESEL 3 1.1 x 10 , ,

T *LOPNRE*R*DIESELl* DIESEL 2* DIESEL 3 9.5 x 10 $'''+-8T *LOPNRE*OP*R*H 6.4 x 10 ~ '

-8T *LOPNRE*R*DIESELl* DIESEL 3*LC 5.8 x 10
T *LOPNRE*R*SSA* DIESEL 2* DIESEL 3 5.6 x 10[8 !' '

8T *LOPNRE*R*DIESELl*SSB* DIESEL 3 5.6 x 10 '
' '

-8T *LOPNRE*R*DIESELl* DIESEL 2*H 5.6 x 10
-8

T *LOPNRE*R* DIESEL 2* DIESEL 3=L 5.6 x 10-8
T *LOPNRE*BATA* DIESEL 2* DIESEL 3 5.2 x 10-8T *LOPNRE*OP*R*SSC 4.3 x 10-8 - -

T *LOPNRE*R*DIESELl* DIESEL 2*SSC 3.7 x 10 ~ '' "

-8T *LOPNRE*R*LB2*DIESELl* DIESEL 3 3.7 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*R*LBl*DIESELl* DIESEL 3 3.4 x 10 '

-8T *LOPNRE*R*SSA* DIESEL 3*LC 3.4 x 10
-8 i -"

T *LOPNRE*R*DIESELl*H*LC 3.4 x 10 .' '

T *LOPNRE*R*SSA*SSB* DIESEL 3 3.2 x 10 .'-8

-j : ?.' ,
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Cut Set Frequency

-8T *LOPNRE*R*SSA* DIESEL 2*H 3.2 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*R*SSB*DIESELl*H 3.2 x 10

T *LOPNRE*R*SSB* DIESEL 3*L 3.2 x 10[8
T *LOPNRE*R* DIESEL 2*L*H 3.2 x 10

-8T *LOPNRE*BATA* DIESEL 3*LC 3.2 x 10-
T *LOPNRE*BATA*SSB* DIESEL 3 3.0 x 10_8g
T *LOPNRE*BATA* DIESEL 2*H 3.0 x 10

-8T *LOPNRE*R*DIESELl*SSC*LC 2.3 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*R*SSA* DIESEL 2*SSC 2.2 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*R*LB2*SSA* DIESEL 3 2.2 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*R*DIESELl*SSB*SSC 2.2 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*R*LB2*DIESELl*H 2.2 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*R* DIESEL 2*SSC*L 2.2 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*R*Vl* DIESEL 2* DIESEL 3 2.1 x 10

T *LOPNRE*R*DIESELl*V2* DIESEL 3 2.1 x 10[8
T *LOPNRE*BATA* DIESEL 2*SSC 2.0 x 10

-8T *LOPNRE*BATA*LB2* DIESEL 3 2.0 x 10-8T *LOPNRE*R*SSA* DIESEL 3*LB1 2.0 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*R*DIESELl*H*LB1 2.0 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*R*SSA*H*LC 2.0 x 10

T *LOPNRE*R*SSA*SSB*H 1.9 x 10_8
-

g
T *LOPNRE*R*SSB*L*H 1.9 x 10

-8T *LOPNRE*BATA* DIESEL 3*LB1 1.9 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*BATA*H*LC 1.8 x 10
-0T *LOPNRE*BATA*SSB*H 1.8 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*R*LB2*DIESELl*SSC 1.4 x 10

T *LOPNRE*R*DIESELl*SSC*LB1 1.3 x 10[8
T *LOPNRE*R*SSA*SSC*LC 1.3 x 10
T *LOPNRE*R*Vl* DIESEL 3*LC 1.3 x 10[8
T *LOPNRE*R*SSA*SSB*SSC 1.3 x 10

-8T *LOPNRE*R*LB2*SSA*H 1.3 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*R*SSB*SSC*L 1.3 x 10

T *LOPNRE*R*SSA*V2* DIESEL 3 1.2 x 10[8g
T *LOPNRE*R*Vl*SSB* DIESEL 3 1.2 x 10

-8T *LOPNRE*R*Vl* DIESEL 2*H 1.2 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*R*DIESELl*V2*H 1.2 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*R*V2* DIESEL 3*L 1.2 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*BATA*SSC*LC 1.2 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*BATA*LB2*H 1.2 x 10

T *LOPNRE*BATA*SSB*SSC 1.2 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*R*SSA*U*LB1 1.2 x 10
-8T *LOPNRE*BATA*V2* DIESEL 3 1.2 x 10-

T *LOPNRE*BATA*H*LB1 1.1 x 10-
T *LOPNRE*OP*R*V3 1.0 x 10

-9T *LOPNRE*R*DIESELl* DIESEL 2*V3 8.7 x 10
-9T *LOPNRE*R*LB2*SSA*SSC 8.4 x 10
-9T *LOPNRE*R*Vl* DIESEL 2*SSC 8.2 x 10
-9T *LOPNRE*R*LB2*Vl* DIESEL 3 8.2 x 10

T *LOPNRE*R*DIESELl*V2*SSC 8.2 x 10[9
T *LOPNRE*BATA*LB2*SSC 7.8 x 10_9g
T *LOPNRE*R*SSA*SSC*LB1 7.8 x 10

-9T *LOPNRE*R*Vl* DIESEL 3*LB1 7.6 x 10
-9T *LOPNRE*R*Vl*H*LC 7.5 x 10

D-7
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Cut Set Frequency .'

7.3x10|
~

T *LOPNRE*BATA*SSC*LB1
T *LOPNRE*R*SSA*V2*H 7.2 x 10_9
T *LOPNRE*R*Vl*SSB*H 7.2 x 10_9T *LOPNRE*R*V2*L*H 7.2 x 10_9
T *LOPNRE*BATA*V2*H 6.7 x 10_9T *LOPNRE*R*DIESELl*V3*LC 5.3 x 10_ '

T *LOPNRE*R*SSA* DIESEL 2*V3 5.1 x 10_99
T *LOPNRE*R*SSB*DIESELl*V3 5.1 x 10_9
T *LOPNRE*R* DIESEL 2*V3*L 5.1 x 10_9T *LOPNRE*R*Vl*SSC*LC 5.0 x 10_
T *LOPNRE*R*SSA*V2*SSC 4.8 x 10_9

4.8 x 10_9T *I-OPNRE* R*Vl*SSB* SSC
4.8 x 10_9T * LOPNRE* R*I.B 2 *Vl * H
4.8 x 10_9T *LOPNRE*R*V2*SSC*L

T *LOPNRE*BATA* DIESEL 2*V3 4.8 x 10_9
T *LOPNRE*R*Vl*V2* DIESEL 3 4.7 x 10_9

4.5 x 10_9T *LOPNRE*BATA*V2*SSC
4.5 x 10_9T *LOPNRE*R*Vl*H*LB1
3.7 x 10_9T *LOPNRE*OP*R* SCC
3.7 x 10_9

,

T *LOPNRE*OP*R*HACT 9T *LOPNRE*R*LB2*DIESELl*V3 3.4 x 10

D-8
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A?PENDIX E p

GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ADS Automatic Depressurization System
t

ANL Argonne National Laboratories s

s-

ATWS Anticipated Transient Without Scram

BCL Battelle Columbus Laboratories T

BWR Boiling Water Reactor

CRDS Control Rod Drive System

CSIS Core Spray Injection System

CST Condensate Storage Tank
,

DCPS DC Power System

ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System

ECI Emergency Coolant Injection
?.

EPS Emergency Power System '

-

ESF Engineered Safety Feature '

ESWS Emergency Service Water System

FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report
..

HPCIS High Pressure Coolant Injection System '

HPCS High Pressure Core Spray

HPSWS High Pressure Service Water System ' "'

LOCA Loss of Coolant Accident ,

LOP Loss of Offsite Power
_ c

-

LPCIS Low Pressure Coolant Injection System e

.. 'f
LPCS Low Pressure Core Spray

LWR Light Water Reactor -[''

4 *
MWe Megawatt Electrical , .,

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission N, j

h
E-1

.



PCS Power Conversion System

PWR Pressurized Water Reactor

RCICS Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System

RCS Reactor Coolant System

RHRS Residual Heat Removal System

?.PLS Reactor Protection Logic System

RPS Reactor Protection System

RSS Reactor Safety Study

RSSMAP Reactor Safety Study Methodology Applications Program

S GTS Standby Gas Treatment System

SNL Sandia National Laboratories
,

.

SPMS Suppression Pool Makeup System

S/RV Safety / Relief Valve

SSWS Standby Service Water System

VAC Volts AC

VDC Volts DC

VSS Vapor Suppression System

i
S

.

m

s

.

k
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